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Abstract: Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a popular tool in the design and optimization
process of vehicles. Reliable numerical models of the vehicle aerodynamics should resolve basic
features of the flow around the vehicle under investigation without any fitting procedure. On the
other hand, the simulations should be economical, i. e. longcomputing times and high mem-
ory requirements should be avoided. In our contribution, numerical simulations of the flows
around the Ahmed reference car body based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) equations are presented. The Ahmed body is a simplified car used in automotive in-
dustry to investigate the influence of the flow structure e. g.on the drag. The flow around the
Ahmed body exhibits basic features, which are also characteristic for other bluff body vehicles,
namely trucks, buses or trains: There exist large coherent vortex structures and elongated sep-
arated flow regions downstream of the Ahmed body. The vortices, the detached flows, and the
boundary layers at the body contours interact strongly, these interactions are of fundamental
importance for aerodynamical parameters of the car. In our study, Ahmed bodies with different
rear geometries (slant anglesϕ of 25o and 35o) are investigated. The findings from the nu-
merical simulations are in agreement with corresponding experiments. Based on the numerical
data, we give an explanation of the basic mechanisms of the unsteady flow behavior.
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Thomas Ceyrowsky, Christoph Brücker and Rüdiger Schwarze

1 INTRODUCTION

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a tool of rising popularity in the design and optimiza-
tion process of vehicles. Methods are available which allowan automatic shape optimization
in a virtual wind tunnel[1]. As a major requierement, the employed numerical models of the
vehicle aerodynamics should resolve basic features of the flow around the vehicle under investi-
gation without any fitting procedure. On the other hand, the simulations should be economical,
i. e. long computing times and high memory requirements should be avoided.

In our contribution, numerical simulations of the flows around the Ahmed reference car body
[2] are presented. The Ahmed reference body is a simplified car model which is employed in
the automotive industry in order to investigate the influence of the flow structure e. g. on the
drag of the vehicle. Good aerodynamic design of a vehicle requires a good understanding of
the flow phenomena and the relationships between the aerodynamic parameters and the shape
of the vehicle.

The flow around the Ahmed body exhibits basic features, whichare also characteristic for
other bluff body vehicles, namely trucks, buses or trains: There exist large coherent vortex
structures and elongated separated flow regions downstreamof the Ahmed body, which give
the main contributions to the drag [2, 3]. The location at which the flow separates determines
the size of the separation zone, and consequently the drag force. Clearly, a precise simulation
of the wake flow and of the separation process is essential forthe accuracy of drag predic-
tions. The vortices, the detached flows, and the boundary layers at the body contours interact
strongly. These interactions are of fundamental importance for the aerodynamical parameters
of the vehicle.

The Ahmed body has the dimensions lengthl = 1044 mm, heighth = 288 mm and width
w = 389 mm, Fig. 1. The length of the slant part islS = 222 mm, whatever the angleϕ.
The distance between the ground and the bottom surface of theAhmed body isb = 50 mm.
In the experiments of Lienhart et al. [3], the incoming flow velocity is U in = 40 m/s. The
kinematic viscosity of air isν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2/s. The Reynolds number isRe = U l/ν =
2.784 × 106. In the experiments, a critical rear body slant angleϕc = 30o is found at which the
drag is maximum. Far below this value, the wake is nearly steady and quasi two-dimensional
(minor changes in streamwise direction). Then, the flow evolves to a complex three-dimensional
very disipative structure, when the angle is increased. At the critical angle, the flow structure
changes drastically: for higher slant angles, the wake becomes again quasi two-dimensional.
Two different rear slant angles (ϕ1 = 25o and ϕ2 = 35o) are considered in the numerical
simulations, which correspond to a high-drag configurationwith strongly three-dimensional
wake (ϕ1) and a low-drag configuration with quasi two-dimensional wake (ϕ2).

The flow around the Ahmed body has been already used as a test case for turbulence mod-
eling under steady-state conditions [4, 5]. In our study, the flow around the Ahmed body is
investigated in numerical simulations based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) equations. The boundary conditions of the simulations fit to the constant parameters
in the experiments of Lienhart et al. [3]. Different turbulence models and numerical schemes
have been tested in order to find out the best settings for the simulations. Finally, benefits and
short-comings of the URANS approach in comparison to LES arediscussed. Therefore, our
numerical data (drag coefficients, velocity profiles and Strouhal numbers) are compared to the
experimental [3] and recent numerical results from large eddy (LES) [6, 7] and lattice Boltz-
mann simulations (LBM) [8] in order to judge the accuracy of our model. We also compare
our numerical efforts (computing times and memory requirements) with the data of the other
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Figure 1: Ahmed reference body: geometry and dimensions.

investigations in order to judge the efficieny of the URANS approach as well.

2 NUMERICAL MODEL

2.1 Model equations

A numerical solution of the fundamental flow equations demands a direct numerical simula-
tion, in order to obtain all velocity and pressure scales of the turbulent flow field. This would
be a very time and memory consuming task. Alternatively, thefundamental equations can be
phase-averaged in order to separate larger resolved from smaller unresolved velocity and pres-
sure scales. Therefore, the numerical model of the transient mean flow around the Ahmed body
is based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations

∂ 〈ui〉

∂xi

= 0 (1)

∂ 〈ui〉

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(〈uj〉 〈ui〉) = −
1

ρ

∂ 〈p〉

∂xi

+ ν
∂2 〈ui〉

∂x2

k

+
∂τij

∂xj

(2)

Here,ui is the velocity,p is the pressure andτij are the Reynolds stresses. The material pa-
rameters of air are densityρ = 1.2 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosityν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2/s. The
brackets〈. . . 〉 indicate phase-averaged quantities.

2.2 Turbulence model

The unknown Reynolds stressesτij are be provided by a turbulence model. Three different
models have been employed in the simulations, the Realizablek-ǫ model (RKE) [9], the SSTk-
ω model (SST) [10] and the Reynolds stress model (RSM) of Launder et al. [11]. Additionally,
wall functions are employed in order to describe the mean velocity and the turbulence quantities
in the near-wall regions.

2.3 Grid and boundary conditions

The computational domain of the virtual wind tunnel has the global dimensions lengthL =
8364 mm, heightH = 1400 mm and widthW = 1870 mm. The inlet boundary is located
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Figure 2: Computational grid around the Ahmed body.

2100 mm ≃ 2 l upstream of the front, the outlet is located5220 mm = 5 l downstream of the
end of the Ahmed body. The center of the coordinate system is placed in the middle of the inlet
bottom line. The lock-structured grid contains5.1×105 cells and employs 67 blocks. The stilts
of the experiment by Lienhart et al. [3] are neglected in the numerical simulations, see figure
2. Local grid refinement has been applied in some core flow regions (stagnation region in front
of the Ahmed body, wake flow region past the Ahmed body) where larger gradients of the flow
quantities are expected.

At the inlet, constant values for the velocityU in = (40 m/s, 0, 0) and the turbulence quanti-
tieskin = 0.24 m2/s2, ǫ = 2.4 m2/s3 are given. In the simulations with the RSM, the Reynolds
stressesτ in

ij are estimated fromkin. At the outlet, a constant pressurep = 105 Pa is prescribed.
Finally, the no-slip condition is applied at the top, the bottom and the side walls of the channel.

2.4 Numerics

The model equations are solved with the open-source CFD-package OpenFOAM, which is
based on a finite-volume formulation. All flow variables are stored at the geometric center of
the hexahedral shaped cells. Different numerical schemes have been tested in the simulations.
Convective fluxes are obtained with first order upwind interpolation, linear interpolation or
a total variation diminishing (TVD) interpolation scheme,respectively. Diffusive fluxes are
obtained from the central differencing scheme. Momentum and pressure equations are solved in
a segregated fashion according to the SIMPLE coupling algorithm. Finally temporal integration
is performed due to the implicit Euler scheme.

All simulations have been performed with a time-step width∆t = 5 × 10−5 s for a physical
flow τphys = 1 s. However, only the periodτphys = 0.4 s . . . 1 s is considered in the evaluation
of the flow data.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Overall flow structure

The performance of the turbulence models and numerical methods has been determined in a
preliminary investigation. The outcome of the tests is thatthe best choice for the numerical sim-
ulations is the RKE turbulence model and the TVD scheme for the determination of convective
fluxes. All results which are discussed below have been produced with these settings.
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(a) ϕ = 25
o (b) ϕ = 35

o

Figure 3: Flow velocity around the Ahmed reference body, symmetry plane atz = 0 mm.

The numerical simulations resolve well known features of the flow around the Ahmed body,
fig. 3. The incoming flow is decelerated and deflected by the front of the Ahmed body. Bound-
ary layers develop on top, at the bottom and at the side faces of the body. The main difference
between the two configurations is the structure of the separation region: In case ofϕ1 = 25o, the
flow follows the slant and separates at the rearward slant onset, whereas in case ofϕ2 = 35o, the
flow is already fully separated over the slant. Erroneously,no closed separation bubble is found
on the slant in case ofϕ1 = 25o, although this feature was clearly observed in the experiments.
These findings are in agreement with prior comparisons between experimental and numerical
data [4, 5].

In both configurations, our numerical results of the incoming flow at the front part of the
Ahmed body are in good agreement with the experimental data of Lienhart et al. [3]. Therefore
this part of the flow around the Ahmed body is not discussed.

3.2 High-drag configuration

(a) side view (b) back view

Figure 4: High-drag configuration: visualization of the flowfield.

For slant angleϕ1 = 25o, the flow structure over the slant and in the wake is shown in fig. 4.
As mention above, the flow follows the slant and separates at the rearward slant onset, fig. 4a.
Strong side vortices are found in the flow, which interact over the slant and the near-body wake
region, fig. 4b.
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Figure 5: High-drag configuration: instantaneous wake flow.

The URANS simulation for the slant angleϕ1 = 25o do not run in steady state. This obser-
vation is in contradiction with the URANS simulation of Guilmineau [14], which have reached
steady-state conditions. In our simulation, the flow field exhibits a long-term ocillating be-
havior, especially in the wake flow region of the Ahmed body. Noticeable temporal velocities
changes are observed in the wake flow, fig. 5. Here, theQ-criterion is used in order to visualize
the side vortices in the wake. IsosurfaceQ = 2500 s−2 are colored with the local lateral accel-

erationAz =
∂ 〈uz〉

∂t
in m/s−2. It is evident, that the lateral acceleration coincides with a strong

deformation of the side vortices.
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Figure 6: High-drag configuration: velocity profiles.

The unsteady behavior of the wake flow has been already discussed in the literature, see e.
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g. [6, 7]. Two different types of instability, the small-scale Kelvin-Helmholz or the large-scale
Crow instability [12, 13] could be responsible for this behavior. We assume, that the Crow
instability is induced when the side vortices interact on the slant.

As expected, the long-term time-averaged velocity profilesfrom the numerical simulation are
not in agreement with the experimental results, see fig. 6. The difference is mainly due to the
fact, that the closed separation bubble on the slant is not resolved in the simulation. Therefore,
the prediction of the slant flow region is very poor, fig. 6a, whereas in the wake region, the
agreement between simulation and experiment is satisfactory, fig. 6b. Here, LES [6, 7] and
LBM [8] give a much better prediction of the mean velocity profiles on the slant and in the
wake.

3.3 Low-drag configuration

(a) side view (b) back view

Figure 7: Low-drag configuration: visualization of the flow field.

For slant angleϕ2 = 35o, the flow structure over the slant and in the wake is shown in fig. 7.
As discussed above, the flow is fully separated over the slant, fig. 7a. Here, much weaker side
vortices are found in the flow, which do not interact over the slant, fig. 7b.

The URANS simulation forϕ2 = 35o converge to steady state conditions, temporal velocities
changes are not observed in the wake flow. The weak side vortices, which are again visualized
by theQ-criterion. The isosurfaceQ = 2500 s−2 is not accelerated laterally,Az ≃ 0 m/s2 on
the hole isosurface, fig. 8.

Not surprisingly, the agreement between the velocity profiles from the experiment and the
simulation is satisfactory for the slant and good for the wake region, fig. 9. For this configu-
ration, LBM [8] gives a similar prediction of the mean velocity profiles on the slant and in the
wake, whereas LES data is not available for this case.

3.4 Flow parameters and numerical efforts

Table 1 compares drag coefficientsCD and Strouhal numbersSt = U infosc/h, which have
been found in experimental and recent numerical investigations. The oscillation frequency is
determined by the inspection of the Fourier spectrum of the flow variables in a specific point of
the front or wake region, respectively. Obviously, the prediction of these characteristic parame-
ters is similar in the simulations with LES, LBM and URANS forϕ1 = 25o. The unceartainty
of St seems to be due to the fact, that different signals have been analyzed by means of Fourier
transformation. For caseϕ2 = 35o, LBM gives a decrease forCD, which is in agreement with
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Figure 8: Low-drag configuration: instantaneous wake flow.

the measurements. Here the URANS simulation overestimatesCD noticeably. However, be-
cause the mean flow field does not exhibit any long-term fluctuation, a simulation based on the
steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations seems to be the better choice, see e. g. Craft
et al. [15].

Finally, the numerical efforts for the different approaches, namely LES, LBM and URANS
are compared in table 2. The computation timesτcomp (in CPUh), which are given in [8] and
[7], are related to the calculated physical flow timeτphys (in s). Thereforeτ 1s = τcomp/τphys is
the computing time for one second of real (physical) flow time.

It is evident, that the URANS simulation has the lowest valuefor τ 1s, although it is not
performed on a high performance computer. URANS simulations can run on a workstation or
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Figure 9: Low-drag configuration: velocity profiles.
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author study ϕ1 = 25o ϕ2 = 35o

CD St CD

Lienhart et al. [3] EXP 0.285 - 0.26
Fares [8] LBM 0.28 - 0.20
Minguez et al. [7] LES >0.3 0.15 (front) -

0.42 (wake)
Krajnovic, Davidson [6] LES 0.292 0.15, 0.26 (front + wake) -
present URANS 0.285 0.50 (wake) 0.287

Table 1: Drag coefficients and Strouhal numbers.

author study mesh τ 1s memory system
points CPUh/s GByte

Fares [8] LBM 18 × 106 220 - 32 2.8GHz CPU
Minguez et al. [7] LES 21 × 106 172 18 NEC SX8
present URANS 5 × 105 48 1 4 2.2GHz CPU

Table 2: Numerical efforts for LES, LBM and URANS.

a PC, because the numerical grids are typically much coarserand time step sizes much larger
than in corresponding LES or LBM simulations.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations based on the unsteady Renolds-averaged Navier Stokes (URANS)
equations have been performed for the generic Ahmed body with slant angles25o and35o. The
simulations resolve most of the basic flow features correctly, characteristic vortex structures and
separated flow regions are found. In case of a slant angle of25o, the flow field in the simulations
exhibits a long-term oscillating behavior. Contrary, in case of a slant angle of35o, the flow
field in the simulations remains nearly constant without a significiant unsteady behavior. These
numerical findings are again in agreement with corresponding experimental observations.

For the slant angle25o, the mean velocity profiles in the critical region on the slant are not
correctly resolved with the URANS approach. Here, other approaches like large eddy simula-
tions or lattice Boltzmann simulations give significiant better results. For the slant angle35o,
the URANS simulation gives good results for the flow.

The URANS simulations give for both cases reasonable valuesfor drag coefficients and the
Strouhal number of the long-term flow oscillations in case ofthe slant angle25o. Here, the
performance of large eddy simulations or lattice Boltzmannsimulations is not much better.
However, the decrease in the drag coefficient between the case 25o and35o is not found in the
URANS simulations. Finally, the numerical efforts for the URANS simulations are much lower
than the efforts for large eddy simulations or lattice Boltzmann simulations.

Therefore we suggest that URANS models should be applied in early-stage optimization
simulations, whereas large-eddy or lattice Boltzmann simulations should be employed in late-
stage final tuning simulations.
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Abstract. The sensitivity of road heavy vehicles aerodynamic coefficients to different testing 
parameters (scenario, vehicle type, turbulence intensity) is experimentally investigated in this 
paper through wind tunnel experiments. Tests have been carried out in the Politecnico di Mi-
lano wind tunnel using 1:10 scale vehicle models. Force and moment mean aerodynamic co-
efficients have been analyzed for different vehicle types (VAN, trailer, tanker), scenarios (flat 
ground, embankment, viaduct), expositions (upwind, downwind), turbulence conditions (low 
turbulence and atmospheric boundary layer simulation) and varying yaw angles. Force and 
moment aerodynamic coefficient have been measured by means of a six-components dyna-
mometric balance, while the flow pattern around the vehicle has been assessed through pres-
sure taps on the vehicle surface.  

   

Wind tunnel tests on heavy road
vehicles: cross wind induced loads
by Federico Cheli , Roberto Corradi ,
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Due to the serious consequences on road/rail transportation safety, the interest for the study 

of wind induced rollover of road and rail vehicles has grown up. In fact trains, high sided lor-
ries, trucks, tankers etc. are particular at risk of rollover when running on exposed sites such 
as embankments, viaducts or long span bridges ([1],[4]). Over the years, several studies 
([2],[3]) and EU projects have been focused on the prediction of these accident. For what 
railways is concerned, a task of the BRITE-EURAM TRANSAERO project (1994-1998) has 
been devoted to the study of cross wind effects on rail vehicles ([6]). Moreover within the 
DeuFrako and the Aerodynamic in Open Air (AOA) projects a risk analysis associated to 
cross wind on trains has been performed. For what road vehicles is concerned, during the EU 
project WEATHER involving among the others Birmingham University, Nottingham Univer-
sity and Politecnico di Milano, different techniques (full scale and wind tunnel experiments 
and CFD) for evaluating mean aerodynamic coefficients of a VAN have been applied and 
compared ([8]) in order to develop an alarm system for advising the driver of potentially criti-
cal situations due to cross wind. However all the proposed approaches for assessing the roll-
over risk associated with cross wind are based on the knowledge of the vehicle mean 
aerodynamic coefficients. 

In this paper, the sensitivity of different road heavy vehicles mean aerodynamic coeffi-
cients to some testing parameters (scenario, vehicle type, turbulence intensity) has been inves-
tigated in order to highlight which among these parameters are the most significant from the 
rollover point of view. In particular, wind tunnel tests have been carried out on 1:10 scale 
models of different heavy vehicles (truck, lorry with trailer and tanker) considering three in-
frastructure scenarios (flat ground, viaduct and embankment), both with and without boundary 
layer simulation. Mean aerodynamic coefficients have been measured through a six compo-
nents industrial dynamometric balance, while the flow pattern around the vehicle has been 
reconstructed by means of a series of pressure taps on the vehicle surface. 

2 EXPERIMENTL SET-UP 
In Figure 1 the three 1:10 scale vehicle models used during wind tunnel test are shown. 

The first is a VAN (high-sided lorry, see Figure 1 on the left) 8m long, 2.5m wide and 3.5m 
high in full scale. The tanker (Figure 1 centre) and the truck (composed by a tractor and a 
semitrailer, Figure 1 on the right) are 14m long, 2.7m wide and 3.65m high in full scale. 

 

 
Figure 1: Scale vehicle models: VAN (left), tanker (centre), truck (right). 

 
In order to investigate the influence of the boundary conditions on the vehicle aerodynamic 

coefficients, different infrastructure scenarios have been considered (flat ground, single and 
double viaduct and embankment). The flat ground scenario consists in the vehicle running on 
a flat terrain and represents the international reference wind tunnel testing condition. 
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Viaduct and embankment scenarios have been built according to the geometrical data pro-
vided by Autostrade Italiane (Italian Highways) and relative to the most common typologies 
present in Italy. Figure 2 shows the double viaduct scale model (1:10) and its corresponding 
section. The viaduct is 10m high (full scale). This means that the streamwise velocity profile 
is uniform at road level when low turbulence conditions are considered (Figure 10 – a). In 
Figure 3 the embankment and its section are represented. 

 

  
Figure 2: Viaduct: scale model and section (measures in millimeters). 

 

  
Figure 3: Embankment: scale model and section (measures in millimeters). 

2.1 Force, speed and pressure measurements 
Aim of wind tunnel tests is to assess the aerodynamic loads acting on a vehicle and due to 

cross wind. It is to point out that rigid models have been used during the tests, this meaning 
that the geometrical characteristics of tested vehicles are reproduced, but not their inertial, 
stiffness and damping properties. Thus the dynamic interaction between the vehicle and the 
wind cannot be experimentally evaluated. The aerodynamic loads acting on the vehicle have 
been measured through a six components industrial dynamometric balance positioned under 
the vehicle model and connected to its wheels. Figure 4 shows the measurement set up. As it 
can be seen, the connection bars between the vehicle wheels and the balance are shielded 
from the wind. During the tests carried out in flat ground configuration, the balance is placed 
under the wind tunnel ground level, while it is hidden respectively into the viaduct and the 
embankment during the other experiments. At the purposes of obtaining the aerodynamic co-
efficients, the wind speed was measured through Pitot tubes. In particular, during all the tests, 
a Pitot tube at 0.6m in model scale has been used to measure the mean wind speed (Figure 5). 
Moreover, in order to allow the comparison between aerodynamic coefficients assessed in low 
and high turbulence conditions, during the tests on flat ground, the mean wind speed has been 
measured also by a Pitot tube set at VAN centre of gravity (cog) height hG (full-scale equiva-
lent of 2.7m).  
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Figure 4: Linkage between the vehicle and the dynamometric balance. 

 

 
Figure 5: Wind speed measurements: Pitot tubes placement for flat ground scenario. 

Together with the force measurements, in order to investigate the flow pattern around the 
vehicle, the vehicle models have been instrumented with pressure taps. In Figure 6 the map of 
the pressure taps on the VAN and the trailer is shown: 32 tap have been placed on the VAN 
and 64 on the trailer. 

2.2 Turbulence conditions simulated during wind tunnel tests 
As known, the characteristics of the turbulent wind depend on the terrain type. In order to 

evaluate the influence of the boundary layer on the aerodynamic loads acting on the vehicle, 
tests have been carried out with (mean turbulence) and without boundary layer simulation 
(low turbulence). 

Low turbulence flow has been obtained in the standard wind tunnel operating conditions. It 
is characterised by a uniform vertical profile of the mean wind velocity. Figure 10(a) shows 
the streamwise normalised velocity profile at the height (zref=0.6 m). As it is possible to see, 
the boundary layer develops for few centimetres over the floor and when the gradient is blown 
over, the mean value of the wind velocity remains constant. In this flow conditions, fluctua-
tions of the wind velocity are very limited: they result superimposed to the mean velocity 
value as uncorrelated noise. This leads to a small turbulence intensity and short integral length 
scales (see Table 1). 
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Figure 6: Pressure taps map. 

 
During boundary layer simulations, turbulence conditions have been achieved by position-

ing in the wind tunnel, before the test section, an array of nine turbulence-producing spires 
(Figure 7 and Figure 8) and roughness elements at ground level (Figure 9). The spires present 
triangular profile and they allow to reproduce the velocity gradient effectively approximating 
an atmospheric boundary layer.  

 

The vertical profile of the streamwise velocity U(z) normalised with respect of the wind 
speed measured at the reference height zref=0.6m ( in model scale) is shown in Figure 10 for 
the two simulated turbulence conditions. 
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Figure 10: Normalised streamwise vertical velocity profile (zref=0.6m, model scale):                          
low turbulence (a) and mean turbulence (b). 

 
Figure 7: Turbulence-producing spires. 

  
Figure 8: Wind tunnel set up for boundary layer simulations. Figure 9: Roughness elements. 
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Table 1 summarizes the main statistical properties associated with the two turbulence con-
ditions reproduced into the wind tunnel, i. e. the turbulence intensity along the wind direction 
Iu and the integral length scales along x and y  measured at the reference height zref=0.6m. 

 
 (%)uI  ( )x

uL m  ( )y
uL m  

Low turbulence 2 0.10 0.033 
Mean turbulence 20 1.185 0.3292 
Table 1: Wind characteristics in low and mean turbulence conditions measured at the reference height zref=0.6m 

(model scale). 

Finally, Figure 11 shows the comparison between the normalized PSD measured in the 
wind tunnel in mean turbulence conditions and the interpolation of the real wind PSD pro-
vided by Von Karman as a function of the reduced frequency. A good agreement can be no-
ticed, meaning that the frequency content of the wind simulated in the wind tunnel is 
equivalent to the natural wind, also at low reduced frequencies x

uf L U . 

3 MEAN AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

3.1 Mean pressure coefficients 
In order to study the flow pattern around the vehicle surface, the pressure distribution 

around the vehicle surface has been analyzed. For the purposes of the current work the mean 
pressure coefficient (Cp) is defined as: 

 

20.5p
iP PC

U
−=
ρ

           (1) 

 
where Pi is the pressure at tap i, P is the ambient (reference) pressure, ρ is the density of air 
and U  is the mean streamwise velocity at 0.6m above the ground (model scale). 
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x
uf L U   

Figure 11: Normalised streamwise vertical velocity PSD at 0.6m above the ground (model scale). 

As an example of the obtained results, Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively show the pres-
sure coefficients data around the cabin (section 1, Figure 6) and the body (section 4, Figure 6) 
of the VAN for a large variety of yaw angles. Flat ground and low turbulence conditions are 
considered. Mean pressure coefficients Cp are assumed positive when the arrows are directed 
from outside to inside the vehicle.  
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Figure 12: VAN, low turbulence, flat ground, section 1 
(see Figure 6): pressure coefficient Cp at different yaw 

angles. 

Figure 13: VAN, low turbulence, flat ground, section 4 
(see Figure 6): pressure coefficient Cp at different yaw 

angles. 

A uniform distribution can be seen on the leeward surface of the VAN cabin. On the wind-
ward surface, pressure is negative till the yaw angle is lower than 20°, then becomes positive. 
In correspondence of the top corner, a negative pressure peak can be observed for yaw angles 
higher than 60° (Figure 12). Similar considerations can be made for the pressure distribution 
around VAN body (Figure 13). The main difference is that the negative pressure peak in cor-
respondence of the top corner is present for yaw angles comprised within 40° and 60°. This 
difference is due to the shape of the top corners of the VAN, which is smooth, and of the 
VAN body, which is sharp. 

3.2 Mean force coefficients 
The mean aerodynamic force coefficients are defined, as a function of the yaw angles 

(Figure 14), as: 
 

i
Fi 2

F
C =

1/2ρU A
  i

Mi 2
C =

1/2ρU Ah

M   (i=x,y,z)        (4) 

 
where iF  are the mean values of the force components while iM  are the mean values of the 

corresponding moments, evaluated with respect to the origin of the reference system of Figure 
14. The parameter A represents the vehicle lateral surface (XZ plane, Figure 14), h is the ve-
hicle height and U  is the mean streamwise velocity at 0.6m above the ground (model scale). 

 

 

WIND 

WIND 

 
Figure 14: Reference system for the aerodynamic for-

ces measurement. 
Figure 15: Yaw angle α. 

Cp=1 Cp=1 
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Figure 16 and Figure 17 show two of the main aerodynamic coefficients for the cross wind 
problem that are the vertical force and the rolling moment coefficients as a function of the 
yaw angle. Such coefficients are measured on the VAN 1:10 scale model (see Figure 1) on 
flat ground in conditions of low turbulence flow that represent the reference configuration. 
The rolling moment coefficient shows two different behaviours as a function of the yaw angle: 
increasing with a linear trend up to about 55° and then a value almost constant up to 90° 
where it reaches the value of 1.1. As already observed for rail vehicles ([7]), these two behav-
iour correspond to different wind-vehicle interaction: from low to high yaw angles, the vehi-
cle modifies its behaviour from slender to bluff body. The rolling moment is mainly due to 
the distribution of the pressure along the vertical axis: from the data analysis, it has been 
found that the equivalent quote where the side force is applied is constant over the yaw angle. 
As a consequence, the trend of the lateral force coefficient is equivalent to that of the rolling 
moment. 

Figure 16 shows that the vertical force coefficient is positive (up directed) at almost all 
yaw angles and this means that the vertical force is a lift force. 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show respectively vertical force and rolling moment coefficients 
measured on VAN vehicle with flat ground configuration in terms of comparison between 
smooth flow and turbulent flow (Table 1). It is possible to note that, while the rolling moment 
coefficient does not show significant differences between the two configurations, the vertical 
force coefficient is very sensitive to the turbulence flow conditions. In particular, the greatest 
differences on the lift force are highlighted at high yaw angles, where the vehicle behaves as 
bluff body. In fact, the different turbulence levels influence the flow especially in correspon-
dence of the zone where the flow is detaching, that is in correspondence of the vehicle upwind 
edge. Over the critical angle (α=55° for this vehicle), varying the turbulence level, the wake 
behind the detach point is modified and, as a consequence, this leads to a modification of the 
pressure field especially in the upper part of the vehicle with the corresponding variation of 
the vertical coefficient. 
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Figure 16: VAN, flat ground, low turbulence:         
vertical force coefficient CFz.  

Figure 17: VAN, flat ground, low turbulence:         
rolling moment coefficient CMx. 
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Figure 18: VAN, flat ground, vertical force coefficient 
CFz: low turbulence vs mean turbulence. 

Figure 19: VAN, flat ground, rolling moment coeffi-
cient CMx: low turbulence vs mean turbulence. 

All the tests have been performed with different wind speeds: 8 m/s and 12 m/s for the low 
turbulence conditions and 5m/s and 8m/s for mean turbulent flow. These tests have allowed to 
verify the Reynolds number independence of the coefficients in a range from about 1·105 to   
2·105. Table 2 shows the Reynolds number corresponding to the tested wind speeds where, as 
typical dimension, the wide of each vehicle has been assumed that is D=0.25m for the VAN, 
D=0.2m for the tanker and D=0.25m for the truck.  
 
VEHICLE VAN TANKER TRUCK 
Wind speed 8 (m/s) 12 (m/s) 8 (m/s) 12 (m/s) 8 (m/s) 12 (m/s) 
Reynolds number 1.34·105 2·105 1.06·105 1.6·105 1.3·105 1.98·105 

Table 2: Wind speed and corresponding Reynolds numbers tested in wind tunnel for VAN, tanker and truck. 

Figure 20 and Figure 21, that represent the vertical force and the rolling moment aerody-
namic coefficients measured with the VAN in the reference conditions (flat ground, low tur-
bulence), show that both the coefficients do not highlight significant differences for the two 
considered Reynolds number at all yaw angles. 
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Figure 20: VAN, flat ground, vertical force coefficient 
CFz: different Reynolds numbers. 

Figure 21: VAN, flat ground, rolling moment coeffi-
cient CMx: different Reynolds numbers. 
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The comparison between the three tested vehicles is shown in Figure 22 and in Figure 23 
for the two main considered aerodynamic coefficients. We can note that the rolling moment 
coefficients measured on the tanker is lower, since very low yaw angles, than that of VAN 
and truck, characterized by similar lateral geometries (Figure 1). Differences between VAN 
and truck arise only at high angles (>40°), where the vehicle behaves as bluff body. The three 
different geometries in fact lead to a variation in the position of the flow detach point with a 
consequent modification in the flow structure behind the vehicles. On the otherwise, signifi-
cant differences are observed  in the vertical force coefficient, between VAN and truck, espe-
cially at low yaw angles (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: Flat ground, vertical force coefficient CFz: 
comparison between VAN, tanker and truck. 

Figure 23: Flat ground, vertical force coefficient CMx: 
comparison between VAN, tanker and truck. 

In the following, the effects on the aerodynamic coefficients associated to the scenario 
where the  vehicle is running will be shown. In particular, a comparison between the VAN 
coefficients measured with flat ground, single viaduct, double viaduct and embankment is 
shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25, respectively for the vertical component and for the rolling 
moment.  
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Figure 24: VAN, low turbulence, upwind, vertical 
force coefficient CFz: comparison between different 
scenarios. 

Figure 25: VAN, low turbulence, upwind, rolling mo-
ment coefficient CMx: comparison between different 
scenarios. 

From Figure 24 it is possible to observe that while the vertical forces measured with flat 
ground and with embankment are upward directed for all yaw angles, the corresponding com-
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ponents measured with viaduct, both single and double, get from positive to negative in corre-
spondence of the yaw angle α=50° that means that the vertical force get from upward to 
downward directed. Increasing the yaw angle, this scenario modify more and more the flow 
direction in the YZ plane and so the detach point is shifted up to generate a negative lift force. 
The rolling moment coefficient shows a similar trend for all the considered scenarios but dif-
ferences arise in the absolute values, especially for high yaw angles. The most critical scenar-
ios are the embankment, for angles up to 60°, and the single viaduct, for angles higher. With 
the embankment configuration, in fact, the flow is accelerated in correspondence of the ramp 
and this induces an overpressure on the upwind surface of the vehicle that increases the over-
all force in lateral direction and, as a consequence, the rolling moment. 

Finally, Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the effect of the wind direction with respect to the 
vehicle position (upwind and downwind configuration) as an example, for the embankment 
scenario. Also in this case, the vertical force coefficient shows, in the two configurations, two 
different trends as a function of the yaw angle.  
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Figure 26: VAN, low turbulence, embankment, vertical 
force coefficient CFz: comparison between upwind and 
downwind. 

Figure 27: VAN, low turbulence, embankment, rolling 
moment coefficient CMx: comparison between upwind 
and downwind. 

 When the vehicle is upwind, this coefficient increases up to about 0.4 and then decreases 
up to about 0; on the contrary, in downwind conditions, the coefficient reached its maximum 
value (lower than one measured upwind) at α=45° and then it remains almost constant ex-
cepted for the angle α=90°, where a negative value has been registered. In terms of rolling 
moment coefficient, from Figure 27, it is possible to observe that the main differences arise 
over the critical angle, at high yaw angles. In this range of angles, in fact, the upwind vehicle 
is directly subjected to the wind action while, when the vehicle is downwind, the wind is par-
tially slowed down. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Through a large experimental campaign carried out in wind tunnel on different scale vehi-

cle models, a sensitivity analysis of the aerodynamic coefficients to the test conditions and 
configurations has been carried out.  

At low yaw angles, it has been shown that variations in the Reynolds number (up to 2·105) 
and in the turbulence conditions (turbulence intensity Iu=2% and Iu=20%) do not lead to sig-
nificant modifications in the two main aerodynamic coefficients, that are the vertical force 
and the rolling moment coefficients. On the other hand, both these components have high-
lighted a strong sensitivity to both the scenario (flat ground, single and double viaduct and 
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embankment) and the vehicle’s position on the scenario itself (upwind and downwind condi-
tion).  

All the data obtained from this experimental campaign have been used also to set up a nu-
merical-experimental methodology, based on the aerodynamic admittance function, for the 
evaluation of the safety of a road heavy vehicle subjected to cross wind ([5]). 
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Abstract. The aerodynamic loads, due to transversal wind, can have significant effects on the 
running safety of railway vehicles since they can modify the running stability of the vehicle 
with an increasing risk of overturning. The cross wind effects become particularly critical in 
combination with high running speed, with sudden variations of aerodynamic loads, for in-
stance at an exit from a tunnel, and with cant deficiency, in curve. 
Moreover, nowadays cross wind effects on railway vehicles are a present problem due to the 
necessity of defining interoperability standards on this specific topic (TSI). In particular, at 
the design stage of a new railway vehicle, an aerodynamic study, able to verify the vehicle 
stability to cross wind action, becomes necessary. This work presents an aerodynamic analy-
sis of cross wind effect on the new AnsaldoBreda EMUV250 train. Two approaches have been 
used: wind tunnel tests and Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis. While the experi-
mental study allows to have an higher confidence in the absolute values of the measured 
forces, the numerical calculations allow to obtain a more detailed information (pressure field 
and velocity map of the whole flow,…), very useful to understand the flow field around the 
vehicle and, as a consequence, to identify the more effective aerodynamic parameters. The 
aerodynamic coefficients of the first vehicle of the EMUV250 train original version have been 
measured by wind tunnel tests performed at different angles of wind exposure. Then the CFD 
analyses have been carried out in order to evaluate the parameters that mostly affect the 
aerodynamic force. The numerical results have been validated by the experimentally meas-
ured aerodynamic coefficients. As a result of the numerical study carried out on the original 
version of the EMUV250 model, two new vehicle geometries, with improved aerodynamic 
characteristics in terms of overturning risk, have been designed and tested in the wind tunnel. 
Starting from these results, through a numerical-experimental methodology, developed during 
these last years at Mechanical Engineering Department of Politecnico di Milano, the cross 
wind aerodynamic behaviour of the train can be analyzed in terms of Characteristic Wind 
Curves, that represent the limit wind speeds leading the railway vehicle to overcome safety 
limit conditions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The aerodynamic loads, due to transversal wind, can have significant effects on the run-

ning safety of railway vehicles since they can modify the running stability of the vehicle with 
an increasing risk of overturning. The cross wind effects become particularly critical in com-
bination with high running speed, with sudden variations of aerodynamic loads, for instance 
at an exit from a tunnel, and with cant deficiency, in curve [1]. 

Moreover, nowadays cross wind effects on railway vehicles are a living matter due to the 
necessity of defining interoperability standards on this specific topic (TSI, [2]). In particular, 
in the design stage of a new railway vehicle, an aerodynamic study, able to verify the vehicle 
stability to cross wind action becomes necessary. 

This work presents an aerodynamic analysis of cross wind effect on the new EMUV250 
train. Two approaches have been used: wind tunnel tests [3], [4], [5] and CFD Computational 
Fluid Dynamic analysis [6]. While the experimental study allows to have an higher confi-
dence in the absolute values of the measured forces, the numerical calculations allow to obtain 
a more detailed information (pressure field and velocity map of the whole flow,…), very use-
ful to understand the flow field around the vehicle and, as a consequence, to identify the more 
effective aerodynamic parameters [6]. 

In the first step, the aerodynamic coefficients of the first vehicle of the EMUV250 train 
original version have been measured by wind tunnel tests performed at different angles of 
wind exposure. In the second step, CFD analyses have been carried out in order to evaluate 
the parameters that mostly affect the aerodynamic force. The numerical results have been va-
lidated by the experimentally measured aerodynamic coefficients. As a result of the numerical 
study carried out on the original version of the EMUV250 model, a new vehicle geometry, 
with better aerodynamic characteristics in terms of overturning risk, has been designed and 
tested in the wind tunnel. 

In this work only the static aerodynamic coefficients have been analysed. In a next paper, 
starting from these data, by the numerical-experimental methodology developed, during these 
last years, at Mechanical Engineering Department of Politecnico di Milano, the cross wind 
aerodynamic behaviour of the train will be analyzed in terms of Critical Wind Curves, that 
represent the limit wind speeds that lead the railway vehicle to safety limit conditions [2], [3], 
[7]. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

In order to experimentally evaluate the effect of modifications applied to the train shape, 
the mean aerodynamic coefficients have been measured through tests carried out on 1:10 scale 
model of the first vehicle of the EMUV250 in the Politecnico di Milano wind tunnel.  

In particular, in the first phase, the coefficients, with a very large range of Reynolds num-
bers, have been measured on the original version of the train in order to validate the CFD 
analysis. In the second phase, the model of the last release of the train, designed on the basis 
of the results obtained by the CFD analysis, has been tested in the wind tunnel and the new 
coefficients have been measured. 

Tests have been carried out on the flat ground scenario: this configuration corresponds to 
the condition of train running on a flat terrain (without ballast and rail) and it represents the 
reference configuration in the TSI Standard [2]. In particular, in the wind tunnel, the flat 
ground has been realized through a rectangular plate set at an height of h=300mm in order to 
have an incoming wind speed profile as uniform as possible. As represented in Figure 1, for 
the tests carried out in the High Speed Section (HSS), at different Reynolds numbers, the 
plate has been connected to an open parallelepiped steel structure (flat 1); for the tests at low 
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Reynolds number, performed in the boundary layer test section, the table is positioned at the 
same height by means of a series of columns but without the steel structure (flat 2). The main 
difference between the two scenarios is the thickness of the flat: s=50mm for the flat 2 and 
s=10mm for the flat 1. 

Figure 2 represents the vertical wind speed profile measured over the table: it is possible to 
observe that, over the flat ground, the boundary layer thickness is equal to about 50mm. In all 
the performed wind tunnel tests on first vehicle, a down-stream body has been placed next to 
model (Figure 1) to reproduce the correct boundary conditions.  

All the aerodynamic coefficients have been measured in conditions of smooth flow consist-
ing in the standard wind tunnel operating conditions (the turbulent intensity Iu=0.2%).  
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Figure 1: Experimental wind tunnel tests, High Speed 
Section: EMUV250 train on flat 1 scenario. 

Figure 2: Experimental wind tunnel tests: vertical profile of 
the wind speed in the flat ground configuration normalized at 

zref=400mm. 

The experimental set up is composed by both an external 6-components industrial dyna-
mometric balance ([5]) for the measurement of the aerodynamic loads and a pitot tube, placed 
at the reference height (zref=0.4 m), to measure the field wind speed. 

As represented in Figure 3, the model is suspended to the dynamometric balance through 
four beam elements connected in correspondence of the internal wheelsets. The bogies and 
the wheelsets, geometrically similar to the corresponding real elements, are rigidly connected 
to the carbody.  

Figure 4 shows the reference frame adopted to the definition of the aerodynamic forces: the 
reference system is connected to the carbody and its origin coincides with the carbody centre, 
at the track level. The aerodynamic forces measured in the static tests allowed to define the 
static aerodynamic coefficients as a function of the angle of attack α. The non-dimensional 
coefficients are defined as follows: 

 
2 2

; , ,1 1
2 2

i i
Fi Mi

F MC C i x y z
V A V AH

= = =
ρ ρ

 (1) 

where Fi and Mi are the aerodynamic loads components in the train local reference system 
(Figure 4), evaluated in correspondence of the rail height, at the track midpoint; A is the later-
al carbody surface (in the XZ plane, Figure 3), ρ is the air density, H is the vehicle’s height, 

2V  is the mean square value.  
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In the following, for privacy reasons, the experimental and numerical coefficients will be 
presented as the ratio between the coefficient itself and the value of the reference coefficient 
at 90°. 
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Figure 3: Experimental wind tunnel tests: scheme of the 
connection between dynamometric balance and vehicle 

model. 

Figure 4: Experimental wind tunnel tests: reference 
system adopted for the aerodynamic forces and for 

the angles of attack. 

2.1 Experimental results on the original version  
According to the quasi-steady theory [9], the aerodynamic force is evaluated by the follow-

ing expression: 

 21
2i i relF ACV= ρ  (2) 

where iC  is the mean aerodynamic coefficient and relV  is the relative wind-train speed. In 
order to optimize the train aerodynamics with respect to the overturning risk, it is necessary to 
reduce the aerodynamic force, especially the rolling moment (that is dependent from the later-
al force) and the vertical force: considered that the air density and the maximum train speed 
are fixed, this means to reduce both the exposed surface A and the aerodynamic coefficient 

iC . 
Wind tunnel tests have been performed on original version of the first vehicle of the 

EMUV250 train on flat 1, in smooth flow conditions, both in High Speed Section (HSS) and 
in Boundary Layer Speed Section (BLSS). The tests in the HSS (4mX4m wide) have been 
carried out for Reynolds numbers from 9.33 104 to 1.1 106, over the range of angles of attack 
0°-30°, due to the dimensions of this test section that does not allowed higher yaw angles. On 
the contrary, the tests in the BLSS have been carried out for only one Reynolds number but 
over the complete range of angles of attack 0°-90°. 

Figure 5 shows the vertical and lateral force coefficients experimentally measured in the 
two different test sections, for different Reynolds numbers. It is possible to observe that, over 
the range of yaw angles 0°-30°, the lateral force coefficients show a trend independent from 
the Reynolds number; on the other hand, the vertical force coefficients show that, for yaw an-
gles of 25°-30°, higher Reynolds number lead an increasing on the modulus of the coefficient. 

The tests performed in the BLSS show that the measured coefficients are in agreement 
with the corresponding values measured in the HSS, in the range 0°-30°. Both the coefficients 
linearly increase up to a critical angle that, for the considered configuration, is equal to about 
40° where they reach a pick value. Over the critical angle, they show an oscillation around an 
almost constant value.  

plate 
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In the following, these last series of experimental data have been adopted as reference for 
the comparison with the CFD analysis. 
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Figure 5: Reynolds number effect on the CFx (a) and CFy (b) coefficients: High Speed Section tests (points) and 

Boundary Layer Section tests (broken line). 

3 CFD NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
For high speed trains, the typical range of angles of attack, experienced in the operating 

conditions, is bounded in 0-30°, due to the low value of the ratio between the absolute wind 
speed and the train speed. In order to reduce the risk of overturning due to the cross wind, it 
necessary to decrease the aerodynamic coefficients (especially the ones related to rolling mo-
ment and lateral and vertical force) in the range of angles of attack 0-30°. 

CFD analyses have been performed to deeply investigate the flow field in order to optimize 
the train aerodynamics in terms of response to the transversal wind. In fact, numerical studies 
allow to collect more information with respect to the experimental tests on both the static 
pressures on the vehicle surfaces and the velocity field around it. 

The investigation of the flow field around the AnsaldoBreda EMUV250 High speed train 
model at different wind exposures was performed by means of 3D CFD analyses. The consi-
dered geometry represents the 1:10 scale model in order to simulate the same Reynolds num-
ber conditions of the wind tunnel tests. The quality of the simulation results has been assessed 
by a comparison between experimental and numerical results in terms of global forces and the 
analysis of the flow structure was used to define the geometry modification during the aero-
dynamic optimization stage. All the CFD analyses have been performed using the commercial 
code FLUENT® [8]. 

3.1 3D CFD model 
CFD analyses have been performed at the same wind speed considered during the experi-

mental campaign equal to 10 m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number equal to 1.87·105, (re-
ferred to the train model height). The low turbulence intensity (Iu=2%) characterizing the 
wind tunnel flow (in common wind tunnel practice, it is considered laminar), together with 
the consideration of low levels of self-induced turbulence (at very low angles of exposure the 
flow is expected to be mainly attached to the train walls) allow to perform preliminary analys-
es resolving the Navier-Stokes equation without any turbulence model. A full direct numerical 
simulation is not feasible at the considered large Reynolds number because of the amount of 
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computational effort required. Therefore it has been decided to perform an analysis of the 
problem consisting in solving the Navier-Stokes equations on a coarser mesh (with respect to 
the DNS requirements) tolerating that the results will be affected by the approximation of the 
lack of the contribution of all the small turbulence scale filtered out by the grid spatial dimen-
sion. In particular, close to the wall, where the smallest turbulence scales are present, the 
adoption of a grid with larger dimensions will result in overestimating the slope of the veloci-
ty profile and consequently the shear stresses [9]. 

Simulations were performed considering the flow as uncompressible and using a segre-
gated solver. A first and a second order upwind method were chosen for the Navier Stokes 
equations while the velocity-pressure coupling has been performed with a SIMPLEC scheme. 

The geometry of the solid model consists in the locomotive and 1/3 of the first trailer coach, 
positioned on a “flat ground” scenario. In Figure 6-a the CAD 3D model is reported. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6: CFD numerical analysis; the EMUV250 (original design) 3D CAD model (a) and 

the computational domain (b). 

In order to perform analysis at different yaw angles, the computational domain is divided 
in two parts: a cylindrical “core” containing the model geometry and a prismatic “exterior” 
representing the far field. A relative rotation between the two parts allows to reconstruct the 
computational grid at different wind exposures without remeshing operation in order to per-
form the different simulations and to compare results on the same mesh (Figure 6-b). 

In this work the hexahedral cell meshing technique is adopted [8], with a finer spatial reso-
lution near the train surface (the minimum cell dimension is set to 5 mm on the train surface) 
in order to correctly reproduce the geometrical details and to better approximate the more se-
vere gradients of this zone. A coarser spatial resolution is kept in the exterior region where the 
flow is less perturbed. The computational grid distribution is specifically designed to study 
attached flows conditions where no large wake structures are expected and its adoption is cor-
rect only at low angles of exposure. The total cells number is about 4.2 million. The simula-
tions have been performed on a cluster Xeon – Exadron (32 bit, using 3 bi-processor nodes, 
Intel Xeon 3.06 GHz) of CILEA (computer centre of the Milan universities). 

The velocity inlet boundary condition is applied on the front plane at about 1.5 m from the 
vehicle (Figure 6-b). A uniform velocity profile is adopted in order to compare the results 
with the experimental ones where the floor boundary layer was cut off by the flat ground. 
On the rear plane (8 m from the model in order to allow a correct evolution of the velocity 
field) the pressure outlet condition is set to a gauge value equal to 0. For the other four planes, 
confining the flow and reproducing the wind tunnel geometry, the rigid wall condition is con-
sidered. 
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The air has been considered in standard conditions: P=101325 Pa, T=288.15 K, ρ=1.225 
kg/m3, μ=1.7894 10-5 kg/(m/s). 

3.2 3D CFD results 
3D simulations were performed at the same yaw angles, that have been experimentally in-

vestigated, in the range from 0° to 30°. In fact, as it will be better explained later, the linear 
trend followed by the aerodynamic coefficients in this range of yaw angles is due to a flow 
pattern that is mainly attached or directed along the train walls. The departure from this linear 
trend traces the demarking threshold between a fully separated flow, as happens around bluff 
bodies, and an attached flow with possible separation bubble typical of aerodynamic profiles 
at low angles of attack. The CFD numerical investigation is therefore limited at exposures less 
than 30° where the adopted mesh and solution strategy are appropriate. 

The results of the numerical simulations are compared to the experimental ones in terms of 
aerodynamic coefficients (normalized with respect the same experimental coefficient at 90°) 
in Figure 7 following the formulation and sign convention reported respectively in (1) and 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 7: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design); the experimental-numerical comparison on 

the CFx (a), CFy (b), CFz (c) and CMz (d) coefficient. 

A good agreement is shown between numerical and experimental data in terms of both 
slope and absolute value validating the adopted numerical approach. The agreement is very 
satisfactory for the CFz coefficient at all the different angles of exposure, while for the other 
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coefficients a trend appears, moving towards the largest angles, increasing the discrepancy 
between the experimental and numerical data, in terms of absolute values. Anyway it is im-
portant to remark that the experimental flat ground thickness affects the aerodynamic forces 
and, as a consequence, the numerical-experimental comparison. 

An interpretation of the coefficient trends is proposed by the analysis of the flow structure 
by means of the CFD results visualization. The analysis of the pathlines shows that, while at 
0° the flow is directed along the train lateral walls, approaching large angles of exposure, a 
separation zone appears. The flow in the separation zone is characterized by three dimension-
al structures mainly produced by the wind interaction with the train nose. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design) CFD numerical analysis; 
path lines at 25° crossing the train nose (a) and the train body (b). 

Increasing the angle of exposure a larger and larger part of the flow cross the vehicle rais-
ing the upwind flank and passing over the train roof. The train roof curvature drive the flow in 
the upper part, behaving as an airfoil, till to reach separation condition in the downwind flank. 
The flow that is detached from the roof in the downwind part mixes together with the flow 
that, blowing over the train nose, is deflected along the train axis giving rise to a complex 
three dimensional vortex structure as well described by the Figure 8. The air that passes 
through the under carbody region, with a larger and larger flow increasing the angle of expo-
sure, is upwards sucked by the over mentioned three dimensional vortex (Figure 8-b). The 
downwind flank is therefore characterized by a large flow separation zone where the fluxes 
coming axially from the train nose, downward from the roof and upward from the under car-
body region mixes together. 

The main differences that can be noticed between experimental and numerical coefficients 
at the largest angles of exposure, may therefore be explained by the consideration that the la-
minar model is not well suitable to reproduce complex separated flows. The not correct repro-
duction of the behavior and of the dimension of the separation zone introduces an 
approximation in the numerical prediction that becomes larger, the larger is the importance of 
such flow pattern with respect to the global flow field. 

Hereafter a simple analysis of the aerodynamic force and moment acting on the train is re-
ported. In Table 1 is presented, for each exposure angle, the contribution of the shear stresses 
and the contribution of the normal pressure in the definition of the global drag forces in order 
to define the importance of the two terms. The contribution of the shear stresses on the other 
force components is negligible and it is not here included. The numerical simulation outlined 
that the 20% of the drag force is due to shear stresses for angles of exposure less than 20°. 
The overestimation of the CFz coefficient by the performed CFD simulations may be attri-
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buted to an overestimation of the shear stresses due to a wrong velocity gradient normal to the 
wall in absence of a wall treatment model. 

 

Yaw Angle Shear stresses contribution on 
the global force Fz 

Pressure contribution on the 
global force Fz 

0° 23.6% 76.4% 
5° 20.4% 79.6% 

10° 20.9% 79.1% 
15° 24.1% 75.9% 
20° 32.3% 67.7% 
25° 73.3% 26.7% 

Table 1: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design) CFD numerical analysis; 
shear stresses and pressure contributions to the Fz drag force. 

The larger contribution of the shear stresses, for angles of exposure greater than 20°, con-
firms the modification in the flow structure and the larger discrepancy between numerical and 
experimental results highlights the deficiency of the numerical model to reproduce similar 
flow fields. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

Figure 9: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design) CFD numerical analysis; 
static pressure distribution on the train walls at 0° (a), 15° (b) and 30° (c). 

In Figure 9 the color map of the static pressure distribution on the train surface are reported 
at 0°, 15° and 30° angle of exposure. It is clearly visible the position of the stagnation point 
moving towards the upwind flank at high angles of exposure. The pressure distribution is 
bounded to the velocity distribution around the train profile and in particular is evident the 
large suction zone on the roof at high angles of exposure when large flows cross the train up-
per part. 

An investigation on the contribution that the different train zones give on the global Fx and 
Fy forces is proposed by dividing the vehicle in 4 parts by means of a vertical and horizontal 
planes. The vertical plane splits the geometry in two symmetric half called “upwind” and 
“downwind” while the horizontal plane cuts the vehicle at a height equal to the connection 
between the front window and the train hood in two parts called, in the following, “up” and 
“down”. Figure 10 reports the contributions of the integral of the normal pressure and of the 
shear stresses, performed on each surface, projected along the vertical and lateral direction at 
each angle of exposure. This analysis allows to detect which are the surfaces governing the 
aerodynamic phenomena. 

As far as concerns the CFx coefficient it is visible how the lifting behavior of the force is 
mainly due to the contribution of the upper part of the train, while the lower part accounts on-
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ly for a small positive quantity. The contribution trends of the “upwind-up” part and of the 
“downwind-up” one are similar outlining that the flow is attached along the whole roof. A 
limited discrepancy between the two values appears only at high angles of exposure where 
smaller values for the downwind surface suggest the existence of the separation point at a cer-
tain position on the rear part of the roof curvature. The contribution due to the suction, which 
is induced by the roof curvature driving the flow in the upper part, increases its strength with 
the increase of the transversal flow (high angles of exposure) as visible in the static pressure 
distribution reported in Figure 9. In the lower part of the train the acceleration of the flow 
produces a negative force contribution of small entity. The comparison between the sum of 
the contribution of upper parts and the sum of the contributions of the lower parts is reported 
in Figure 11-a together with the global experimental coefficient. 
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Figure 10: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design) CFD numerical analysis; 

contribution of each part of the train to CFx (a) and CFy (b). 

Analyzing the CFy coefficient, it is visible how the contribution of each part of the train 
acts in the direction to increase the lateral force apart from the “upwind-up” one: the suction 
present in that region acts, in fact, against the wind direction. This effect is counterbalanced 
by the contribution of the “downwind-up” part where a suction similar to the previous one 
acts along wind. The result is clearly shown in Figure 11-b where the sum of the up/down 
parts are compared with the experimental global result. 

From the analysis of Figure 11-b is evident how the global trend of the lateral force is 
mainly produced by the train lower part behavior while the upper part one is negligible. 

The three dimensional vortex generated by the interaction between the flow detached from 
the vehicle nose and the flow arriving from the train roof originate a narrow wake sucking the 
flow passing under the carbody (Figure 8-b) with a strong suction on the downwind flank. 
This suction sums up to the pressure on the lower part of the upwind flank (Figure 9) to de-
termine the global lateral force coefficient CFy. 

The coefficient trend is in good agreement with the experimental one denoting that the 
global flow is well reproduced by the CFD results even with a very simple laminar approach. 
A better reproduction in quantitative terms is expected adopting a finer mesh grid or a turbu-
lence model able to better simulate the flow behavior in the separation zone. 

From all the considerations deduced from the CFD analysis, an attempt to improve the 
aerodynamic performances of the train was carried on by modifying the train roof geometry 
being the modification of the under carbody region more difficult due to the presence of many 
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auxiliary systems and more restrictive geometry requirements. The new geometry was ob-
tained reducing the roof curvature with the aim: 

• to reduce the wind speed in the upper part and, as a consequence, the lift force; 
• to reduce the interaction between the flow coming from the train roof and the flow 

coming from the train nose. 
The new solution was experimentally tested in the wind tunnel defining the aerodynamic 

coefficients that will be compared with those related to the original geometry. 
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Figure 11: EMUV250 first vehicle (original design) experimental-numerical comparison; 

upper part contribution versus lower part to CFx (a) and CFy (b). 

4 OPTIMISATION OF THE TRAIN AERODYNAMICS: EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

Relying on all the considerations deduced from the CFD analysis, an attempt to improve 
the aerodynamic performances of the train was carried out. The carbody regions, that mainly 
influence the train aerodynamic behaviour, are the under carbody, the roof and the nose. As 
previously explained, each region influences a specific coefficient rather than another, even if 
it has been pointed out that the resulting force depends on a complex flow, mix of the effects 
of all the regions. Anyway, since the under carbody modifications are not achievable due to 
the presence of many auxiliary systems and more restrictive geometry requirements, only a 
change of the roof and the nose geometry has been taken into account. 
A new roof geometry was obtained reducing the roof curvature. Two main modifications have 
been carried out: 

• the higher element on the roof at the end of coach has been reduced; 
• the roof curvature in a transversal section is lowered and the maximum height of the 

train with respect to rail has been slightly reduced. 
The roof geometry modifications should be more visible at higher exposure angles, where a 
larger flow crosses the transversal train profile. 
A second modification of the train geometry concerned the nose. As previously stated, it plays 
a very important role in the generation of the 3D complex flow around the train. In order to 
investigate its effect, a new nose version part has been defined by modifying the hood and the 
front window inclination (Figure 13). 
Therefore a final version of the first vehicle model of the EMUV250 train (in the following 
called “new model”) has been designed and produced with also few modifications on the roof 
geometry to accomplish not only the technical requirements related to the overturning risk but 
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also all the different requests related to safety standards (especially crash test) and space con-
straints. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show respectively the original and the new CAD model. 

Figure 12: Solid model of the EMUV250 train first 
vehicle in the original version. 

Figure 13: Solid model of the EMUV250 train first 
vehicle in the new version. 

The aerodynamic coefficients respectively of vertical and lateral force measured on the 
new model are reported in Figure 14, as a function of the angle of exposure, and compared to 
the corresponding coefficients on the original model. In particular, from Figure 14-a it is poss-
ible to see that the vertical force coefficient CFx measured on the new model shows a signifi-
cant reduction with respect to the previous version at all the angles of exposure (about 25% in 
the range 0-30°). Concerning the rolling moment, Figure 14-b shows that the CFy is lower that 
the corresponding aerodynamic coefficients measured on the original version. 
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Figure 14: EMUV250 first vehicle experimental wind tunnel tests; flat ground, smooth flow: 

comparison between vertical force coefficient CFx (a) and lateral force coefficient CFy (b) measured on the original 
model and on the new model. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
An aerodynamic analysis has been performed on the EMUV250 first vehicle with the goal 

to define and to improve the train safety under cross wind condition. In the paper a combined 
use of wind tunnel investigation and numerical CFD study has been adopted to find a more 
efficient train geometry in terms of aerodynamic behavior. A simple laminar 3D solution suc-
ceeded in reproducing the main flow patterns allowing for an interpretation of the experimen-
tal results. 
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An analysis of the influence of the different parts of the train geometry on the definition of 
the aerodynamic forces has been presented starting from the CFD results. A new version of 
the EMUV250 train first vehicle has been experimentally investigated in wind tunnel: the new 
model, characterized by significant modifications especially on the nose and the roof geome-
try. 
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Abstract. This paper presents unsteady aerodynamic results of crosswind stability obtained 

numerically for the class 808 leading control unit of Deutsche Bahn AG’s high-speed train 

Inter-City Express 2. The effects of two linearly increasing gusts are explored by means of 

Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), where the yaw angle of the flow goes from a basic wind of 

8.1943° to a maximum wind of 23.3644°. The rise times of the gusts correspond to 1.3073 and 

2.6146 vehicle lengths (0.5 and 1 sec at the train speed of 250 km/h), which are chosen with 

respect to the potential excitation of the natural car body frequencies regarding the vehicle 

dynamics. In total, one DES and three Delayed-DES (D-DES) are carried out with the 

commercial code STAR-CD, using three background turbulence models, k−ε, k−ω SST and 

Spalart-Allmaras, on two meshes adapted for high- and low-Reynolds number wall modeling 

about the vehicle surfaces. The results show a satisfactory level of coherence, where results are 

indirectly (using Ref. [1]) verified against wind tunnel data and Reynolds Averaged Navier 

Stokes (RANS) results of the basic and maximum wind. Admittedly, the results of the D-DES 

using the k−ω SST turbulence model are questionable in that the turbulence prediction on the 

lee-ward side seems deficit. However, the level of the principal loads agrees well with the other 

DES and RANS.  

It is demonstrated that the drag force, the pitch moment and in particular the yaw moment 

overshoot significantly (depending on the gust properties) compared to the steady results, 

which may have implications on the vehicle stability. Assessing the unsteady effects of 

numerous gusts on various vehicles may seem prohibitively expensive from a computational 

point of view. To overcome the bottle neck of the indeed compute intensive DES, a Quasi 

Transient Gust Modelling technique is invented and tested somewhat satisfactorily using the 

linear gusts. The aerodynamic effects of exiting a tunnel and the gust used in European TSI [2] 

are subsequently explored with this technique. The results of particularly the TSI gust are very 

instructive, as it shows significant unsteadiness of the kind that is not taken into account in the 

current standard.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The understanding of crosswind stability for rolling stock has matured considerably in the 
railway community during the last two decades. This is partly owing to the work with the 
European legislations on Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI) [2], which has 
triggered several research projects, some referred to in, for example, Diedrichs 2008 [1]. 
Further, the ecological aspects for a sustainable development will continue to put crosswind 

Unsteady aerodynamic crosswind
stability of a high-speed train
subjected to gusts of various rates
by Ben Diedrichs
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stability of vehicles into the focus, as reduction of energy consumption hinges on the ability to 
reduce the stabilizing vehicle weight.  

Unfortunately, the properties of real wind are rarely constant. However, steady modeling of 
crosswind stability for rail vehicles has been standardized and subjected to some convenient 
assumptions to avoid some of the cumbersome complexity. In this perspective, the motivation 
for this work is to explore the unsteady effects of the principal aerodynamic loads using DES 
for the class 808 leading control unit of Deutsche Bahn AG’s high-speed train ICE 2, when 
immersed into simple gusts. The study is different from that by Krajnović 2008 [3] who used 
three cars and a comparatively complex gust based on the work by Ryan and Dominy [4]. The 
current numerical work uses the wind tunnel model geometry of the ICE 2 train, cf. Orellano 
and Schober 2006 [5] and Diedrichs 2008 [1], running on a ballast and rail track bed according 
the European standard prEN 14067−6 [9]. Here, linearly increasing gusts are used, where the 
response should be easy to study.  

Further, the paper discusses a swift modeling technique, referred to as Quasi Transient Gust 
Modeling (QTGM), which is used to exemplify the effects of exiting a tunnel into various 
levels of crosswind.  QTGM is also applied to the wind model prescribed in the European TSI 
[2], where the results reveal some significant unsteadiness that potentially may affect some of 
the natural car body frequencies.  
 
2 DEFINITIONS 

Ut, Uw, and UR denote train, wind and resultant wind speed, where Uw is acting perpendicular 
to the track, why UR

2
= Ut

2
+Uw

2. The principal aerodynamic loads in terms of forces (CDrag, 

CSide and CLift) and moments (CRoll, CPitch and CYaw) with respect to the directions of (x, y, z) are 
defined according to EN 14067−1 [6]. The origin of the coordinate system is located mid the 
bogies, at the centerline of the vehicle and at top of rail. x, y and z point in the directions of the 
train, perpendicular to the train side and vertically towards the ground respectively, see Fig. 1. 
The geometrical scaling of the aerodynamic loads are based on l=3 m and A=10 m2, at full 
scale dimensions (FSD). All lengths are given in FSD in what follows. Further, loads and static 
pressure (Cp) are scaled with the dynamic head pressure based on UR.  
   CR-LR = CRoll – CLift ·b0/l is a key parameter that denotes the roll over moment about the lee-
rail. The distance 2·b0 = 1.5 m defines the nominal lateral distance between the contact points 
of a wheel-set for standard gauge track of 1435 mm. In absence of all the other loads, it can be 
used to predict vehicle overturning in two-dimensional sense.  
 
3 VEHICLE MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 

   The train model consists of the leading test- and a simplified end-car, shown in Fig. 1a, which 
reflects a typical wind tunnel set up to encourage subsequent experimental verifications. The 
geometry is similar to a previous study by the same author (Ref. [1]) which purpose was to 
compare steady results of relatively high yaw angles with wind tunnel data. To this end, the 
previous model was mounted on pillars that were also used in the calculations. Here, the pillars 
are removed and the train is running on ballast and rail track bed detailed in Ref. [7], see Fig. 1. 
Two simplified rails are used, which are 150 mm high, 50 mm wide and separated 1435 mm. 
This gives a ground clearance between the rails and underbelly of the vehicle of 271 mm. 
Further, to avoid mechanical contact in the experiment, a gap is introduced between the cars of 
5 cm. The height ht, width wt and length lt of the test unit are 3.856, 3.020 and 26.56 m, where 
the car body length is measured from the nose to centre of the inter-car gap of the test car. The 
total length of the trackbed including the 30° slopings at the leading edge is 12.5×ht, where the 
total length of the two cars is 9.2×ht, see Fig. 1b. 
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a)  
 

 
16×ht                                              12.5×ht                             6.6×ht  

18.2×ht              

Gust              

TOP VIEW              

Basic: 10 m/s              

Max: 30 m/s              

Inlet boundaries: Ut = constant: Uw= Uw(x -Ut×t)       

Fixed pressure boundaries:    

Inner ground      Outer ground      

7.8×ht  

gust: lg/lt 

ICE 2              

y              
x              

 
b)                              c) 
 
Figure 1: Vehicle model of the ICE 2 train that features a plough, bogies partly covered with bogie skirts, inter-

car gap. a) ICE 2 model. b) Computational domain. c) Ballast and rail track bed geometry. 

4 COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

   The computational domain, depicted in Fig. 1b, is a square box with height 7.8×ht, where the 
boundary conditions are as follows: 
(a) Low turbulence block profile inlet condition for UR, which corresponds to Reynolds 

numbers (Re) of 1.5×106 and 1.0×106 for the high- and low-Re wall modelling, 
respectively. Re is based on the reference length l=3 m, and on a modified dynamic 
molecular viscosity. Wind speed and turbulence are applied to the north and east 
boundaries of Fig. 1b, which are functions of time (t) and longitudinal component (x);  

(b) south and west boundaries, see Fig. 1b, are outlets based on fixed pressure; 
(c) ceiling and outer ground use symmetry boundary and slip conditions, respectively; 
(d) no-slip wall boundaries are used for the surfaces of the train. 

5 NUMERICAL AND TURBULENCE MODELLING 

The results of the present RANS, DES and Delayed-DES (D-DES) are obtained with the 
commercial software package STAR-CD versions 4.04 and 4.06 from CD-Adapco. The domain 
decomposition scheme offers a 2nd order discretization accuracy of the advective fluxes of the 
momentum equations, which are discretized using MARS (Monotone Advection 
Reconstruction Scheme, 2nd order accurate TVD scheme. A compression factor of 1 is used in 
the unsteady calculations, which minimizes dissipation and maximizes the sharpness resolution 
of gradients).  

 

x 
z 

  Skirt 
 Bogie 
Plough 

ICE 2 

 
2×ht 

Edge rounding of track bed  
and rails with radius 300 mm 

30°  
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RANS 

Hi-Re turbulence closure is treated with the quadratic nonlinear eddy-viscosity model 
(NLEVM) of Shih et al. 1993 [8]. The NLEVM provides inequality of normal stresses, can 
predict some effects of streamline curvature via a different response to rotational and 
irrotational strains and henceforth also obey basic realizability constraints (to ensure positive 
normal stresses). Low-Re turbulence closure is introduced via the k−ω SST model (Shear 
Stress Transport) of Menter 1993 [9], which blends automatically between the Wilcox k–ω [10] 
and the Jones and Launder 1972 [11] standard k–ε turbulence models in the inner and outer part 
of the boundary layer, respectively. In the low- and hi-Re meshes the first cells adjacent to the 
walls of the train are adjusted to meet the requirements of  y+

 < 2 and 30 < y+
 < 150.  

DES and D-DES 

Hi-Re turbulence closure is obtained with the k−ε eddy-viscosity model, which was used by 
Rolén et al. 2004 [12] in a similar application for the Aerodynamic Train Model. Low-Re 
turbulence closure is achieved with the k−ω SST model of Ref. [9] and the Spalart−Allmaras 
model [13]. The analogue Smagorinsky constants of the DES are 0.65, 0.61 and 0.65, 
respectively. The Hi-Re calculation used a three level implicit (quadratic backward implicit) 
time scheme in conjunction with SIMPLE. However, the Low-Re calculations used the PISO 
scheme and a time discretisation that offers a formal accuracy lying between first and second 
order. Mean CFL numbers, where time step is adjusted when applying the gusts, are typically 
0.27 and 0.24 for the HRM and LRM (short for High-Re and Low-Re Meshes, described next).  
 

6 COMPUTATIONAL MESHES AND CALCULATED CASES 

   Two computational meshes referred to as HRM and LRM based on polyhedral cells (P) are 
generated with the automatic mesh tool of CCM+ v3.02 − v3.06 from CD-Adapco, described in 
Table 1. Mind, that the current polyhedral meshes require approximately half the number of 
cells to obtain the same number of cells faces compared to a hexahedral mesh.  
 

Mesh Cells 

×106 

Vertices 

×106 

Turbulence model Yaw angles [Deg] Gust lg/lt STAR-CD 

version 

RANS: Quadratic k−ε 8.1943, 23.3644 -  4.04 HRM 5.0 21.3 
DES: k−ε 8.1943 − 23.3644 1.3073, 2.6146 

RANS: k-ω SST 0, 8.1943, 13, 18, 

23.3644, 30, 35, 40 

RANS: S−A 8.1943 

- 

D-DES: k-ω SST 
1.3073 

LRM 6.3 23.5 

D-DES: S−A* 

8.1943 − 23.3644 

1.3073, 2.6146 

 

 

 

4.06 

 

 
Table 1: Results database. *) Includes rise and decay of gust (see Figs. 7e,f). 

 

   The HRM is generated with 7 prismatic cell layers of constant thickness adjacent to walls. 
The LRM mesh is generated with 12 and 5 prismatic cell layers around the walls of the cars and 
moving ground, respectively, where the corresponding growth rates are 1.3 and 1.1. The total 
heights of the prismatic cells of the stationary and moving walls are 0.91% and 3.1% of ht for 
both meshes. For practical reasons, Re is limited to 106 for the LRM to fulfil y+ < 2 about wall 
surfaces. Figure 2, provides snapshots of the HRM mesh and some of the refinements.  
   Gusts are here based on a basic and maximum wind of yaw angles 8.1943° and 23.3644°, 
respectively. For a train speed of 250 km/h, which is the dividing line for Class 1 trains 
according to the European TSI [2], the above yaw angles correspond to crosswind of 10 m/s 
and 30 m/s. The latter is a plausible wind speed in the context of overturning (recall, for 
example, TSI prescribes 29.5 m/s at 250 km/h with a lateral track plane acceleration of 0.5 
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m/s2). Further, the gusts of lg/lt, see Table 1 and Fig. 1b, of 1.3073 and 2.6146 give rise times of 
0.5 and 1.0 sec at Ut = 250 km/h. The rise times are chosen with respect to the response of the 
natural frequencies of the vehicle, cf. Diedrichs et al. 2007 [14]. Lippert [15] demonstrated for 
a high-speed rolling stock that gusts with rise times longer than 1.0 sec would typically give 
less significant transient response of the vehicle dynamics. 

a) b) c)  

Figure 2: Polyhedral mesh: a) Front-end of test vehicle. b) Cross section mid the vehicle. c) Top view.   

7 STEADY STATE RESULTS  

   The main objective here is the recordings of the aerodynamic loads of the ICE 2 leading car 
as a function of time, when the vehicle becomes immersed into the linear gusts. Unfortunately, 
testing of such simple gusts in a wind tunnel is quite challenging. Therefore, in the present 
work, RANS serve the purpose of validating data prior to and after the gusts have passed the 
vehicle. Recall that RANS for crosswind stability in conjunction with polyhedral meshes for 
the present vehicle compared well with wind tunnel experiments (Ref. [1]). Moreover, a second 
objective of the current paper is to demonstrate a technique to model arbitrary gusts using 
steady results, preferably obtained via RANS.   
 

Flow fields 

   Figure 3 shows the flow fields of the RANS and DES. The illustrations depict surface 
streamlines colored with static pressure (Cp), Cp contours at 15 m from the nose and iso-
surfaces of the flow where Cp = −0.9. The iso and contour plots of Cp illustrates the intensity of 
the suction pressure particularly about the lee-ward side of the nose and of the lee-vortex. The 
HRM:DES:k−ε gives the most intense suction pressure (Fig. 3c) and vigorous turbulence on 
the lee-ward side (Fig. 3g). In this context, the deficiency of the peak suction pressure of the 
lee-vortex predicted with RANS, compared to the experiment, was brought to the attention in 
the study of Ref. [1]. The strength of the lee-vortex is usually an indicator of the suitability of 
the numerical scheme. Here, the HRM:DES:k−ε is subjected to less diffusion effects but it 
should be debated whether the flow field representation is more accurate. It is further observed 
that the LRM:RANS:k−ω SST and LRM:D-DES:k−ω SST yield the weakest suction pressure 
of the lee-vortex (Figs. 3b,d) and the most dampened turbulence (Fig. 3h) respectively. The 
implications of a stronger lee-vortex is larger overturning loads, where the latter is sensitive to 
changes in the flow field adjacent to the upper lee-ward corner of the vehicle, discussed further 
in connection to Fig. 8. 
   Cp around the vehicle body is shown in Fig. 4 for both the basic (β = 8.1943°) and maximum 
(β = 23.3644°) wind cases, at 2.5, 7 and 15 m from the nose. High and low values of Cp are 
illustrated with deformations of the body contour normal to the surface being either inward or 
outward, respectively. According to Fig. 8, differences around the UL part of the cross-section 
should be emphasized. The LRM:RANS&D-DES:k−ω SST calculations (β = 23.3644°) predict 
a minor vortex at the lee-ward side at z ~ −3 m, which agrees with the LRM:RANS:k−ω SST 
of Ref. [1]. At β = 8.1943° all results are close, why in Fig. 4, only the results of 
LRM:RANS:S−A are displayed.  

Inner ground 

Test vehicle 

Prism 
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   Animations of Cp (not shown here) of the current gusts reveal that the largest fluctuations 
occur near the ground, and that the suction pressure around the top wind ward corner and lee-
vortex is remarkably stable. The transition from the basic to the maximum wind is a smooth 
process without over shootings or history effects (confirmed by Krajnović [3]). Instantaneous 
data of Cp, during the event of the gust, agree remarkably well with Cp data of the intermediate 
yaw angles of the RANS results. All this taken together may motivate modeling of the principal 
loads imposed by other gusts in accordance to what is described in section 9.  

 

 

g) h) i)  

Figure 3: Flow fields of β=23.3644°. a) HRM:RANS: Q k−ε, b) LRM:RANS:k−ω SST, c) HRM:DES:k−ε, d) LRM: 
D-DES:k−ω SST, e) LRM:D-DES:S−A. g-i) Instantaneous velocity magnitude; z/ht=−0.7261 and Ut = 69.4444 m/s. 

a) b) c)  

Figure 4: Cp around the car body (normalized with UR based on β = 23.3644°) at a) 2.5 m, b) 7 m and c) 15 m from 
the nose. 

Aerodynamic loads 

   Figure 5a,b compare the aerodynamic loads of the RANS and the time averaged DES 
regarding the basic (β = 8.1943°) and maximum (β = 23.3644°) winds. By comparison to the 
HRM:RANS:Q k−ε, the HRM:DES:k−ε, LRM:RANS:k−ω SST, LRM:D-DES:k−ω SST and 
LRM:D-DES:S−A give differences of the important lee-rail moment of the basic wind of 6.0, 
0.2, 4.1 and 4.1%, respectively. For the maximum wind the corresponding differences are 6.4, 1, 
3.1 and 3.6%. Thus, all our DES essentially predicts the similar results, which is confidence-
inspiring. In particular, the lift force is predicted somewhat consistently. Lift is typically 
challenging to render accurately for the current application, cf. Ref. [1], as it is very sensitive to 
the flow split underneath and above the vehicle. Notice that for the current vehicle and track 
bed (as opposed to the flat ground), the lift force is comparable to the side force and is therefore 
contributing much more to the overturning (CR-LR). The experimental wind tunnel results of the 

Wind: UR 

Cp = −0.9 

UL 

  HRM:DES:k−ε        LRM:D-DES:k−ω SST                                   LRM:D-DES:S−A 
 

a) HRM:RANS:Q k−ε           b) LRM:RANS:k−ω SST      c) HRM:DES: k−ε                 d) LRM:D-DES: k−ω SST    e) LRM:D-DES: S−A                                                                                                                                  
   
 

Wind 

15 m 
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flat ground scenario, cf. Ref. [1], are also included. It reveals that the flat ground situation 
reduces the important overturning load with as much as 35% and 28% for the two yaw angle 
cases. Notice the disproportionate reduction of the lift force. The augmentation of the loads 
caused by the ballast and rail track bed agrees well with the observations for the ICE 3 train, 
Ref. [16], and also by numerous studies at Bombardier Transportation of other rail vehicles.  

a) b) c)  

Figure 5: Aerodynamic loads. a) Basic wind of β = 8.1943°. b) Maximum wind of β = 23.3644°.c) All yaw angles. 

8 UNSTEADY RESULTS 

Aerodynamic loads 

   x’ = 0 defines the beginning of the augmentation of the aerodynamic loads, as the gust 
impinges the vehicle. If the gust is infinitely steep the full strength of the impact, in terms of the 
overturning moment, will occur after one vehicle length, i.e. x’/lt = 1 (apart from the time it 
takes for the flow to build up laterally, discussed below). It is instructive to exemplify this 
extreme situation. This is carried out with the LRM:RANS:k−ω SST data of the basic (β = 
8.1943°) and maximum (β = 23.3644°) wind. The principal loads of the basic wind are 
continuously replaced by that of the maximum wind along the vehicle, illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Results are shown in Fig. 7a. The results of the aerodynamic drag, pitch and yaw moments 
show significant unsteady characteristics, which for leading cars in general are amplified due to 
the disproportionate loads about the front-end. The results emphasize that the potential 
overshoot of the yaw moment, for the current β range, is approximately 1.3. The peak occurs 
when the vehicle is immersed half way into the gust, i.e. x’peak/lt = 0.5. 
 

 

Figure 6: Situation of infinitely steep gust.   

   The DES of the gusts of lg/lt = 1.3073 and 2.6146 have longer x’peak/lt, as shown in Figs. 7b-f. 
As lg/lt increases x’peak/lt approaches unity and the overshooting will ebb away. At this point the 
transition event can be based on the steady results of Fig. 5c, where the loads would pass 
through the discrete yaw angles of our RANS database of 8.1943°, 13°, 18° and 23.3644°. 
Albeit the unsteady characteristics of the principal loads that is demonstrated here, the latter 
approach is practised in the TSI [2], further discussed in section 9. 
   The ratio of peak yaw moment of the two gusts obtained with HRM:DES:k−ε and 
HRM:RANS:Q k−ε compared to the infinitely steep gust are 91% (1.17/1.28) and 86% 
(1.10/1.28). The corresponding data for the steeper gust calculated with LRM:D-DES:k−ω SST,  
LRM:D-DES:S−A and LRM:RANS:k−ω SST is 87%. 

Basic wind load               Max wind load 

x’/lt    Ut 
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a) b) c)  

d) e) f)   
Figure 7: Loads as a function of distance that are normalized with UR based on β = 23.3644°. a) Infinitely steep 
gust based on  LRM:RANS:k−ω SST. b) HRM:DES:k−ε : lg/lt = 1.3073. c) HRM:DES:k−ε: lg/lt = 2.6146. d) 

LRM:D-DES:k−ω SST: lg/lt = 1.3073. e) LRM:D-DES:S−A: lg/lt = 1.3073. f) LRM:D-DES:S−A: lg/lt = 1.3073. 

 

Load distribution around the car body    

   In Fig. 8 the car body is split into four parts, where the loads are evaluated using the unsteady 
recordings. It is shown that the largest side force is at the upper lee-ward (UL) and lower lee-
ward (LL) parts. On the upper wind-ward (UW) part the side force is pointing towards the 
crosswind as a result of the accelerating flow that produces a strong suction pressure about the 
top corner of the roof, cf. Fig. 3.  
   As far the lee-rail moment is concerned the UL part contributes with the largest fraction. Here 
the lift and side forces contribute in the same sense, whereas on the UW and LL they counteract 
each other. Consequently, the lee-rail moment may be more forgiving to erroneous predictions 
in the flow field around the UW part as opposed to the UL part, despite the quite large loads.  

 

Figure 8: Loads of the car body split into four parts as a function of the distance x´. LRM:D-DES:S−A. lg/lt = 
1.3073. Notation of loads is similar to Fig. 7. 

9    QUASI TRANSIENT GUST MODELLING  

   A new and swift technique to model the effects of arbitrary gusts in a quasi unsteady fashion 
is proposed, referred to as Quasi Transient Gust Modelling (QTGM). It is an extension of the 
concept introduced in connection to Fig. 6. The justification of the approach is based around 
the previous discussions, where history effects of the unsteady loads may be neglected, the 
unsteady surface pressure throughout the gust and the loads of the basic and maximum winds 
compare well with RANS (see section 7).  
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   The modelling divides the test vehicle into a sufficient number of longitudinal elements ∆x, 
shown in Fig. 9. Here, 110 equidistant elements are used tentatively for the test vehicle, where 
each element represents less than 1% of the vehicle length. The modelling consists of a single 
assumption, namely: for each element steady data (e.g. from RANS) may be applied, where the 
choice of data at any given position along the vehicle and at any given time is based on the 
local crosswind conditions of β. Since steady data are typically recorded for a few β (see Fig. 
5c), intermediate data are readily obtained by interpolating results for each ∆x in question at 
each time step. Here, the procedure is demonstrated by using the LRM:RANS:k−ω SST 
database (see Table 1 and Fig. 5c). The unsteadiness of the results is introduced by advecting 
the gust profile Uw= Uw(x −Ut×t) in time with ∆t ~ ∆x / Ut similar to that described in Fig. 6. 
Further, the principal integral loads are based on the sum of all elements ∆x, where results of 
intermediate yaw angles are obtained by interpolating data of the RANS database for each ∆t. 
Results of the effects of the passing gust is then obtained almost instantly by comparison to the 
DES that typically requires weeks of processing on a multi core main frame.   
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9: Quasi Transient Gust Modelling based on steady results.   

Linear gusts 

   Results of QTGM are first explored for the linear gusts, where lg/lt = 1.3073 and 2.6146, 
using data of LRM:RANS:k−ω SST. Results are shown in Fig. 10 and should be compared to 
those of Figs. 7b-f. QTGM gives a similar unsteadiness of the drag force, pitch and yaw 
moments as the DES. In particular, the ratios of peak to mean yaw moments are 1.18 (1.17; 
1.14; 1.14) and 1.07 (1.1) for the respective gusts. The numbers in the brackets correspond to 
the DES of (HRM:k−ε; LRM:k−ω SST, LRM:S−A) and (HRM:k−ε) for the two gusts.  

a) b)  

Figure 10: QTGM of the linear gusts of lg/lt = a) 1.3073 and b) 2.6146. 

   The corresponding values of QTGM of x’peak/lt are shorter than those of the DES. For the 
steeper gust, x’peak/lt for the yaw moments are (1.52−1.55, 1.24) which corresponds to the 
results of the (DES, QTGM). The longer gust exhibits the corresponding values (2.72−2.75, 
2.44). Thus, the difference in peak location seem to have a systematic discrepancy of ∆x’peak/lt 
~ 0.3, which is 22 and 11% of the respective gusts (lg/lt). Part of that difference is attributed the 
time it takes for the flow to establish across the vehicle in the lateral direction. This is not 
accounted for in the steady results, but should motivate a correction factor. There is also a small 

                                                                                  ∆x                     x    

Uw= Uw(x −Ut×t) 
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uncertainty as to when the gust starts to affect the vehicle. Further, the onset of the advecting 
flow of the DES at the relatively large discrete boundary faces as opposed to a smoothly 
changing face, advection and diffusion tend to smooth the velocity profile before it impinges 
the vehicle. QTGM are not prone to such distortions. Figure 11 plots the local yaw angle of the 
flow, (β* = tan−1(v/u), where u and v are the lateral and longitudinal velocity components), 
across the whole domain at y = 0, at three different heights and at three instants where: a) Front 
of the gust reaches the nose of the vehicle (x’/lt = 0), b) front of the gust reaches the rear of the 
vehicle and c) rear of the gust reaches the end of the vehicle. From Figure 11 it can be 
discerned that the local yaw angle is larger than that of a linear profile, which is caused by the 
accelerating flow (v-component) that rises over the top of the vehicle model. More importantly, 
the onset and finish of the profile is well contained within the gust (lg/lt). This justifies the 
comparison of QTGM with DES, prerequisite a proper correction in time is applied. The former 
method may then provide good qualitative assessments of the principal loads also for other 
gusts.  

                                 

a) b) c)  

Figure 11: Local yaw angle of the flow at y = 0 for the results of HRM:DES:k−ε. Colors represent the velocity 
magnitude of the flow field (at z/ht =−0.5187) where Ut = 69.4444 m/s (250 km/h). 

Tunnel exit 

 

Figure 12: QTGM of tunnel exit. The second number on the x’ axis signifies where 50% of the lee-rail overturning 
moment is achieved. 

  Exiting a tunnel into crosswind would conceivably give the fastest aerodynamic response, 
shown in Fig. 12. The basic loads are obtained at β = 0, which is valid in open air or 
approximately in a large enough tunnel. The disproportionate loads around the front-end of the 
vehicle gives a rather steep increase of the crucial side force and roll moments. 50% of the lee-
rail overturning moment is obtained within x’/lt ~ [0.18, 0.22, 0.27, 0.28, 0.31, 0.31, 0.35] for 
the yaw angles used in Fig. 12d. Thus, the smaller the yaw angle, the steeper the relative initial 
growth of the overturning loads. Further, Fig. 12d shows that the ratio of peak to mean of the 
yaw moment increases steadily with the yaw angle, where for the highest wind speed applied 
here, the ratio is 65% larger than the steady result of the maximum wind. 

 

a)        b)            c)                     d) 
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TSI Gust 

   Finally, the effects of the gust prescribed in the European TSI [2] are evaluated with QTGM 
for the leading car of the ICE 2 train (without time correction). As mentioned earlier, the 
intention of the TSI methodology is to apply the gust with uniform crosswind speed along the 
vehicle at any given time. Albeit, here the gust is frozen and propagates relative to the vehicle 
according to Fig. 9. This gives a non-uniform crosswind distribution that may be perceived as 
the more correct situation. The train speed Ut is again 250 km/h and the maximum gust wind 
speed, perpendicular to the train side, is 30 m/s. These are the only dependent variables needed 
to describe the exponential rise and decay of the TSI gust, where all other data are provided by 
the standard. Fig. 13a shows the local yaw angle β* of the gust profile, where its’ length is 
comparable to the vehicle. Hence, the natural car body frequencies are likely excited, cf. 
Lippert [15]. Fig. 13b shows the QTGM assessment of the impact. Again, the disproportionate 
effect of the nose, discussed in connection to Fig. 12, gives a steeper rise of the important loads 
compared to the decay. In the current example, the peak to mean of CR-LR is 1.64, where the 
ratio of maximum to mean crosswind speed is 1.6946 (prescribed in the TSI). The 
corresponding ratio for the yaw moment is as high as 1.78. Notice also that the decay of the 
propagating gust causes CDrag, CYaw and CPitch to momentarily fall below the steady values at the 
end of the descend. Such an effect is not captured with a uniformly changing profile, which 
may affect the vehicle stability further.  

a) b)  

Figure 13: a) TSI Gust. b) QTGM of TSI gust. 

10 CONCLUSIONS 

   Transient aerodynamic loads have been calculated on a typical wind tunnel model of a high 
speed train (leading car of ICE 2) running on a ballast and rail track bed. The unsteady flow 
calculations (DES) are confined to linearly changing crosswind speed, which is a simple 
starting point for such studies. Also the selected gusts have been chosen with respect to the 
natural car body frequencies, where the rise time of the gusts corresponds to 0.5 s and 1.0 s at 
the train speed of 250 km/h.  
   Two fine polyhedral meshes, (for hi- and low-Re wall modelling) were used for the RANS 
and DES, where results showed a satisfactory level of coherence. 
   During the event of the gust, the surface pressure about the car body did not reveal any 
noticeable history effects. Rather the transition from basic to maximum wind occurred 
smoothly, where instantaneous data of surface pressure agreed remarkably well with the 
intermediate RANS data. The unsteadiness in the loads is introduced by local flow changes 
along the vehicle, which caused a significant overshooting of particularly the yaw moment.  
   The current findings have motivated a new technique to swiftly model the evolution of 
aerodynamic loads of arbitrary gusts. The modelling is tentatively based on steady results 
(suggestively RANS, but steady results via DES is also possible) which would give a fair 
representation of the loads for the range of yaw angles caused by the gust. Admittedly, a length 
wise correction (stretching in time) of the loads is needed to compensate for the lateral 
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initiation of the flow, which needs further attention in future work. Future studies need to 
demonstrate the applicability for other vehicles and also address the situation of higher yaw 
angles.  
   The results are currently exploited in an ongoing study, at the VINNOVA Centre of 
Excellence for ECO2 Vehicle Design at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, 
to explore the rail vehicle implications of gusts strong enough to cause overturning.  
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Abstract: In this paper, we present the results of a preliminary investigation of the flow features
encountered over a TGV. As a matter of fact, it is the first step in a more detailed analysis which
is necessary in the perspective of future flow control experiments. The experimental investiga-
tion has been carried out in a low-speed hydrodynamic channel with a small-scale model. The
consequence is that the Reynolds number based on the length L of the model is relatively low
(ReL = 1.26 105) compared to the full-scale aerodynamic Reynolds number (ReL = 109) so
that the results can only be used as qualitative tools to illustrate the main features encountered
in the flow over a TGV. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
visualizations were carried out in most of the critical regions over a TGV: the front nose, the
pantograph cavity, the spacings between the coaches and the rear part of the model.

Clearly some common features can be found with the flow over a road vehicle. For instance,
both LIF and PIV show the strong vortex shedding, the large recirculation bubble and the large
counter-rotating vortices created over the rear part of the model, very similar to a Ahmed body
with a 25◦ rear slant. The flow over the flat panels of the coaches constituting the TVG is also
more complex than expected because of the perturbations induced by the pantograph cavities
and the deep cavity between the coaches. Finally, a synthesis is proposed pointing out the most
critical areas in a perspective of flow control for drag reduction.
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FIGURE 1: Scheme of the hydrodynamic tunnel with the model placed in the test section.

1 INTRODUCTION

The flow around a high speed train is a challenge to the fluid mechanics community. While
the use of experimental techniques on an operating vehicle only gives partial information on the
flow, both reduced-model and numerical based investigations are confronted with the problems
of the high Reynolds and Mach numbers. A full length and fully detailed numerical simulation
of the unsteady flow at a Reynolds number around 108 stays out of reach or at a prohibitive
cost. The reduced model studies seams to have found a good compromise with a few coaches at
1 : 7 scale ratio in a wind tunnel at 40m.s−1 [5]. Nevertheless the cost of the studies in a wind
tunnel large enough to allow this kind of model with the ability to simulate the moving ground
and the boundary layer is still heavy. In this study we present qualitative results obtained on a
1 : 127 small-scale model in a hydrodynamic channel. The Reynolds number reached based on
the model length L is ReL = 1.26 105.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.1 THE HYDRODYNAMIC TUNNEL

The experiments have been carried in the PMMH low-speed hydrodynamic tunnel. The flow
inside the hydrodynamic tunnel used (Fig. 1) is gravity driven thanks to a reservoir whose
water level is kept constant. The height between the reservoir and the point of return to ambient
pressure is three meters. The tunnel can be used either in open flow for ink visualisation or
closed flow for PIV measurements. A steady laminar incoming flow is obtained through the
combinaison of a slow diverging section followed by two honeycombs and a short converging
section. The test area is a rectangular section of 150× 100mm2 over a length of 800mm. Note
that the channel is fully plexyglas which allows optical access from all side, especially in the
axis of flow from downstream. Below the test zone is a submerged area used to install the dye
injection lines other equipment. The speed of the flow in the configuration used is 15cm.s−1.
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FIGURE 2: Photographs of the model. Injection lines come from the technical zone through the separation and
boudary layer plates (a). Two injectors are placed in the intercoach spaces (b). Holes of 0.5mm diameter are
placed along the sides of the engine coach (c) and on the face (d)

2.2 THE SMALL-SCALE MODEL

The model is a toy in 1 : 127 scale made up of two nose or tail coaches and two middle
coaches of a TGV-PSE (see Fig. 2). The model has a total length of L = 630mm for a height
of h = 31mm and a width of l = 23mm. The intercoach space are 2mm long. The model is
positioned on rails which themselves are set on a plate for 900mm long plate. This boundary
layer plate is a flat plate at both ends bevelled and placed at a 20mm to cut the previous boundary
layer of the channel with a thickness around ten millimeters. Thus, a new boundary layer is at the
leading edge of the boundary layer plate which results in a boundary layer thickness as low as
possible. An engine coach was hollowed, equipped with a mouthpiece for the admission of dye
and holes of 0.5mm have been placed on the hull. Thus it is possible to fill the coach with dye
have the near wall area of the train seeded. In addition the intercoach spaces are equipped with
dye injectors. It is possible to reverse the model in order to have either the front or rear coach
equipped with wall injection of dye. The Reynolds number for a velocity of U∞ = 15cm.s−1

and a total length of L = 630mm is 1.26 105. The pantographs could only be kept in lowered
position.

2.3 LIF AND PIV EQUIPPEMENT

The visualisation have been obtained through Laser Induced Fluorescence. The fluorescent
dyes used are the rhodamine-B or fluorescein. The volume visualisations are obtained either
with ambient light or a UV punctual source. The plane visualisations are achieved with plane
laser sheets issued from argon or YaG continuous lasers. Image acquisition is achieved with a
numeric reflex camera or a numeric camcorder. Two PIV set-ups are available. The first one is
made of a 2 × 15mJ pulsed laser and a double framed camera with a 1600 × 1200 resolution
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a b

c

d

FIGURE 3: Photographs of the flow around the front coach of the model. The swirl of the dye lines shows the
existence of pillar vortices on the nose coach edges (a). The cross section plane at the end of the first coach shows
the existence of longitudinal vortices on the roof (b).(c) (d)

and can achieve a 15Hz acquisition rate. The second one is a homemade time resolved PIV
system made of a 2W YaG continuous laser and a high-speed Phantom Camera which allows
an acquisition rate up to 1KHz. Both these configurations allow the measurement of the two
velocities component in the plane defined by the laser sheet and the object focus plane of the
camera.

3 FLOW VISUALISATIONS AND PIV

This configuration is quite far away from the canons of the reduced model high-speed train
tests [5]. In particular there is a 103 factor on the Reynolds number, the flow can be considered
as incompressible, the incoming boundary layer is hardly simulated and the wall is not moving.
Despite these facts we managed to identify some of the known salient features of the flow
around a high-speed train.

3.1 Front coach and longitudinal structures

On the visualisations is observed that the dye wraps around the side edges of the front engine
coach (Fig. 3a) and show vortical structures that raise to the roof. Downstream we find their
traces in the laser cross section (Fig. 3b). As the position of the laser cross section is moved
further downstream the flow has to deal with pantograph cavities and intercoach spaces and
more streamwise vortical strucures are present with a strong unsteady behaviour. The mean
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a b

FIGURE 4: Photographs of the flow around the front pantograph cavity of the model. We can observe that the dye
enters the intercoach spacing and fills the cavity where a recirculation occurs.

velocity field in the symmetry plane of the front coach (Fig. 3c) shows a deceleration of the
flow at the nose and an acceleration at the beginning of the roof. Numerical simulations with
RANS modelisation of the turbulence[4] shows the same qualitative behavior (Fig. 3d).

3.2 Pantograph cavity

As it was not possible to raise the pantograph on the model, the flow downstream the rear
coach is very different from the case of a high-speed TGV. However, the visualisations showed
in Fig. 4 allow to see the reverse flow that occurs in these cavities. We can also observe the
separation experienced by the flow on the roof downstream the cavity.

3.3 Wake

At the exception of the recirculation bubble that is attached to the wall, all the structures
expected in the wake of a high speed train are shown in Fig. 5. We can clearly observe the
instable shear layer due to boundary layer separation at the roof end on Fig. 5a and c. Due to the
absence of reproduction of the moving ground the recirculation bubble observed on the Fig. 5c
is attached to the ground while it should be attached to the train. Fig.5b shows the existence of
quasi-longitudinal vortices detached from the rear coach as has been observed in operating tests
or numerical simulations[2]. We can notice that these kind of structures are the same that the
one obtained in the wake of an Ahmed body[1]. The time resolved PIV measurement shown
at Fig. 5d shows the alterne vortex shedding due to the separation of the boundary layers on
the side of the end coach as has already been reported on smoke visualisations [3]. The vortex
shedding exhibits a Strouhal number of 0.2 like in the case of the bidimensional cylinder.

4 CONCLUSIONS

While being far away from the ideal conditions to perform accurate measurements on high
speed trains we show that the flow around a small-scale model with a moderate Reynolds num-
ber has already experienced enough transitions to have the essential features of the flow around
a high-speed train. At the exception of the near wall flow we reproduce the qualitative behavior
of the flow. While it is impossible to obtain quantitative results in agreement with measures on
operating material it is predictable that a study driven on this kind of model should give the
correct sensibility of the real flow. The methodology possesses the advantages of being much
cheaper than a 1 : 7, full-scale experiment and numerical simulations depending on the accu-
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a b

c d

FIGURE 5: Lif visualisation in the symmetry plane of the rear coach (a). Volume visualisation of the wake (b). PIV
measurement of the mean velocity modulus in the symmetry plane of the wake (c). Time resolved PIV obtained
velocity amplitude cartography in a plane parallel to the ground at the alitude of the nose with the mean flow
subtracted (d).

racy. Moreover it is well adapted to parametric studies and full flow investigation in a reduced
time, actually the results presented have been obtained in two days. In the scope of flow control
these preliminary results bring the confirmation that the flow behavior and sensibility can be
qualitatively predicted from this kind of methodology. The parametric testing of different flow
control strategy can be greatly helped and fastened by reducing the number of strategies to test
before wind tunnel, numerical or full scale tests, leading to more solution efficiently tested at a
reduced cost.
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Abstract. The principle development tool employed by automotive aerodynamicists is the full-

scale wind tunnel. At the Volvo Car Corporation, the full-scale wind tunnel (PVT) is of the 

slotted wall type, and has recently been upgraded with a new five belt moving ground simula-

tion system. However, the measured drag forces in the Volvo wind tunnel have always been, 

and remain, significantly above the average of other European wind tunnels, and have not 

been corrected. The objective of this project was to analyze how different correction methods 

for drag and lift force measurements can be applied in PVT and how they can be optimized. 

Therefore different aerodynamic effects due to the restricted boundaries in a wind tunnel had 

to be observed.  

Two effects were in the main focus. The solid and wake blockage, which causes a dynamic 

pressure difference, and the horizontal buoyancy, which directly imposes a force onto the 

model. While the model affected change in dynamic pressure already is quite well explored, 

the horizontal buoyancy needed further investigation. To be able to separate between wind 

tunnel induced and model induced buoyancy measurements a detailed analysis of the pressure 

distribution in the empty test section had to be carried out in PVT. In this context the influ-

ence of how the boundary layer suction affects the pressure distribution was also studied. 

As the basis for all calculations a combination of two data sets were used. One part was the 

EADE correlation study from 1999, the other part was a comparison of different competitor 

car tests carried out in PVT and other wind tunnels since the upgrade in 2006. These cars 

represented a large variance of vehicle shapes and sizes. The resulting correction method 

shows that a good correlation with other wind tunnels can be achieved using simple vehicle 

parameters. 

Investigations of aerodynamic
correction methods applied to a
slotted wall wind tunnel
by Matthias P. Eng , Tim E. Walker
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Volvo full scale wind tunnel (known as PVT) was opened in 1986 and has a slotted 

wall test section. In order to improve the airflow simulation around and underneath the car, as 

well as to include the effect of rotating wheels a 5-belt ground simulation system was in-

stalled in 2007. 

The presence of boundaries at the test section, whether in the form of solid walls, porous 

walls, or a free jet shear layer, can cause different experimental results as if the boundaries of 

the moving fluid would be infinitely far away, modeling real world conditions. Interferences 

between collector and nozzle or airflow and walls can produce a pressure gradient with which 

the model will interact during the measurement. A correction factor is therefore required for 

the measured values to more closely mirror reality. It is still necessary to know, that even the 

best correction only can produce good values when the tunnel already produces a good flow 

simulation. At the Volvo wind tunnel despite the large test section and the slotted walls higher 

drag values were measured than in competitor wind tunnels. With the upgrade of the ground 

simulation system the circumstance of high drag values remained. 

In this context the aerodynamic department of the Volvo Car Corporation decided to intro-

duce a correction to their full scale wind tunnel and it is the task of this project to show differ-

ent correction methods, apply a correction to measured values and compare and evaluate 

different measured and corrected values. When the tunnel was originally built, the methods 

for obtaining a correction method for slotted walls was not fully available or understood. 

 

2 FUNDAMENTALS 

Since the first usage of wind tunnels for engineering development the problem of a con-

strained air flow is known. Considerable research has been undertaken to better model the 

wind tunnel effects and to obtain better techniques to improve the measurement and compara-

bility between tunnels.  

2.1 The Volvo full scale automotive wind tunnel - PVT 

The Volvo wind tunnel consists of a slotted wall design. In this construction the test sec-

tion boundaries are made by walls with slots in flow direction, behind those slots is a plenum, 

which can be freely ventilated by the airflow through the slots. The plenum is closed against 

the environment, so that the mass flow through the tunnel always remains the same. The 

empty tunnel behaves like a closed wall tunnel, because no air will flow through the slots. 

When there is a large model in the wind tunnel, the airflow has the possibility to escape from 

the test section through the slots and re-enter behind the model again, so the test section is 

prevented from large blockage. But now it is known that the flow in slotted wall test sections 

is much more complicated than previously assumed. The interaction between plenum and test 

section is highly dependent on the slot opening ratio and is still not fully understood. Even 

when the flow can ventilate through the slots, the blockage in slotted wall wind tunnel is not 

negligible. 

 

The wind tunnel at the Volvo Car Corporation was designed to test full scale passenger 

cars and half scale trucks in 1986 for aerodynamic and thermodynamic purposes; therefore in 

addition to the turn table a dynamometer was also installed; located downstream in the test 

section. The slotted test section walls have an open area ratio of 30%; each wall and the ceil-

ing have longitudinal slats. The test section has a height of 4.1m, a width of 6.6m and has in 

total a length of 15m, with a cross sectional area of 27m
2
. The test section turn table has a ra-
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dius of 3.3m. The main fan has a power of 5MW and can generate wind speeds of up to 

250km/h. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Volvo wind tunnel PVT. 

 

In order to guarantee an adequate flow simulation for road vehicles the boundary layer 

needs to be minimized. The Volvo wind tunnel achieves this through a combination of differ-

ent boundary layer treatment systems. The first step is a scoop directly after the nozzle, which 

eliminates the boundary layer. In front of and partly around the turn table a distributed suction 

system is installed into the test section floor. A second distributed suction system is installed 

on the turn table in the front part of the model. In conjunction to the improved suction system, 

a road simulation system was installed into the wind tunnel during recent upgrades. The road 

simulation is a 5-Belt system and consists of a 1m wide and 5.3m long centre belt and four 

small belts for each wheel (Wheel drive units – WDU).  

 

2.2 Constraint test section flow  

In contrast to the streamline shapes, automotive bodies are characterized by a small slen-

derness ratio, a large separation region at the bluff rear end and a high drag value resulting in 

a large wake. Bluff bodies can be followed by large separation bubbles and with returning 

flow and a significant larger wake. 

 

 A car is not 100% a bluff body; for modern cars, the flow stays attached over major parts 

of the model surface and usually only separates far behind at the trailing edge of the car. But 

even if the size of the separation bubble is significantly smaller than the model volume, the 

flow displacement and the resulting blockage by the near and the far wake of a car in a con-

straint flow is not negligible. Typical car models are described as quasi-streamlined bodies 

with the flow separation behind the maximum cross sectional area.  

The purpose of wind tunnels is to simulate an air flow. The air flow has to be very stable, 

constant and repeatable. The wind tunnel flow should also imitate the flow conditions ob-

tained in reality. For closed wall test sections it has been known for some time that the flow 

displacement causes blockage in the test section. The air flow goes around the model, but still 

has to stay in between the test section walls. Flows in real world conditions have the capacity 

to travel around the object with no limitation placed on its expansion; this is not the case for 

the wind tunnel. This blockage effect becomes greater as the model to test section ratio be-
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comes larger. It needs to be noted that the solid body blockage is not the only influence on the 

measured drag; numerous literatures (e.g. Ref. [1], Ref. [4]) highlight the effects of various 

factors such as jet expansion, nozzle blockage, collector blockage, the wake blockage and 

gradient effects. Some of them are investigated for open-jet wind tunnels Ref. [1], and others 

are typical closed wall phenomena. 

There is currently no widely accepted correction method for slotted wall wind tunnels and 

it is still discussed as something between a closed and an open-jet wind tunnel. It is currently 

not possible to fully describe the flow through the slots with the objective of a tunnel correc-

tion. 

 

2.3 Correction theory 

The classical correction based on potential flow theory using mirror images to represent 

wind tunnel boundaries was first derived by LOCK. Further contributions were published for 

example by GLAUERT Ref. [3] and many others. The need for boundary corrections arises be-

cause the flow over the model in a stream of finite extent is different from the flow over the 

same model in a stream of infinite extent. The fundamental cause that blockage occurs is of-

ten said to be a simple change in the free stream velocity, 

 
corr

U U u∞= + ∆  (1) 

WhereU∞ is the velocity in the empty tunnel, 
corr

U is the velocity corrected for blockage 

and u∆ is the change in axial velocity due to blockage. The total effect acting on the model is 

a sum of different interferences, which can be expressed by different perturbation velocitiesε . 

 
u

U
ε

∞

∆
=∑  (2) 

 ( )1
corr

U U ε∞= +∑  (3) 

Eq. (3) given in form for the dynamic pressure: 

 ( )
2

1corr
q

q
ε= +∑ . (4) 

The correction of the dynamic pressure is only one part of the complete correction formula. 

The other factors which influence the measured values are directly on the model acting forces, 

such as pressure gradients. These so called horizontal buoyancy forces have to be treated dif-

ferently and are introduced into the correction procedure before any dynamic pressure correc-

tions are applied Ref. [1]. The entire correction formula can be written as  

 

 
( )Dmeas D HB

Dcorr
corr

C C
C

q
q

+ ∆
=  (5) 

 

This, from MERCKER suggested, correction theory is be the starting point for the develop-

ment and application of a correction formula for the Volvo wind tunnel. 
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3 TUNNEL INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

Mercker further suggests a theoretical concept of how to correct slotted wall test sections 

without the need of an exact knowledge of the flow through the slots. 

 

Conventional thinking: A slotted wall wind tunnel has a hybrid test section behaving 

partly as a closed wall wind tunnel (confined flow) and partly as an open-jet (expanded flow). 

Slot opening tunes the results to those measured on the road (transition from confined to ex-

panded flow). 

Different way of thinking: The slotted wall wind tunnel behaves like a closed wall wind 

tunnel. But when the slots are opened a positive pressure gradient is generated in the test sec-

tion, which pushes the model forward and decreases drag (example: ETB tested in ETW). 
Quotation by MERCKER. 

 

According to this theory, the correction for the dynamic pressure is the same as the correc-

tion for closed wall test sections Ref. [4] and the horizontal buoyancy term is described by a 

combination of empty tunnel gradient effect and model induced buoyancy force. 

 ( )
2

1corr
S W

q

q
ε ε= + +  (6) 

  empty tunnel  modelDHB DHB DHB
C C C∆ = ∆ + ∆  (7) 

3.1 εs – solid body displacement 

The solid body blockage effect describes the change in flow velocity around the car due to 

the blockage in the test section. While airflow in reality has the possibility to expand, the flow 

is constrained by the tunnel walls and causes a higher dynamic pressure than in an uncon-

strained flow; this causes higher forces on the car. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Airflow around a car in free stream and in closed wall test section  

 

The correction for this effect is given in Ref. [2] and was derived with the help of the po-

tential flow theory. 

 

3
2

S

V A

L C
ε τ

 
=  

 
 (8) 

The tunnel shape factorτ is explained by THOMPSON. 

 0.406closed

B H

H B
τ

 
= ⋅ + 

 
 (9) 

0.8315τ =  
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3.2 εw – effect of wake blockage 

The other interference effect in closed and slotted wall test sections is the wake blockage. 

The presence of a model even when it is a streamlined body causes a wake in the far flow 

field. The wake is a region of smaller velocity behind the model due to shear flow. In order to 

keep the volume flux constant, the flow velocity around the wake is faster than without model. 

This is similar to the blockage effect and causes higher drag forces. 

The wake theory is quite complex so most correction formulas are based on empirical data. 

The MERCKER developed wake correction term seems to be quite simple, and uses a person-

ally developed empirical wake blockage constant 0.41η = . 

 
4

Dmeas
W

CA

C
ε η

 
= ⋅ + 

 
 (10) 

 With the use of these perturbation velocities it is possible to correct the wind tunnel for its 

changed dynamic pressure. The so called Q-correction is only dependent on simple geometry 

data of the tunnel and the model to test. 

 

4 HORIZONTAL BUOYANCY 

The horizontal buoyancy is an especially important factor in determining the correction for-

mula for the slotted wall wind tunnel. One part of the buoyancy effect is the model independ-

ent tunnel induced horizontal buoyancy, which is caused by the empty test section pressure 

gradient. The other part is according to MERCKERs assumption Eq. (6) the so called model 

induced horizontal buoyancy, which is caused by an interference between the model and the 

tunnel slots. 

 

4.1 Tunnel induced horizontal buoyancy 

The tunnel induced horizontal buoyancy is caused by the pressure gradient in the empty 

test section. In order to determine this, on the model acting force, the pressure distribution in 

the test section has to be measured. It is needed to get Cp  distribution in the centerline of the 

test section in the height of the stagnation streamline on most cars of approximately z=600mm. 

The values for the pressure distribution of the wind tunnel before the upgrade are known and 

can't be repeated. The pressure distribution in the actual, post upgrade wind tunnel were also 

measured; however, further analysis raised doubts regarding the reliability of these values. 

The reason for this is, that the measurements were performed with the traverse, which causes 

an own blockage in the wind tunnel and influences the measurements. So the tests were re-

peated with a new probe holder. 

 

The measurements are performed under two different ground simulation settings and for three 

different speeds. For the standard case the complete ground simulation was turned on; this 

included the boundary layer suction, the moving ground, the wheel drive units, the tangential 

blowing and the scoop. The second configuration was made with the same settings as before 

but with only the boundary layer suction devices turned off. The probe was mounted manu-

ally into every measurement position which is in the centerline (y=0mm) of the empty test 

section and went from the scoop at -5500mm to the collector at 9500mm (The tunnel coordi-

nate system was centered on the turn table.). In steps of 100mm to 500mm the probe was 
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moved through the test section measurements were taken in every positions with wind speeds 

of at 80km/h, 140km/h and 200km/h.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Cp distribution in the test section with and without boundary layer suction. 

 

 

The tunnel induced buoyancy force is caused by a pressure difference between the front of 

the car and the rear. Because the tunnel pressure gradient is superimposed onto the car, the car 

is noticing a horizontal force which does not have any connection to the real drag on the car. 

To determine this force it is needed to determine the pressure at the position of the front 

bumper of the car and at the position of the wake closure point. The difference in Cp directly 

describes the caused difference in
D

C . To approximate the wake closure point, MERCKER sug-

gests a simple linear formula which describes the wake length dependent on the model slen-

derness. 

 
 

Figure 4: Cp distribution on the turn table of the old and new PVT. 

X  
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Figure 3 shows the Cp distribution in the tunnel before and after its upgrade. Additionally, 

a typical car is positioned in the chart and the Cp  at the front bumper and the wake closure 

point are marked. The tunnel buoyancy effect can be calculated by just taking the differences 

by using a polynomial trendline. 

 

  empty tunnel wake closure front bumperDHB
C Cp Cp∆ = −  (11) 

 

4.2 Model induced horizontal buoyancy 

The last part of the correction method to be explained is the model induced horizontal 

buoyancy. Because there does not exist an analytical way to determine the model induced 

buoyancy MERCKER suggested to use reverse engineering. The idea is that for a model where 

the correct drag value is known, it is possible with Eq.(6) to calculate the horizontal buoyancy. 

  model  emptytunnel
corr

DHB Dcorr Dmeas DHB

q
C C C C

q
∆ = ⋅ − − ∆  (12) 

If this would be done for a certain number of cars it should be possible to find the relation-

ship between the model geometry and the horizontal buoyancy. Mercker suggested to use the 

EADE'99 data with his corrected values for the open-jet wind tunnels Ref.[8]. Because of 

problems with this test data and because the wind tunnel was not yet upgraded 1999 it was 

tried during this project to use another dataset. Test data from 15 cars of different manufactur-

ers tested in the Volvo wind tunnel as well as in other tunnels or even in coast down tests are 

the background for further calculations. 
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Figure 5: Calculated model induced horizontal buoyancy and delta value of 15 car dataset. 

 

In Fig.6 the calculated delta between measured and correct value and the model induced 

buoyancy for the 15 cars are given. The models are from a large variance in shape, size and 
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drag, and are sorted by frontal area so that car1 is the largest and car 15 the smallest car in the 

dataset. The chart does not show any relationship between car size and difference between 

correct and measured drag, while the model induced horizontal buoyancy shows the tendency 

to become smaller, the smaller the model is. To describe this relationship sufficiently, an ade-

quate factor had to be found. MERCKER suggests that the model induced horizontal buoyancy 

is dependent on many parameters and that a non dimensional factor has to be developed from 

them. 
model volume

model frontal area

model length

tunnel cross section

model shape

tunnel shape

V

A

L

C

m

n

−

−

−

−

−

−

 

 
Table 1: Parameter of model and tunnel geometry. 

  

Starting from this, a factor has to be developed which describes the bulkiness of the model. 

Because the tunnel remains the same for every test, these parameters can be ignored and be-

cause the tunnel cross section would be in the denominator while the tunnel shape factor (i.e. 

the open area ratio) is non dimensional, the resulting factor has the dimension of an area. 

 

 ( )
3

,GB D meas

A V
S C

L A
= ⋅  (13) 
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Figure 6: General blockage area SGB vs. model induced horizontal buoyancy. 

 

The so called general blockage area 
GB

S  plotted vs. the model induced horizontal buoy-

ancy shows a good linear relationship. With this equation it is possible to forecast the horizon-

tal buoyancy for every other model in the Volvo wind tunnel. This is the last step needed in 

the application of a correction for the Volvo wind tunnel. 

± 5counts 

modelDHB
C  

GB
S  
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5 APPLICATION OF THE CORRECTION METHOD 

To evaluate the correction method, reliable data are needed. Ideally the correction method 

should be validated using new data with different vehicles measured in different tunnels. This 

data is however not yet available. Therefore it is only possible to show how the correction  

method affects the 1999 EADE data. This is shown in Fig. (7).  Since the tunnel dimensions 

after  the upgrade are identical to those of the original tunnel the only value which makes the 

difference is the tunnel induced buoyancy. To correct the drag values from the old PVT, the 

same correction formula is used. To determine the tunnel induced buoyancy the pressure dis-

tribution before the upgrade Fig.(3) had to be utilized. 
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Figure 7: Application of the PVT correction on EADE'99 data. 

 

In Fig.(8) are the measures values from PVT and the values after the new correction plot-

ted. To evaluate the correction, the mean of all measured values from the EADE'99 tunnels 

are plotted, as well as the average of the by MERCKER corrected open-jet (OJ) tunnel values 

Ref. [8].  

 

6 CONCLUSION 

The application of the correction method to the EADE'99 data Fig.(8) showed that the cor-

rected drag values agree very well with the values the from MERCKER corrected open-jet data. 

The corrected values from the Volvo wind tunnel are on average 2 counts lower than the cor-

rected open-jet values. The good accordance of the corrected drag values with average cor-

rected and the mean measured values shows that the correction method is working reliably 

and will be the basis for the correction method used in the Volvo wind tunnel. 
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TABEL OF ABBREVIATIONS 

PVT   -full scale wind tunnel of the Volvo car corporation 

EADE   -European Aerodynamic Data Exchange 

WDU   -Wheel drive units (part of the road simulation system) 

U∞    -Velocity in the empty tunnel 

corr
U   -Velocity corrected for blockage 

u∆    -change in axial velocity due to blockage 

ε    -perturbation velocity due to different interference effects 

q    -dynamic pressure in the test section 

corr
q   -dynamic pressure in the test section corrected for blockage 

D
C    -drag coefficient 

DHB
C∆   -drag difference due to horizontal buoyancy 

Dmeas
C   -measured drag coefficient in the wind tunnel 

empty tunnelDHB
C∆  -horizontal buoyancy due to the empty tunnel pressure gradient 

modelDHB
C∆   -horizontal buoyancy due to model induced pressure gradient 

Dcorr
C   -corrected drag coefficient 

S
ε    -perturbation velocity due to solid body blockage 

W
ε    -perturbation velocity due to wake blockage 

τ    -Tunnel shape factor 

V    -model volume 

A    -model frontal area 

L    -model length 

C    -test section cross section 227C m=  

B    -test section width 6.6B m=  

H         -double of the test section height 8.2H m=  

η    -empirical wake blockage constant 0.41η =  

P
C    -pressure coefficient 

m    -arbitrary model shape factor 

n    -arbitrary tunnel shape factor 

GB
S    -general blockage area 

OJ    -Open-jet wind tunnel 
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Abstract. CFD application is increasing in automotive industrial application and is more 
and more integrated in the aerodynamic design process of new vehicles. This process is still 
distinguished by parallel development with wind tunnel experiments and CFD simulation re-
sults, which demands comparable results to be generated by both development tools. 

Wind tunnel interference effects are not simulated in most industrial CFD applications. The 
comparison with experimental results normally shows differences due to wind tunnel effects 
and ground simulation effects. Therefore a deeper understanding of these effects and methods 
is necessary to fully reproduce experimental values with CFD. 

This paper focuses on the correct simulation of interference effects and gives an overview on 
the validation efforts with a scale model inside an open jet wind tunnel. These studies include 
experimental data from the real wind tunnel as well as CFD simulation results with and with-
out wind tunnel effects. 

Results of flow field data and integral values of different wind tunnel configurations are 
shown. These wind tunnel configurations feature different pressure distributions resulting in 
different forces and pressures. The effect of the static pressure distribution on drag and lift is 
simulated correctly. Furthermore, a comparison with blockage free simulation results demon-
strates the influence of the open jet wind tunnel on the flow. 

CFD validation project on a
vehicle-scale model under the
contraint of an open jet wind tunnel
by Oliver Fischer , Timo Kuthada ,
Nils Widdecke, Jochen Wiedemann
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The parallel aerodynamic development of vehicles using CFD and wind tunnel tests re-
quires a good comparability between results generated with both methods. As standard CFD 
simulations neglect the influence of wind tunnel interference effects, the comparability of the 
interference-free CFD results and experimental values cannot be perfect. 

Furthermore, it is possible to investigate blockage effects with CFD by changing the wind 
tunnel test section to get a deeper insight into individual interference effects and to validate 
different aspects of correction methods. To be able to use CFD to investigate these effects, it 
has to be ensured that all effects will be captured correctly in a simulation of the whole wind 
tunnel test section with a vehicle model present. 

The purpose of this validation study is to develop a detailed model of a wind tunnel to be 
able to compare CFD and experimental results, in order to understand the significance of 
various details of the test environment, and to gain a better understanding of wind tunnel in-
terference effects. 

This paper describes an approach to investigate open jet interference effects using CFD. It 
features a detailed simulation of the IVK model scale wind tunnel (MWK) with a detailed 
scale model present in the test section. 

All simulations were performed with EXA PowerFLOWTM. The inherently transient nature 
of the underlying Lattice-Boltzmann Algorithm makes it capable of capturing most turbulence 
effects in the highly turbulent shear layer surrounding the open-jet wind tunnel test section. 
The shear layer development directly affects the static pressure distribution along the test sec-
tion which has a strong influence on the measured forces. Therefore, this is important for a 
correct simulation of interference effects. 

 

2 OPEN-JET INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

Open-jet interference effects denote several effects which modify the flow around an ob-
ject inside a wind tunnel test section compared to ideal free flow conditions. Thereby they af-
fect the measured forces acting on the object. These effects are due to the different boundary 
conditions inside a test section, such as the proximity of the nozzle and the highly turbulent 
shear layer between jet and static air in the plenum chamber. They have been investigated for 
decades, especially to develop and improve analytic correction methods which can be applied 
in daily wind tunnel work. These correction methods are aimed to increase the comparability 
of measurement results obtained in different wind tunnels. The influence of open-jet interfer-
ence effects on open-jet wind tunnel measurements has been described in detail in the litera-
ture [1-14]. Detailed information on these effects can be found in these cited publications. 

 

3 NUMERICAL SCHEME 
Aerodynamic CFD simulations at IVK/FKFS are carried out with EXA PowerFLOWTM 

based on the Lattice-Boltzmann method [15]. PowerFLOWTM is well known and widely ap-
plied in the automotive industry. One of its advantages is the automatic discretization of the 
simulated fluid volume, which reduces the overall setup time. There is a wide variety of vali-
dation reports available [e.g. 16, 17]. 

For high Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer is simulated by a wall-model. Due to the 
transient nature of PowerFLOWTM, it uses a Very-Large-Eddy-Turbulence-Model to calculate 
the effects of the generated turbulence. This means, that only the larger eddies are calculated 
directly and the energy dissipation of turbulence scales smaller than lattice size is realized by 
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solving the two transport equations for k and ε and including a “swirl-viscosity” into the Lat-
tice-Boltzmann algorithm [18]. The lattice in PowerFLOWTM is composed of voxels, which 
are three-dimensional cubic cells. The lattice also includes surfels, which are surface elements 
that occur where the surface of a body intersects the fluid. 

PowerFLOWTM was chosen because it is a transient solver. Therefore it is capable to cap-
ture all turbulence effects in the highly turbulent shear layer. The shear layer development di-
rectly affects the static pressure distribution along the test section and therefore is important 
for a correct simulation of interference effects. 

 

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
All measurements for this project were carried out in the IVK model scale wind tunnel 

(MWK) of Stuttgart University which is an open-jet Göttingen-type wind tunnel with single 
return duct. The tunnel is equipped with a five belt rolling road system including several sys-
tems for boundary layer control like suction and tangential blowing [19]. However the simula-
tion of the effects of such installations is not part of the current study. Therefore all 
experiments and simulations are done without any ground simulation. 

The standard static pressure distribution of MWK is nearly constant over the whole test 
section length which is not typical for an automotive wind tunnel. Therefore horizontal buoy-
ancy effects are very small in the MWK in its standard configuration, which will be referred 
to as configuration 1. Several methods to change the static pressure distribution in the test sec-
tion of the MWK can be used to investigate horizontal buoyancy effects. One such method 
was used for the so-called configuration 2 and configuration 3. Configuration 2 and 3 repre-
sent static pressure distributions which are more typical for an automotive wind tunnel. The 
results from all three configurations are discussed in this paper.  

The vehicle model used in this study is a detailed 1/4th scale notchback model with side 
mirrors and a detailed underbody design but no underhood flow (closed grille). 

The flow field itself was investigated with a fast response multi hole pressure probe to gain 
understanding of flow velocities and angles. Several measuring planes were placed around the 
model and in the near wake. The grid of all measuring planes was 10-by-10 mm. Due to the 
fast response characteristics of the pressure probe the so called “Flying Probe” technique has 
been used to determine the velocity components of the flow field [20]. Due to the limited ac-
ceptance cone of the probe, the recirculation flow inside the near field wake could not be cap-
tured. Therefore the near field wake area is blanked (checkered area) in the plots (Fig. 4-7). 

 

5 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE  
Four different setups with the 1/4th scale vehicle model were studied. The first one is the 

model in a typical CFD setup. That is, the boundaries are far enough to have little influence 
on the model while the floor boundary condition is set to provide development of the bound-
ary layer to match the thickness measured in the experiment. This setup is referred to as the 
PowerFLOWTM Digital Wind Tunnel (DWT). 

The second case is the vehicle model inside the IVK model scale wind tunnel (MWK) in 
its configuration 1. The third and forth cases are the vehicle model inside the IVK model scale 
wind tunnel (MWK) in its configuration 2 and 3. These will be referred to as DIVK config. 1, 
DIVK config. 2 and DIVK config. 3 respectively. More details on the validation and descrip-
tion of the DIVK simulation can be found in [21]. 
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A detailed CAD model of the vehicle was used for both setups. The entire volume was dis-
cretized by using cubic volumetric cells (voxels) and different levels of variable resolution 
(VR). The finest cells have a size of 0.75 mm. The VR schemes around the vehicle are the 
same for both cases. Static floor and static wheels setups were used in all cases. 

Table 1 summarizes the number of cells and the physical simulated time required to obtain 
a stabilized flow field on a 80 CPUs Linux cluster. The physical time gets lower with each 
case due to the used possibility of the so-called “seeding” process, where the simulated flow 
field of a prior simulation can be used to initialize (or seed) a subsequent simulation. 

 
 Voxels Physical time

DIVK (1) 51 millions 1.45 s 
DIVK (2) 55 millions 1.07 s 
DIVK (3) 55 millions 0.8 s 

DWT 41 millions 0.49 s 
Table 1: Number of cells, physical simulated time and the CPU time 

 

6 VALIDATION  
A detailed wind tunnel model was generated to match the IVK model scale wind tunnel 

(MWK) in Stuttgart (Fig. 1). It was used for DIVK to ensure that all interference effects will 
be simulated correctly. The wind tunnel model includes a plenum chamber with test section, 
collector, diffuser and traversing system. The nozzle contraction, return duct and turning 
vanes are not part of the model, which was used for the results shown in this paper. 

 

 
Figure 1: Digital model of IVK model scale wind tunnel (DIVK) 

All dimensions of the virtual wind tunnel correspond to the test section dimensions of the 
real tunnel. The computational domain size of the simulation is limited by the virtual wind 
tunnel model. Both nozzle and diffuser ducts were extended in flow direction to prevent any 
influence on flow inlet and outlet. 

MWK uses delta-wings as turbulence generators to prevent the tunnel from buffeting. They 
are attached to the inner nozzle walls at the nozzle exit plane. Detailed digital reproductions 
of these wings in DIVK enable the correct simulation of the shear layer development along 
the test section which is important for the reproduction of the static pressure distribution. 

The computational mesh of the simulation is refined for shear layer and boundary layer re-
gions to resolve the flow accurately. The wind velocity was set to 50 m/s. Turbulence inten-
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sity and turbulence length scale were set to 0.003 and 1.5 mm respectively corresponding to 
the experimental setup. 

 

6.1 TESTSECTION FLOOR BOUNDARY LAYER  
The correct reproduction of the boundary layer in the simulation is very important for both 

drag and lift. Comparative aerodynamic force measurements of production cars with and 
without boundary layer control have shown that the influence of boundary layer variations is 
even stronger on lift forces than on drag forces [19]. 

The MWK is equipped with a 5-belt system for road simulation which was not in operation. 
But for the correct simulation of the boundary layer development along the test section, the 
roughness of the inactive centerbelt had to be taken into account [22] by defining an area with 
higher roughness compared to standard wall conditions on the steel test section floor sur-
rounding the centerbelt. 

Several numerical investigations were carried out to match the boundary layer develop-
ment along the test section with the measured profiles. The simulated boundary layer profiles 
in the empty test section match the measured profiles in the vehicle’s vicinity 
(625mm > x > -625mm) as can be seen in Fig. 2. Therefore the agreement between measured 
and simulated boundary layer development can be considered excellent. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of boundary layer in test section simulation and measurement (configuration 1) 

An influence on boundary layer development could not be observed when the modified 
static pressure distribution of configuration 2 and 3 was used in experiment or simulation. 
Therefore only the result of configuration 1 is shown here. 

 

6.2 STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Furthermore, the comparison shows a good agreement of the basic flow structure of the 

shear layer in experimental and numerical results. The simulated static pressure distributions 
for configuration 1, 2 and 3 are in good agreement with the experimental data as can be seen 
in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: Static pressure distribution in the empty test section (configuration 1, 2 and 3) 

 

7 COMPARISON 
In this section, results from experiment and simulation in the digital model of MWK 

(DIVK) and the Digital Wind Tunnel (DWT) are compared and discussed. 
Table 2 shows a comparison of the drag and lift values for the seven cases. As shown in 

the table, the difference in drag between the experiment and DIVK for configuration 1 is only 
2 counts. For configurations 2 and 3, the experimental drag is reduced as a result of the wind 
tunnel pressure distribution. The DIVK results for configurations 2 and 3 exactly reproduce 
the drag reduction. The differences are 1 count for both configurations. DWT should be com-
parable to configuration 1 because of the nearly flat static pressure distribution but it produces 
a difference of 11 counts, probably due to other blockage effects. 

 
 

 6

 CD CL CLF CLR DELTA CD DELTA CD 
(DIVK-EXP) (DWT-EXP) 

Exp (1) 0.291 0.150 0.051 0.099
-0.002 -0.011 

DIVK (1) 0.289 0.171 0.057 0.114

Exp (2) 0.281 0.151 0.050 0.101
0.001 -0.001 

DIVK (2) 0.282 0.174 0.057 0.117

Exp (3) 0.269 0.154 0.048 0.106
0.001 0.011 

DIVK (3) 0.271 0.176 0.055 0.122

DWT 0.280 0.162 0.051 0.112   

Table 2:  Drag and Lift values for the Experiment, DIVK and DWT. Deltas denote the difference between simu-
lation and experimental values. 
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Although the lift is overestimated in all simulation cases (especially the rear lift), the effect 
of the changed pressure distribution is perfectly reproduced, which can be concluded from 
Table 3. Table 3 shows so-called Delta-Deltas between simulation and experiment. Delta-
Deltas denote the difference of the effect of a changed pressure distribution between simula-
tion and experiment. The effect of the static pressure distribution on drag and lift is simulated 
correctly because all Delta-Deltas are very close to zero. 

 
 

 ΔΔCD ΔΔCL ΔΔCLF ΔΔCLR

[DIVK (1) -DIVK (2)] - [Exp (1) - Exp (2)] -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 

[DIVK (1) -DIVK (3)] - [Exp (1) - Exp (3)] -0.004 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 

Table 3:  Delta-Deltas of Drag and Lift between simulation and experimental results 

 
Fig. 4 and 5 show a comparison of the static pressure for the three experiments (config. 1, 

2 and 3) and the six PowerFLOWTM runs (DIVK and DWT, config. 1, 2 and 3) in the X=750 
mm plane. The simulation data was extracted at exactly the same measurement points as the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 4: Cp-static at X=750 mm plane (near field wake): Wind Tunnel Model DIVK (config. 1, 2, 3) (top row 
from left to right); experiment (config. 1, 2, 3) (no measurements in checkered area) (2nd row from left to right); 

Digital Wind Tunnel DWT, legend, physical plane location (bottom row) 
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Figure 5: Cp-total at X=750 mm plane (near field wake): Wind Tunnel Model DIVK (config. 1, 2, 3) (top row 

from left to right); experiment (config. 1, 2, 3) (no measurements in checkered area) (2nd row from left to right); 
Digital Wind Tunnel DWT, legend, physical plane location (bottom row) 

                             
Figure 6: Cp-static at Y=0 mm plane (near field wake): Wind Tunnel Model DIVK (config. 1, 2, 3) (top row 

from left to right); experiment (config. 1, 2, 3) (no measurements in checkered area) (2nd row from left to right); 
Digital Wind Tunnel DWT, legend, physical plane location (bottom row) 
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The comparison shows a good agreement of the basic flow structure of experimental and 
DIVK results with small discrepancies in detail, especially concerning small vortices in the 
simulation resulting from the a-pillar vortex (visible in Fig. 4 and 5). The static pressure level 
seems to be higher in configuration 2 and 3 (both simulation and experiment) which is due to 
the rise of the static pressure distributions (see Fig. 3). The figures show that the static pres-
sure variation around the vehicle simulated with DIVK is more comparable to the experiment 
than the DWT static pressure results. 
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Figure 7: Cp-total at Y=0 mm plane (near field wake): Wind Tunnel Model DIVK (config. 1, 2, 3) (top row from 
left to right); experiment (config. 1, 2, 3) (no measurements in checkered area) (2nd row from left to right); Digi-

tal Wind Tunnel DWT, legend, physical plane location (bottom row) 

 
Fig. 6 and 7 show the static and total pressure respectively in the Y=0 mm plane for the 

different experimental and simulation setups. The low and high static pressure regions are 
captured by both the DWT and DIVK. The influence of the static pressure distribution is visi-
ble in configuration cases 2 and 3 while the effect seems to be slightly stronger in simulation 
compared to experiment. The increasing pressure close to the vehicle base is caused by the 
changing wind tunnel pressure distribution and this directly influences vehicle drag (see Table 
2). The good agreement between experiment and simulation of the total pressure in near field 
wake can be observed in Fig.7. The separation angles at upper and lower edge are well repro-
duced. Slight differences in underbody flow velocity are visible which could be one reason for 
the differences in lift. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

In this investigation the IVK model wind tunnel (MWK) together with and without a de-
tailed notchback model has been simulated with EXA PowerFLOWTM. 

The results of the simulations with a detailed notchback model show, that the simulation 
including open-jet wind tunnel interference effects (DIVK) are closer to experimental data 
obtained in MWK than simulation data obtained without consideration of wind tunnel inter-
ference effects. The influence of wind tunnel interference effects on the flow structure be-
comes evident by comparing simulated and measured drag and lift values. The effect of the 
static pressure distribution on drag and lift is simulated correctly. 

Although, this approach is not practical for a vehicle development process yet because of 
the high computational effort necessary for the simulation of all open-jet interference effects, 
it can be concluded that it is possible to simulate wind tunnel interference effects in CFD and 
that such an approach delivers a valuable contribution to improve the agreement between ex-
periment and simulation. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
CFD:  Computational Fluid Dynamics 
IVK:  Institut für Verbrennungsmotoren und Kraftfahrwesen, Universität Stuttgart 
FKFS:  Forschungsinstitut für Kraftfahrwesen und Fahrzeugmotoren Stuttgart 
MWK:  IVK model scale wind tunnel 
DIVK (n):  Digital model of MWK in configuration n (static pressure distribution) 
EXP (n):  Measurements in MWK in configuration n (static pressure distribution) 
EXA:  EXA Corporation 
DWT: standard digital wind tunnel provided by EXA without wind tunnel interfer-

ence effects (box) 
LBM:  Lattice-Boltzmann Method 
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Abstract.  This work presents the comparison of results obtained numerically and experimen-
tally for a reference high speed train of CAF exposed to cross winds. Two different scenarios 
are studied: first, a flat ground scenario and second, the configuration of ballast and rails 
proposed by the current TSI HS RST and the prEN 14067-6:2007. The purpose is to study the 
behavior of the train against cross winds and to investigate the accuracy that typical steady 
state CFD-RANS methods produce by comparison with experimental results. 

The experimental data are obtained in a wind tunnel with a 1:15 scaled model. Yaw angles 
between 0º and 70º, in steps of 5º are considered. Besides, in the case of ballast and rail con-
figuration, both windward and leeward cases are included. The model consists of a first car 
and a dummy end-car. The results for a Reynolds number equal to 7.6×105 are presented. 

A sensitivity analysis of the results to the RANS models and discretization scheme is presented. 
It is found that the best agreement with the experiments corresponds to the k-ε realizable and 
third order discretization scheme. Numerical simulations have been carried out with the Flu-
ent commercial code. 

In general, the numerical results show a good agreement with the experiments, although some 
discrepancies appear mainly for the higher yaw angles. Therefore, for the yaw angles of prac-
tical interest, the CFD analysis turns out to be a useful tool for predicting the aerodynamic 
response of the train. These results can be used to obtain the stability range of the train. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 This work presents the comparison of results obtained numerically and experimentally 
for a reference high speed train of CAF exposed to cross winds. Two different scenarios are 
studied: first, a flat ground scenario and second, the configuration of ballast and rails pro-
posed by the current TSI HS RST (Ref. [1]) and the prEN 14067-6:2007 (Ref. [2]). The pur-
pose is to study the behavior of the train against cross winds and to investigate the accuracy 
that typical steady state CFD-RANS methods produce by comparison with experimental re-
sults. 

The numerical simulations have been carried out with the FLUENT commercial code. Dif-
ferent two equations turbulent closure methods have been checked, and it is found that the 
best agreement with the experimental results corresponds to the k-ε realizable model. All the 
results presented in this paper have been obtained with this model.  

The geometrical configuration studied numerically, see Fig. (1), is the one corresponding 
to the experiments performed in the S10 wind tunnel of the Institut Aérotechnique (IAT) in 
Saint-Cyr l'École (France). The objective is to compare the numerical and experimental re-
sults in order to validate the numerical procedure. The train model consists of the leading test 
unit followed by a simplified dummy end-car to provide a more realistic flow around the test 
unit. The model and the dimensions of the computational domain are shown in Fig. (1). The 
model scale is 1:15. The experiments were carried out for three different velocities; however 
the numerical simulations correspond to the intermediate velocity of 40 m/s.  

 

 
Figure 1. Computational domain dimensions and details of the geometry used in the numerical simulations. 

The experiments were made both for flat ground, Fig. (2a), and for ballast and rail configu-
rations, Fig. (2b), as proposed by the current TSI HS RST and the prEN 14067-6:2007. 
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Figure 2. a) Model used for flat terrain, b) Model for ballast and rail configuration. 

In the following section the numerical model, boundary conditions and meshes used in the 
calculations are presented. In the next section, the numerical results obtained are discussed, 
and a comparison with the experimental results is also included. Finally, some conclusions 
derived from this work are commented. 

 
2    NUMERICAL MODEL 

The numerical simulations were performed with the FLUENT commercial code, assuming 
that the compressibility effects are negligible, using steady RANS models and the SIMPLE 
method for solving the coupling between pressure and velocity. Two different turbulence clo-
sure methods were checked: the k-ε standard model and k-ε realizable model. Also a sensitiv-
ity study of the influence of the dicretization order was performed. The studied convective 
discretization schemes were first and second order upwind and a third order MUSCL (Mono-
tone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation Laws) scheme. By comparison with the 
experiments for two yaw angles (15º and 30º) the best results were found to be those corre-
sponding to the k-ε realizable model with a third orden scheme, Fig. (3).  

 
β=15º β=30º 

Figure 3. Comparison of the numerical and experimental results for yaw angles equal to 15º and 30º. 

The coordinate system and the definitions of the moments and yaw angle are shown in Fig. 
(4). The force and moment coefficients are non-dimensionalized with a reference length l=3m 
and a reference surface A=10m2, scaled conveniently. 
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Figure 4. Coordinate system and definition of the moments and the yaw angle β. 

The boundary conditions used in the calculations are as follows: 
 
- In the inlet, a uniform velocity equal to 40m/s was assumed, which corresponds to 

Re=7.6×105 based on the train height. Inlet values of k=0.24m2/s2 and ε=0.004m2/s3 
were imposed, corresponding to the turbulence of the inlet flow in the wind tunnel, 1%, 
and the hydraulic diameter Dh=4.91m. However, the results do not seem to be very 
sensitive to these values. 

- No-slip standard logarithmic law-of-the-wall boundaries were used for the surfaces of 
the train, ballast and rail, and ground.  

- At the outlet, upper and side boundaries, corresponding boundary conditions were 
supposed to be located far enough, so that zero gradients for all variables were fixed. 

 
A multiblock mesh was used in order to be able to introduce minor geometrical or mesh 

modifications without having to mesh the whole model again. A hexahedral mesh was used 
except in local regions (bogies) where, due to the geometrical complexity, tetrahedral cells 
were employed, Fig. (5). Near the walls, the grid was refined to obtain a unit wall distance for 
the first grid point y+=yu*/ν<100, where u* is the friction velocity and ν the kinematic viscos-
ity, 1.4x10-5m2/s. Taking into account the computational resources available, the number of 
cells was limited to 5×106 for the cases corresponding to flat ground and slightly higher for 
the ballast and rail scenarios. 

 

Figure 5. Details of the mesh used in the simulations. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Flat ground scenario 
In the following the results obtained for a flat terrain are presented. Pressure and velocity 

distributions are included and besides a comparison between the numerical and experimental 
force and moment coefficients is shown. 

Fig. (6) gives the pressure distribution for the first car for both the windward and leeward 
sides. As it was expected, the pressure increases with the yaw angle for the windward side and 
decreases for the leeward side. This is partly due to the flow separation behind the train. The 
same tendency can be seen in Fig. (7), corresponding to the pressure distribution in a cross 
section between bogies. 

 
β=0º  

 
β=10º  

 β=20º  

 
β=30º  

 β=40º  

 β=60º  

  β=90º 
 

Figure 6. Pressure distribution for the windward (left) and leeward (right) sides. 

 

   
β=0º β=10º β=20º 

   
 β=30º β=50º β=90º 

Figura 7. Pressure distribution in a cross section between bogies. 

The flow separation can be observed in Fig. (8), where the pathlines of the fluid particles 
emitted from the nose are presented. For yaw angles lower than 30º the pathlines are close to 
the leeward side for a significant distance. However, the windward side has visible pathlines 
only for yaw angles lower than 15º.  
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β = 0º β = 15º β = 30º β =60 º 

Figure 8. Pathlines for different yaw angles. 

The force and moment coefficients are defined as usual: 
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=
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      (1) 
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2
1

∞

=
ρ

      (2) 

being i=x, y and z in each case and Fi and Mi the force and moment components respectively, 
ρ=1.226kg/m3, and, as it was mentioned before, V∞=40m/s. The surface and length values 
used to normalize the forces and moments were: A=10/152m2 and L=3/15m, where 15 is the 
scale factor. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. (4). 
     In Fig. (9), the force and moment coefficients obtained numerically are presented as a 
function of the yaw angle, and compared to the experimental values, represented by a single 
and dotted line, respectively. The drag coefficient increases with the yaw angle up to an angle 
equal to 25º, and then decreases and becomes negative for yaw angles slightly lower than 40º 
(35º in the experiments). This indicates that the wind gives a positive propulsive force for yaw 
angles higher than 40º. In general, the agreement between numerical and experimental results 
is quite good, except for the lift coefficient Cz, and the pitching moment Cmy. A possible ex-
planation for this discrepancy could be that the bars used to fix the model produce flow dis-
turbancies in the undercar region. This effect was not considered in the simulation and 
therefore the vertical force and the pitching moment are different to the experimental values. 
Similar results were obtained by Matschke, Ref. [3]. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the numerical and experimental force and moment coefficients. 

3.2 Ballast and rail configuration 

In the following, the results obtained for a ballast and rail scenario are presented. Pressure 
and velocity distributions are included and besides, a comparison for the numerical and ex-
perimental force and moment coefficients is shown. 

Fig. (10) and (11) give the pressure distribution for the first car, for both the windward and 
leeward sides. Fig. (10) corresponds to the case where the train is on the windward track and 
Fig. (11) to the case where the train is on the leeward track. As it was expected, the pressure 
increases with the yaw angle for the windward side and decreases for the leeward side. This is 
partly due to the flow separation behind the train. The same tendency can be seen in Fig. (7), 
corresponding to the pressure distribution in a cross section between bogies. 

Comparing the pressure distributions for the windward side corresponding to a flat ground 
and a ballast and rail configuration, it can be seen that for this latter configuration, maximum 
pressure values are shifted down when the train is located on the windward track. This is con-
sistent with the fact that the incident wind has a vertical component due to the ballast. This 
tendency does not appear when the train is located on the leeward track. In this case, the dif-
ferences with the flat ground configuration are negligible.  
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β=90º

 

 
β=60º

 

 

 

 

β=40º
 

β=30º
 

 
β=20º

 
β=10º

 
β=0º 

Figure 10. Pressure distribution for the windward (left) and leeward (right) sides. Train is located on the 
windward track. 

 
β=0º 

 

 
β=10º

 

 
β=20º

 

β=30º
 

β=40º

β=60º
 

 
β=90º

 
Figure 11. Pressure distribution for the windward (left) and leeward (right) sides. Train is located on the lee-

ward track. 

Fig. (12) and (13) show the pressure distribution in a cross section between bogies. It 
seems that the extreme values, for both positive and negative values, are greater when the 
train is located on the windward rail. These figures suggest that the flow separation increases 
with the yaw angle. This can be easily seen in Fig. (14), where the pathlines are represented. 
The behaviour is similar to the flat ground case, although the ballast produces more flow re-
circulation.  
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β=0º β=10º β=20º 

  

 β=30º β=50º β=90º 

Figure 12. Pressure distribution in a cross section between bogies. Train is located on windward track. 

  
β=0º β=10º β=20º 

  
 β=30º β=50º β=90º 

Figure 13. Pressure distribution in a cross section between bogies. Train located on leeward track. 

 

    
β = 0º β = 15º β = 30º β =60 º 

Figure 14. Pathlines for different yaw angles. Upper figures correspond to train located on leeward track and 
lower figures to the windward case. 
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In Fig. (15), the force and moment coefficients obtained numerically are presented as a 
function of the yaw angle. The experimental values are also included for comparison. The 
negative values of the yaw angle correspond to the case where the train is located on the 
windward track, and positive values to the case where the model is on the leeward track. For 
the drag coefficient the behavior is similar to the flat ground case, although more discrepan-
cies are found with the experiments. This may be due to the presence of more recirculations 
caused by the ballast. For the side force, the agreement is quite good between experiments and 
numerical results. For the lift force, the values obtained in the range between -60º and 60º are 
very close to the experimental ones; outside this range, where the flow separation is more im-
portant, discrepancies appear. The same tendency was found for the flat ground configuration. 

Regarding the moment coefficients, in general, the agreement between experimental and 
numerical values is quite good for the range between -60º and 90º; outside this range, the dif-
ferences are greater.  

 
  

 
 

 

  
Figure 15. Comparison of the numerical and experimental force and moment coefficients. Ballast and rail 

configuration. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The current work has addressed the numerical assessment of the aerodynamic characteri-
sation of a high-speed train in different crosswind scenarios: on a flat ground and on a ballast 
and rail configuration (for yaw angles between 0º and 90º, and -90º and 90º, respectively). 
The numerical results have been compared with experiments in order to validate the numeri-
cal procedure. A sensitivity study of the results to the turbulence closure method and order of 
discretization of the convective scheme has been made. It is found that the best results are ob-
tained with the k-ε realizable model. In general, the agreement between numerical and ex-
perimental results is quite good. More discrepancies are found for the higher yaw angles, 
where the flow separation is more important. In summary, for the yaw angles of practical in-
terest, the CFD analysis turns out to be a useful tool for predicting the aerodynamic response 
of the train. These results can be used to obtain the stability range of the train. 
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Abstract. This paper summarizes first results of experiments with a detailed truck model per-
formed at the beginning of this year. Objective of these tests was to show the model behavior 
in experimental conditions and to gain first impressions about the flow field characteristics of 
a detailed tractor-trailer configuration. 
     The experiments were performed in the open test section wind tunnel of DLR Göttingen 
and in the cryogenic wind tunnel of DNW Cologne. They included flow visualizations with 
particle image velocimetry and force measurements. 
     In addition to these results, a new test set-up in a water towing tank will be described in 
which the investigation of new drag reducing devices is planned for the near future.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experimental investigation on a
detailed european tractor-trailer
configuration
by Johannes Haff , Mattias Jönsson ,
Hugues Richard , Sigfried Loose
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 2

1 INTRODUCTION 
     The transport sector of heavy vehicles will continue to become larger in the next years 
with the result of dramatically increasing total costs for fuel consumption. Therefore a re-
search program at DLR was started to contribute to the reduction of aerodynamic drag and 
fuel costs in future. 
     The results presented in this paper give an overview of the current status of the investiga-
tions with a detailed tractor-trailer configuration. The measurements were performed in the 
beginning of 2009 and are divided into two different parts: Flow visualization methods ap-
plied in an open test section wind tunnel in Göttingen and force measurements performed in 
the cryogenic wind tunnel in Cologne  
     At first the investigations in the conventional open test section wind tunnel of DLR Göt-
tingen are described. The tests were mainly used to investigate the model behavior in the test 
section. Furthermore the tunnel is suitable for optical measurement techniques due to the easy 
access to the open test section. The measurements with PIV delivered first results about the 
flow field around the truck model. The experiments were conducted at a maximum Reynolds 
number of 630,000. 
     The second part of this study summarizes the results of measurements in the cryogenic 
wind tunnel of DNW in Cologne. The tests included force measurements with an external bal-
ance. The advantage of this tunnel is a high maximum Reynolds number and the large test 
section which avoid blockage effects. The tests described in the following were performed at 
ambient conditions. A maximum Reynolds number of 1,000,000 was achieved. 
     The last chapter of this paper describes a new test set-up which will be used for future in-
vestigations of new drag reducing devices. These investigations will be performed in a water 
towing tank with installed intermediate floor. Preliminary results of a first test will also be 
described. 
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           Figure 1: 1/15th scale truck model.

                   Figure 2: Test configuration in 1MG. 

2 TRUCK TEST MODEL 
     The test program described in this paper was performed with a 1/15th scale truck model 
which corresponds to a typical European tractor-trailer design with a two-axis tractor and a 
three-axis trailer chassis (see Fig. (1)). The tractor 
cab geometry (Scania R Topline) and the axis 
parts were produced by WEDICO Truck & 
Construction Models GmbH. The remaining truck 
dimensioning was developed in accordance with 
the rules of the European Community [3]. The 
objective was to create a realistic model of a full 
scale truck. Additional parts like mirrors, sun 
shield and mud flaps were available in full detail. 
It has to be considered that the model is not 
equipped with an engine cooling system. Pressure 
holes are installed on the side, roof and back of 
the cab surface. The main dimensions of the 
model are given in Fig. (1). Also shown is the orientation of the coordinate system. The origin 
is located in the middle of the gap between tractor and trailer in x-direction and in the symme-
try plane of the model in y-direction with z = 0 defined on the ground. 
 

3 FLOW VISUALIZATION IN THE 1M-TUNNEL (1MG) 

3.1 Test Configuration (1MG) 
     The investigations started with tests in the conventional open test section wind tunnel of 
the DLR Göttingen which has a squared test section of 1.0m x 0.7m and 1.4m length. The 
tunnel is driven by a 88kW 
motor and reaches a 
maximum flow velocity of 
65m/s. The model was fixed 
on a ground board with the 
wheels attached to it. The 
board itself has a rounded 
leading edge and was 
installed 85mm above the 
tunnel ground floor plane. 
The test set-up is described 
in Fig. (2). The blockage of 
the model in the test section 
was 7.2%, [4]. The experiments in this facility were mainly used to investigate the model be-
havior under test conditions and to get a better understanding of the overall truck aerodynamic. 
The maximum achievable tunnel velocity with the model build in was 55m/s (M = 0.16) 
which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 630,000 based on the model width. 
 
 

X,U 

Y,V 

Z,W 

1100mm 

170mm 
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3.2 PIV set-up 
     For the measurement of the instantaneous flow field around the truck model, a two-
component PIV system was used. The light sheet with a thickness of approximately 2-4mm 
was produced by a Q-switched dual oscillator Nd:YAG laser. A PCO Sensicam QE CCD 
camera with a resolution of 1376 x 1040 pixels and a dynamic range of 12 bit was used. The 
camera was equipped with a 50mm focal lens. Droplets of DEHS (Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat) 
with a mean diameter of 1μm were used as tracer particles.  
 

 
             Figure 3: PIV set-up in 1m-tunnel.                   Figure 4: Camera and light sheet position. 
 
     The evaluation of the PIV images was done using the PIVview software. The multi-grid 
interrogation algorithm was used for cross-correlation of the particle images in conjunction 
with double-correlation. For the calculation of the average velocity field 320 instantaneous 
velocity fields were taken into account. Further information about the PIV technique can be 
found in [1, 2]. 
 

                             
 

  Figure 5: Particle image.                Figure 6: Calculated vector field. 
 

     For PIV, the test configuration as described in Section 3.1 was used. All PIV measure-
ments described in the following were made at a yaw angle of 0°. The investigations can be 
divided into three different parts: The field of view covers 1) the whole truck length 2) the gap 
area 3) the mirror region. 

camera view from the side 

light sheets from the top 

camera  

Nd:YAG laser 

light sheet optics 

1

2
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     All investigations were carried out with the light sheet installed vertical to the ground 
board in driving direction. The camera was viewing from the side as shown in Fig. (3) and Fig. 
(4). For the first two cases the light sheet was positioned at the symmetry line of the model 
(green line 1 in Fig. (4)). To visualize the flow field along the full truck length the light sheet 
optics and the camera system had to be shifted seven times.  
     The visualization of the flow field behind the mirror was realized with the light sheet posi-
tioned to the middle of the mirror width (green line 2 in Fig. (4)). Due to reflections coming 
from the sharp edges of the surface the left cab side was taped. This will be explained more 
detailed in the presentation of the test results. 
     An example of the evaluation of PIV is given in Fig. (5) and Fig. (6). Fig. (5) shows a  par-
ticle image for the visualization of the gap region with roof and side extenders not installed. 
The calculated velocity vector field is given in Fig. (6). It has to be considered that only half 
of the vectors were shown for a more clear presentation of the vector field. 

3.3 Test results (1MG) 
     The investigation started with the visualization of the flow field along the symmetry plane 
of the truck model with camera view direction from the side. All results described in the fol-
lowing were made at zero yawing angle and at a Reynolds number of 630,000. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Mean velocity contour plot of the truck model with mounted roof and side extenders. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Mean y-vorticity contour plot of the truck model with mounted roof and side extenders. 
 
     The flow field was subdivided into seven measuring planes of the same size. The results of 
all planes were assembled to get the data of the whole flow field in one plot as shown in Fig. 
(7) and Fig. (8). The slow velocity regions in the stagnation area of the tractor front, in the gap 

Re = 6.30E+05 
M = 0.16 
Yaw angle = 0° 

[1/s] 

Re = 6.30E+05 
M = 0.16 
Yaw angle = 0° 
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  Figure 9: Mean velocity field of the    
                truck front. 

region between tractor and trailer and in the wake can be identified. The flow stagnated at the 
tractor front and is accelerated strongly along the roof (see Fig. (9)). Reduced velocities can 
be seen in the gap region due to the effect of the 
extenders. The wake shows vortices separating from the 
trailer roof and behind the trailer base. Both vortex 
fields are counterrotating. Due to the small distance 
between the trailer end and the end of the test section 
the access to the wake was limited. Therefore the results 
can not be presented in detail. 
     The flow in the area of the gap shows a significant 
influence of the roof extender which shields the gap 
region but results in a high deflection of the free stream 
flow. Fig. (8) shows turbulent structures separating 
from the trailing edge of the roof extender. The vortex 
structures still exist up to the trailer end. This effect is 
due to the imperfect adjustment of the roof extender 
and can also be seen in Fig. (10), the visualization with 
smoke. A continuous laser was used to generate a light 
sheet at the symmetry line of the truck. With a smoke lance installed at the center position in-
side the wind tunnel nozzle smoke was blown directly to the model front. The result of the 
smoke visualization of the gap flow without extenders is completely different. 
 

       
 

Figure 10: Smoke visualization with and with no installed roof and side extenders. 
 

     The air flows parallel to the trailer roof whereas no deflection can be detected. The instal-
lation of tractor extenders is typical for modern trucks. The drag reducing potential of these 
devices was also discussed in [6].  
     In the following the results of the gap flow visualization with PIV are shown for two con-
figurations: 1) The configuration with installed extenders and a gap width of 27mm 2) the 
configuration without extenders and a gap width of 48mm. The results are given in Fig. (11) 
and Fig. (12). Velocities of up to only half of the values of the free stream flow are achieved 
in the upper gap region when the cab is equipped with extenders. The velocities in the bottom 
gap area are close to zero. Without installed extenders the flow is stagnated from the trailer 
front and diverted downwards into the gap. In some regions of the gap the flow achieves ve-
locities equal to the free stream velocity. The stream traces in the left images of Fig. (11) and 
Fig. (12) can not be seen as streamlines but they  indicate the different flow structures. So the 
vortex behind the trailing edge of the cab is visible (Fig. (12)). The right images show a 
zoomed view with a vector field describing the velocity components. For a better presentation 
only half of the vectors are shown there. 
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Figure 11: Mean velocity field in the gap region with mounted roof and side extenders. 
 

              
 

Figure 12: Mean velocity field in the gap region without roof and side extenders. 
 
     The following results show the flow field behind the driver side mirror and were made 
with roof and side extenders installed. Tape was attached to the cab side to minimize laser 
sheet reflection. The particle image in Fig. (13) shows the remaining reflections caused by the 
sun shield and the mirror. In Fig. (14) these areas are left blank. The results show a deflection 
of the flow up- and downwards the mirror face. The mirror acts as stagnation area with a 
wake behind. Inside the wake two counterrotating vortices are generated (see also Fig. (15)). 
 
 
 
 

zoomed 
view 

zoomed 
view 
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    Figure 13: Particle image.           Figure 14: Mean velocity of the instantaneous magnitude field (left) 
                 and the average (right) of the flow field behind the mirror. 
 
     Both vortices are located in the upper half of the wake. The strength of the upper vortex is 
much higher. A more detailed discussion of the aerodynamic effect of a side mirror can be 
found in [5]. 
 

               

Figure 15: Instantaneous y-vorticity field (left) and averaged y-vorticity field (right) of the mirror wake. 
 

4 FORCE MEASURMENTS IN THE CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNEL 

4.1 Test configuration (KKK) 
     In the cryogenic wind tunnel of DNW in Cologne force measurements were conducted at 
Reynolds numbers up to 1,000,000. The 2.4m x 2.4m closed wall test section with a length of 
5.4m allows a maximum mach number of 0.325 at 300K. The tunnel temperature can be re-
duced up to 100K. In the present case the measurements were performed at ambient tempera-
ture only. The maximum mach number at Re = 1,000,000 was M = 0.25 (at 293.15K) with a 
low blockage of 0.84% at zero yawing angle, [4]. The description of the test set-up is given in 
Fig. (18). The installed model in KKK can be seen in Fig. (17) and was only tested with in-
stalled extenders. For the measurement of the forces and moments a conventional external 
balance was used. 
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          Figure 17: Truck model in KKK.                                    Figure 18: Test configuration in KKK. 
 

4.2 Test results (KKK) 
     A Reynolds number dependency was investigated at two different yawing angles (0°, -10°) 
at ambient temperature between Re = 400,000 and Re = 1,000,000. An investigation starting 
from lower Reynolds numbers could not be performed because the tunnel can not run constant 
below a mach number of 0.1. A Reynolds number effect could be detected for the lift and 
pitching moment coefficient (see Fig. (19) and (20)). The analysis of the results showed a low 
fluctuation of these coefficients in the range of Re = 400,000 and Re = 500,000. The effect 
disappear at Reynolds numbers higher than 500,000. For the remaining coefficients, no Rey-
nolds number effects were detected.  
 

     
 

           Figure 19: Lift coefficient.                      Figure 20: Pitching moment coefficient. 
   
 
The drag and side force coefficient show a symmetric flow behavior of the model at different 
yawing angles (Fig. (21) and Fig. (22)). The reproducibility of the results was tested and can 
be confirmed. No hysteresis effects were  detected. 
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Figure 23: Installed truck model in WSG. Figure 24: Sketch of the test set-up. 

          

           Figure 21: Drag coefficient.    Figure 22: Side force coefficient. 
 

5 PRELIMINARY TEST IN THE WATER TOWING TANK 
     The goal of this study is the reduction of the aerodynamic drag of a tractor-trailer configu-
ration. Therefore a detailed truck model is used. To enable a realistic investigation of a ground 
vehicle the simulation of the underbody flow is necessary. Therefore, a new test set-up was 
planned in the water towing tank of DLR Göttingen (WSG).  
     The test facility with a test section of 1.1m x 1.1m has a length of 18m. The 7kW direct 
current motor allows an infinitely variable control of the test rig velocity up to 5m/s. At this 
maximum velocity and a water temperature of 293K a Reynolds number of 736,000 (based on 
the model width of the truck model) can be achieved. 
    

     At first the flow field of the truck model, especially the wake field, shall be investigated. 
It was assumed that no disturbing effects may be produce from the clamping of the model. 
Therefore, the model was fixed in overhead position with the fixture attached to the under-
body as shown in Fig. 23. An intermediate floor was used to enable the simulation of the 
ground flow. The floor is subdivided in two parts by a gap. All geometric parameters of the 
ground (width of the gap, height of the active test section, etc.) can be adjusted individually. 
The ground has a length of 6m and is spanned over the full tunnel width. 
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     Force measurements were performed with the model installed as depicted in Fig. (23) and 
Fig. (24). At a rig velocity of 3m/s and a water temperature of 288K a Reynolds number of 
450,000 has been achieved. A blockage of 6.14% can be stated for ψ = 0°, [4]. 
     The forces and moments were measured with an external 6-component piezo balance from 
Kistler. During each test run the data were sampled at a rate of 1kHz. The average of the 
measured signals was calculated for a defined region of the intermediate floor where the aver-
age velocity signal was nearly constant. The average of 30 runs provided a drag coefficient of 
CD = 0.643. The results of the force measurement in KKK at zero yawing angle and at the 
same Reynolds number provided a drag coefficient of CD = 0.622. It was not expected that the 
values are so close together. First of all, the experiments in the water towing tank are differ-
rent to the measurements in KKK because the ground floor effect is considered. Secondly the 
installed floor moved slightly due to the pressure field of the model. 
 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
     The experiments gave a first impression about the flow behavior of the truck model. These 
results allow the further development of the truck model and the test set-ups. Furthermore the 
test sections which will be used for future investigations of drag reducing devices were pre-
sented. This describes the available options for the realization of this research program. 
     In this context it has to be noted that the 1M-Tunnel is not really suitable for investigations 
with a 1/15th scale truck model due to the high blockage of more than 5% and the short test 
section length. But the facility will be used for preliminary testing of drag reducing devices 
and their efficiency.  
     Detailed investigations will be performed in the water towing tank. For further testing the 
intermediate floor will be improved to avoid motion due to the pressure field of the truck 
model and the test section will be increased to reduce blockage. For this the distance between 
tunnel ground and intermediate floor can be increased. Furthermore it is planned to enable 
rolling wheels during the test runs. 
     In addition to the investigations of the main flow field of a truck the underbody flow shall 
also be investigated in future. The potential of the underbody region for drag reduction should 
be very high. For these investigations a second floor is available without gap. The model can 
be fixed at the roof to avoid the disturbance of the underbody flow. 
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Abstract. The importance to lower the aerodynamic resistance of rail vehicles to reduce the 

energy consumption is increasing with rising energy prices and the vital necessity to reduce 

the CO2 production to slow down the climate change. This study shows the method which is 

being utilised within Bombardier for the development of a new generation of regional and 

high-speed trains to increase the aerodynamic performance related to head-pressure pulse, 

drag and cross-wind stability. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The final design of a train is an optimization balancing various requirements. These can 
originate from specific customer requests which in their turn are formulated to meet the re-
quirement of the transport market in a specific region. Further, legal specifications e.g. ensur-
ing the health of passengers and staff or ensuring the interoperability between different 
countries must be obeyed.   

Designing the outer shape of a train has major impact on the aerodynamic performance of 
the vehicle. Traditionally, a way of exploring the set of design modifications with regard to 
their aerodynamic performance has been to check them experimentally in the wind tunnel. 
Here the iterative development of further designs is based on theory and engineering skills. 
However, this approach is rather costly and time consuming. Further, in many cases due to the 
large number of possible designs it is unlikely that the truly optimal design in the sense of 
Pareto can be found without assistance of automatic tools. Implementing the approach of 
automated optimization in train aerodynamics Bombardier Transportation pursues the target 
of overcoming several disadvantages of the common design process. On the one hand side the 
conventional iteration between designing and evaluating the model is speeded up and directed 
by an optimization algorithm; on the other hand the aim is not to fulfil all given constraints 
and requirements but to deliver the optimal solution. The increasing performance and price 
drop of today’s computers facilitate the use of modern CAE based optimization tools for de-
termining the optimal parameters for the external shape of trains.  

Automated shape optimization requires a parameterized model, which is manipulated by al-
tering the design variables until the optimal set of geometry defining parameters are found. 
Therefore the model is evaluated in a CFD simulation and the generated data together with the 
current parameter setting enable the optimization algorithm to calculate an improved parame-
ter set for the next iteration.  

In order to fully exploit the possibilities of this approach 

• a fully automatic loop including the generation of candidate shapes based on a pa-
rameterized geometry 

• the preparation and generation of a computational mesh and  

• the evaluation of the design 

is required. 

One challenge is to organize all tasks in a manner so that they can be integrated into one op-
timization loop without requiring manual input. Up to the present stage, the process of prepar-
ing a simulation included a lot of manual manipulation starting with the preparation of the 
model for CFD applications in CATIAV5, the mesh generation process and the simulation 
including pre- and post-processing.  

Furthermore the whole complexity of designing a train is to be considered in the loop of op-
timization including ergonomic requirements for integrating the drivers cab, crash structure 
concept and integration, ergonomic constraints on the visibility of signals at the track taking 
into account sitting and/or standing drivers, bogie movements and Industrial Design aspects.  

The parameterized model should be capable to reproduce all important features like differ-
ent fronts, spoilers, pantographs, bogie cut out and cross sections, while a-priori integrating 
most of the requirements mentioned above. Additional constraints like the maximal exten-
sions of the shape are met during the optimization by restricting the parameters respectively. 
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With this approach, a mathematical optimization algorithm such as the Simplex algorithm, 
gradient-based methods or genetic algorithms can be utilized for the optimization of the shape 
design. This requires the optimization problem to be defined with an objective function which 
includes the costs of the design that one wants to minimize using design variables. The condi-
tions which have to be satisfied are introduced as constraints. The goal is to identify the best 
design under given conditions. However, it has to be kept in mind that the term “best” is rela-
tive and depends on the parameterization and an even better solution may exist.  

2 PROCESS INTEGRATION AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

2.1  Process integration 

A typical setup for an optimization process focusing on an aerodynamic problem includes 
the creation and configuration of the parameterized geometry, the generation of the mesh for 
calculation, the calculation and computation of the relevant variables and the computation of 
an optimized parameter setting using an optimization algorithm (see Figure 1). Note that all 
components have to be set up so they can be integrated into one process flow automatically 
without manual manipulation. It has to be kept in mind that the stability with which the dif-
ferent components perform has significant impact on the outcome of the optimization as the 
major part of the designs have to be evaluated in the correct way in order for the optimization 
algorithm to converge towards the true minimum. A distinct feature of any flow design proc-
ess is that it is computationally costly and particularly time consuming if the number of de-
grees of freedom is high. Therefore a reliable and efficient tool is needed in order to 
determine which design under the current conditions is suited best. 
 
 

Mesh-Generator:

Generates mesh

for calculation
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Calculates the relevant

physical variables 

(here: cross-wind & drag)

CAD-Tool:
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Figure 1: Optimization process flow 

 
The heart of the optimization is the tool ModeFrontier by ESTECO. The optimizer used is 

ModeFrontier 4.0.2 which provides a variety of different algorithms for direct optimization 
and for design of environment (DOE) applications as well as means for evaluating and post 
processing the generated data. In addition it manages the whole file system generated during 
the optimization, which is very useful for handing over data from one tool to another as well 
as for error tracing. 
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The implementation was deduced from a general approach for shape optimization on the 
base of a parameterized model. All design variables and their ranges are initially defined 
within ModeFrontier and only the current setting is then applied to the CATIA V5 CAD-
model through a direct interface. The resulting CAD model is transferred via a SSH connec-
tion to a workstation or cluster, where batch scripts call the respective tools to prepare the 
mesh for the evaluation in the software tools e.g. START by Principia and Prosurf, ProAM 
and CCM+ by CD Adapco. After the evaluation the outputs are transferred back to Mode-
Frontier, which evaluates the final target function in Matlab and assigns the values to internal 
output variables. This information together with the current parameter setting is fed back to 
the optimizer, which generates, by means of the collected data, a new improved parameter 
setting for the following iteration.  

2.2 Optimization algorithms 

The optimization algorithms provided in ModeFrontier have been implemented by the 
company ESTECO which is distributing the software. The two optimizers chosen are the 
Simplex algorithm, following the approach by Nelder & Mead [2] and the genetic algorithm 
MOGA-II [3]. The version available for the simplex in ModeFrontier has been updated in or-
der to be applicable also for discrete variables and constraints. In the following the description 
of the algorithm according to the documentation in ModeFrontier is given. 

 A simplex is a polyhedron containing n+1 point in an n-dimensional space. The SIMPLEX 
is initialized by n+1 initial designs. The scheduler follows an algorithm for moving the initial 
points along with their function values, closer to the optimal point of the objective until the 
scheduler either exceeds its maximum number of iterations or converges. The movement of 
the simplex is given by three operations: "Reflection", "Expansion" and "Contraction". In the 
reflection movement, the vertex corresponding to the worst value of the objective function is 
reflected to the opposite face to obtain a new value. When the reflection movement gives a 
new minimum, it can generally be expected to decrease the function value further by moving 
along in the same direction with the simplex.  When the reflection movement gives a new 
point that is worse than all the other vertices except the worst, the simplex is contracted by 
exchanging the new point with the worst point. SIMPLEX is a sequential algorithm for single 
objective optimization and cannot be parallelized.  

Suited for multiobjective optimization is a genetic algorithm is based on principles derived 
for the explanation of genetic processes in nature such as selection, mutation and cross-over 
and applies them formulating an algorithm for optimization problems.The optimization algo-
rithm used was the generic algorithm MOGA-2, which computes new designs generation by 
generation. Each member of a new generation is derived from its direct ancestors by randomly 
mutating and crossing over their genomes, in terms of their defining design variables. In the 
case that the successor is not worse regarding all objective functions replaces its parent, the 
natural procedure of selection. 

3 SINGLE-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION WITH REGARD TO HEAD-PRESSURE 

PULSE 

3.1 Objective  

As a pilot project for this approach, an optimization of the shape with respect to one single 
objective function has been performed. The objective function is evaluated with respect to 
head pressure pulse. A train’s front passing by generates an increase in pressure in front of it 
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and a decrease in pressure at the sides of the nose. Therefore due to the changing pressure 
levels, pressure loads e.g. on the surrounding infrastructure of the track will be generated. The 
allowed pressure changes are restricted by the Technical Specification for Interoperability 
(TSI) and can also be subject to further restrictions due to specific requirements of the opera-
tor. 

The optimization with regard to head pressure pulse has been carried out in the project 
“Front shape and slipstream for wide body trains at higher speeds” within the framework of 
Gröna tåget. The goal is to generate a design which has a good performance both with respect 
to slipstream and with respect to head pressure pulse since the front for most modern trains 
may well operate as the rear as well. The objective is to give input to front design including 
shape constraints. This includes the front design considerations such as space envelope, crash 
structure, ergonomic constraints such as the visibility of signals at the track and the space 
available for the passenger compartment. These geometrical constraints have been imple-
mented partly as simple bounds of the parameters and partly as constraints in the current ap-
proach. 

The doubledecker train has been chosen as the first geometry to develop and test this ap-
proach. This geometry is particularly suited as reference data from traditional ways to im-
prove the design with regard to head pressure pulse is available. Further, it is a challenging 
test case with regard to fulfil the requirements posed by TSI. 

The objective function to be minimized during the optimization loop is the amplitude of the 
head pressure pulse. Figure 2 illustrates schematically how the pressure distribution in front of 
a train usually varies as a function x-axes. The measurement positions are specified in TSI. 
The pressure is measured at 2.5 m distance from centre track at seven heights:  1.5 m, 1.8 m, 
2.1 m, 2.4 m, 2.7 m, 3.0 m and 3.3 m. The objective function is the maximum of head pres-
sure pulse amplitude max ∆cp measured at the 7 measurement positions: 

 

myipYp cc
i

}3.3,0.3,7.2,4.2,1.2,8.1,5.1{,maxmax ∈= ∆∆  
(1) 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Head pressure pulse amplitude and average pressure gradient and position of measurement locations 
parallel to the rail 
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3.2 Parametric and computational model 

The parameterization has high impact on the outcome of the optimization. An optimization 
is only capable to identify the best design with respect to the parameterization. Therefore, it is 
important that the parameterization captures all relevant features with regard to the optimiza-
tion problem. However, the number of parameters should be as small as possible to keep the 
computational effort in affordable limits. 

Modifications of the external shape pertain to the shape of the front up to the first bogie 
keeping the cross sectional area at the connection to the first car constant. The parameteriza-
tion has been carried out in CATIA defining several design variables which control the shape 
defining splines.  

The challenge for shape optimization involving aerodynamic computations is to resolve the 
structures which are significant in order to capture the trends. In order to develop an efficient 
method, two optimization loops have been implemented. One evaluates the objective function 
based on the solution for the inviscid flow at low computational cost using surface preparation 
in PROSURF, generation of surface mesh using PROAM. The inviscid flow calculation is 
carried out using the panel solver START by the company Principia. For higher accuracy the 
second loop evaluating the objective function based on a RANS calculation at the cost of 
moderate computational effort has been created using the polyhedral mesher in STAR-CCM+  
and the RANS computation in STAR-CCM+. 

The parametric models were generated in CATIA, one for the use in the loop with the panel 
method START and one for the loop with STARCCM+. Both models are controlled using 
exactly the same parameters. The model for the use with the inviscid solver START contains 
less details as flow separation cannot be predicted well with such a method. Therefore the bo-
gie cutouts have been closed, the bumpers have been excluded and the cutout for the coupler 
has been closed. Apart from that, both models are the same (see Figure 3). 

            

Figure 3:  Parametric model for the use with (a) starccm+ and (b) START. 

 
Initially, 10 parameters were subject to the optimization. To illustrate the effect of the dif-

ferent parameters, Figure 4 shows the change of two parameters at a time from their lower 
bounds to their upper bounds. The bounds of the parameter ranges, that mainly should ensure 
both wide design variety and the compliance with the constraints, were set in respect to 
maximal feasibility and stability in CATIA. However, in order to enlarge the search space the 
boundaries were relaxed during the optimization process.  

a) b) 
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tg_down_tip

tg_down_vagon    

 

 

 

lat_tg_center
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flex_v        

flex_h                       

Figure 4 Illustration of influence of the ten controlling parameters. Two parameters have been varied between 
the picture in the left column and the corresponding picture in the right column.  
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For the computation in both START and STAR-CCM+, a grid resolution study has been 
carried out. Here the goal in terms of the optimization procedure is to identify a suitable reso-
lution which preserves the aerodynamic performance trends with the minimum number of 
grid points necessary in order to reduce the computational power required. As a series of 
computations is carried out, some attention has to be paid to this. For the prospective design 
candidates computations with higher resolution have been carried out.  

For the optimization loop using STAR-CCM+ version 3.02.003, polyhedral meshing meth-
odology with prism layers to increase the resolution close to the walls has been applied. In 
order to model the turbulence, a k-epsilon turbulence model in a high-Reynolds number for-
mulation has been used. The model has been chosen due to the higher robustness compared to 
e.g. a hybrid formulation for the wall model. The advective terms in the governing equations 
as well as the corresponding parts in the equations for the turbulence modeling are approxi-
mated using second order upwind-differences.  A half plane of a one car model with a sym-
metry boundary condition has been computed in order to reduce the computational effort. 
Since the track bed has significant impact for the correct computation of the head pressure 
pulse [1], the track bed according to TSI has been included.  

For the optimization both the simplex algorithm and genetic algorithms have been used. 

3.3 Results 

In order to check the improvement gained through the optimization procedure, the best design 
resulting from the optimization procedure is compared to the double decker train with head 
shape A5 (see Figure 5 for comparison of the shapes). This front design was the best result 
from a previous optimization campaign, which was based on an iterative process involving 
both numerical tools and measurement results from the wind tunnel. This optimization was 
not based on a mathematical algorithm but on engineering skills and physical understanding. 
 

    
 

Figure 5: Best new design from optimization procedure (right hand side) compared in shape to the best previous 
design (left hand side, head shape from manual optimization). The improvement for the new design is 3,8%. 

Both designs have been meshed and computed in ccm+ with the same computational do-
main, boundary conditions, resolution and setup. The resolution was a fine resolution with a 
polyhedral mesh consisting of 900000 cells. Both designs basically fulfil the same constraints. 
However some have been updated since the last campaign when A5 was developed. The train 
direction indicator is now wider due to customer request which puts on a further constraint.  
The improvement of the new design resulting of the optimization process presented is 3,8 %, 
with ∆cp=0,2922 at the critical height of 2,1 m for the head shape A5 and ∆cp=0,2811 at the 
critical height of 1,8 m (TSI) for the new design. 
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4 AEROEFFICIENT MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION FOR VERY HIGH 

SPEED TRAINS 

4.1 Objective function for energy consumption reduction and cross-wind stability 

The overall goal of the aerodynamic optimization for very high speed trains is to design a 
train which is as efficient as possible (AeroEfficient). In particular the objectives for the work 
presented here are the reduction of aerodynamic drag and the increase of stability with respect 
to cross-wind. Reduction of aerodynamic drag saves energy demand of trains and reduces 
costs. Limiting drag and maximizing stability also increase acceleration, which reduces travel-
ing time.  

The energy necessary to run a train at high speed is predominantly dependent on the aero-
dynamic resistance. The reduction of the aerodynamic drag running the train at 300km/h has 
therefore been chosen as goal function for the optimizer. 

The coefficient for the aerodynamic drag has been calculated in a RANS simulation in 
STAR CCM+ based on the following formula: 

 

AV

F
c x

d
⋅⋅⋅

=
25.0 ρ

  
 

(2) 

 

Here xF   is the force in driving direction, ρ is the air density, V denotes the driving speed 

and A  represents the reference area which is standardized to be 210m  within the train aero-
dynamics community [1]. 

Maximising the load on the most critical bogie related to derailment has been chosen to be 
the goal for increasing the cross-wind stability.  

The behaviour of a train under cross-wind is a function of the angle of attack of the accu-
mulated cross wind and air stream. Since it is too expensive to compute the so called charac-
teristic wind curve in full, only one but characteristic point of the curve was taken.  

The respective aerodynamic coefficients, computed in a RANS simulation in STAR CCM+, 
are passed over to a quasi static multi body simulation tool called “P1” which models the train 
with two bogies, two wheel sets and the car body. This system features in total twelve degrees 
of freedom and is able to capture the displacements between the car body and the bogies (sec-
ondary suspension) and between the bogies and the wheel sets (primary suspension). Due to 
the displacements in the suspension the restoring moment is reduced and cross-wind stability 
decreases. The model incorporates the most relevant characteristics of cross-wind stability 
and is used during concept phase within the Bombardier process. The common criteria for 
judging the cross-wind stability is wheel unloading.  The higher the wheel load under cross 
wind condition the more cross-wind stable is the vehicle.  
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Figure 6: Quasi-static multi body simulation method used for the determination of the cross-wind stability which 
served as goal function 

The approach is quasi static, i.e. transient phenomena are not accounted for.  The results 
nevertheless agree well with transient multi-body simulations (MBS). A MBS is time depend-
ant and also captures track irregularities and is used for ride comfort analyses.  

4.2 Parametric model 

Generating the parametric CAD model and defining the range of the parameters is one of 
the most sensitive parts in the process of optimization. The goal is to generate a model that 
gives most degree of freedom to the optimizer, keeps all the necessary constraints by mini-
mizing the amount of parameters at the same time. 

The focus of this optimization was on the shape of the head/tail of the train but the bogie 
cut outs and the curvature of the car body are parameterized as well. 
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As mentioned at the beginning it is necessary to design the head and the tail equally. Since 
the optimal shapes of head and tail investigated separately are different it is a very challenging 
task to find a compromise that works well in both cases.  

To enable the optimizer to find such a solution several geometrical features of the head/tail 
(see picture above) were parameterized. Changing those features enables to generate a huge 
variety of different shapes of completely different aerodynamic quality defining a powerful 
basis for the optimization. 

In the bogie region a parametric bogie cut out was implemented that could be varied in 
length and by applying a variable chamfering at its boundary. The chamfering interacts with 
the variable fairing that covers the not chamfered part of the cut outs.  

4.3 Results  

Before setting up the multi-objective optimization both objectives were investigated and op-
timized separately both to estimate the potential and to check possible correlations. Compar-
ing the best designs, coming from the drag and from the crosswind optimization confirmed 
that both objectives are not correlated. Good performance in drag does not mean a good 
crosswind behavior, and vice versa.  

Therefore a multiobjective optimization was to be run. That means in first terms a doubling 
of computational costs for every iteration and a significant rise of the amount of iterations, 
mainly due to the facts, that the dimension of the response spaces is incremented and that 
straight forward algorithms like all gradient based and the SIMPLEX aren’t applicable. Fur-
thermore a multiobjective optimization does not come up with a unique solution but with a set 
of Pareto optimal solutions. Optimality for a design in the sense of the Pareto means that it is 
not dominated by a design performing better in all objectives of the optimization. 

The optimization was stopped after 173 iterations of the MOGA-II algorithm, which deliv-
ered 5 Pareto-optimal designs. In total the multiobjective optimization took about 8477 CPU 
hours on a cluster of 1.4 GHz processors. The chose of the final best design had to be done in 
the post processing, taking into account the relative importance of the two objectives drag and 
cross wind stability. Furthermore for efficiency reasons the optimization was carried out on a 
relative coarse mesh, so further investigations on the reliability of the achieved results are 
necessary. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The work presented shows that the process for aerodynamic optimization has been estab-
lished. All constraints on a realistic train have been taken into account. Pilot projects on a sin-
gle objective optimization of the outer shape with regard to head pressure pulse as well as an 
aero-efficient optimization with regard to both drag and cross-wind have been carried out. 
The process enables close cooperation within the departments of BT on the design of the outer 
shape. This way, significant aerodynamic features are incorporated in the whole process of 
planning and production. 
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Abstract: The paper presents results of a wind tunnel test campaign of a high speed train
carried out at the GroWiKa wind tunnel of the TU-Berlin. The main goal of the study was to gain
certain details of a high speed train’s flow field imposed to strong cross winds. In order to assess
the influence of the infrastructure on the developing flow field, the investigations were performed
with a scaled ICE3 model (1:15), Re=3.34 · 105 and three different local infrastructure features.
Besides the true flat ground (FG according to TSI HS RST and DB Ril807) configuration, the
standard single track with ballast and rail one (STBR according to prEN 14067-6:2009) and a
typical DB standard bridge deck configuration were studied for two wind scenarios, i.e. a pure
cross wind (yaw=90◦) and a yaw angle of 30◦ which is more relevant to fast running high speed
trains. However, the post processing of the measurement data obtained for oblique inflow is in
progress and the present paper has to be focused on the orthogonal case, thus. A comparison of
the results should provide a more detailed picture of local differences in the resulting flow field
induced by different track types.

Of major interest are improvements in the understanding of reasons for deviations of the
aerodynamic properties of vehicles placed on such structures. The studies will help to gain
further insight into the details of the flow development around the train and may be used for
validation purposes.

The measurements were performed mainly by means of a two component LDV probe allowing
the simultaneous determination of stream wise and wall normal velocity components with a
high spatial resolution. Moreover, the application of the hardware-coincident mode allowed an
accurate derivation of the second order moments. By measurement of velocity cuts at different
span wise and stream wise positions the determination of flow features upstream of the train
position, on top of the infrastructure as well as in their wake were possible. What is more, some
details of the underbelly flow field were measured.
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Lars Hoefener, Daniel Romann, C. Navid Nayeri, Thorsten Tielkes and C. Oliver Paschereit

1 INTRODUCTION

For more than four decades high speed trains have been in operation, but since the nineties
of the last century the high speed railway traffic has seen a rapid growth in many parts of the
world. Due to economic reasons the today’s vehicle are light-weight built and the maximum
train speed has been increased exceeding 300 km/h. Thus, the sensitivity of the vehicle to cross
winds has become a safety issue for the operation of trains and is regulated by national standards
in UK [1] and Germany [2]. Moreover, it was introduced into European regulation by means of
the TSI [3] and prEN 14067-6:2009 [4].

The overall flow field acting on a train running at normal operation speed under cross wind
conditions results from an interference of the train-induced slipstream flow field with the wind
gust. Strictly spoken the motion of this longitudinal aligned slipstream is coupled with the
train movement and is superimposed by the perpendicular orientated wind gust. Usually the
aerodynamic properties of a train in terms of lift, side force and rolling moments are determined
in a static wind tunnel test [5] as a first step to assess the cross wind risk. The effective inflow
which acts on a train is modelled as a superposition of both components and the model is skewed
according to the inflow.

For the bridge and embankment configuration, such a static wind tunnel experiment suffers
the fundamental problem of an improper representation of the real flow situation. Under full-
scale track side conditions, the train-generated slipstream flow field of a high speed train (vtr ≈
100 m/s) bestrides the resulting flow field as the wind gust does usually not exceed a speed
vw ≈ 35 m/s. During static wind tunnel tests this situation is simulated by a uniform inflow
inclined to the model. Yet this simplification causes a number of shortcomings. For example, the
flow separation setting in on the leeward side of the train model is not a realistic representation
of the full-scale conditions [6] any more and the so called sweep-independence principle is
not valid for the critical low yaw angles any longer [7]. What is more, an adaptability of the
Baker hypothesis [8] is questionable for such a configuration. Recent studies performed in the
context of the AOA project [9] pointed out a lack of knowledge about the resulting flow field
around a high speed train passing a bridge. Wind tunnel measurements [10, 11] showed a speed
up of the flow field in the absence of a train. However, it is still unclear how the bridge flow
modifies the aerodynamic coefficients of a vehicle on top of the bridge deck. This issue is
closely connected to the physically incorrect treatment of the relative movement of the train in
relation to the bridge in a static wind tunnel test. In the past, wind tunnel experiments were often
performed on embankment models with a limited lateral extension. Schober et al. [6] performed
visualisations of the leeward side of the embankment with tufts and confirmed the occurrence
of flow circulation around the leading edge of a 3d embankment model which has a significant
impact on the flow field. Thus, it is strongly recommended to extend the infrastructure element
to both wind tunnel walls or to apply end plates on both sides to ensure an accurate inflow
condition for lower yaw angles. Yet, this will increase the blockage ratio and may introduce
additional interferences of the wall boundary layer.

The fundamental problem can be tackled in a wind tunnel by applying a moving-model rig
[12], but such tests are expensive and complex. A promising approach to overcome the above
mentioned shortcomings is a usage of CFD methods to study the flow field taking into con-
sideration a relative motion of the train and the infrastructure subjected to a wind gust. Such
elaborate numerical simulations are not state of the art yet and require a diligent validation of
experimental data, thus. Diedrichs et al. [13] studied a two-track embankment configuration ap-
plying an accurate CFD which was validated by wind tunnel measurements. Their conclusions
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highlight the fundamental importance of a suitable numerical simulation set-up and the usage
of comprehensive validation data to obtain accurate results of the CFD. So far, wind tunnel
experiments are often solely dedicated to derive integral aerodynamic vehicle properties. This
paper provides data of wind tunnel measurements for a validation of advanced CFD methods
based on flow quantities which would allow a simulation of the flow field under consideration
of more realistic ground conditions.

2 Experimental set-up

The wind tunnel measurements were carried out at the large wind tunnel (GroWiKa) facility
of the Department of Fluid Mechanics of Hermann-Föttinger-Institut of Technische Universität
Berlin. The closed loop wind tunnel has a 10 m long test section with a constant cross section
wtm × hm ≈ 2 m×

√
2 m. The nozzle has a contraction ratio of 6.25 resulting in a free stream

turbulence level of less than 1%. The wind tunnel fan with an electric power of 500 kW allows
maximum wind speeds of more than 40 m/s. For the present investigations a wind tunnel model
at a scale of 1 : 15 was available so that at the typical flow speed of uref = 25 m/s used in the
experiments Re ≈ 3.4 · 105 was achieved (ζ = 20◦C, ν = 14.6 · 10−6 m2/s, reference length
lref 1/15 · 3 m). Due to the large model scale and the closed test section, blockage effects are
high and become more important particularly at larger yaw angles. The blockage ratio hb/hm

of the end car on flat ground and of the bridge model alone are as high as 14% and 19.5%,
respectively. Since the most critical configuration results in an accumulated geometric blockage
of up to 1/3, the requirements of prEN 14067-6:2009 [4] could not be met.

The velocity distribution in the flow field is mainly studied by means of a two component
(λgreen = 514.5 nm, λblue = 488 nm) Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) system from Dantec
Dynamics (BSA F60). The backward scattering system with a power of 250 mW is equipped
with a bragg cell allowing to determine regions of backward flow. It is mounted on a precise
3D traversing unit and permits the simultaneous determination of two orthogonal velocity com-
ponents with a high spatial resolution. The usage of the coincident measurement mode allows
the accurate derivation of the second order moments as well. By changing the position and the
orientation of the LVD-probe, measurements of the upstream flow (initial condition), of the flow
on top of the infrastructure and of the train model and of the flow in the wake region could be
carried out. This allows not only to determine the surrounding flow field but also the underbelly
flow for selected cuts. In order to access various span wise positions with different distances
to the transparent wind tunnel walls different focal lengths were applied. An aerosol generator
was placed in the combustion chamber spraying DEHS particle to provide a sufficient seeding
for the laser measurements.

In addition, a Prandtl probe was used to determine the free stream velocity and the ambient
conditions were continuously monitored. Finally, a hot wire probe was used to validate the
inflow condition for a limited number of runs.

Fig. 1 shows the test section with the train and bridge models for both yaw angles. For the
vehicle investigations an ICE 3 model (scale 1:15, see Fig. 2) was used with some simplifica-
tions in the bogies and underbelly cavities region. A wake body and an upstream extension of
the infrastructure features ensured a sufficient upstream and wake flow representation for all
considered yaw angles. The train model was placed at a vertical ground distance 235 mm/15 of
the wheels.

Three different configurations were studied: besides the flat ground (FG) and single track
with ballast and rails (STBR) also a typical German railway bridge. In the ground configurations
the model was placed on an elevated splitter plate to ensure a nearly block-shape boundary layer
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Figure 1: Train and bridge models in the test sections

Figure 2: ICE 3 model on an elevated splitter plate in the test section of the GroWiKa

profile. The cross section of a typical German railway bridge consists of a trapezoid-shaped
cantilever with a constant geometry in span wise direction. Fig. 3 sketches the geometry of the
top panel and the used model dimension.

Figure 3: Cross section of the bridge model, widths wt and heights h (mm) of the bridge model

3 Results

In this section the results of measurements obtained for the different ground configurations
FG, STBR as well as the bridge deck are presented and discussed.

3.1 Configurations with flat ground and ballast & rail

As mentioned above for the two ground configurations the train was placed on a splitter plate
at a distance of ∆z/lref = 1.68 downstream from the leading edge. The coordinate system and
other details of the configuration for the pure cross wind case (yaw angle 90◦) are shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: ICE 3 model on FG configuration
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Figure 5: ICE 3 model on STBR configuration

In general, the velocity profiles are similar in the outer region for z/lref > 2.5 as can be seen
in Fig. 6. One obvious difference, however, is that in the FG case higher velocities are achieved
in the lower part of the train near the ground. There, the air passes through the gap between
the underbelly and the ground and forms a jet on the lee ward side. Another difference is that
the flow on the roof apparently separates later due to higher velocities. In combination with the
jet flow in the underbelly, in the centre this flow field most probably leads to the development
of a pair of two counter-rotating vortices parallel to the train in the wake region of the FG
configuration.

x/wtECTOR0.40.8
1.21.62.0
2.4

-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 1.2

z /
h

EC
-0.4

(a) FG configuration

x/wtECTOR0.40.8
1.21.62.0
2.4

-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 1.2

z /
h

EC
-0.4
(b) STBR configuration

Figure 6: Velocity vectors composed form ū und w̄, centre region y/lEC = 0.52 of the endcar

The flow is deflected upwards further upstream of the vehicle side wall for the STBR. There-
fore, the separation is shifted to the wind ward side but the maximum horizontal velocities on
the roof centreline are somewhat smaller than in the FG case. Moreover, the upwards directed
lee ward flow suggests a large separation vortex in the wake region.

For the nose region both mean velocity vector plots (Fig. 7 a-b) support the presence of a
complex 3d circulation flow around the train. At this position the separation occurs further
downstream effecting the free flow in the outer region only marginally. An interesting flow
feature of the STBR-case is the following: The vectors exhibit a downward orientation on the
lee ward side of the nose (at x/wtEC = 0.7) in Fig. 7 b, while at the centre region it has an
upward flow direction in Fig. 6 b. These observations lead to the assumption that a stationary
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vortex with an axis normal to the lee ward wall of the train exists. This was also confirmed by
visualizations with china clay which indicated the existence of this vortex.

x/wtECTOR0.40.8
1.21.62.0
2.4

-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 1.2

z /
h

EC
-0.4

(a) FG configuration

x/wtECTOR0.40.8
1.21.62.0
2.4

-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 1.2
z /

h

EC
-0.4
(b) STBR configuration

Figure 7: Velocity vectors composed form ū and w̄, nose region of the endcar (y/lEC = 0.9)

Vertical profiles of the mean axial velocity component and of the RMS-values on the cen-
treline of the vehicle (y/wtEC = 0.52) are shown in Fig. 8 a-b for the FG and in Fig. 8 c-d for
the STBR configuration, respectively. Both configurations exhibit nearly the same free stream
velocity of about 1.2uref. However, the maximum of the mean profiles at the roof centreline
(x/wtEC = 0) ranges up to 1.6uref for the FG, thus exceeding the STBR case in Fig. 8 c by 15%.
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(a) FG mean flow ū

√
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Figure 8: Profiles of axial velocity component, at mid span of the train (y/wtEC = 0.52)

At this position the flow separation apparently sets in further upstream for the STBR config-
uration due to the stronger upward deflection of the flow on the wind ward edge of the ballast
bed leading to a reduced flow speed up in the roof area. In the vicinity of the separation zone
a shear layer develops characterised by a local peak of the RMS-values. The maximum values
of the fluctuations correspond to the large velocity gradients due to the inflection point of the
mean velocity profile. The highest RMS-values at the centreline position are attained in the
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STBR case. However, due to limitations in the optical access for the LDV, points with even
higher values might have been missed in the vicinity of the vehicle roof in the FG case. Thus it
is not entirely clear whether higher RMS values occur for z/hEC = 1 as the ones shown.

Another distinct jet of high momentum fluid develops in the underbelly region further up-
stream of the car (x/wtEC = −0.7) for the FG only. Yet the maximum fluctuations (

√
u′2/uref ≤ 0.3)

remain lower than these in the upper shear layer (z/hEC ≈ 1.1) even in the wake region. As indi-
cated by Fig. 8 b, increased RMS-values are obtained on the lee ward side around z/hEC = 0.1
which corresponds to the zero crossing of the mean velocity profile. In contrast the shielding
effect of the rails and the early flow deflection upstream of the wind ward side of the vehicle
obviate the evolution of such a jet for the STBR case.

3.2 Configuration with bridge

For the investigation of the bridge flow, a Cartesian coordinate system according to Fig. 9
is used. The x- and z-coordinates were non-dimensionalized with the width and height of the
bridge, wtB and hB respectively. The origin is placed in the downstream x-direction at the

x

z

TOR

Test section ground

xM

zM
u∞

Figure 9: Coordinate system of bridge measurements

centreline of the bridge, the span wise y-coordinate starts at the test section side wall while
the z-axis begins at the TOR. In order to minimize the circulation around the bridge deck, the
bridge model was placed in the wind tunnel test section such that the distance between the deck
and the test section ceiling was the same as between the lower surface of the bridge and the test
section floor. All profiles are obtained at the lateral position y/lEC = 0.12 in the region of the
rearmost boogie of the end car.

In Fig. 10 the resulting mean flow vectors are plotted for different locations of the bridge
composed from the ū and w̄ velocity. The first profile upstream of the bridge at x/wtEC = 0.62
shows an asymmetric shape relative to the bridge deck thus indicating an unequal flow rate
passing above and below the bridge. Obviously the flow separation at the lower leading edge
of the bridge deck leads to an additional flow deflection and blockage resulting in an unwanted
circulation. Moreover, local separations occur on the steps caused by the wind ward and lee
ward cable troughs and a massive separation evolves in the wake region down stream of the
bridge.

The vertical profiles shown in Fig. 11 highlight the asymmetry of the velocity profiles further
upstream of the bridge at x/wtEC = 0.62. The strong velocity gradient occurring underneath the
bridge leads to a local maximum of RMS in the centre of the bridge at x/wtEC = 0. Further down
stream, a large separation zone is clearly visible at x/wtEC = 0.62. Both regions of high shear
are characterized by elevated levels of the fluctuations, but the interaction of both separations
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Figure 10: Flow vectors composed of ū and w̄, bridge without train

on the lower side causes higher RMS in the lower part of the strong wake region down stream
of the bridge deck.
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Figure 11: Profiles of axial velocity component, full bridge cut, without train

A detailed view of the flow on the upper side of the bridge is given in Fig. 12. This region
is of major importance as far as the flow field developing on a high speed train traveling over a
bridge is concerned. The distortion of the velocity profile is evident down stream of the local
separation at x/wtB = −0.36. At this position the LDV measurements did not reach as close
to the bridge as at other positions. A pronounced maximum in the mean value forms there
at z/hB ≈ 0.22 and would most probably lead to highly increased side forces for a train in
this region. Further down stream, the flow relaxes leading to a decrease of maximum of the
mean flow as well as of the RMS values. While the magnitude of the fluctuations decreases
significantly, the shear layer grows in vertical direction only slightly.

Furthermore, in Fig. 13 a comparison with results obtained by the DLR Göttingen in the
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Figure 12: Profiles of axial velocity component, on top of the bridge without train

DNW-NWB large wind tunnel in Brunswick [10] on a similar bridge model at a scale 1:25 is
shown. The DLR-measurements were done with a lower scale model and in an open test section,
thus the blockage is much lower (about 5%). The Reynolds number based on the reference
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(a) left
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Figure 13: Profiles of the axial velocity component, comparison of present measurements and results of [10]

length lref = 3 m for the DLR investigation (Re ≈ 4.5 · 105) was almost 33% higher than for
the present study (Re ≈ 3.4 · 105). The DLR results were carried with a 10-hole probe. This
lower blockage ratio leads to a significantly lower flow over speed in comparison to the present
study. In order to allow for a more realistic comparison, an ad-hoc correction of the inflow
velocity was applied for both series by means of a corrected u∗ref considering the individual
ratio of the geometric blockage for both configurations.

The wind ward profiles for Fig. 13 left (x/wtB < 0) agree well with this correction and indicate
an effective flow over speeding factor for the wind ward track as high as u/u∗ref ≈ 1.3. Please
notice, that the DLR measurements for the centreline position is for some reason truncated
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and does not determine the backward flow present for z/hB < 1.3. Significant differences in the
blockage ratio and even more the clear differences in the behaviour of the open test section
used for DLR tests cause fundamental deviations of the massively separated flow field in the
wake region which surely cannot be accounted for by simple velocity corrections. Moreover,
the slightly higher relative model height of both campaigns hB/wtB adds an additional bias to the
results. Therefore, the results do not agree on the lee ward side of the bridge any more.

In the following, results obtained for the configuration with an ICE 3 train model resting on
the wind ward side of the bridge are presented. Most profiles are gained at the lateral position of
the rearmost boogie (y/lEC = 0.12) to allow comparisons. Whereas the profiles at x/wtB = 0.36
and 0.62 are measured at y/lEC = 0.5 instead.

x/wB-1.6-1.4-1.2-1-0.8-0.6-0.4-0.2TOR0.20.40.60.8
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-0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

z /
h

B
-1.8

Figure 14: Flow vectors composed of ū und w̄, bridge with train

The vector plot presented in Fig. 14 shows an overview of the flow field. The inflow vectors
(x/wtB = −0.62) demonstrate the strong deflection and acceleration of the flow on the wind
ward half of the bridge. At the bridge centreline the outer flow is almost parallel to the axial
wind tunnel direction, while the vectors at the lee ward side of the train indicate a downwards
oriented flow as part of a large wake region. This behaviour is somewhat similar to the results
observed in the nose region of the STBR configuration as discussed when considering Fig. 6 b
and Fig. 7 b. The good symmetry of the wind ward profile shown in Fig. 15 supports clearly the
reduced circulation in comparison to Fig. 11. Again, the flow at the bottom side of the bridge
velocities is more accelerated reaching up to 1.8uref.

A comparison of the axial velocity profiles on top of the bridge is given in Fig. 16. First
of all, the two most up stream profiles (x/wtB = −0.62 and −0.49) employ an almost constant
gradient. However, the bluff bridge body causes a local separation at x/wtB = −0.49. In this high
shear region the high local velocity gradients lead to increased fluctuations in Fig. 16 b. At the
lee ward edge of the forward facing step (x/wtB = −0.36) a rather large region of local back flow
develops, while the general shape of the profile is comparable to the wind ward side of the train
for both ground configurations (see Fig. 8, x/wtEC = −0.7). The wide spreading shear layer leads
to increased fluctuations for z/hEC < 0.29. Overall the highest flow velocities exceeding twice
uref are reached at the roof centreline of the vehicle, further down stream not more than (1.7uref)
are registered at the top side of the bridge. In addition, the profile at the bridge centreline
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Figure 15: Profiles of axial velocity component, full bridge height, with a train present

depicts a local jet between the model underfloor and the bridge surface, probably enhanced by
the strong flow blockage in the model plane.
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Figure 16: Profiles of axial velocity component, on top of bridge, with a train present

3.3 Configuration with bridge at yaw angle 30◦

Fig. 17 a shows the bridge and its relative coordinate system and Fig. 17 b shows the effective
flow angle resulting from the local ū- and v̄-velocity components. At low z/hB-values the flow
angle is strongly deflected towards the leading edge of the bridge (positive flow angles). This is
because the flow near the surface is guided parallel to the bridge, which is yawed at 30◦.

With growing distance from the bridge the flow is deflected towards negative γ-angles. The
change in flow direction takes place at z/hB ≈ 0.15. Apparently the flow is accelerated in x∗-
direction under the influence of increasing bridge contour thickness, while it remains almost
unchanged in the y∗-direction.
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Figure 17: (a) Sketch of the bridge in the test section yawed at 30◦with relative coordinate system, (b) Flow angle
γ = arctan v̄/ū at the centreline of the bridge (x/wtB = 0) and the tracks (|x/wtB| = 0.16, yM/wtM ≈ 0.5)

4 Conclusions

A comprehensive wind tunnel measurement campaign was performed for different ground
and bridge configurations dealing with the cross wind issue of high speed trains. The study was
focused on non-intrusive LDV measurements with the application of coincidence mode which
has allowed a determination of mean values as well as second order moments of the velocity
components with high accuracy. The results are intended as validation data for a CFD study
which could tackle the vehicle motion in a more proper physical manner than a static wind
tunnel test ever could. Additional wind tunnel measurements might provide time-resolved flow
quantities as well.

So, main differences of the resulting flow field for the different set-ups were highlighted. The
chosen model scale of 1:15 caused a massive blockage in the test section which does not allow
a straight forward comparison to other instigations with lower blockage. Nevertheless, a simple
ad-hoc correction has demonstrated a good agreement to previous studies within the range of
validity and has confirmed the flow over speeding assumptions about the axial velocity com-
ponent. Further, the circulation around the model gains more importance for higher blockage
ratios.

Moreover, some first results of not yet finished measurements for the yawed bridge flow
indicate a three-dimensional flow field as the velocity profile above the bridge deck is twisted.
The flow angle changes from a direction almost parallel to the bridge leading edge close to its
surface to negative values in the outer boundary layer. This is probably due to two competing
effects: near the bridge deck the flow is guided along the trails and further away the influence
of the three-dimensional wake becomes dominant.
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Abstract. Despite all the efforts to reduce the aerodynamic drag of cars, hardly any progress  
has been made for nearly two decades. One might even be tempted to assume that cD = 0.25 is  
a  physical  limit  that  cannot  be  bettered.  However,  this  is  not  true.  The  “limit  strategy”  
proposed by the present author shows how this technological stagnation can be overcome.  
While  developing  this  strategy,  gaps  in  the  knowledge  of  vehicle  aerodynamics  became  
evident.  The most important of these gaps are identified, and suggestions made for filling  
them. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamics  began  to  contribute  to  vehicle  technology  only  when  vehicle  engineers 
stopped copying elements from flight aerodynamics and ship hydrodynamics – both slender 
bodies  -   and instead  were guided by the  science  of  fluid  mechanics,  especially  of  bluff 
bodies.  This  lead  to  two  strategies  which  proved  effective  during  the  aerodynamic 
development  of  vehicles:  “detail  optimization”  and  “shape  optimization”1.  By allowing  a 
rational dialogue with stylists, they enabled major reductions of vehicle drag. The evolution of 
vehicle drag is shown in Fig. (1), and the strategies and their achievements in Tab. (1). Both 
detail- and shape-optimization were able to reduce drag by 100 drag counts2. However, as 
shown in Fig.  (1),  these  strategies  have been exhausted,  with no significant  reduction  of 
production car drag values for nearly two decades. Yet much lower drag values have been 
realized with models of various shapes, as shown at the bottom of Fig (1). 

1 Hucho (2005)
2 100 drag counts correspond to ∆cD = 0.100
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Figure 1: Development of drag coefficient cD versus time

Strategy achieved ∆cD Limit cD Example

Detail optimisation (1970) 0,100 0,40 VW Golf I: 

cW from 0,51 to 0,41

Shape optimisation (1980) 0,100 0,30 Audi 100 III: 

cW = 0,30

“Limit value” (200?) 0,150 0,15 ?

Table 1: Three strategies for the development of car shapes

In order to overcome this stagnation, the “limit value” strategy has been proposed by the 
present author3. While developing this strategy, it became evident that considerable gaps in 
the science of vehicle aerodynamics still exist and require filling. The regions of a car that 
require more attention are shown in Fig. (2). They include the following:

• The underbody:  Devices  must  be developed to  improve  the  flow passing  the  wheels. 
Further measures must be adopted to smooth the underbody flow;

• The rear: Control of the near (and far) wake, and perhaps a rear diffuser;
• Windshield, A-pillar, and mirrors;
• Interference between the different regions, notably the front and rear parts of the car.

3 Hucho (2009)
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Figure 2: Regions for further improvement

2 DEFINITE STARTING POINTS

2.1 Chassis

The  flow  beneath  the  underside  of  a  car  is  sketched  in  Fig.  (3).  Because  of  the 
displacement  effect  of  the  vehicle  body,  the flow between the underside and the road is 
divergent,  and  this  effect  is  amplified  by the  cooling  air  flow directed  to  the  underside. 
Moreover, the underbody flow is affected by the presence of the wheels.

Figure 3: Flow field underneath a car Figure 4: Drag increase of a wheel under 
yaw; according to Wiedemann 1996

The  flow approaching  the  wheels  is  usually  at  a  yaw  angle.  At  the  front  wheels  the 
outward yaw angle β seems to be larger with a smaller frontal overhang. At the rear wheels 
the flow may even be inward, see Aronson et al. (2000), and interfere with the flow of  the 
underbody diffuser. Either way, the drag of a wheel is increased by the yawed flow, as can be 
seen in Fig.(4), and, according to Wiedemann (1996), this effect is greater when the wheel is 
rotating. 

A device to reduce the yaw angle in front of the wheels is sketched in Fig. (5). The short 
frontal overhang currently favored in car design makes the design of such a device difficult. 
However, deformable parts are used at other points on a car, and could be applied here also. 
An original solution has been proposed by Wolf & Preiss (2004), see Fig. (6). The cooling air 
exhausts ahead of the front wheels, which should slightly reduce the local yaw angle. 
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Figure 5: Author’s proposition how to reduce the 
yaw angle in front of the wheels

Figure 6: Directing the cooling air 
flow in front of a wheel, 
Patent drawing Porsche AG

For the underside the ideal is a smooth flat plate. Fig. (7) shows how this ideal has been 
approached step by step. The box in the upper right corner shows how the coefficient of 
friction, cf, is converted into a drag penalty,  ∆cD. The ratio between the “wetted” surface of 
the underside, b l,  and the frontal area, A, is approximately 3.5. Hence according to Carr 
(1983), the drag penalty for the very rough undersides of the period was  ∆cD ≈ 0.07. The 
following assumes ∆cD = 0.08. By applying a front spoiler, the penalty was reduced to ∆cD = 
0.06.  With  the  present  smooth  underside,  called  “aero  underside”,  ∆cD =  0.04  may  be 
achieved, making a front spoiler unnecessary. How much of the remaining difference of ∆cD 

= 0.03 (above the ideal ∆cD = 0.01) could be recovered by closing all the remaining gaps is 
not known. Also it is open to question whether the design effort for the necessarily removable 
parts would pay off.

Figure 7: Under-side drag
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2.2 The rear end

Fig. (8) shows the scope for improvement at the rear end. It refers to experiments carried out 
by Mair (1969). Starting with a blunt end, the drag coefficient was reduced by as much as ∆cD 

= 0.105 by the various measures sketched in the figure. Of course, a long tail would not be 
acceptable for a present-day car. It would mean a return to early vehicle aerodynamics, to the 
profile developed by Klemperer (1922). The question is rather, how much could be achieved 
with measures that are technically feasible.

Figure 8: Base drag of a bluff body, after Mair 1969

Some well known technically feasible features are shown in Fig. (9). Their objective is to 
move the ring vortex, that would otherwise induce low pressure on the base, downstream, 
thus  raising  the  base  pressure and reducing  the drag.  Only variant  d,  the  “Parapet”  with 
inward taper, has been developed to the point where it is ready for volume application with 
trucks. However, despite a proven reduction in fuel consumption, it has not been adopted. 
Truckers don’t like it because it would be hard to use with frequent changes of trailers.

Figure 9: Various attempts to reduce base drag of a blunt-ended vehicle

Such features  are perhaps more practical  for buses, and more particularly coaches.  These 
often  cruise  at  comparatively  high  speed,  100  kph,  over  long  distances.  Yet  they  are 
frequently horter than the permitted length of 15 m, so there is room for such features, and 
they could be removable to make parking easier.
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Variant e, the “Fluid Tail” has been developed for and adapted to a square back car, a FIAT 
Punto, by Morelli & Di Giusto (1999). Together with a rear diffuser and using the rear wheels 
to pump air into the wake, the air drag was reduced by 20%.

2.3 Windshield, A-pillar, and mirror 

In the widely-held belief that the best way to reduce air drag is to incline the windshield, 
this has been progressively increased. More probably, the real reason for this trend is to make 
the car look like a coupé. Either way, this trend is accompanied with severe drawbacks:

• the optical requirements are hard to meet;
• large windows allow easy penetration of solar heat into the interior;
• large windows are heavy - and expensive.

The obvious question is whether there are other ways to reduce the drag and so avoid the 
drawbacks mentioned above. Surprisingly, this has never been investigated in detail.

Figure 10: Generic model of windshield and A-Pillar (cW = cD)

The sketch in the center of Fig. (10) shows the geometry of the detail  in question.  In 
principle, only two parameters are required to describe it, and need to be investigated, the 
windshield angle δ and the A-pillar radius r. 

The flow pattern is sketched in Fig. (10), left side, and in Fig. (11). Current A-Pillars give 

Figure 11: Horse-shoe vortex originating from the 
windshield (A = lift; W = D)
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rise to oblique (yawed) flows which roll up into two vortices that flow downstream over the
outer parts of the roof. Together with the bound vortex on the windshield, these form a 'horse
shoe' vortex, which induces a negative lift (down force) on the windshield AWS. This is 
accompanied by a horizontal force - an induced drag, WiWS. Its magnitude is unknown, 
and consequently the graph shown on the right side of Fig. (10) is only hypothetical.

Investigating this detail would be timely.  It could well turn out that a steeper but well 
rounded  windshield  is  rewarded  with  lower  drag,  which  would  cause  a  problem  for 
designers. Such shapes could be explored as numerical experiments with CFD codes.

2.4 Interference

Too little is known about interferences, especially those between fore- and after-bodies. Fig. 
(12) shows simple bodies of revolution. From the aerodynamics of bluff bodies, it is well 
known that the drag of such bodies can be reduced by two measures4:

• rounding the front (bow); 

• tapering the rear (stern).

4 Hucho (2002).
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Figure 12: Interference effect between fore- and after-bodies (cW = cD)

Once the fore-body corners have been rounded to a given radius, case A, further increase of 
the radius will not reduce the drag. Hence this radius is the “optimum” for case A. However, 
it allows only a slight taper of the rear without separation and drag increase. If the fore-body 
is rounded more than this “optimum”, as in case B, and even more so in case C, the taper of 
the rear can be stronger, enabling a further reduction in the drag. These trends are shown in 
the  hypothetical diagram at  the  right  of  the  figure,  for  which  no  quantitative results  are 
known. Again such shapes could be explored as numerical experiments with CFD codes.

Car body shapes with strong tapers are not currently fashionable. Instead both the front and 
rear  tracks  are  often as large  as possible,  with the wheels  positioned in  the corners of  a 
rectangular ground plan. However, older cars like the VW Type 3, Citroen DS, and NSU Ro 
80 had strong tapers and drag coefficients that were low for their day. (See Fig. 1).

3 CONCLUSION

Vehicle aerodynamicists are today well equipped to explore even the most far-out ideas 
from designers. Yet no major reductions of air drag have been made for almost two decades. 
The “Limit value” strategy would overcome this stagnation, but requires that the gaps in the 
science  of  vehicle  aerodynamics  be  filled.  The  most  important  of  these  gaps  have  been 
identified, together with suggestions for filling them.
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Abstract. In this paper a 2C PIV measurement of the flow field underneath a 1:50 generic 

high-speed train configuration (front car, 2 coaches and tail car) and a smooth generic high-

speed train configuration (the same model but without bogies and the bogie cut outs and inter 

car gaps filled) hauled through a water towing tank at a speed of 4 m/s is presented. The 2C 

PIV set-up was installed so that the vertical plane (XZ) between the ground and the train, in 

the centre line of the train, could be measured. The PIV system that was used could measure 

with an acquisition rate of 10 Hz, at this frequency 6 PIV images of the instantaneous flow 

field with a distance of 0.4 m from each other were made per run. The total field of view was 

0.065 m x 0.025 m (WxH), to cover the entire flow field underneath the train model the posi-

tion had to be shifted 8 times this was realized with the help of a trigger system. At every posi-

tion 10 runs were made from which the ensemble average was calculated and reconstructed 

with the known shift, leading to the average flow field underneath the generic high-speed 

train configuration. All the presented results in this paper are from the calculated ensemble 

average. 

The PIV measurement technique was applicable to measure the flow field underneath a down 

scaled train model in a water towing tank. The generic high-speed train configuration was 

compared to a full scale measurement. The same structure of the flow field was found for the 

flow around the head and the tail of the train. The flow field was fully developed at the begin-

ning of the 2
nd

 coach for both configurations. This also agrees with the full scale measure-

ment. To achieve more realistic results in the future the simplified bogies that were used 

should be replaced with bogies with a higher degree of details. For the comparison between 

the two measured configurations a clear difference was found, the generic high-speed train 

configuration had a higher induced velocity underneath the train due to the protruding bogies. 

PIV investigation of the flow field
underneath a generic high-speed train
configuration
by Mattias Jönsson , Johannes Haff ,
Hugues Richard , Sigfried Loose,
Alexander Orellano
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The interest in underfloor aerodynamics of high-speed trains has increased in the last years 

due to the occurrence of several ballast projection incidents (flying ballast stones). Ballast 

projection correlated with ice/snow packing on the underbelly of the train, which later during 

travel falls down on the track and dislodges ballast stones, has been known since the begin-

ning of the 1980’s [1]. The measure to the snow/ice packing problem was to lower the ballast 

by around 4 cm beneath the sleepers [2]. In 2003 during a homologation test a ballast projec-

tion incident occurred though no winter conditions or foreign objects on the track bed were 

reported [3]. This was the first ballast projection incident initiated by the induced flow under-

neath the train. The aerodynamically loads grows quadratic with the train velocity which 

makes this a problem for high-speed trains. This motivated some of the operators and manu-

factures in the European railway industry to establish a project named AOA (Aerodynamics in 

Open Air) were one of the aims were to understand the mechanism of ballast projection. 

Within this project a full scale measurement was conducted with different types of measure-

ment techniques installed to investigate the aerodynamically loads on the track bed [4]. Meas-

urement techniques installed into the track bed have to be below the Top Of the Rail (TOR) 

due to safety reasons, hence from TOR and below the aerodynamically loads and the flow 

field can be measured.  

To investigate the entire flow field underneath a train a PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) 

measurement [5] on a 1:50 generic high-speed train configuration and a 1:50 smooth generic 

high-speed train (the same model but without bogies and the bogie cut outs and inter car gaps 

filled) in a water towing tank was carried out and described in this paper. 

2 MEASUREMENT SETUP 

2.1 Water Towing Tank Göttingen (WSG)  

The 2C PIV measurement presented in this paper was performed in the water towing tank 

at DLR Göttingen. The water towing tank is an 18x1.1x1.1 m (LxWxH) big steel tank with 

thick glass window for optical measurements and visualizations see Fig. 1. 

 

   
 

Figure 1: The water towing tank (left) and the generic smooth high-speed train configuration (right). 

 

On the two upper edges of the tank rails for the moving model rig are installed. With the 

help of a steel cable and an electrical motor (installed outside the channel) the moving model 

rig can reach speeds up to 5 m/s. For this measurement a speed of 4 m/s was chosen, this cor-

responds to a Reynolds number of 0.24 Mio with the reference length scale of 3 m divided by 

the model scale (0.06 m) [6].  

The 1:50 train model set (front car, 2 coaches and tail car) was attached to the moving 

model rig with the help of a long X-profile. Clamped onto the X-profile were 8 NACA 0030 
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profiles which emerged the train model into the water. The NACA profiles were chosen to 

minimize the influence of the flow field around the train model and were mounted on top of 

the roof to keep the flow field underneath the train model as undisturbed as possible. The fact 

that the NACA profiles might change the properties of the flow field underneath the train are 

not neglected but are considered as small.  

For the correct ground simulation a ground plate was installed in the towing tank with a 

ground clearance of 0.235 m divided by the model scale (0.0047 m) that is the distance be-

tween ground and train wheel [6]. The ground plate was made out of Plexiglas plates mounted 

onto aluminum profiles, the ground had to be transparent for the light sheet in the 2C PIV set-

up.  

 

         
 

Figure 2: Shows the CAD model of the generic high-speed train configuration, head/tail (left), underbelly (mid-

dle) and the simplified bogie (right). 

2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry Set-up and Measurement 

The 2C PIV set-up that was used is shown in Fig. 3, the laser, light sheet optics and the 2 

cameras are all installed outside the channel. The light sheet was so installed that the vertical 

plane between the ground and the train at the centre line of the train could be measured. The 

two cameras were installed perpendicular to the light sheet at both sides of the channel, two 

cameras were used to increase the measurement field or so called field of view, total field of 

view became 0.065x0.025 m (WxH). The 2 cameras were PCO 1600 cooled digital 14 bit 

CCD cameras with a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels (WxH), about 450 pixels resolved the 

gap between the ground and the train. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Sketch of the PIV set-up in the water towing tank. 

 

The maximum acquisition rate of the PIV system was 10 Hz, with this frequency it was 

only possible to sample 6 PIV images with a 0.4 m distance from each other per run. To cover 

the entire train length (~2.1 m) the position of the train was shifted 8 times, this was done 

with the help of a trigger system. At every position 10 runs were made to be able to calculate 
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the ensemble average of the flow field, more over the post-processing of the PIV data will be 

explained in the next chapter.  

3 DATA TREATMENT 

3.1 Evaluation of the PIV Data 

The major steps in the post processing of the PIV data are listed below. 

1) Calculate the flow field with the help of cross-correlation between the PIV images [7]. 

2) Find the shift between the runs to allocate the exact train positions. 

3) Average the overlap between camera 1 and 2 and then shift the data into its right posi-

tion for every run, thereafter the ensemble average was calculated, see Eq. 1. This was 

done for the flow field at every position.  

4) Use the ensemble average flow field at every position to recreate the entire flow field 

underneath the train. 
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For the cross-correlation of the PIV images a multigrid interrogation (grid refinement) was 

used with a final interrogation window size of 24x24 pixels (0.522x0.522 mm) with an over-

lap of 75%. This configuration gave about 75 data points over the gap between the train and 

the ground. 

Reference lines were painted on the side of the train to simplify the allocation of the train 

positions, the shift between the runs were about ±0.0024 m. The lines enhance the accuracy of 

the ensemble average that was calculated for every position. When the shifts were found the 

PIV data from camera 1 and camera 2 were interpolated onto a slightly bigger equidistant grid 

(∆x=0.00013 m, ∆z=0.00013 m), the bigger grid made it possible to interpolate all PIV data at 

one position onto the same grid independent of the magnitude of the shift, and then the over-

lapping data between camera 1 and camera 2 was averaged. For every position an ensemble 

average was calculated from the 10 runs, due to the shift between the runs, the ensemble aver-

age at the outer edges had a low sample rate and therefore a criteria was used that at least 8 

samples out of 10 possible were needed to be defined as valid data. The ensemble average for 

every position was shifted to its right position and every overlapping region was averaged. 

4 RESULTS  

The presented results are the ensemble average of the flow field measured at the different 

positions and then put together to represent the entire flow field underneath the generic high-

speed train configuration and the smooth generic high-speed train configuration. 

4.1 Flow Field  

In Fig. 4 the velocity field for the generic high-speed train configuration is shown in four 

plots, one for each part of the train set. For the upper plot where the front car is shown the ef-

fect of the head can be seen. In front of the head the water (in this case) is pushed in the same 

direction as the train travels, in 3D the water is pushed away from the head in all direction, 

this creates a reversal flow area around the head of the front car which can be seen in the plot. 

The reversal flow area ends shortly after the first bogie on the front car. Thereafter the flow 
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underneath the train is dragged in the direction of travel. The flow field underneath the train 

model develops with the train length until the beginning of the 2
nd

 coach where it is fully de-

veloped. The flow field for the 2
nd

 coach and the tail car is very similar at the beginning and 

until the middle of the tail car. The flow field for the second half of the tail car is influenced 

of the aerodynamics around the tail and that the train ends. The strong influence of the bogie-

inter car gap-bogie area can also be seen, which is obviously since the underbelly is com-

pletely smooth except for these areas. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The Cu flow field underneath the generic high-speed train configuration. 

 

In Fig. 5 the flow field for smooth generic high-speed train configuration is shown. At the 

train head the same phenomena as for the generic high-speed train configuration appears, but 

for this configuration the reversal flow area is more stretched out along the train length than 

for the generic high-speed train configuration. Also for this configuration the flow field is 

fully developed at the beginning of the 2
nd

 coach. The Cu-value underneath the smooth ge-

neric high-speed configuration is smaller than for the generic high-speed train configuration, 

this was expected since the roughness on the underbelly was smaller. The difference between 

the two configurations shows the influence of the bogie-inter car gap-bogie areas. Thus it is 

shown that the bogie-inter car gap-bogie areas are the areas to improve to reduce the risk of 

ballast projection but also a topic for drag reduction of high-speed trains. 
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Figure 5: The Cu flow field underneath the smooth generic high-speed train configuration. 

 

Small discrepancies between the coaches and between the two configurations might be 

hidden in the color scale and therefore data were extracted from the flow fields along the train 

length at different heights (Z-pos.) for a better comparison.  
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Figure 6: The Cu-value plotted against the train length for the generic high-speed train configuration (left) and 

the smooth generic high-speed train configuration (right) at different heights (z-pos.). The vertical black lines 

indicate the positions of the train axles for the generic high-speed train configuration. 

 

The extracted data along the train length for 5 different heights are plotted in Fig. 6. For 

the smooth generic high-speed train configuration the trend of the curves are very similar, 

what separates them from each other are the magnitude of the Cu-value. The same trend was 

also found for the generic high-speed train configuration, except for the height 1.5xTOR (pur-

ple curve). For this height the effect of the bogies can easily be seen at every train axle where 

a peak in the Cu-value is found. The growth of the Cu along the train model length is pretty 
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constant until the beginning of the 2
nd

 coach where the flow field is fully developed, this ap-

plies for both configurations. However the gradient for the front car and the 1
st
 coach is higher 

for the generic high-speed train configuration than for the smooth generic high-speed train 

configuration due to the presence of the bogies. 
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Figure 7: The Cw-value plotted against the train length for the generic high-speed train configuration (left) and 

the smooth generic high-speed train configuration (right) for different heights (z-pos.). The vertical black lines 

indicate the positions of the train axles for the generic high-speed train configuration. 

 

In Fig. 7 the normalized vertical velocity (Cw) for the same height as for Cu are plotted. 

The vertical velocity is dominant at the head and at the tail of the train for both configurations 

(strongest for the head). There are no protruding objects underneath the smooth generic high-

speed train configuration so no vertical velocities are expected, accept for the head and the tail 

of the train, so the vertical velocity that swings around zero along the train length is consid-

ered as noise. However for the generic high-speed train configuration were protruding objects 

exist (bogies) vertical velocities along the train was found, especially for the height 1.5xTOR 

(purple curve) which is closest to the train. The Cw peaks with a direction towards the ground 

found for the height 1.5xTOR is the effect of the protruding bogie frame which is not aligned 

with the underbelly of the train. Also here the vertical velocity that fluctuates around zero at 

the middle of the coaches is considered as noise. 

For the comparison between the two measured configurations the velocity data at TOR 

were chosen and plotted in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8: Comparison between the generic high-speed train configuration (Cu: blue and Cw: black) and the 

smooth generic high-speed configuration (Cu: red and Cw: green). The vertical black lines indicate the positions 

of the train axles for the generic high-speed train configuration. 

 

In front of the train head no difference can found between the two configurations, it is first 

shortly before the first bogie where the two configurations deviate from each other. After the 
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first bogie a clear difference for the Cu between the configurations along the entire train 

model length can be observed, it is first in the wake of the train model where the Cu value of 

both configurations comes close to each other again. However for the Cw, differences be-

tween the configurations are found around bogie areas which are no surprise since one of the 

configurations is totally smooth. The same tendencies were also found for the other heights as 

for TOR. The only difference was found for the data closer to the ground where the configura-

tions first deviate from each other shortly after the fist bogie instead of before due to the dis-

tance to the bogies.  

In the two tables below the Cu average for the 2
nd

 coach at different heights are shown and 

compared to each other. The average of the 2
nd

 coach was used, instead of the entire train 

model length, because the flow field underneath the train model is fully developed at the be-

ginning of the 2
nd

 coach. For the tail car the aerodynamics around the tail and the end of the 

train model affects the flow field underneath the tail car. Also in [4] the front car and the first 

coach but also the last coach and the tail car were neglected in the calculation of the train av-

erage. For the train model set in this paper the principle in [4] could not be applied and there-

fore the 2
nd

 coach was chosen. 

 

 Generic High-Speed Train Smooth Generic High-Speed Train 

Height Cu [-] Cu/Cu(TOR) [-] Cu [-] Cu/Cu(TOR) [-] 

TOR  0.43833 1 0.23571 1 

0.1xTOR 0.27901 0.63653 0.12587 0.53401 

0.15xTOR 0.31723 0.72371 0.14545 0.61705 

0.25xTOR 0.35306 0.80545 0.16695 0.70826 

0.5xTOR 0.38994 0.88959 0.19404 0.82320 

0.75xTOR 0.41397 0.94442 0.21441 0.90960 

1.25xTOR 0.46315 1.05662 0.26287 1.11520 

1.5xTOR 0.49494 1.12915 0.29682 1.25923 
 

Table 1: The average Cu and the Cu normalized by the Cu(TOR) for the 2
nd

 coach at different heights. 

 

In Table 1 the tendency for the average Cu for the 2
nd

 coach can easily be seen, for both 

configurations the Cu average grows with a decreasing distance to the train model. For the 

normalized Cu values (Cu/Cu(TOR)) the two measured configuration differs from each other, 

hence not only the magnitude of the Cu but also the gradient of Cu are different between the 

two configurations. 

 

Height Cu_train/Cu_smooth [-] 

TOR  1.85960 

0.1xTOR 2.21660 

0.15xTOR 2.18102 

0.25xTOR 2.11479 

0.5xTOR 2.00957 

0.75xTOR 1.93077 

1.25xTOR 1.76191 

1.5xTOR 1.66749 
 

Table 2: Comparison between the two configurations of the Cu average for the 2
nd

 coach. 
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A direct comparison between the two configurations was done with the Cu average for the 

2
nd

 coach, the results are shown in Table 2. As expected the generic high-speed train configu-

ration had a higher Cu average than the smooth generic high-speed train configuration. The 

reason for the higher Cu averages is simply the higher roughness on the underbelly of the ge-

neric high-speed train configuration. The largest difference was found close to the ground. 

4.2 Velocity Profiles 

For a better view of the velocity distribution over the gap (ground-train) velocity profiles 

were extracted for both configurations. For the front car, the 2 coaches and the tail car, each 7 

velocity profiles were extracted and plotted with an offset in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The first pro-

file for every coach (orange line 1,8,15,22 from the left in Fig. 9 and Fig 10) has an offset of 0, 

the second has an offset of 1 and so on until the seventh and the last velocity profile (offset of 

6). The fourth velocity profile at every coach is in the middle of the coach, the three profiles 

to the left and to the right are distributed with a distance of ∆x=0.04 m from each other. The 

regions closest to the train and the ground are chosen not to be plotted due to the reflections 

laser light sheet on the train model and on the ground. 
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Figure 9: Comparison between the velocity profiles for the different coaches generic high-speed train configura-

tion (upper plot) and the smooth generic high-speed train configuration (lower plot), the black solid horizontal 

line indicates the TOR and the orange lines on the trains above the plots shows the positions of the velocity pro-

files. 

 

In Fig. 9 the velocity profiles from the front car, the 2 coaches and the tail car are plotted 

on top of each other for the generic high-speed train configuration (upper plot) and the smooth 

generic high-speed train configuration (lower plot). The velocity profiles shows the develop-

ment of the flow underneath the both configurations, the flow is fully developed at the 2
nd

 

coach for both configurations since the differences between the velocity profiles for the 2
nd

 

coach (green) and the tail car (cyan) are small. Another indication that the flow is fully devel-

U=4m/s 
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oped at the 2
nd

 coach is the trend for the velocity profiles for the 1
st
 coach (red). The profile 

difference between the 1
st
 coach and the 2

nd
 coach becomes smaller in the direction of the 

train model length (from left to right in Fig. 9). For the velocity profiles furthest to the right, a 

larger difference than before is found between the tail car (cyan) and the 2
nd

 coach. This is 

probably the effects of the train model tail. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of the velocity profiles underneath the generic high-speed train configuration (blue) and 

the smooth generic high-speed train configuration (red), the black solid horizontal line indicates the TOR and the 

orange vertical lines on the trains above the plots shows the positions of the velocity profiles. 

 

In Fig. 10 the velocity profiles for the two configurations are compared to each other for 

the front car, 1
st
 coach, 2

nd
 coach and the tail car. A clear difference between the two configu-

rations can be seen for every velocity profile. It is only for the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 velocity profile for 

U=4m/s 
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the front car below Z/Hgap <0.3 where the profiles are hard to separate from each other. The 

Cu values close to the ground and the gradients are higher for the generic high-speed train 

configuration than for the smooth generic high-speed train configuration, hence the generic 

high-speed train configuration has a higher risk for ballast projection incidents. Another inter-

esting observation is the similarities of the velocity profiles for the 1
st
 coach, 2

nd
 coach and the 

tail car between 0.2<Z/Hgap<0.7 where no major differences in the gradient can be seen. 

4.3 Comparison to Full Scale Measurements 

The PIV results from the water towing tank were compared to the full scale measurements 

on the Italian high-speed train ETR 500 [4], shown in Fig. 11. The down scaled train set had 

only 2 coaches except from the front car and the tail car where the ETR 500 had 12 coaches, 

therefore two comparison where done one for the beginning of the ETR 500 and the other one 

for the end. The length scale for the PIV results in the towing tank was transformed into full 

scale by multiplying it by the scale factor.  
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Figure 11: Comparison to full scale measurements [4]. 

 

For the generic high-speed train configuration the same structure of the flow field was 

found for the flow around the head and around the tail. The flow was fully developed at the 

beginning of the 2
nd

 coach, which also was the case for the full scale measurement.  

The down scaled train model never reached the same level of Cu as the full scale meas-

urement. The reason for this is the simplified bogies that were used for the down scaled meas-

urement which are completely smooth on the surface facing the ground, see Fig. 2. Hence the 

simplified bogies are aerodynamically better than the real bogies on a train where a lot of pro-

truding objects exists (gear box, electrical motor, cables etc). The air can also flow into the 

bogie cut out and be accelerated by the train. The simplified bogies with a smooth surface 

shields the bogie cut out and are therefore aerodynamically better than the real ones. 

Another parameter that plays an important role is the Reynolds number, also here a match 

could not be realized. For a full scale train with a speed of 270km/h a Re=15 Mio is reached, 

in the down scaled measurement in the water towing tank a maximum of Re=0.24 Mio was 

achieved. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS  

• The PIV measurement technique is applicable to measure the flow field underneath a 

down scaled train model in a water towing tank. 

• The flow field is fully developed at the beginning of the 2
nd

 coach for both measured 

configurations. This also agrees with the full scale measurements. 

• Underneath both configurations close to the ground the Cu is the dominant velocity, it is 

only at the head and at the tail where the vertical velocity (Cw) has to be taken into ac-

count. 

• A clear difference between the generic high-speed train configuration and the smooth 

high-speed train configuration could be found, which was expected. 

• The biggest difference between the velocity profiles for the two configurations was found 

close to the ground. However in the middle of the gap (0.2<Z/Hgap<0.7) for the 1
st
 coach, 

2
nd

 coach and the tail car no major difference between the configurations could be seen, 

except for the magnitude of Cu. 

• For the generic high-speed train configuration the same structures of the flow field was 

found for the flow around the head and around the tail as in the full scale measurements. 

• To get more realistic data for the generic high-speed train configuration the simplified 

bogies should be exchanged with bogies with a higher degree of details. 

• Important information can be extracted from down scaled measurements, however to ex-

trapolate the results into full scale should be done with caution. 
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Abstract. Two numerical algorithms for optimizing the aerodynamic properties of road vehi-

cles are presented. The first algorithm is based on a priori exploration of the design space, 

construction of response surfaces for the design objectives and minimizing them. This algo-

rithm was applied in the present work to improve the crosswind stability of a bus. The second 

algorithm is fully automatic and starts with two initial designs that are then changed by the 

design algorithm during the design process. This modification of the original design is done 

by SIMPLEX, which is an algorithm for nonlinear optimization problems, while the resulting 

change of the design variables during the design process is achieved with morphing of com-

putational grids. Only the initial results for optimization of a passenger car using this auto-

matic algorithm are presented. Both methods are found to be promising for the optimization 

of the aerodynamic properties of vehicles.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The term optimization of aerodynamic properties of ground vehicles is often used when aerodynamic 
properties of small number vehicle shapes are explored in wind tunnels or numerical simulations. This 
is a very restricted definition of an aerodynamic optimization. In the present paper we will present two 
methods that are capable of finding not only a better aerodynamic shape but the best aerodynamic 

shape. The idea in the present work is to develop a numerical algorithm that is capable of searching 
the design space for the design that possesses the optimal values of the aerodynamic objectives. Sys-
tematic shape optimization of ground vehicles with the aim to improve their aerodynamic properties is 
very dependent on our ability to explore the design space either by numerical simulations or experi-
ments. The present work uses numerical simulations rather than experiments to evaluate of aerody-
namic objectives as the final goal is to have a completely automatic optimization procedure. An 
efficient way to reduce the computational effort required for exploring the design space is to use a 
qualitative interpolation model in the form of a response surface (RS). In this case the objective func-
tions are evaluated in limited number of design points (called design of experiments (DOE)) that are 
representative for the design space. The second step of this procedure is to solve flow equations (using 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)) in the DOE points and construct response surfaces for aerody-
namic goal functions. Finally, the optimization is performed by minimizing or maximizing the RS 
function. In the present paper, we shall demonstrate this method in the optimization of the crosswind 
stability of a bus. In order to speed up the optimization procedure, a search algorithm can be used di-
rectly after a small number of CFD simulations without previously exploring the entire DOE and con-
structing RS. In the second half of the paper we use a numerical algorithm SIMPLEX to search the 
design space and suggest a change in the geometry. This automatic search procedure requires that the 
optimization procedure is capable of making new computational grids. The new computational grids 
are provided from the reference grid using grid morphing. The morphed grid is then sent back to the 
CFD solver and the loop is closed. Only a first attempt to use this promising optimization is demon-
strated in the present paper. 

2 THE BUS MODEL AND THE DESIGN VARIABLES 

 

a)                         b)  
   

Figure 1:a) Geometry of the bus model showing design variables; angle θ and radius R. b) Center composite 

design for the optimization of the bus. 1x  and 2x are coded variables 

 
The bus model used here is the one from previous work by Hemida and Krajnović (2007). It is a 1/10 
scale double decked bus of  type Scania K112 TL. The geometry of the original body is shown in Fig. 
1a. The height and the length of the model are H=400 [mm] and L=1190 [mm], respectively while the 
width at the widest position is W=300 [mm]. The model's underbody contains axles between the 
wheels, support for the model, beams in the spanwise and the streamwise directions (for the purpose of 
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simulating the roughness of the underbody) and holes between the wheelhouses.  
 

3 THE REFERENCE DESIGN AND FLOW SET-UP 

 
The computational set-up is presented in Fig. 2. The cross section of the computational tunnel is iden-
tical to that used in the experimental study by Torlund (1999). It has a circular shape with a diameter 
of 3.6 [m]. The inlet and the outlet are located at lengths of 8H and 21H, respectively, from the surface 
of the bus in order to minimize the influence of the domain boundaries on the flow.  
 

a)                            b)  
       
 

Figure 2: Computational domain showing the view from a) inlet of the tunnel and b) perspective view. 

 

a) b) c)  

e) f) g)  
       
 

Figure 3: Instantaneous flow structures visualized using an iso-surface of second invariant of the velocity gradi-
ent Q colored with the velocity magnitude showing a) the lee side of the bus from in front of the bus and b) the 
wind side of the bus from behind the bus. c) Comparison of the yaw moment coefficient from experiment (solid 
line), previous DES (squares) from Hemida and Krajnović (2007) and present URANS using f−ζ turbu-

lence model (stars). e-g) Time history of the yaw moment signal for the bus with R=45[mm] and 
00 4.9,0=θ and 08.18 in e), f) and g), respectively. 
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A uniform velocity profile at 57 [m/s] was applied as the inlet boundary condition. A wall approach 
that combines the integration up to the wall with wall functions was applied at the surface of the 
model, the floor and the circular wall of the tunnel. Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions were 
applied at the outlet of the tunnel. The aerodynamic coefficients were obtained by normalizing the 
forces with density 16.1=ρ  [kg/m3], free stream velocity 57=∞U  [m/s] and the reference area A = 
0.1 [m2]. The same normalization was used in the previous experimental study (Torlund (1999)) and 
DES simulation (Hemida and Krajnović (2007)). 

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS IN THE DESIGN POINTS 

Steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and unsteady RANS (URANS) simulations using a 
f−ζ  turbulence model (called fk −− ζ  in AVL FIRE) by Hanjalić et.al. (2004) are used to obtain 

the values of the objectives at the design points. In the present paper we present only optimization re-
sults using steady RANS and only a part of the results of the URANS will be shown. The complete 
results using URANS will be presented in Krajnović and Basara (2009). Figure 3 a-b) shows the in-
stantaneous flow resulting from the URANS simulation. Although the instability of the roof vortex 
found in DES was not predicted in our URANS, the vortex shedding process is captured. Time histo-
ries of the yawing moment coefficient are shown in Figs. 3e-g for different θ . It is clear from these 
figures that both the frequency and the amplitude of the flow variables change with θ . The yawing 
moment is the moment around y-axis in Fig. 2. 
 The commercial finite-volume code AVL FIRE v2008 (AVL AST (2008)) was used for all the simu-
lations. The momentum equations were discretized using a bounded second-order upwind scheme 
(MINMOD bounded in AVL FIRE). The computational grids are made using preprocessor FAME of 
AVL FIRE and contain a cubic refined region around the model. Each computational grid contained 
approximately 6107 ×  nodes. 

The resolution, expressed in wall units, is, at the surface of the bus, approximately 5≤+y  for most of 
the computational nodes. The universal wall approach, which combines the integration up to the wall 
represented with the f−ζ  model with wall functions, was used for all calculations. The universal 
wall approach is implemented in AVL FIRE following the proposal of Popovac and Hanjalić (2007) 
and is known as a compound wall treatment. This approach includes the blending formula for the 
quantities specified at the cell next to the wall between viscous and fully turbulent values of the fol-
lowing variables: wall shear stress, production and dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy. Their 
compound wall treatment was introduced and used in AVL FIRE under the name "Hybrid Wall 
Treatment" due to some simplifications of the original approach (Basara, 2006). 
Simulations of all cases at the design points were run until the residuals reached an asymptotic behav-

ior at approximately 310−  with residuals normalized by ∑
all

nodes

ppa φ , where ppa φ   is the left hand side in 

the standard form of the finite volume equation. Another measure of convergence that was used in the 
present simulations is that all aerodynamic forces should stabilize. However, the f−ζ  model used in 
the present study tends to seek unsteady solutions when the calculation reaches low residuals. In the 
present work the aerodynamic forces were averaged over 200 iterations at the end of each computation 
in order to obtain a mean value of the forces.  
 

5 VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD 

 
Before the exploration of the design space was initiated, the numerical technique chosen was validated 
for the reference design against the existing experimental data (Torlund (1999)) and a previous De-
tached Eddy Simulation (DES) by Hemida and Krajnović (2007). For example, the steady RANS us-
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ing the f−ζ  model predicted 61.0=DC  and 6.3=SC  compared to the experimental values; 

of 54.0=EXP

DC  and 4.3=EXP

SC . The values of DC  and SC  in the present simulation agree well with 

DES values from Hemida and Krajnović (2007). Another example of comparison of the result is 
shown in Fig. 3c for yaw moment coefficient and URANS using f−ζ  mode. 

Our results confirm that the f−ζ model used here is appropriate for the current optimization pur-
pose. However, we are aware that only simulations in an unsteady mode are appropriate, as no steady 
solution exists. 
 

6 EXPLORATION OF THE DESIGN SPACE 

Two design variables were used in the present study: the angle of the windscreen θ  and the radius of 

the front vertical edges R (Fig.1a). Design constraints were set as 00 8.180 ≤≤ θ   and 20  

[mm] 70≤≤ R  [mm], which enclose the original design with 04.9=θ and 40=R [mm]. These lim-
its for the design variables were chosen to retain a shape of a bus that is easy to manufacture and does 
not imply large reduction of the inner space of the bus. 
In the present study, center composite design (CCD) was used as a design of experiment (DOE) 
method. The DOE is presented in Fig. 1b. Nine designs were used for construction of the model and 
four design points were used for the evaluation of the accuracy of RS model. Here, 1x  and 2x  are de-
sign variables normalized between -1 and 1. 
 

7 RESULTING FLOW FEATURES 

 
Figure 4 shows how the near wake region behind the leeward and the base sides of the bus grows with 
sharper vertical front edges (i.e. lower R) and larger angleθ . Figure 5 shows the surface pressure and 
the flow structures from our URANS for the buses used in the DOE. Similar is visible from steady 
RANS (Krajnović et. al. (2008)). As shown in Krajnović et. al. (2008), an increase in R decreases the 
pressure on both the front and the leeward sides of the bus. On the other hand, increasing θ  seems to 
lower the pressure on the leeward and the front side of the bus. This gives a preliminary indication of 
the trends in aerodynamic forces. Large radius R and small angle θ seem to be beneficial for drag 
while they deteriorate crosswind stability by increasing the side force.  
 

8 CONSTRUCTION OF THE RESPONSE SURFACES 

 

8.1 POLYNOMIAL RESPONSE SURFACE 

 
The approximation of the true response in a polynomial RS is represented by low-order polynomials 
which in the present paper are quadratic. A quadratic RS model reads 
 

                 
2

0
1 1 1

ˆ
n n n n

i i ij i j ii i

i j i j i

C x x x xβ β β β
= = < =

= + + +∑ ∑∑ ∑                                  (1) 

where n  is the number of design variables and 
i ii ij

β β β, ,  are the regression coefficients. The 

regression coefficients are determined by a least square regression. The RS can be expressed 

in matrix notation as bxT
C=ˆ  where b=(XT

X)-1
X

T
C
)

 and X  is the matrix containing the ex-
perimental designs.  
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For details about how to measure the goodness of fit and about improvement of the original polyno-
mial model using e.g. backward elimination we refer to Krajnović et. al. (2008). 
 

8.2 RADIAL BASIS NEURAL NETWORK RESPONSE SURFACE 

 
Response surfaces based on Radial Basis Neural Network (RBNN) are dependent for the construction 
of RS dependent on training a two-layer network in DOE. As in any other neural network in RBNN, 
training is done by adjusting weights on the internal connections of the network through a defined 
training algorithm. The RBNN consists of one hidden radial basis layer and an output linear layer. The 
transfer function, a, of neurons in the hidden radial basis layer is given by the radial basis function  
 

 

 Figure 4: Velocity vectors and iso-contours of the vorticity component yω  for designs at the design points 

(black dots) of DOE presented in Fig.1b. The plane is at the mid-height of the bus. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Surface pressure,  vortex cores, and isosurface of low pressure and streamlines projected on four y-z 
planes along the bus for designs at the design points (black dots) of DOE presented in Fig.1b.  
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2)||(|| b
ea

xw−=  and in the output linear layer by the linear function  ba
T += xw  where b  is the bias, 

w  is the neuron weight vector and x  is the design variable vector. The RBNN in the present work is 
constructed with the newrb function in MATLAB. The newrb function iteratively creates a RBNN by 
adding neurons one by one to the hidden layer of a radial basis network until the root mean square er-

ror, σ , falls under a prescribed error goal.  The σ  for the test set is defined as ∑= ti n/2εσ , 

where tε  is the error at i-th test point and tn  is the number of test points. The bias, b, for each neuron 

in the hidden radial basis layer is set to spread/8326.0 , where spread is an input constant that de-
termines the radius of influence of each neuron. 
In order to train RBNN and evaluate the accuracy of the resulting RBNN, a number of design points in 
the DOE are used for validation and testing while the rest are used for training. A set of nine design 
points (black dots in Fig. 1b) was used .for the purpose of training of the RBNN, Another four points 
(white circles in Fig. 1b) were used as test points for measuring the predictive accuracy.  

9 OPTIMIZATION 

 
Contour plots of RSs of the two objective functions and for different approaches i.e. polynomial and 
RBNN are presented in Fig. 6j-k. Minimization of the two sets of RSs was performed using con-
strained nonlinear optimization in MATLAB. Figures 6j and 6k show that the RSs and their minimal 
values vary between the two approaches. Polynomial RS for SC  does not give a unique minimum as 

seen in Fig. 6j. For example there are two optimal designs for minimal drag and the side force RS is 
not affected byθ . RSs based on RBNN have clear optimal values at the corners of the design space. It 
was found that for minimum drag and minimum side forces buses with maximum R and θ , and mini-
mum R and maximum θ , respectively, are preferable (Fig. 6k). The optimal design for crosswind sta-
bility had 71.0=DC  and 72.2=SC while the most energy efficient design (i.e. the one with the 

j)  

k)  

Figure 6: a-i) Particle traces on the surface of the bus for designs at the design points (black dots) of DOE; 

j-k) Contour plot of response surfaces for DC
)

 (solid line) and SC
)

 (dotted line). Minimal values of DC
)

 

and SC
)

 are denoted with DX and SX , respectively. j) 2nd order polynomial functions; k) RBNN. 
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smallest DC ) had 4.0=DC  and 67.3=SC . Thus, the drag was decreased by almost 50 % for the 

most energy efficient bus and the side force was decreased by some 24 % in the case of the design op-
timized for crosswind stability. 
 

10 COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Petzäll et. al. (2008) made an experimental study of the bus model used in the present work, with the 
purpose of improving of the directional stability. In their study the reference bus model was modified 
so that the front, rear and top parts could be exchanged. The front and rear parts of the model were 
manufactured with both sharp corners and a radius equal to half the coach width. Three additional 
models were also manufactured where in one case the front had all sharp edges and in another case the 
front had rounded sides with a radius equal to one fourth of one coach width. In the third case, all the 
edges were sharp except the rounded top in the front face of the model.  
 
Despite the differences in geometry changes between this experimental study and the present optimi-
zation strategy, the trends in shape changes were similar: the front vertical edges were made more or 
less rounded and the top part of the front face of the bus was made more or less curved. A study by 
Petzäll et. al. (2008) used the same flow velocity as well as the wind tunnel set-up. Their results show 
that sharply cut-off front ends result in the smallest crosswind forces. However, it should be men-
tioned that the model with all sharp edges except a rounded top in the front face, i.e. similar to that 
with small R and large θ , in the present study had one of the best results for crosswind stability. On 
the other hand, most rounded front faces (both for vertical and top edges) were best for air resistance 
(i.e. smallest DC ) in agreement with the results of the present study (i.e. large R and largeθ ). 

11 MAKING THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM AUTOMATIC  

Although the optimization algorithm described above was found to give good results, intervention of 
the user is required during the optimization process. For an optimization algorithm be integrated into 
production it is essential that the intervention of the user is as limited as possible and that the optimiza-
tion process is closed with construction of geometry and computation grid, CFD simulations and op-
timization process.  
An automatic shape optimization process that aims to improve the aerodynamic properties of vehi-
cles DC  is described in the following sections. For evaluation of the method, an example of reduction 
of drag coefficient for a passenger car is demonstrated. Also here the AVL FIRE version 2008.2 is 
used for mesh generation and CFD calculations.  Sculptor version 2.1.7 is used for mesh deformation. 
The design environment modeFRONTIER, version 4.1.0b, is used for optimization. The SIMPLEX 
algorithm for nonlinear optimization problems, implemented in modeFRONTIER, is used to search for 
an optimal solution.  

11.1 THE SIMPLEX OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

SIMPLEX (ESTECO (2003)) is an algorithm for nonlinear optimization problems and does not 
require derivatives of the function. Hence it is more robust than an algorithm based on local gradients. 
In modeFrontier the original algorithm has been updated in order to take into account discrete vari-
ables and constraints. 

The SIMPLEX optimization algorithm begins with initial trials. The number of initial trials is 
N+1 where N is number of control variables. These initial trials form the first simplex, where each trial 
gives a vertex in the simplex. The shape of the simplex for N = 1 is a line, for N=2 is a triangle and for 
N = 3 is a tetrahedron. A geometric interpretation is difficult with more variables, but the method is the 
same. The algorithm moves the simplex into the neighborhood of a minimizer using three operations: 
reflection, expansion and contraction. In the reflection movement, the node corresponding to the worst 
value of the objective function is reflected to the opposite face to obtain a new value. Since the direc-
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tion of this movement is always away from the worst result, the reflection moves towards a favorable 
direction. When the reflection process gives a new minimum the simplex is expanded further as we 
can generally expect to decrease the function value even more. On the other hand, if the reflection 
process gives a new point that is worse than all of the other vertices or second worst, the simplex is 
contracted. Examples of these movements for a one-dimensional simplex are given in Fig.7. The algo-
rithm stops when it cannot find improvements higher than some tolerance or when it exceeds a given 
maximum number of iterations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Top left simplex has only the two initial trials. If A is worse than B, A is reflected to the opposite site 
of B (top right). If point C gives a new minimum the simplex is expanded from C to point D (bottom left). If on 
the other hand C is worse than B the simplex is contracted (bottom right). 

 

11.2 MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

The car model used here is called the Vrak and is a 1:1 experimental model from Volvo Car 
Corporation. Its geometry and computational domain are shown in Fig. 8. The height, length and width 
of the model are H=1.7 [m], L=4.0[m] and W=1.6[m], respectively. Its cross section reference area in 
the x-direction is A = 2.08 m2. The exterior of the model has a smooth bottom and no side mirrors. The 
cross section of the computational tunnel is identical to the wind tunnel at Volvo Car Corporation, 
Gothenburg, Sweden, where experiments have been performed on the vehicle. The dimensions of the 
computational tunnel are 30 [m] 5.9× [m] 5.9× [m] The inlet and outlet are located at x = -21 [m] and 
x = 29 [m] respectively in the cars coordinate system.  

An uniform velocity profile, turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate at U = 10 [m/s], 
31027.2 −×=k [m2/s2] and 41054.1 −×=ε [m2/s3], respectively, are applied at the inlet. Homogeneous 

Neumann boundary conditions are applied at the outlet of the tunnel. Hybrid wall treatment is applied 
at the surface of the car and the tunnel. 

 
Figure 8: The computational tunnel and the car model showing its dimensions on the left and right respec-
tively. 

The Reynolds number based on the inlet velocity and height of the vehicle is 61006.1Re ×= . Steady 
state RANS simulations using the ε−k  turbulence model are used to predict the flow around the car. 
A computational grid with approximately 350000 cells fills up the computational tunnel. This is of 
course very coarse grid which is not capable of resolving the flow but it is sufficient as the objective of 

A B DC A D B

CBABA
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the simulation is so far only to demonstrate the optimization process. The momentum equations were 
discretized using a second-order upwind differencing scheme, while second-order central differences 
and upwind differencing schemes are used for the continuity equation and the turbulence kinetic en-
ergy equation, respectively. The simulation has converged when the normalized residuals have 
reached an asymptotic behavior to approximately 10-3. It is also checked whether the drag coefficient 
has stabilized. Similar like in steady RANS simulations of the bus flow above, the fully converged 
solutions of the RANS equation of the car flow were not obtained. When the residuals have reached a 
certain value, they start to oscillate, as does also the drag coefficient. Thus the flow was moving be-
tween two modes in the vortex shedding process. 

Pre-processing includes mesh generation in FAME (AVL FIRE) and creation of an Arbitrary 
Shape Deformation (ASD) volume in Sculptor, which puts constraints on mesh deformation and de-
fines a deformation parameter that controls the magnitude of the shape deformation. Here the rear end 
of the car was deformed and the changes made were relatively large. Figure 9 shows the ASD volume 
created in Sculptor and Figure 10 shows the deformed mesh.  

Figure 9: ASD volume is created at the rear end of the car. Inside the volume a group of points is created which 
control the mesh deformation. 

  
Figure 10: A cut has been made through the mesh (y=0) in order to visualize the mesh deformation created by 
Sculptor. Left: Lower limit of the deformation parameter. Middle: Original mesh. Right: Upper limit of the de-
formation parameter.  

After pre-processing the shape optimization process is 
made automatic by combining FIRE, Sculptor and mode-
FRONTIER. In this process modeFRONTIER controls an 
input parameter that describes the magnitude of the mesh de-
formation done by Sculptor. FIRE calculates the flow around 
the car using the newly deformed mesh and returns a value of 

DC to modeFRONTIER. An optimization algorithm in mode-
FRONTIER, SIMPLEX, then suggests the next design by se-
lecting the input parameter used for mesh deformation in 
Sculptor and closes the loop. Figure 11 shows the workflow 
setup as it appears in modeFRONTIER. Limits are set in 
Rear_r for the input deformation parameter. The parameter is 
read in the InputFile. Sh includes a bash script that tells 
modeFRONTIER which program to run and in which order. 
Cd_temp reads in the value for drag coefficient obtained 
from the previous simulation. The values are collected in Cd 
and it is set in MinCd whether the drag coefficient should be 
minimized or maximized. In this case, it should be minimized. 
The DOE node gives the initial values used by SIMPLEX; 
here the initial designs are created from the lower and upper 
limits defined in Rear_r. The SIMPLEX optimization algo-

Figure 11: Workflow as it appears in 
modeFRONTIER. 
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rithm is chosen in Scheduler:SIMPLEX. 

11.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 12 shows how the input morphing parameter is changed by the SIMPLEX algorithm in 
modeFRONTIER in order to minimize the drag coefficient. In total 13 simulations were needed before 
an optimal solution was reached. Note that the number of designs in Fig. 12 is 17 as the SIMPLEX 
algorithm returned 4 times to designs that were already used in its search. The convergence criterion 
for SIMPLEX was set 10-3, i.e. SIMPLEX has achieved an optimal solution if the changes in last two 
values of the drag coefficient are less than 10-3.  

 
Shape optimization is a time consuming process. The main purpose of the work was to get the 

automatic closed loop running. In order to reduce computer time, the total number of cells was kept at 
a minimum. Further work needs to be done to achieve better results. The total number of cells will be 
increased and a more advanced turbulence model will be used, i.e. the f−ζ  turbulence model. Also 
for this case the future simulations will be run unsteady, which is more appropriate with flows that 
have such a strong vortex shedding, and the aerodynamic forces will be averaged over a certain inter-
val at the end of each computation in order to obtain their mean value.  

 

12 FINAL WORDS 

Both algorithms presented in the present paper are promising but the automatic optimization algo-
rithm is to prefer as it removes user interventions during the design process. The deformation of the 
computation grid using morphing tool seems to work fine for course computation grid but it remains to 
investigate if the quality of the deformed grid is preserved when boundary layers are resolved. Another 
issue is usage of URANS where the averaging or the objective functions have to be performed be-
tween the SIMPLEX steps. It is important to explore how long time it takes before the flow has devel-
oped when the design has changed and for how long time the averaging needs to be performed. These 
issues are being addressed in the ongoing work by the authors. 
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Abstract. The aerodynamic comfort in a four seated convertible with open roof is not as good 
as many would like it to be. This job was initiated to look at what should be done to improve 
this. The car used for this study was a Saab 9-3 convertible. Most of the work was done in 
CFD in the commercial code Fluent.  

The flow field in the cockpit was first of all analyzed and evaluated. The problem with conver-
tibles is the large recirculation bubble that occurs around the passenger compartment. The 
rear seat passengers are located in an area of this zone with very high wind speeds compared 
to the front seat passengers. The flow field was analyzed by several pressure and velocity 
plots and a method to evaluate comfort grading was developed. The selected main variable to 
compare cases was the mean velocity that the passengers head is exposed to. This was found 
to be the most affecting parameter because it affects not only the dynamic pressure, but also 
the temperature discomfort. Geometry optimizations of windows, wind shield and wind block-
ers have been simulated and evaluated. Height and length of the side windows and a number 
of different wind deflectors on the wind shield, plus wind blockers inside and behind cockpit 
was tested. The results show that the biggest potential of improvement is the wind deflector on 
the windshield and some of the wind blockers. 

Flow field around and in a Saab 9-3
convertible
by Jesper Marklund ,
Hȧkan Danielsson , Lennart L”ofdahl
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The ride comfort in an open convertible is depending on several factors. The biggest dis-
comfort normally comes from the wind comfort and the problem is extra obvious in the rear 
seat of a four seated car. Depending on driving speed the air velocity, velocity fluctuations 
and temperature can lead to strong discomfort due to air draft to head, neck and shoulders. For 
two seated cars the wind comfort is in general acceptable with fairly low wind speed acting on 
the passengers compared to a four seater. The passengers are better protected from the high 
speed air streams and the existing wind blockers are very effective. In four seated convertibles 
this is not always the case. The front seat is often acceptable to sit in, whereas the rear seat is 
not close to comfortable.  

You can always ask the question if it is physically possible to reach a comfort level in rear 
seat which is considered acceptable also at main road cruising speeds. That is not removing 
the feeling of freedom that is so characteristic for convertibles.  

Saab Automobile offers the model 9-3 as a four-seated convertible within their model pro-
gram. The wind comfort in the rear seat and with the top down has been an issue discussed 
many times, and the wish for future convertible programs is to improve this. This job was in-
itiated with this request and the start was to analyze the current cars and bring ideas and me-
thods from this to the new car program. Since the comfort experience is so much depending 
on the wind speed that act on the passenger, it was agreed up on to work with the flow fields 
and velocity magnitudes. Most of the job was done in CFD but some comparing measurement 
and subjective comfort experience was tested in Saab Climatic wind tunnel. 

2 AIM 

The scope of this project was to look deeper into the wind comfort of the Saab 9-3 convert-
ible. The specific goal was to find a method to analyze and identify known weaknesses, as 
well as presenting suggestions for improvements. The main tool for solving these tasks was 
CFD. Parallel wind tunnel testing was performed in full scale, in order to help getting an un-
derstanding of which parameters should be focused on and to get a confirmation of the simu-
lated results. 

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

A description of what procedure and tools used in this work is here presented. This in-
cludes the commercial software used, as well as description of how the computational domain 
was created, together with the solving methodology and the result interpretation. 

Ansa 12.1 was used as pre-processing tool for CAD cleanup, geometry modifications (in-
cluding morphing) and surface mesh creation. 

TGrid 4.0 was used for creation of triangular/tetrahedral and hexcore volume cells, as well 
as building of boundary layers. The files representing the computational volume were ex-
ported to Fluent as .cas files. 

Fluent 6.3 CFD package as solver and post-processing of the results. 

3.1 Computational domain 

The computational part contained two different models: one in full-scale and one in 1:5 
scale. The first was created from CAD data of the vehicle, then performing geometry cleanup 
and surface meshing. The 1:5 scale model originates from a clay model that has been laser 
scanned. The wind tunnel geometry was an exact representation of the wind tunnel at Chal-
mers University of Technology (scale model wind tunnel). For uniformity the wind tunnel 
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used for the full-scale model was a 5:1 scaling of the same. The result presented in this work 
is focusing on the full scale results. 

 
Figure 1: The geometry of the full scale model 

Fig.(1) shows the surfaces of the original full-scale computational model. The upper part of 
the body is detailed and includes two passengers in the rear seat. Also the underbody consists 
of representative geometry, including spoked rims. Cooling package and engine bay flow is 
not included. The average parameter length is 10 mm and the frontal area is 2.058 m2. 

The tunnel domain, see Fig.(2), consisted of the Chalmers wind tunnel in 5:1 scale. The to-
tal length was 60.1 m, and the maximal width and height in the contracted part were 9.00 m 
and 6.25 m, respectively. This meant a cross-sectional area of 52.61m2.  

 
Figure 2: Tunnel domain and coordinate system used. 

3.2 Volume mesh 

The TGrid generated volume mesh consisted of 11.4 million cells for the full-scale model. 
As max cell length 1000 mm was specified, which corresponds to twice the maximal surface 
parameter length of the entire domain. Around the car max cell volume = 42875 mm3 ⇔ max 
cell length = 35 mm. In the close wake and around the passengers max cell length = 16mm. 
At the front 18mm, around the mirrors 25mm and in the far wake 35mm max cell length. 

 

 
Figure 3: Overview of the volume mesh (y=0) close to the model. 
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Figure 4: The volume mesh in the entire tunnel.        Figure 5: The volume mesh close to the model. 

Overview of the mesh can be seen in Fig(3-5). Prismatic layers were used to better resolve 
the flow properties at near wall boundaries of the vehicle. Five layers were created with a 
geometrical growth rate of 20% and with a first aspect ratio of 5, which means that the height 
of the first layer is equal to 1/5 of the surface mesh’s parameter length.  

3.3 Solver Set-Up 

As turbulence model k-ε Realizable was used. The coupled solver, with under relaxation of 
0.25 for momentum and pressure, and the courant number set to 15. As near-wall treatment 
non equilibrium wall functions, which are sensitized to pressure gradient effects in compari-
son to the standard wall functions were chosen.  

The inflow was set as a velocity inlet with uniform velocity profile 3.47 m/s. Due to the 
contraction of the tunnel before the vehicle position, this corresponds to 20 m/s in the nearby 
of the same. Besides, a turbulent length scale of 0.35 m and a turbulent intensity of 0.1% were 
set. The outflow was specified as pressure outlet, with gauge pressure = 0 and the same turbu-
lence properties. All tunnel walls were further stated as stationary walls, just as the entire ve-
hicle body. Air density as well as viscosity was assumed to be constant in the entire domain, 
and with the values 1.205 kg/m3 and 1.805⋅10-5 m2/s, respectively. 

When using wind blockers, these were either set as walls, in order to resemble a glass win-
dow, or as a soft synthetic material. The synthetic material was modeled as a porous jump and 
this is only applied to a face zone. To define the pressure change, it uses a combination of 
Darcy's Law and an additional inertial loss term [6]. Here the parameters α=1.5⋅10-9 m2, 
∆m=0.005 m and C2=0 are used. 

mvCvp ∆





 +−=∆ 2

2 2
1 ρ

α
µ  

Equation 1: Pressure change in the porous jump model. 

4 TEST MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Evaluation of the wind comfort was made through flow field visualization in various ways. 
Also a method for wind comfort estimation, in order to see the difference between cases with 
small flow differences was asked for. There are many factors that influence the aerodynamic 
comfort like, wind speed, temperature, turbulence intensities, noise, where at the body the air 
hits you, and so on. After tests in the Saab climatic wind tunnel, where test people could grade 
aerodynamic comfort, it was decided that the overall wind speed that the passenger was ex-
posed to was the most important. Biggest reason for that is the connection to the temperature 
discomfort that is experienced. Also that draft around the head and neck is considered very 
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unpleasant. For these reasons it was decided that an average wind speed on the head should be 
the foundation for the wind comfort judgment.  

As a simulation method, the rear seat passengers were “cut” at the neck’s z-coordinate. The 
head was then widened 0.01 m to avoid too strong influence by the no-slip condition. Finally, 
an area weighted average of the velocity magnitude on this surface was used. In cases where a 
measurement of the wind comfort in the front seat was of interest, the same method was im-
plemented, but for an introduced spherical surfaces at appropriate positions and with diameter 
of 0.1 m. See Fig.(6) for overview. 

 
Figure 6: The surfaces (in red) over which area weighted average of the velocity magnitude was calculated 

5 RESULTS 

All the test and simulation presented here are done with a vehicle speed of 20 m/s or 
roughly 70km/h. First of all a description of the flow field is here included. The flow in the 
passenger compartment is dominated by the separation bubble as described by [4] & [5]. An 
estimation of the appearance of the separation bubble can be done by visualizing the surface 
where the total pressure is zero. See Fig(7). Below this surface the total pressure is negative, 
which can be interpreted as an area of pressure losses.  

 
Figure 7: Surface showing the total pressure equal to zero 

Deeper investigation of this dominating convertible flow feature can be carried out by 
looking at the flow speed and direction inside the passenger compartment. Fig(8) show the 
symmetry plane velocity vectors where the shear layer and a recirculation zone is visualized. 
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The flow is going down behind the rear passengers heads and thereafter returning in a forward 
going path. This also confirms work done earlier by [1]. 

 
Figure 8: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the symmetry plane (y=0) 

       
Figure 9: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the surfaces y=0.3, 0.4 m 

The forward motion of air is clearly shown, as well as the fact that this effect is strongest in 
the middle and decreases towards the sides. See Fig(9). Furthermore, passengers must be of 
considerable length to reach the shear layer, and then experience free stream air. There should 
also be no doubt that air is drawn into the passenger compartment, as well as that the rear seat 
passengers are the ones who will suffer. This becomes even more obvious if analyzing the 
flow in the x- and z-planes. See Fig(10).  

  
Figure 10: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the surfaces x=3.3 and 4.2 m.  
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Figure 11:Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the surface z=1.2 m 

In Fig(11) the flow is visualized in z=1.2m plane and the velocity vectors show the turning 
around behind the passengers and the forward going jet in the center of the car. Between the 
front seats an air stream of 5-6m/s is going forward, splits up, slows down and come to the 
front passengers. The problem with inflow from the sides, and from behind can be further vi-
sualized with path lines. See Fig(12) and Fig(13). 

   
Figure 12: Pathlines colored by velocity magnitude [m/s], originating in front of the bonnet (to the left), and re-

versely from the passenger heads (to the right) 

 
Figure 13: Pathlines colored by velocity magnitude [m/s], passing over the windshield 

Fig(12) show that the direct inflow hitting the rear seat passengers is going above and at 
the end of the side windows. The right hand picture show the path of the air that hit the head. 
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After entering the cockpit, the flow pattern becomes turbulent and move around in the cockpit 
before coming to the head.  Further, the free stream flow that passes over the windshield does 
not directly hit the rear seat passengers. See Fig(13). 

5.1 Wind comfort 

Concerning the selected wind comfort method, that was selected in this work, the area 
weighted average of the velocity magnitude around the rear seat passengers’ heads was calcu-
lated to 3.08 m/s. Interesting to notice is that the calculated value is reasonably close to 2.77 
m/s, which was measured in the full-scale wind tunnel test. 

When it comes to the front seat, the area weighted average was 1.10 m/s. Hence, a 65% 
lower value compared to the rear seat. This meant a slightly bigger deviation from the result 
in the full-scale wind tunnel test, where the speed flow was measured to 1.53 m/s. The bigger 
error here originates from first of all that the front passengers head was simulated as a sphere 
and second that the flow in the front showed more turbulent behavior i.e. more transient ef-
fects. 

Fig(14) show the velocity distribution on rear, left passenger in a color plot. Note the high-
er air velocity at the ear and neck on right side. This comes from the returning flow in the cen-
terline of the car. 
 

  
Figure 14: Velocity magnitude on left rear passenger head (left side/right side) 

5.2 Geometry configurations 

A list of configuration changes was tested to improve this air speed on the head of rear 
passengers. A variously angled spoiler attached and unattached at the windshield. See Fig(15). 
Modifications of the side window design. See Fig(16). Different wind blocker set-ups. See 
Fig(17,18). 

 

            
Figure 15: Spoiler on the wind shield (left) and unattached spoiler (right).  

 
Figure 16: Modified side windows.   
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 Figure 17: Wind blockers inside cockpit.                     Figure 18: Wind blockers behind cockpit.   

Starting with the fastened spoiler it was added as a 73 mm long curved surface at the rear 
end of the windshield. To change its angle parametric morphing in ANSA was used, which 
briefly means that the spoiler surface cells were “stretched” to preferred position while the 
front end was fixed. The unattached spoiler consisted of the same geometry as the fastened, 
but was freely moved to different positions, close to the rear end of the windshield. 

Modification of the side windows may very well affect the flow in the passenger compart-
ment, as descibed by [3]. Modification of the side window design was simply performed 
through extension of the original geometry 100 mm horizontally and 50 mm vertically, in two 
separate steps.  

Concerning the wind blocker arrangement, four different types were used, namely two in-
side the passenger compartment, and two behind the rear seats. The first internal model was 
made to depict the existing wind blocker, available as an accessory for the Saab 9-3 converti-
ble, see Fig(17), (left). It covers the rear seat horizontally at shoulder height, and extends ver-
tically to the height of the imagined front seat passengers’ heads, just behind the same.  

The second internal model was designed in order to still be able to use the rear seat of the 
vehicle, but hopefully with the same wind comfort effects for the front seat passengers. There-
fore, its shape is almost like a tennis racket between the front seats.  

The first arrangement behind the rear seat was simply a screening window and the second 
more like a triangle with extension in the vehicle’s lateral direction. See Fig(18). The width of 
both configurations was 501 mm (distance between head centers of the passengers), whereas 
the height was tested as both 250 mm and 150 mm. 

6 RESULTS FROM GEOMETRY CONFIGURATIONS 

The described geometries where simulated one by one and the idea is to change the separa-
tion bubble or change parts of the flow, in a way that will reduce the wind speed acting on the 
passengers.  

6.1 Wind shield spoiler 

The idea with the fastened spoiler was principally to try to control the shape of the separa-
tion bubble in a preferable way for the passengers. The hope was that the flow would stay at-
tached a bit longer, and after that being steered so that the inflow into the low-pressure area 
could be decreased. 

The 73 mm long spoiler was adjusted in six different angles: 0°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 30° and 40°. 
After having evaluated these results a 150 mm long and 15° angled spoiler was also created. 
Besides, this was designed to be slightly plow shaped (15 mm extra morphed height in the 
middle). Visualization of all set-ups follows. 
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Figure 19: Path lines showing the air flow with different spoiler configuration 

As the angle increases the separation bubble is first lifted, besides with a slight “plow ef-
fect” for the longer spoiler, but at 30° the flow changes dramatically. The smooth shape over 
the interior can no longer be preserved when the reattachment to the trunk is no more there. 
More air is sucked into the bubble, which means a stronger forward directed air motion inside 
the passenger compartment. In terms of wind comfort this is a great disadvantage. 

6.2 Unattached wind shield spoiler 

The plan with the unattached spoiler was the same as for the fastened spoiler and that is to 
more distinctly steer the flow after the front windshield. However, this specific approach has 
its ground in observed efforts to delay separation on airplane wings.  

 
Figure 20: Velocity vectors to visualize the flow 

The unattached spoiler, with the same size and shape as the fastened model, was imple-
mented with three variables in mind. These were the distance in z- and x-direction, respec-
tively from the windshield but also the angle of the spoiler itself. The angle was only tested as 
0° or 15°, whereas the distances were varied more extensively. This means that the following 
set-ups, where the nomenclature is “z-distance”_“x-distance”_“angle”, were used: 10_30_0, 
10_30_15, 10_50_0, 20_30_0 and 30_30_0. No particular theory acted as foundation; instead 
it was trial and evaluation that lead to the specific settings tested. 
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Figure 21: Pathlines colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] passing over the windshield, for the set-ups 10_30_0, 

10_30_15, 10_50_0, 20_30_0 and 30_30_0, respectively 

The main part of the flow close to the windshield passes under the spoiler, and is then 
again directed upwards. Thus, the shape of the separation bubble is not affected in a consider-
able way. It may be a bit surprising that the wind comfort seems to be rather good, when the 
flow is first forced downwards to the interior. But a reduced pressure gradient in the area of 
the shear layer is reducing the turbulent air speed in the cockpit. No insinuation that the flow 
would strengthen the forward directed motion in the interior could be observed. 

6.3 Modified windows 

Two design changes were carried out, where the first was to tangentially lengthen the win-
dows 100 mm in the x-direction. The other was to, with preserved prolongation, also increase 
the height (in the z-direction) 50 mm tangentially. 

The vector plots on the symmetry plane showed that hardly any changes have occurred, 
compared to the original case. 

After having inspected the flow field in various ways no relevant absolute wind comfort 
improvements can be observed. 

6.4 Wind blockers 

The biggest reason for the wind comfort issue is air drawn into the cockpit by the low pres-
sure inside the separation bubble. The natural solution to this then seems to be simply block-
ing the air with some kind of arrangement. The purpose with the existing wind blocker is to 
improve the comfort in the front seat and the rear seat can not be used with this installed. The 
wind blockers proposed here make it possible for a passenger to sit in the rear seat and the 
hope is that it will also improve the comfort both in front and rear seat.  

For all wind blocker cases the vector plots on the symmetry plane show very clear differ-
ences, compared to the original set-up. Starting with the internal models a flow of nearly zero 
speed appears in the front seat. The wind speed on the head of the front passengers was re-
duced to about half with both these wind blockers compared to having no wind blocker. Also, 
in the alternative model the forward directed flow seems to be slightly weaker by the rear seat 
than in the original model. 
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Figure 22: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the surface z=1.2 m, for the current internal model 

(left) and the alternative (right) 

The screening window models on the other hand all gave surprisingly negative results. 
Even though the flow from behind is stopped (in very similar ways) the turning-point of the 
separation bubble has become stronger and more widely spread. This in turn results in a more 
powerful forward directed flow, most evident for the solid material model. 
 
 

   
Figure 23: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the symmetry plane (y=0), for the porous screen 

model (left) and the solid (right) 

 

      
Figure 24: Vectors colored by velocity magnitude [m/s] on the symmetry plane (y=0), for the front and rear 

combination (left), and the triangular model (right).  

The arrangement with both internal and external wind blockers Fig(24) showed the same 
problem, however with a little milder forward flow effect, owing to the front blocker. It was 
further true that the triangular set-up made reattachment easier, but unfortunately it could nei-
ther repair the occurring damage. Lower height of the two external models on the other hand 
meant a lower speed of the forward directed flow, and seemed to be a compromise between 
stopping the flow from behind and not making the effect of the separation bubble stronger. 
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6.5 Summary of results  

 
 

Figure 25: Result of average wind speed on passengers head 

Fig(25) show a summary of the results regarding wind speed acting on the head of a pas-
senger in the rear seat. Front seat result is marked with a green triangle and the drag is marked 
with a red square. The horizontal red line is the unchanged car for the rear seat, and the green 
line is for the front seat.  

The fastened spoiler can give a small improvement when using the longer 15 degree angled 
spoiler that is identified by no:4 (2.9m/s). The improvement is small compared to improve-
ment caused by the unattached spoiler that show a potential to reach 2.35(m/s) in the last con-
figuration. The modified and enlarged side windows showed small improvement, and in 
principal all the wind blocker configurations made this value worse. The only wind blocker 
that made a small improvement was the wind blocker between the front seats (no:19). 

The drag increases some with the wind shield spoilers. It also increase a significant step 
when the attached spoiler is angled more than 30 degrees. This indicates that the flow pattern 
is dramatically changed and the wake is getting bigger. 

Improvement for the front seat is significant for the existing wind blocker and the wind 
blocker between the front seats (no:18,19). 

7 CONCLUSIONS  

This method to compare average wind speed on the passengers head in CFD is an easy to 
use and quick method to roughly evaluate the wind comfort of an open convertible.  

For this car, the only proposed change that made any significant improvement was an unat-
tached spoiler (with an air gap) at the wind shield.  

Modification to the side windows can have some potential in improvement of the wind 
comfort but will probably affect the styling more than the wind comfort. 
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Non of the wind blockers tested here made any significant improvement for the rear seat 
passengers comfort, but the internal models made huge improvement for the front seat pas-
sengers. 
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$��� ����� ;����� ���� 3�����%��� "��� 3��!������ "� ��  ��� �/����3���  ����>� $��� ����� ���

3��1�������� ������ �3�8�;����� �����!����%=�%�!����� �����!����� ����%�!������!� ��������� ��

�!� ��������#�;����� �����!� ���������!� ��������������!��������� �%��������C���������!� ����&���

�!� ������������� �� ����%�!�����!� ��������� ���!� ��������>�

$���%�����%�!�������!������%�!������!� ��������>�

.��� ���������!� ���������#� ���L ������K� �����F%������=�����33����#��>�>� �������������

��� ��@��� ����� ���3����� �!� ������������ ������ "����� ���� �3��  ��� "����  ��� �%=�%�!���� ���

�� ����� ��>�$��������!������ �����33�����!��� �������������� ��������� ����������� ����3����� �

 ����� ������!� ���%��������;���� ������"�������3����=���2"� �������E�4����� ��;%���� ��� �� �

 ����������E�� ����%� �=���!���  ��������"����  ��� ��� �2!��� ��������E���!��>�C��4�%����!���  ���

��!!���� ���%;���%�!����>�

$�������������3�����%�������=�����33����� �� ���=���&��'������')����� ���� �� ���=���&��

��#��)������C���������� ����&��������� ���3����;���!� ����% 3% ��!���=���&� �� �����3% ��!� ���

��� � =���&>� .�������  �������� �!� '�� ��� ���3����� �!� )#�*#��6� ������ ����  ��� ���� �!� ')� �!�

��#6��#5�*������>�.���  �����%3���;�E���#�  ���������!�  ���=���&����������)��������3�� �1����

���3������!��M#�5#5�6�������#C*C#CM)������>�

�

�3-�!���� ����-!����

$������%�� ����"�������������% �"� �� ��������, ����/����� ��1�������C>)*>�$�������%�� �����

��1��=����3��!������"� ������-,��33������"������� ����F%� ���� ����������"� ����������

1������ ���������!� "�� ����3�� ��F%� ���>�$���&+N����������� ���-(�!����2����������� ����

(��%34�"���%����!������� ������%�� ����>�

$���1����� �+3����%�����%3������3��1�����=�� ���,��7
����;��� ���2,���+��3���� ��� ����

!���7����%���
��&����F%� ����4����� ����3� ���������� ��� �����������%������� ����������������

���,��������2���� ������1�� �������������� �%� ����,�����4��3���!��� ��, ����/>�

�
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��L3����%��K������ ���� ����33����� ����% 3% ��!������=���&>�?�� ����%���=��%����� ���� ���

 �� �  ��������� ��������33������ ��6��� �����"�� ����� ��������!�  ���'�� ��'6�=���&�#��������

 �����=���&����1��=������ �%����"� ��������3���������������!��� ����%��������3��3�;� �����!�

 ��� =�%������ ����� ���>� ���  ��� ����� �!�  ��� =���&� '�#�  ���� ����� ���� ��� ��3����� )����� ���

��"�� ����� ��������!� ��� �����!� ��� ����J�=�� ���"��� ������� �=���&�����=������ �%����=����

3���������������!��� ���3����������1���3��� ��!� ���"�&�>�

��� L���� K� ����� ���� ��� �33����� ��� ��3% � �!�  ��� =���&� '�>� $���� ����� ���#� �33����� � �  ���

=�%������ �!�  ��� ������#� �>�>� )����� ��� %3� �����  ��� ����� �!�  ���  ����#� ��� ��3����� =��  ���

1����� �� 26C�D�4#�  ���  %�=%������ �� ���� �� ����  ��� �����;� ���; �>� .���  ��� ��� � =���&�#� �����

=�%������ ����� ���� ��� ��!����� !����  ��� �% 3% � �!�  ��� 3��1��%�� =���&>� ?�� � ���%��� =��

%����� �������������� � ����% �� ������ �����!� ����������2�>�>� ���3����%�������� ���4�=% � ���

�% �� ������ �����!� ���=���&�2�>�>� ���1��%����!� ���!��"�!������= ������� � ����3�� ��!� ������4�

"���������%#�1#�"#�&#�N�����O>�

$��� ������ ����  ��� ;��%��� ���� ��!����� =�� �� L"���K� ����� ���� "� �� �� � ����� � �  ��� �����

1����� �� ���  ��� ��!��� �� !��"� 26C�D�4>� $��� 3�������� �!�  ��� =����� � ����  ��� ����3���� ���

��3����� ���=������%;����������� ���J� �����!��� �����!� ���1��%���!� �����%;��������������%� ��!�

 ���� %����!� ���!��"������� ���� ����=� "���� ��� �����%����=�������� ��� ���&��= ��������� ���

!����"��&��!� ���/�%.��P������3��@�� �AMB�A5B>�

$���"�����#�  ��� ������ ����  ��� =��&�� ������ ���� ��!�����"� �� �� L"���K� ����� ���� ����  �����
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$������%� ��"���������3����� ��� ���  ����3�3������������E��� ���  �����!��3��������3����%���

��� �;��3����>������1���1����� ����;�����"�������%�����1��=�������������=��7� � � %=�����1��

=���� 3��  ��� ���� ���3�����  �� �� �� ����%���� ��� !%��+������  ���&�  �� �>� � � ���� #� ���;�

���!!����� �� ��1�� =���� ����%�� ��� !���  ��� !%���  ����� �� � ����  ���� �����3����� !��� �����

���3���� ���!� ��� ����>�

1*(� ����"�!$����! �'-!����

���  ���� 3�� � ���� 3����� ��� �� ���3��� �!� !�;%���� "�����  ��� 1����� �� ��;�� %���

�G2%IH1IH"I4
�D)

�����=����3��  ������������ �������� ���E�� ���!��"��1��% ���>�$���!��"���;����

���  ��� ;�3� =� "����  ��� %����=����� �!�  ��� 1������� ����  ���  ���&� =��� 3����� �� �������;�8�  ���

��%�  ��  �3�� !��"� ��� ��;%������ �� ���%3 ��� =��  ��� 3�����;� =�;���� ����  ��� �����+��� ������

����;�� � �  ��� �� ������ ������ ����J� � � ��� ������ ���E��� =�� !��"� ��3��� ���� ���� !���� ���� �!�

1�� ������ �����3���;�������=������=�%!!�=����;���� ��#�����=���� ���������������!��">�

�

.��� ��� ����#�  ��� ��;� � 3�� � �!� .�;>�*� ���"��  ��� 1����� �� ��;�� %��� ���  ��� �� ������ ;�3�
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1����� ����;�� %������ ����������=�;�����1� ���!� ���3�"�������� ������!���� ���;��%��#��>�>�
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 �����"���;�����!� ��� ����>�������� ��� ����� ����=� "���� �����;� �����;��E����2�3�������;��

%�����6C�D�4����� ������&�����;������2�3�������;���1���6C�D�4�;�1������������!�� �� ���&����>�

�����3�� ��#�!��� #� ����=�%������������������;������ �����"�3�� � ������� ���%33���3�� ��!� ���
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�

��������� ��1��%���E�� ���=�%��������������� ���%����=�������;�����!� ��� ������ � �����1����!�

 ���3�"����������� ���!��� ������#������1��%����!�1����� ����1��=������ ��� ���!�����!!���� �

��� ����� !����  ��� ;��%��� 21�� ����� ����� ���4� ���� !��� ��!!���� � 3��� �� %�����  ���  �����

2���;� %����������� ���4>�.�;>����! ����"�� ���1����� ��3��!�������� ����������3�� ��!� ��� ���&�
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��� ����������3�� ��!� ��� ���&�2��! 4���������� ��������2��;� 4�
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"������� ����!����=� ��3�� ��!� ��� ����>�

1*)� ����"�!$��:��-!�������!0��-��� '���$� �,����

��������� ��F%�� �!�� ������ �����E������!� ���!��"���� ���%����=�������;���#� ����1��% �����!�

1����� ��%����� �������=��������=����3��  ��������!!���� �3��� ���!� ����% �������!� ��� ����>�
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����%�������������=�� ���3��=�������%������� �����#�"����1��%���� ������;� %���������3���� �

%��!� ���1����� �� ��=%���� �����;���>�.�;>�5���! �3����� �� �������;������ � �������!!���� ����;� 8�

)��������� ���;��%��#�5���@%� �%����� ������������������ � ���"�������1���� ���3��� ����
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.�;%���58��1��% �����!� ���%����3���� �����%�� ���!�����!!���� �L�������K�3��� �����

,���������� ������=���������� ��������%� �>��=�% �����E����!��� ���=�!���� ���������!�

 ���  ����#� �� F%��&� 1����� �� 1���� ���� 2�=�% � ���D�4� ��� ��������� =��  ��� �������#�"����� ���  ���

�!!�� ��!����%�3��������E�����%�� �� ��������� ����=�� ��� ������33�����>������� ���� ��#� ���

1����� ��!������=�%3 �������=���������;� �1�>�$��������������� ���;���3��� ����%����� ��������

�!� ���$(�>�$���� ���1����� ��;��"����3����#�"�����������3����� �� ���!��"�%����� ���=����

�!� ��� ����>��! ��#��>�>�!��� ���3�����;����������#�� �����=���� ����� �� � ���3�������� ���!� ���

������ ��1��1��� �� 3�������� �� ���  ��� ��;���>� $��� 3����;�� �!� ����� =�;��� ���� �� ������ ;�3� ���
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Abstract: We present CFD-simulations of the flow around the aerodynamic train model (ATM).
The turbulence modelling technique is detached eddy-simulation (DES), where the DES model
is based on the k-ω SST RANS model. The Reynolds number for the simulation is 60.000 based
on the hydraulic diameter (3m in full scale), free-stream velocity and kinematic viscosity of air.
The model used is in 1:50 scale. The numerical results are compared to water tunnel experi-
mental data on the ATM available from the German Aerospace Center (DLR). The velocity field
is measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV). The numerical setup is made to match the
experimental setup as close as possible. Focus of the analysis is on the flow in the wake of the
train. Comparisons of the averaged velocity and the velocity fluctuations in the wake shows
that the overall levels and trends are captured by the numerical simulations. However, the peak
value of the velocity magnitude in the wake seems to be overestimated by the DES technique
used.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When designing the next generation of high-speed trains it is of importance to predict the
flow structures behind the train, since large velocity and pressure fluctuations in the wake affect
the surroundings. This is a severe safety issue for people standing on a platform, track workers
and other trains passing. Even though ground vehicles such as cars, trains or trucks have differ-
ent body shapes, knowledge of the flow structures in the wake for one vehicle type will help for
the understanding of the others. The large boundary layer at the rear of the train needs special
consideration in train aerodynamics. The large size is an effect of the long slender body of the
train.

For geometries similar to a train, two main flow patterns in the wake have been identified
by Morel [1]. One flow pattern consists of a large separation bubble and the other pattern is
dominated by two counter-rotating vortices.

The flow patterns also have different effects on the drag of the vehicle. For instance did
Kee et. al. try to control the structures in the wake of a passenger car to reduce the drag [2].
Changing the wake was done by altering different part on the rear of the vehicle. One of their
conclusions was that for one alteration the drag was reduced, but the size of the wake was
increased. Even though they might not have changed the flow topology, this shows that the
connection between the drag and the wake is complex.

Incidents related to slipstream in England were reviewed by the Rail Safety & Standards
board in England [3]. It reports two incidents involving people and 13 involving pushchairs
between 1972 and 2005 that can be connected to the slipstream phenomenon. These incidents
involve people getting almost swept of their feet, pushchairs turned over or sucked under the
train. Most of these are connected to freight trains. Today, as the speed of passenger trains
increase, it is important to study the effects of slipstream, so that future accidents can be avoided.

Baker investigates pollutant particles and gases and how they spread in the wake [4] . The
particle paths in the flow are determined by the flow field, which has to be simulated. These
pollutants could be either particles from the tires or gases from the exhaust of the engine and
they damage human health. Hence it is important to see how the spread around the road/rail.

For road vehicles Yang et.al. studied the effects of a truck passing a stationary car with the
hood of the car open [5]. This is studied to ensure that the effect of passing truck does not
cause any damage to the stationary car, such as deformation of the hood or breaking the holding
mechanism. They found the force on the hood of the car to have up to five peaks. The reason
for this is that the hood of the car experiences different pressure regions, with either high or low
pressure. They found that some critical parameters were lateral distance between the stationary
car and passing truck, the angle of the open hood and the speed of the truck. This flow case
has similarities with that of a passenger standing on a train platform. Even though the distance
might be different and the geometries of the passing vehicles are different, similar behavior
could be expected.

In terms of computational work on high-speed trains, there a numerous articles on cross-
wind stability. In [6], Large eddy simulations (LES) is used to perform calculations on a
simplified train model influences by a cross-wind. Wall functions have been used and the mesh
contained 8.5 to 11.5 million cells. The results are validated against experimental data and a
good agreement was found for the time-averaged pressure distribution for both the finer and the
coarser grid. Also, the instantaneous values of the aerodynamic forces were studied. Analyzing
these, the most dominant Strouhal number for the lift and side forces was found to be 0.1 and
0.7 respectively.
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In [7] DES is used to calculate the flow around the Ahmed body. This is simplified car
model, which exhibits different flow structures depending on the slant angle. The different flow
structures are the same as discussed in [1]. [7] investigates the issue with grid induced sepa-
ration, which could arise with DES and a badly constructed grid. The paper also investigates
the difference between Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models and Detached Eddy
Simulation (DES). For 25◦ slant angle, the RANS models show differences to experimental
results and seem to be strongly dependent on numerical setup. The computations using DES
show an improvement compared to the RANS model and is able to capture the trailing vortices
in the flow.

In this paper we present CFD-simulations of the flow around the aerodynamic train model
(ATM). The turbulence modelling technique is detached eddy-simulation (DES), where the
DES model is based on the k-ω SST RANS model. The numerical results are compared to
water tunnel experimental data on the ATM. The velocity field is measured using particle image
velocimetry (PIV). Focus of the analysis is on the flow in the wake of the train.

The paper is organized as follows. The first section contains the description of the train model
and computational domain. Thereafter, the numerical and experimental setup are presented in
the subsequent sections. This leads to up the section with the results of the different methods.
The results are the analyzed in the next section. The paper then ends with conclusions.

2 THE AERODYNAMIC TRAIN MODEL

In this paper, simulations of the flow around the Aerodynamic Train Model (ATM) are an-
alyzed. The geometry for the numerical simulation is based on an experimental setup, which
consists of a stationary tank filled with water and a model of the ATM mounted on a ramp that
drags the model through the water. In the numerical simulations the ATM-model is stationary
and the flow is moving, which also means that the walls of the tank are moving. The ATM-
model is 1:50 scale and has the dimension 2.14m× 0.060m× 0.073m. To non-dimensionalize
the results the reference length is taken as the hydraulic diameter dh of the train. This means that
with dh = 3m for the full scale train, dh = 0.06m for the scaled model. With the characteristic
velocity as the free stream velocity u∞ the characteristic time is Tref = dh

u∞
= 0.0033s. The

Reynolds number, based on the hydraulic diameter and free stream velocity is 60, 000.
The computational domain is showed in Fig. 1. The yz-plane was made to correspond to

the cross-section of the water tank whereas the length of the computational domain was limited
due to the computational costs. Further investigations of the influence of the length of the
computational domain will be done in future work.

3 NUMERICAL SETUP

The software used for the simulations is Star-CD 4.06 from CD-adapco. The software is a
second-order finite volume solver. It has different options for turbulence modelling, (one- and
two-equation models), DES and LES.

3.1 Grid

The computational grid used for the numerical simulation is a trim-hexa grid with 18.6 mil-
lion cells. It has 5 prism layers and 6 refinement zones. When designing the grid, the resolution
of the wake was prioritized, since this is the region of interest in this study. Also, it is the part
of the flow field that contains most of the separated flow. The smallest cell size in the part of
the wake that is closest to the train is 0.0125dh, compared to the largest cells in the free stream
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Figure 1: The computational domain

which are of size 0.33dh

A schematic overview of the refinement zones are shown in Fig. 2 together with the resulting
grid close to the rear of the train.

3.2 Turbulence model

The turbulence model used in the simulations is DES based on the k − ω two-equation
RANS model. Subsequently, we refer to this DES-model as DES-kω. The general idea of the
DES methodology is to replace a length scale in the RANS formulation to a filter length in the
region of separated flow. The filter length is chosen such that the DES corresponds to a LES
method in regions far from the wall and a RANS method close to the walls. The filter length ∆
of DES is

∆ = max(∆x, ∆y, ∆z). (1)

The DES modification for the k − ω RANS model was introduced in [8]. The length scale of
the k − ω RANS model is

lkω =
k1/2

C∗ω
(2)
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Figure 2: Grid refinement zones and grid close to the rear of the train

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ω is the turbulence frequency and C∗ is a constant where
C∗ ≈ 0.09, respectively. In DES-kω the length scale in (2) is replaced by the DES length scale
l̃, where

l̃ = min(lkω, CDES∆). (3)

When the length scale for the k − ω model is shorter than the grid spacing, the length scale is
identical to the corresponding RANS model. When the grid spacing is shorter, however, the
resulting length scale is the same as in a LES.

In the k − ω based DES model used, the modified length scale in (3) is only applied in the
dissipation term in the equation for the turbulent kinetic energy. The dissipation term for k in
the standard k − ω RANS model Dk

kω is

Dk
kω =

ρk3/2

lkω

. (4)

In DES-kω it is changed to

Dk
DES =

ρk3/2

l̃
. (5)

3.3 Discretization in space and time

The numerical scheme used for discretization in space for the simulations presented in this
paper is the Monotone advection and reconstruction scheme (MARS), [10]. The scheme has
two steps; reconstruction and advection. The reconstruction uses a Total Variation Diminishing
(TVD) scheme to compute the monotone gradients. The advection then uses the reconstructed
flow properties to compute the fluxes from the advected quantities using a monotone advection
scheme. This is a second order accurate scheme, with a user defined compression factor γ.
This factor is between 0 and 1. For high values the scheme is less diffusive, but becomes
computationally more demanding. The opposite hold for for low values of γ. In the simulations,
γ was set to γ = 0.9.
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For time discretization a second order implicit solver was used. The time step ∆t of the
calculation was ∆t = 1.25 · 10−2Tref . A smaller time step was used in the beginning for
stability reasons.

3.4 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions used are standard boundary conditions in Star-CD. Below, we give
a short overview. For the details we refer to [10].

3.4.1 Wall

There are two different wall boundary conditions used in the simulation, moving and sta-
tionary walls. A no-slip condition is set on both types, but the moving walls move with u∞
relative to the coordinate system fixed on the train. This means that the walls corresponding
to the train are stationary and the walls in the far field are moving. At the wall, a hybrid-wall
model is applied. The model uses low- or high-Re models according to the y+-values obtained
at the first cell at the wall.

3.4.2 Inlet

This boundary condition sets the three velocity components and two turbulent quantities at
the inlet. In the present simulations, the freestream velocity (u∞, 0, 0) is given. Low turbulent
intensity, 5 · 10−3 was assumed at the inflow boundary, since the train model was moving into a
stationary fluid, and the estimated turbulent length scale is of the order of size of the train.

3.4.3 Pressure outlet

At the outlet boundary the pressure is prescribed to zero gauge pressure, assuming that the
outlet boundary is far enough downstream to have a uniform pressure distribution. The tan-
gential components are put to zero and the normal components are then extrapolated from the
interior of the domain.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental data that were used for validation was obtained from the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR). In the experiments, the model train was fixed to a ramp and then dragged through
a water tank. The measurements of the flow was taken with the Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) technique. Two cameras were used with an offset towards each other, with each camera
taking 80 frames per run. The velocity of the train model in the tank is 1m/s for all experi-
ments. The measurements were taken on a horizontal plane z = 0.4dh over the ground. The
ATM-model used for the experiments had 4 cars. However, in order to mimic a longer train
additional car gaps were added to the model, giving a total of 9 inter car gaps.

5 RESULTS

All results presented are normalized by u∞ and dh.The mean velocity computed in the nu-
merical simulation is compared to the velocities measured in the experiments. In the CFD
results, the mean velocity is the average over time of each discrete time step. For the experi-
mental data the average is an ensemble average taken over different uncorrelated runs. The time
average is taken over about 2000 time steps, while the ensemble is taken over 29 runs.
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The reference frame is different in the numerical simulations and the experiments, i.e. the
coordinate system is fixed to the train in the numerical simulations and to the ground in the
experiments, respectively. Hence the velocities need to be transfered to the same reference
frame. Due to the area of application, train aerodynamics, a ground fixed coordinate system has
been chosen.

From the PIV measurements two-dimensional velocities in the measured plane are obtained.
This means that only two velocity components of the CFD-computations are used. That is, the
velocity magnitude computed is transformed according to

Uexp =
√

(U∞ − UCFD)2 + V 2
CFD (6)

where U and V are mean values. The root-mean-square (RMS) values are also computed and
compared. The urms is calculated as

urms =
√

< u2 > − < u >2 (7)

where <> is the average value of the instantaneous velocity u.
First the flow fields are compared visually. In Fig. 3 the flow field from the numerical sim-

ulation and in Fig. 3 the flow field from the experimental study are shown. These are averaged
quantities and is only provided to give a visual and not an absolute comparison.

Figure 3: Velocity magnitude from numerical computations (upper figure) and from experiments (lower figure)

To illustrate the presence of vortices on the wake region, the Q-factor and pressure is plotted
in Fig. 4 for the downstream positions x = 1.75dh and 3dh. The Q-factor is defined as

Q = (ΩijΩij − SijSij) (8)
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where Ωij = 1
2
( ∂ui

∂xj
− ∂uj

∂xi
) and Sij = 1

2
( ∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi
) are the antisymmetrical and symmetrical

part of the velocity gradient, respectively. Positive and high values of Q are necessary conditions
for vortex cores, see [11]. To ensure a sufficient condition, the pressure shall decrease as well.
In Fig. 4 the pressure coefficient Cp is also plotted at the same downstream position.

Figure 4: Normalized Q-factor and pressure coefficient for the downstream positions 1.75dh and x = 3.0dh from
the numerical computation

To be able to compare the experimental and numerical results in detail, the streamwise lo-
cation has to be calibrated. The fixing of the position of the train is done manually in the
post-processing of the experimental results and can therefore be inaccurate. To pursue a cali-
bration of the exact location of the train, the mean u component and the mean velocity mag-
nitude were used at y = −0.75dh as shown in Fig. 5. The peak at the front of train, i.e. the
head pressure pulse, was chosen as a calibration point. This calibration point was chosen since
the head pressure pulse is a strong phenomenon, and can be correctly captured even in simple
models. Hence, it can be assumed that this point is well described in both the experimental and
numerical results, respectively.

To show the convergence of the results the streamwise velocity, the velocity magnitude, the
root-mean-square value of u and the mean Reynolds stress component u′v′, respectively at the
centerline of the train (y = 0) in the wake are plotted for different times in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It
is clear that the results are converged for the later times.

Next, the results from the numerical and experimental studies are compared in the wake of
the train. Two xz- and two yz-planes have been used. First the solution along the centerline
y = 0dh and along y = 0.233dh are plotted. The line y = 0.233dh was chosen, since the
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Figure 5: Average u-component of the velocity (left figure) and average velocity magnitude (right figure) as a
function of x/dh at y = −0.75dh

peak value of the velocity magnitude in the wake is located along this line. The mean velocity
magnitude is shown in Fig. 8 and the urms in Fig. 9.

For the xz-planes the value x = 1.75dh, which would correspond to the peak value of the
velocity, and x = 3dh were considered. The mean velocity magnitude is shown in Fig. 10 and
the urms in Fig. 11.

6 ANALYSIS

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the results are not symmetric in respect to the spanwise
direction. This is an expected result since the geometry is not symmetric, due to the platform on
one side of the train. This can clearly been seen in the numerical results. However, since there
are only experimental results on the platform side of the train it is not possible to fully justify
the asymetry from the experimental data.

The two trailing vortices in the wake are clearly seen in Fig. 4, as the normalized Q-factor
is high and the pressure is clearly lower than the ambient pressure in the vortex cores. The
influence of the platform is visible and the vortex closest to the platform is lifted due to the
presence of the platform.

The calibration of the location by fixing the position of the head pressure pulse can be seen
in Fig. 5. The front of the train is located at −35dh and the rear at 0.85dh. As argued in Sec. 5
the calibration of the x-location of the train was done at the head pressure pulse, that is at the
front of train. However, this implies some uncertainties in the comparisons of the results in
the wake of the train. For example, since the train moves in the experiments and the cameras
are fixed the length of the train has to be calculated from the difference in time. This means
that the velocity must be constant and known exactly. Since the comparison is sensitive to the
streamwise position an error in the streamwise position affects the whole comparison.

Some of the oscillations in the experimental data are due to the overlaps between the different
frames. The pictures taken from different cameras overlap so that the results can be matched.
Since the pictures are taken at different times, the flow could have changed between the pictures
giving a bad match. In addition, this yields two different values at the same location in space
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Figure 6: Average u-component of the velocity (left figure) and average velocity magnitude (right figure) as a
function of x/dh at y = 0dh, t = t1 = 6.0 × Tref , t2 = 22.5 × Tref , t3 = 27.0 × Tref , t4 = 39.0 × Tref , t5 =
40.5× Tref

which causes unphysical oscillations in the plots. In general, the numerical results seems to
underpredict the velocity magnitude along the train, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

In the wake the peak values of the averaged velocity magnitude do not match between the
simulated and the experimental data, see Fig. 8. The experimental results seem to show that the
velocity goes down towards zero and the numerical show an increase. Remembering that the
results are in a ground-fixed reference frame, the u-component of the velocity should go towards
the speed of the train (u∞). What in Fig. 8 appears as a decrease close to the vehicle at y = 0.233
is in fact an decrease followed by an increase of velocity. The decrease of the experimental data
could be a problem of locating the train body in the experiments. At the train body there are
no fluid particles, so the velocity can not be measured with PIV in this region. The shapes of
the experimental and the numerical data are, however, in excellent agreement, although slightly
shifted in the streamwise direction. The levels of the urms-values agree very well, although the
shapes do not match as well as for the averaged values. Further investigations are needed before
any main conclusions can be drawn about the accuracy of the turbulent quantities, although
these results look promising.

As can be seen in Fig. 10 the shape of the averaged velocity in the wake is well captured
by the numerical simulations. However, as in Fig. 8, the level is overpredicted. This can be
due to the problem of fixating the location of the train, as mentioned above. This needs to
be investigated further, since the level of the velocity magnitude is of outermost importance
for slipstream investigations. The levels of the urms-values fit rather well and the shape of the
curves of the numerical and experimental data agree further downstream in the wake. As above,
further investigations are needed in order to draw any main conclusions of the accuracy of the
turbulent quantities in the numerical simulations.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations have been performed on the aerodynamic train model. The turbulence
model used is the detached eddy simulation based on the k−ω two-equation RANS model. The
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Figure 7: The urms value (left figure) and average Reynolds stress component u′v′ (right figure) as a function of
x/dh at y = 0dh for different t

results are compared to results from experiments conducted in a water tank, with the exact same
train model, using PIV to measure the flow.

The time-averaged values of the numerical simulation are compared in a ground-fixed coor-
dinate system to the ensemble average of the experimental work. Because of the inability of
PIV to locate the wall of the train, the streamwise position needs to be calibrated between the
two methods. This is done by locating the velocity peak at the front of the train. To show that
the time-average values of numerical solution has converged, the results are compared in the
wake for different times.

The comparison between the two models are then performed visually by investigating the
contour plot of the velocity magnitude and quantitatively by the velocity profile for two stream-
wise positions and two spanwise positions. The results show good agreement in terms of general
trends and the length of the wake, but not in terms of peak value, where the numerical simula-
tion give a higher peak. The numerical simulations are also investigated further by examining
the Q-factor and the pressure in the wake of the train. These quantities is used to locate vortices
and from the numerical simulation the two trailing vortices in the wake of the train can easily
be identified.
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Figure 8: Comparison of mean velocity magnitude as a function of of x/dh at y = 0dh (left figure) and y =
0.233dh (right figure)
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Figure 10: Comparison of mean velocity magnitude as a function of of y/dh at x = 1.75dh (left figure) and
x = 3.0dh (right figure)

Figure 11: Comparison of urms as a function of of y/dh at x = 1.75dh (left figure) and x = 3.0dh (right figure)
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Abstract: Unlike in airfoil or turbo-engine design where stochastic optimization methods like
evolutionary algorithms and auxiliary surrogate models like artificial neural networks have be-
come a common development tool, the aerodynamic optimization of passenger vehicles is still
carried out manually. That means the results of the optimization are highly depending on the
knowledge and also on the preferences of the responsible engineer. In this paper common meth-
ods from aeronautics are transferred to the automotive domain. The aerodynamic properties
of a simplified vehicle test body are optimized by means of evolutionary algorithms and artifi-
cial neural networks for surrogate modeling. The objective functions to be optimized are the
aerodynamic properties drag, lift, and lift balance. Their evaluation is carried out by means
of computational fluid dynamics, namely the commercial software package PowerFLOW with
the underlying lattice Boltzmann method. In a first step the so-called covariance matrix adap-
tation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) - a state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithm with powerful
self-adaptive capabilities - is used to minimize the drag of the test body and to prove the fea-
sibility of the method. In a second step the multi-objective version of the CMA-ES is used to
optimize all three objectives simultaneously. For evolutionary algorithms a certain population
size is necessary for a reasonable application of the method. To reduce the computational cost
caused by the CFD evaluations of a whole population a surrogate model like an artificial neural
network can be applied. In this paper a radial basis function network is used together with the
single-objective version of the CMA-ES, drastically reducing the number of exact evaluations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Optimization in vehicle aerodynamics

In the present world with increasing ecological awareness and strict environmental legisla-
tion, the aerodynamic properties of passenger vehicles are becoming more and more important.
Especially at highway speeds, drag is a main influencing factor on the fuel consumption and
consequently on the carbon dioxide emissions of a car. However, lift and especially lift balance
between front and rear axle may not be disregarded due to their crucial influence on the cars
dynamic stability.

While wind tunnels have already been used to manually optimize the aerodynamic proper-
ties of vehicles for decades and are still a fundamental tool during the development of a new
car, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is becoming more and more important with increasing
computer power. Especially in the early phase of development, numerical simulations are an
advantageous tool for the evaluation of numerous different design variants. CFD hence also
offers the possibility of applying numerical optimization techniques, which are a common de-
velopment tool in aeronautics or turbomachinery design but which have scarcely been used
in the automotive domain so far. A rather novel CFD method is the so-called lattice Boltz-
mann method (LBM [1]), which differs significantly from well-known finite volume methods
in the underlying physical approach but which leads to comparable results in combination with
some practical benefits. The most important one is that no geometry-dependent volume mesh
is needed. The commercial LBM software package PowerFLOW was used by the presend au-
thor (for details of the underlying physics see [2]), it provides the possibility of automated grid
generation in the fluid domain and only needs a surface mesh of the geometry which is to be
optimized.

The LBM is inherently transient which leads to noisy fitness function values of drag, lift and
lift balance. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the fitness function landscapes will be multi-
modal and discontinuous due to abrupt changes in the flow topology when the geometry of the
car is modified. For instance, stall may suddenly occur or vanish at certain points or vortices
may be generated and disappear respectively. Therefore, deterministic numerical optimization
methods like gradient-based methods would fail at globally optimizing the shape of the vehicle.
Stochastic optimization methods are hence a reasonable choice, especially evolutionary algo-
rithms (EA) are widely used in the aforementioned optimization of airfoils or turbomachines.
Surrogate models can be additionally used to reduce the computational cost of EA, among them
artificial neural networks (ANN) are quite popular. This combined approach is described in
[3] for example and was also used in this work. The Shark machine learning library [4] is an
open-source C++ library which provides a number of EA as well as surrogate models like ANN,
therefore it was used as a basis to create an own workflow.

1.2 Geometrical parameterization of passenger cars

One reason for the rare use of numerical optimization methods in the automotive domain
until now might be the suitable parameterization of a passenger vehicle. While airfoils or blades
of turbomachines can adequately be described by arcs and Bezier curves, the parameterization
of a car is rather vague. However, the parameterization is crucial for good optimization results
and shall cope with several requirements.

On the one hand it is good to have as few parameters as possible to keep the dimensionality
of the problem low and thus the amount of computational effort, because the more dimensions
exist the more simulations are needed to find a good overall solution. On the other hand it
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is the power of numerical optimization methods to find new and perhaps unexpected shapes.
The geometry therefore should have maximized flexibility for the result to be as unaffected as
possible by the user, but that tends to result in a lot of parameters. Moreover, the parameters
should not influence each other so that the geometry can still be created when one parameter
is set to its minimum and another one to its maximum for example. Otherwise dependent
constraints would be needed which can be very complicated and again bias the outcome of the
optimization. Certainly, the most important requirement is that the parameters have as much
influence as possible on the flow topology, leading to a maximized influence on the fitness
functions.

There are generally two possibilities of parameterizing a car, the overall and the relative
approach. The overall approach means to create the whole geometry parameterized in any
computer aided design (CAD) software. This is extremely complicated due to several reasons.
First of all, an entire car is much more geometrically complex than an airfoil for example.
It is usually built up from a multitude of different parts which all have to fit together. For
instance, if you are changing the shape of the back door, you will have to change the shape
of the back window as well but usually separately. Moreover, many free-form surfaces are
typically included in the geometry model of a real car which cannot be parameterized at all.
Parameters with the most influence on the flow topology would be such like the angle of the
windshield or the back window, slant angles at the rear, the position of the greenhouse and so on.
All of these are usually not directly available in a CAD model in opposition to the requirement
mentioned above. For an efficient optimization, the surface mesh finally has to be created anew
automatically every time the geometry is changed, this may lead to additional problems.

The relative approach means to build the geometry once and to create a surface mesh manu-
ally. Afterwards, certain deformations can be applied on the mesh. These deformations can be
defined so that they are directly related to the aforementioned parameters with the most influ-
ence. One shortcoming of this approach is the necessity to define new deformations for every
single design proposal, because the morphing of the mesh exclusively works with the underly-
ing base mesh. Another one is that the optimized geometry cannot directly be used by anybody
else, but the changed shape must be rebuilt with the CAD software manually.

(a) Minimum initial values (b) Maximum initial values

Figure 1: Exemplary variants of the test body for different parameter values

Generally, building a fully parameterized CAD model of a car for global optimization appar-
ently is a very difficult task and in most cases the relative approach with morphing the mesh will
be easier. Nevertheless, it was possible to create the simplified vehicle test body of the present
work with CATIA V5 because of its uncomplicated shape. It has eleven adjustable geometry
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parameters, mainly concerning its afterbody. Length, width, and height of the rear end can be
modified as well as its slant angles, the radii of its edges, and the vertical distance between its
lower edge and the underbody. Additionally, the radius of the longitudinal edges can also be ad-
justed. All parameters are initialized between 0 and 1 for the optimizer-internal calculation, the
scaling to the real values is applied when the geometry is created. Fig. 1 shows the minimum
and the maximum initialization of the test body. Most of the variables may decrease below 0
and increase above 1 respectively during the optimization to be able to search for optima outside
of the initialization box. Only values which would probably lead to non-feasible geometries are
already discarded due to boundary conditions before the CAD software is opened. Fig. 2 shows
the workflow which was used for the automated optimization of the simplified vehicle test body.

G e o m e t r y  c r e a t i o n

C A T I A  V 5

P r e p r o c e s s i n g

P o w e r C A S E

P o s t p r o c e s s i n g

E x a R I T O O L S

C o m p u t a t i o n

( F l u i d  m e s h i n g ,  P a r a l l e l i z a t i o n ,  S o l v i n g )

P o w e r F L O W

( E x a D I S C ,  E x a D E C O M P ,  E x a S I M )

S u r f a c e  m e s h i n g

A N S A

O p t i m i z a t i o n

S h a r k

W i n d o w s  /  P e r l

L i n u x  /  C + +  ( S h a r k )

Figure 2: Workflow, C++ (the Shark library) was used for scripting with Linux, Perl was used with Windows

2 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

The use of stochastic optimization methods is reasonable when dealing with noisy, mul-
timodal and discontinuous fitness function landscapes, as mentioned above. Besides Monte
Carlo methods like simulated annealing, evolutionary algorithms are the most widespread form
of stochastic optimization. Based on the same natural principles, genetic algorithms (GA) and
evolution strategies (ES) are the two most important kinds of EA, being developed indepen-
dently from each other mainly in the USA (GA) and Germany (ES) about 40 years ago [5].
They are mimicking the process of biological evolution by means of reproduction, mutation
and selection. It holds for both GA and ES that a so-called population of members - vectors
of the input space together with the according output value(s), called fitness - is proceeding
from one generation to another. In between, GA are emphasizing the process of reproduction,
their functionality requires a coding of the input values into bitstrings. This is analogous to the
human DNA. Two or more parents are selected, the parental bitstrings are then cut at a certain
number of points and mixed together by crossover of the strings. This produces either two or
only one offspring, if one of both is chosen at random and the other one is discarded. Then
mutation is applied by flipping a certain number of bits with a given probability. Reproduction
and mutation are repeated until a number of λ offspring has been produced. Depending on the
strategy, µ members of the new generation are selected either only from the λ offspring, called
(µ,λ)-selection, or from the whole population of parents and offspring, called (µ+λ)-selection.
In GA selection usually is done probabilistically, for example by assigning the individuals sec-
tors with a size matching their fitness on a virtual roulette wheel. After the members of the new
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generation are selected, reproduction starts again.
Contrary to GA, ES are real-valued optimization techniques by definition. The main operator

is mutation, creating one or more offspring according to a normal distribution centered at the
position of the parent individual. Then a given amount of offspring is selected deterministically
according to their fitness and a new parent is created usually by intermediate recombination
of the offspring. This recombination may also be weighted somehow according to the fitness
of the offspring which are combined. A main feature of ES is the self-adaption of the normal
distributions responsible for the mutation. In the original ES, every individual posseses an
own normal distribution-defining standard deviation as strategy parameter which is mutated,
recombined and selected simultaneously with the parameter values. This is very important for
the ES to learn something about the fitness function landscape and to adapt the step size of
the mutations. There exists a so-called evolution window [5] inside of which the optimization
makes the best progress. If the step size is too small premature convergence may occur, that
means the strategy might get trapped in local optima. Is it too big then random search behaviour
occurs and there is no benefit from using an ES.

2.1 The covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES)

The original concept of ES with only the single standard deviation of a normal distribution
as an own strategy parameter for each individual has some drawbacks. That is why the single
standard deviation was soon replaced by more sophisticated probability distributions. Fig. 3
shows the possibility of arbitrarily adapting the normal distributions in the search space when a
sufficient amount of parameters is used.

N. Hansen and A. Ostermeier

Figure 1: One- � lines of equal probability density of two normal distributions respec-
tively. Left: one free parameter (circles). Middle: � free parameters (axis-parallel ellip-
soids). Right:

� ���������
	�� free parameters (arbitrarily oriented ellipsoids).

algorithm. This paper is specifically concerned with the adjustment of the parameters
of the normal mutation distribution.

Among others, the parameters that parameterize the mutation distribution are
called strategy parameters, in contrast to object parameters that define points in search
space. Usually, no particularly detailed knowledge about the suitable choice of strat-
egy parameters is available. With respect to the mutation distribution, there is typically
only a small width of strategy parameter settings where substantial search progress
can be observed (Rechenberg, 1973). Good parameter settings differ remarkably from
problem to problem. Even worse, they usually change during the search process (pos-
sibly by several orders of magnitude). For this reason, self-adaptation of the mutation
distribution that dynamically adapts strategy parameters during the search process is
an essential feature in ESs.

We briefly review three consecutive steps of adapting normal mutation distribu-
tions in ESs.

1. The normal distribution is chosen to be isotropic. Surfaces of equal probability
density are circles (Figure 1, left), or (hyper-)spheres if ���� . Overall variance of
the distribution –– in other words the (global) step size or the expected step length ––
is the only free strategy parameter.

2. The concept of global step size can be generalized.2 Each coordinate axis is as-
signed a different variance (Figure 1, middle) –– often referred to as individual step
sizes. There are � free strategy parameters. The disadvantage of this concept is the
dependency on the coordinate system. Invariance against rotation of the search
space is lost. Why invariance is an important feature of an ES is discussed in Sec-
tion 6.

3. A further generalization dynamically adapts the orthogonal coordinate system,
where each coordinate axis is assigned a different variance (Figure 1, right). Any
normal distribution (with zero mean) can be produced. This concept results in

2There is more than one sensible generalization. For example, it is possible to provide one arbitrarily
oriented axis with a different variance. Then ����� parameters have to be adapted. Such an adaptation can
be formulated independent of the coordinate system.

2 Evolutionary Computation Volume 9, Number 2

Figure 3: Lines of equal probability densities for one (left, circles), n (middle, axis-parallel ellipsoids) and (n2+n)
2

(right, arbitrarily oriented ellipsoids) free parameters, from [6]

The covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [6][7] goes even further.
During the optimization process the shape of the probability distributions for mutation is stored
in a covariance matrix which can be geometrically displayed as a (hyper-) ellipsoid of constant
probability density. The update of the covariance matrix is completely derandomized which
means that its values are not entrained into the process of mutation, recombination and selec-
tion. Instead, the so-called evolution path of the evolution steps taken up to the recent generation
is used for the update of the covariance matrix, facilitating the CMA-ES to adapt to the fitness
function landscape via several generations. Additionally, the global step size is decoupled from
the mutation strength and weighted intermediate recombination is applied to the selected off-
springs to create a new starting point for the next generation.

With x as a parameter vector in the search space, m as the starting point for the new genera-
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tion obtained by weighted intermediate recombination of the former offspring, g numbering the
generations, σ as the global step size, N (0,C) as a multivariate normal distribution with zero
mean and covariance matrix C and λ as the population size the basic equation for sampling new
search points reads:

x(g+1)
k ∼ m(g) + σ(g)N (0,C(g)) for k = 1, ..., λ (1)

For getting m(g), the best µ individuals of the current generation g are used, that means the
CMA-ES is a non-elitist (µ,λ)-ES. The CMA-ES also preserves all important invariance prop-
erties. Apart from the initialization, translation, rotation and reflection of the object parameter
space do not have any influence on the performance of the optimization. This is an important
feature because the optimization method should not be biased towards any part of the search
space which might be the case if it would not be invariant against affine transformations.

The CMA-ES has shown its superiority over other evolutionary algorithms [8] and a quite
small population size is sufficient for the method (according to the proposal λ = 4 + 3 · ln(n),
with n as the number of dimensions; in this work therefore n = λ = 11). That is why it is the
method of choice for the present author.

2.2 The multi-objective CMA-ES

Multi-objective optimization has slightly different goals than single-objective optimization.
While the aim of single-objective optimization is of course to get the best possible value for
the one objective wich is examined, multi-objective optimization often has to deal with trade-
offs between different objectives. A classical example would be to simultaneously decrease the
weight of a device while increasing its stability. These are two oppositional goals so probably
one has to choose which compromise of the fitness function values is the favourite one. Different
ways are possible to compute such results. One way is to transfer the multi-objective problem
into a single-objective one by using the method of weighted sums or the Tchebycheff method.
This leads to the problem that the user has to decide before the optimization how important
each objective is. Another method is the so-called Pareto approach, where each vector in the
parameter space is assigned more than one fitness function value depending on the number
of objectives. To decide whether an individual is better than another the concept of Pareto
dominance is used. An individual of the population is Pareto dominant if all of its fitness
function values are at least as good as the ones of all the other individuals and if at least one
fitness function value is strictly better than the corresponding value of any other individual when
compared pairwise. This might include different fitness functions for different individuals.

The concept of Pareto dominance yields the advantage of being able to choose the favourite
solution with the desired compromise between the objectives from a whole set after the opti-
mization. The multi-objective variant of the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy
(MO-CMA-ES [9]) uses this method for its algorithm. Because all EA are dealing with popu-
lations and therefore a number of different design variants they are generally very well suited
for Pareto optimization. The MO-CMA-ES works different than the CMA-ES because the
single-objective variant starts from only a single point at each generation and the goal of the
MO-CMA-ES is to create a diverse set of solutions. Therefore, the MO-CMA-ES works as an
elitist (µ+λ)-ES but with an underlying (1+1)-scheme. That means that every individual of the
population produces exactly one offspring when µ equals λ as used by the present author. Then
all individuals are ranked and the best µ out of the whole population of µ+λ individuals are
selected. The ranking is based on the Pareto approach as described above. First all dominant
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individuals are assigned rank 1, then all individuals dominating the remaining population are
assigned rank 2 and so on. To have a sorting criterion for individuals which share the same rank
of dominance, the so-called hypervolume measure is used. This measure can be interpreted as
the size of dominated space, the individuals contributing the least amount to the hypervolume
are identified as the worst ones. This should maximize the diversity of the pareto front.

Because of the underlying (1+1)-scheme the cumulative step size as in the CMA-ES can-
not be applied. Nevertheless, better overall performance than with any other multi-objective
optimization method (like the genetical algorithm NSGA-II) is observed [9]. Therefore the
MO-CMA-ES was chosen for the multi-objective optimization of the vehicle test body.

3 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS AS A SURROGATE MODEL

To reduce the computational cost of EA so-called surrogate or metamodels can be used.
Their purpose generally is to distinguish good new individuals from bad ones so that only the
good ones are really exactly evaluated with a CFD simulation for example. The task of a
surrogate model therefore is to approximate the fitness landscape and to do any kind of inter- or
extrapolation.

Among quite a few different surrogate modeling techniques like response surface modeling
or Kriging, artificial neural networks are especially capable of high-dimensional interpolation
[10] which means that they are well-suited for the task of this work. Generally, ANN consist
of several layers of so-called neurons, highly interconnected among themselves and assigned
certain activation functions and connection weights. A lot of different kinds of ANN exist, a
common variant is the multilayer perceptron. It it widely used for metamodeling but another
variant of ANN is even better suited for the kind of task presented here.

3.1 Radial basis function networks

Radial basis function networks (RBFN) are a special kind of neural networks with three
layers, namely an input, a hidden and an output layer. RBFN are fully connected and feedfor-
ward [10]. Fig. 4 shows an RBFN with a single output unit, mapping an input vector x(t) of
dimensionality M nonlinearly to the N hidden neurons. The hidden neurons are then mapped
linearly to the single output. No weights are assigned to the connections between the input and
the hidden neurons but to each link from a hidden neuron to the output. Additionally, a scalar
bias value might be added to the output, this possibility is not included in the figure. RBFN are
especially well-suited for hypersurface approximation in a high-dimensional space what makes
them predestinated as a surrogate model for EA and therefore also for the CMA-ES.

The activation functions of an RBFN assigned with the hidden neurons are radial basis func-
tions, for example gaussian functions. Radial basis functions are functions depending on the
Euclidean distance between the input neurons and the center of the hidden neuron. When using
gaussian functions with variance v, the output value of the network for a dataset t is calculated
as follows:

ζ(t) = h
(t)
0 +

N∑
j=1

Ψj · exp

−1

2

M∑
i=1

(
x

(t)
i −mj

)2

vj

 . (2)

A reasonable choice for the number of hidden neurons is to set them equal to the number of
training patterns [3]. This has to do with the possibility of inverting the matrix H containing
the coefficients h(t)

n of the hidden neurons. This is always possible when H is non-singular and
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Figure 4: A radial basis function network without bias, from [11]

this is the case when gaussian functions are used (according to Michelli’s theorem). An RBFN
has the centers of the hidden neurons, the variances of their gaussian functions, the weights of
the connections to the output and, if existent, the bias added to the output neuron as parameters.
When the network is trained a mean squared error for the deviation between training patterns
and the prediction of the RBFN can be used for optimization. Then the parameters can be
optimized again by means of the CMA-ES to minimize the mean squared error.

3.2 The (MO-)CMA-ES with RBFN

To reduce the number of expensive exact CFD evaluations both the CMA-ES and the MO-
CMA-ES are enhanced with an RBFN to pre-evaluate the individuals of the new generation,
the concept mainly follows [3]. First a small number of generations is entirely simulated and
all the indivudals are stored in a database. Then local RBFN are used for every successive
generation to estimate the fitness values of the individuals and only the most promising ones
are evaluated via CFD and used to enlarge the database. Local RBFN mean that not the whole
database is used to build the network but only a flexible, limited amount of already simulated
individuals which are closest (regarding the Euclidean distance) to the new one which is to be
approximated. The algorithm reads as follows (numbers according to the test case):

• Step 1: Evaluate 4 (CMA-ES) / 2 (MO-CMA-ES) generations exactly

• Step 2: For every single individual of each successive generation:

– Step 2a: Search for the 10 nearest neighbors of the new individual in the parameter
space and calculate the average distance
Compare the distance of the next nearest neighbor to the average distance; if it is
below 1.5 times the average distance incorporate the next nearest neighbor into the
training set, update the average distance accordingly and repeat step 2a until the
training set consists of a maximum of 20 members; if the distance is 1.5 times the
average distance or above go to step 2b
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– Step 2b: Create an RBFN with as many hidden neurons as individuals from the
training set and optimize the centers, variances, weights and the bias with the CMA-
ES to minimize the mean squared error; evaluate the network

• Step 3:

CMA-ES: Identify the 2 best out of the 11 offspring, simulate them via CFD and replace
their estimated fitness values with the exact ones

MO-CMA-ES: Identify the best 4 non-dominated offspring according to the hypervolume
measure; if none are non-dominated go to step 4; simulate the chosen individuals via CFD
and replace their estimated fitness values with the exact ones

• Step 4:

CMA-ES: Create a new generation from the merged values of exact and estimated indi-
viduals, go to step 2

MO-CMA-ES: Create a new generation by identifying the best 20 members out of all
exact individuals (maximum 24) according to the hypervolume measure, go to step 2

4 RESULTS

4.1 Single-objective optimization

The goal of the single-objective optimization was to minimize the drag. The drag force
is given by the product of the drag coefficient and the effective frontal area. Often only the
drag coefficient is considered, but on the one hand the drag force is the actual figure which
determines the fuel consumption of a car and on the other hand it is also reasonable to use this
fitness function for optimizing the test body, because it reduces the danger of futile afterbody
configurations having a bigger cross-section than the front which would have been possible with
the utilized parameterization.
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Figure 5: Results of the CMA-ES with and without additional RBFN
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Fig. 5 shows that the optimization was quite successful. Within 14 generations the fitness
was improved by the CMA-ES by 17.2% compared to the initial best solution. Compared to
the dimensionality of the problem and the usual amount of function evaluations used with EA
this is a very good result. After a learning phase of a few generations to adapt the covariance
matrix the optimization passes a local minimum to find an even better one afterwards. This is a
hint that using a non-elitist strategy was a good choice to prevent premature convergence in any
local optimum because with an elitist strategy the best individual from generation four would
have been kept and perhaps the local optimum would not have been left again. Nevertheless,
the CMA-ES has not reached global convergence after 14 generations. The individuals are still
quite different, especially less important parameters like the radii of the rear edges are very
diverse. However, more important parameters like the radius of the longitudinal edges, the
length, and the height of the rear are yet converging. Fig. 6 shows the optimum solution found
within 14 generations, it obviously has a shape similar to an airfoil which was expected for the
objective of drag minimization.

Figure 6: Static pressure distribution of the optimum solution of the CMA-ES without RBFN

Enhancing the CMA-ES with RBFN seems to be a helpful method to reduce the number of
CFD simulations. Of course the optimization is fluctuating to a greater extent because it lacks
exact information about the fitness function landscape compared to the CMA-ES. Also more
generations are needed but the best result found after 78 CFD simulations yields an improve-
ment of about 16.6% compared to the initial best solution. This is only a slightly worse result
compared to the CMA-ES at about half of the computing cost.

4.2 Multi-objective optimization

The aim of the multi-objective optimization was to minimize drag, lift, and optimize the lift
balance at the same time. Again not the drag coefficient but the drag force was used as fitness
function. The lift balance was determined from the pitch coefficient because when it is zero, the
lift coefficients at the front and rear axle are equal. Optimization of the lift balance therefore
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means minimization of the absolute value of the pitch coefficient.
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(a) Lift coefficient over drag force
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Figure 7: Results of the MO-CMA-ES after 10 generations

It becomes obvious from Fig. 7 that the MO-CMA-ES was able to create a diverse Pareto
front. That means that the individuals in the set of solutions differ quite remarkably from each
other. Apparently a trade-off especially between drag and lift exists, meaning that decreasing
the lift increases the drag. The trade-off between lift balance and the other objectives is less
apparent, there also exist individuals each with a good combination. Fig. 7(a) gives a hint
that the parameterization of the test body favours variants with low lift although the CMA-ES
is yet able to find good variants for low drag. Of course the MO-CMA-ES does not reach
this value with the same computational effort but that is just not the aim of the multi-objective
optimization. Its task is to provide a diverse set of solutions at the Pareto front and this is done
well.

The multi-objective optimization enhanced with the RBFN is still in progress. The gain in the
number of CFD simulations might be even bigger than with the single-objective optimization
because if the RBFN does not predict any new pareto-dominant individual, no exaxt evaluation
is carried out at all. This difference is caused by the elitist character of the MO-CMA-ES which
will preserve exactly simulated individuals at the pareto front. For the CMA-ES at least one or
two individuals must always be evaluated via CFD at each generation because all parents are
discarded and no exact information would be available to check if the approximation is giving
the correct trend and if the optimization is converging into the right direction.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The present work shows that evolutionary optimization is feasible for passenger vehicles if a
sufficient number of simulations is available and if the problem of a sufficient parameterization
of the vehicle can be solved.

The CMA-ES needs quite a few generations to clearly converge to an optimum but never-
theless any good individual found earlier might already be a feasible solution for a real-world
problem. Either to be able to start an additional manual optimization from it or because the gain
from the optimization is already sufficient enough.
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Radial basis function networks are capable of clearly reducing the number of exact func-
tion evaluations needed for optimization although they are of course causing more fluctuations
during the optimization run because of the lack of exact information about the fitness landscape.

The MO-CMA-ES is able to create a diverse set of solutions along the pareto front to choose
from. Nevertheless, the use for real cars is at least questionable at present because mostly the
drag draws much more attention in the development phase than the lift and the lift balance,
especially with upcoming CO2 taxation. Therefore it might be useful to save resources for
optimizing only the drag with the CMA-ES and setting parameter boundaries in advance so that
lift and lift balance may hopefully not violate any critical thresholds.
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Abstract. This work describes a simulation technique for the analysis of the unsteady aero-
dynamics behavior that occurs when a light vehicle, Volvo S60, overtakes a larger vehicle, 
Volvo FH truck and trailer combination, at a strong side wind. The simulation technique is 
based on embedded grids which make it possible to put a complete mesh of a car and its near 
surrounding air into a background mesh of the truck and a larger surrounding that encom-
pass the entire mesh of the car. The car mesh is then translated inside the larger background 
mesh along a path and relative velocity that describes the overtaking maneuver. Forces and 
moments are analyzed as the overtaking takes place and the lighter and smaller car becomes 
more and more exposed to the side wind. 

  

Aerodynamic simulation of a car
overtaking a lorry using embedded
mesh technology
by Sven Perzon , Johan Stangvik ,
Per Österdahl , Lasse Christoffersen
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 2 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Gusts of wind has a strong influence the total vehicle aerodynamic behavior, Cooper and 

Watkins [1] and Watkins and Cooper [2]. Unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments acting 
on a vehicle are very hard to measure or estimate in a wind tunnel environment [3] and alter-
native methods of investigation would be desirable in order to close the gap between the 
wind-tunnel and track-test data. 

Simulation of unsteady aerodynamics and behavior of a vehicles when exposed to a sudden 
wind gust has been looked into before. Yibin-He et. al. looked into using sliding mesh and an 
unsteady RANS for simulating a small vehicle overtaking a larger vehicle. The conclusion 
was that it was too compute intensive to do the real time accurate simulation and the proposal 
was to divide the unsteady path for a set of steady state simulations along the unsteady path 
and use this as an approximation. It is however likely to be the sudden change of the flow 
causing the boundary layers to temporarily attach much further than they would normally do 
in a steady state flow that is one of the major reasons for the large transients in the forces en-
countered at these conditions. Tsubokura et. al. used LES to analyze sudden wind gusts and 
modeled the gust as a bounding box inlet convective condition. This way of handling the un-
steady boundary condition is easy to reproduce even though it is an idealized case. Using LES 
will improve simulation of turbulence in the wake region. LES is however known not to work 
well in the near wall region unless the mesh resolution is fine enough. Unfortunately this reso-
lution is not plausible for most industrial simulations. Since the boundary layers are thought 
of as being crucial for capturing the transient behavior of this type of flow.  Basara et. al. pre-
sented some tests and simulations using the v2-f model. Again this was a quasi steady state 
model with a set of steady state experimental tests and simulations that were compared which 
is not the true road case. This work is simply a start with a demonstration of a computational 
technique using embedded grids that could be used for these types of simulations. The benefit 
is that the real on road situation can be simulated and if care is taken when doing meshes in 
the regular aerodynamic development process, these meshes can be reused in this type of 
simulation. 

2 NUMERICAL MODEL 

2.1 CFD Process 
The following CFD process has been used for the work outlined below: 

 
  

2.2 Meshes 
The final mesh is divided in 2 parts, one for the car and its surrounding air, see Fig. 1, and 

one for the heavy truck trailer combination and its surrounding air. As can be seen in Fig. 2, 
the truck mesh is a much larger volume than the car mesh and that is because, the truck mesh 
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 3 

will be treated as the background mesh in this simulation. 

 
Figure 1. Car mesh. 

 
Figure 2. Truck mesh. 

2.3 Embedded grid methodology 

The embedded grid technology is based on that the solver automatically takes care of two 
meshes and joins them together. In practice, the outer boundary of the embedded mesh, se Fig. 
3, is used as a cutter of cells so that all cells in the background mesh that is completely inside 
the outer boundary of the embedded grid will be deleted.  
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Figure 3. Overview of the embedded mesh inside the background mesh. 
 

All the cells that is partially inside and partially outside this outer boundary stays in the 
overall grid and will be regarded as part of the overlap region. All the cells in the embedded 
grid that occupies any volume that is also occupied of the cells in the overlap region of the 
background mesh will also be part of the overlap region. The fluxes for the cells in the over-
lap region are then calculated based on that regardless from which mesh you are evaluating 
properties for a specified coordinate in the overlap region, that property will be the same. For 
this case, the smaller car mesh would be the embedded grid and the larger truck mesh would 
be the background mesh, see Fig. 3-5.   

 
Figure 4. Bounding box of embedded grid. 

 
Figure 5. Cut through an embedded grid (green) inside a back-
ground grid (red)  

 
 

2.4 CFD simulation 
The CFD simulation was divided in 2 parts, one steady state simulation and one transient 

simulation. The steady state simulation was used to create an initial condition for the transient 
CFD simulation.  
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The setup of the steady state simulation was relatively straight forward with Velocity Inlet 
conditions imposed to the upstream 2 sides of the domain. And a pressure condition imposed 
to the 2 downstream sides of the domain, see Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6. Boundary condition setup for the simulation note that the black rectangle around the car and 
everything inside it is moving by 30km/h relative speed towards the left boundary.  
 

 The car mesh was placed into the background mesh at its starting position and the embed-
ded grid setting was imposed to the simulation via the GUI in CFD++. Even in the steady 
state simulation the velocity of the car mesh was set to the relative speed between the truck 
and the car, 30 km/h, even though no mesh movement is done in the steady state case. This 
means that the solver imposes a steady state simulation using multiple frame of references. 
This technology is quite often used with rotating frames like wheels and fans.  In summary 
the truck speed was set to 90 km/h and in addition, a side wind component was evident and 
set to 15 m/s. The car relative speed was 30 km/h which then translates to a car speed of 120 
km/h.  

Having done the simulation for the steady state condition, the only condition to add for the 
transient simulation was to define the time step and to switch on the mesh movement for the 
car mesh. The CFD solver automatically strips out unwanted cells from the background mesh 
as well as connects the embedded region for each time step, see figure 5. The starting position 
is as shown in Fig. 6. Hence the simulation starts in the wake region and analyses only the 
sequence when the car becomes fully exposed to the side wind exiting the large truck wake.  

 
The time step chosen was 1e-3 seconds and was selected based on a combination of what 

was thought of as reasonable from a physical perspective and computational cost. 15 internal 
iterations were done to make sure; convergence was reached in each time step. The precondi-
tioned perfect gas compressible solver was used in CFD++ together with the Realizable k-H-
model, Goldberg et. al. [6].  
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3 RESULTS 

The results are a mix of forces and moments and some pictures with data at different time 
steps. In Fig. 7. the drag force of the car is presented as a function of reference coordinate 
center located half way between the wheels contact patches.  
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Figure 7. Drag force of the car scaled to fit geometry of truck body as a function of the reference point x 
coordinate in meters. 
 
As can be seen the drag is very low when the car is inside the truck wake and increases drasti-
cally when the car becomes exposed to the strong side wind. It shows a peak when the car 
centre point is about 2 meters in front of the truck nose which corresponds to about 1.1 sec-
onds of real time. Then drag falls off as the car fulfills the over take and fades out at a bit 
more than half the top value. Lift force is displayed in Fig. 8 and shows the same behavior, 
however the peak is located about one meter earlier at x= -1 which corresponds to about 0.97 
seconds real time. The side force shown in Fig 9. show a different behavior in the sense that it 
starts high and goes down as the car becomes exposed to the side wind. It is not shown in the 
picture, however the scale is from a positive side force, i.e. suction toward the truck in the 
wake region turning into a stronger negative side force, i.e. being pushed away from the truck 
when exposed to the side wind. The maximum push is again located in between x= -1 to x=-2.  
 
Moments are shown in Fig 10-12. Again, the peak occurs more or less at the same point in all 
graphs. It should be noted that the reference point is moving with the relative speed of the car 
so when evaluating these moments, this input must be part of the calculation. 
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Figure 8. Lift force of the car scaled to fit geometry of the truck  body as a function of the x coordinate of 
the reference point in meters. 
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Figure 9.Side force of the car scaled to fit geometry of the truck  body as a function of the x coordinate of 
the reference point in meters. 
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x moment
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Figure 10. X-axis-moment of the car scaled to fit geometry of the truck  body as a function of the x coordi-
nate of the reference point in meters. 
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Figure 11.  Y-axis-moment of the car scaled to fit geometry of the truck  body as a function of the x coor-
dinate of the reference point in meters. 
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Figure 12. Z-axis-moment of the car scaled to fit geometry of the truck  body as a function of the x coordi-
nate of the reference point in meters 
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In Figure 13, Cp is shown for a few different time steps. It is clearly shown what a drastic 
aerodynamic effect the car is imposed to when exiting the wake of the truck. Inside the wake, 
the car is relatively neutral whereas the variation in pressure distribution is huge as the car 
exits the wake. 

 
Figure 13. Geometries colored by pressure coefficient.  

 
Looking at the areas where drag, lift and side force has its peak value, Fig. 14 shows these 

two specific times and the pressure distribution of the car somewhat zoomed in. 

 
Figure 14. Pressure distribution on the car at the time steps close to the peak of Lift (left) and Drag (right). 

    
The reason for the peaks being where they are is likely to be the throttle effect in the con-

verging channel between truck and the car. In the left picture, the blockage will force the flow 
more in the direction over the C-pillar causing an excessive acceleration over the rear window. 
This will produce a large lifting area over the rear part of the roof and the rear screen. In the 
picture to the right, the blockage has eased off somewhat and the same type of acceleration 
occurs but now more around the tail of the car causing the base pressure to become lower.  
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4 CONCLUSION 
A method based on embedded grids has been presented as a way to simulate the aerody-

namic effect of a car overtaking a truck. In the current work standard RANS methods were 
used with reasonable results. It is a fact that this type of flow is extremely hard to test in any 
kind of controlled environment and any experiment would have poor repeatability. Hence 
finding a good simulation method may be the only feasible way to investigate this type of 
flow problem. The situation is a safety concern for all automotive car makers and as has been 
shown, the forces become much larger in the peak values than what a simple yaw experiment 
would show.  

5 FUTURE WORK 
The present work was based on RANS methodology with a simple standard realizable k-

epsilon turbulence model. The method itself can be extended to using more elaborate RANS 
models like a full Reynolds Stress Transport model or to run LES models. The embedded grid 
technology is generic from a model perspective. LES becomes far to numerically intensive for 
this type of simulation and assuming that boundary layers play an important role for the peak 
values of integrated properties, a hybrid RANS/LES is likely to be the best model choice if 
there is enough compute power available. This is on the agenda to test in future work to im-
prove accuracy  
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Abstract. The paper presents a comparison of the results obtained by experimental cam-

paigns, performed in different wind tunnel plants on the same train model. The comparison 

will be presented in terms of global forces and pressure distribution on the first vehicle of the 

train model. Tests have been performed on a flat ground configuration and allow to investi-

gate the effects related to the Reynolds number on the different components of the global 

aerodynamic force, to the blockage ratio, and to the adoption of open or closed wind tunnel 

test section. The sharing of the same scaled model and the availability of detailed data re-

garding the pressure distribution in the different test conditions allow a good insight in the 

modeling of the train aerodynamics in wind tunnel.. 

Comparison of wind tunnel tests
results on the ATM train
by Daniele Rocchi , Martin Schober ,
Federico Cheli , Alexander Orellano,
Gisella Tomasini
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1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the not yet answered questions on the assessment of the aerodynamic behavior of 

trains concerns the reliability of the aerodynamic coefficients measured in wind tunnel with 

respect to the full scale behavior. Wind tunnel tests are commonly performed in different ex-

perimental laboratories with different flow qualities, different performances, different equip-

ments and different techniques using scaled models and scaled representation of the ground 

scenarios. These differences may insert uncertainties in the definition of the aero-dynamic 

performances of trains and a deeper understanding of the physics of the flow around the ve-

hicle should be reached to assess the importance of each single term on the experimental re-

sult. In this paper a comparison of the results obtained by three experimental campaigns, 

performed in the 2 test sections of the Politecnico di Milano wind tunnel (PMWT) and at the 

wind tunnel T103 of the Central Aerodynamic Institute TsAGI (TsAGI) on the same train 

model is provided. The model is a 1:10 power car and it represents a reference train built by 

Bombardier, called “Aerodynamic Train Model ” (ATM) for comparison purposes [1]. The 

model shape is similar to an ICE2 train and it shows all the interesting aerodynamic features 

of high speed trains. The tests have been performed using, not only the same model of the 

power car but also the same end car. The model allows to measure the global forces using 

both internal and external force balances and it is also equipped by pressure taps to measure 

the pressure distribution on the carbody. Tests have been performed on a flat ground configu-

ration trying to reproduce the same boundary condition by means of splitter planes. The dif-

ferent characteristics of the used wind tunnel plants allows to investigate the effects related to 

the Reynolds number on the different components of the global aerodynamic force, to the 

blockage ratio, and to the adoption of open or closed wind tunnel test section. The sharing of 

the same scaled model and the availability of detailed data regarding the pressure distribution 

in the different test conditions allow a good insight in the modeling of the train aerodynamics 

in wind tunnel. 

 

2 THE ATM TRAIN MODEL 

The ATM train model is a 1:10 simplified version of an ICE2 train shape (see Figure 1a), 

that is used by Bombardier for research and benchmark purposes. It is made by an instru-

mented locomotive vehicle and by an endcar model with the same nose geometry of the leed-

ing car that is used for the boundary condition reproduction. A gap of 5mm is left between the 

leading car and the end car to grant that they are mechanically disconnected. 

The basic dimensions of the wind tunnel model are: length=3.557m, width=0.299m and 

height=0.385m. The model can be equipped with bogies and with a spoiler under the train 

head, in the present research the model without bogies and without spoiler is considered. In 

this version the bogie cavities are closed by covers (Figure 1b). The model has an internal 

aluminum frame allowing for the connection with the supporting system in the central part. 

The model is also instrumented with 91 pressure taps distributed along 8 transversal sec-

tions along the train axis (Figure 1c). The position of the instrumented sections is reported in 

the following table while an example of pressure taps distribution in the section is reported in 

Figure 1c for section 6: 

 

Section n.  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  

Distance from the train head [mm] 100  175  250 500 700 1500 2000 2500 

 

Table 1: position of the instrumented sections along the train. 
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a  b  

c   
 

1  2  3       4      5                               6                  7                   8 

 

Figure 1: ATM model geometry (a); ATM model without bogies and without spoiler in the PMWT (b); position, 

along the train axis, of the sections instrumented with pressure taps (c) 

3 WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

The results of three wind tunnel campaigns will be compared in this papers, two of them 

was performed at the Politecnico di Milano Wind Tunnel (PMWT) and another one at the 

TsAGI T103 wind tunnel (TsAGI). Wind tunnel tests have been performed on a true flat 

ground scenario (flat plate without rails). A splitter plate was used in all the considered wind 

tunnel campaigns in order to grant similar incoming flow conditions on the model. 

Aerodynamic forces were measured by external force balances while the pressure distribu-

tion was measured through pressure scanners positioned inside the train model. 

3.1 TsAGI wind tunnel tests 

TsAGI T103 wind tunnel tests were performed in an open test section with a wind speed 

range between 30 and 70m/s, which corresponds to Re-numbers of Rel = 0.6~1.4·10
6
. Tests 

were performed at different yaw angles between 0 and 60 deg. The blockage ratio varies be-

tween 4% and 8% for yaw angles between 10° and 30°. 

A sketch of the wind tunnel plant is reported in Figure 2a. The flat ground consists of an 

elliptical shaped floor which contains a turntable (Figure 2b). 

The model is fixed on the turntable which can be automatically rotated during the wind 

tunnel measurements. Figure 2b shows the whole set up of the experiment including the ATM 

model and the elliptic splitter plate. An external six-component force balance was used to 

measure the aerodynamic forces and moments on the leading car. Data averaging was per-

formed over 4s for each angle with a sampling frequency of 100Hz. 
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a    b  

Figure 2: TsAGI wind tunnel plant scheme (a), ATM model in the TsAGI test section (b) 

3.2 PMWT wind tunnel tests 

The PMWT plant is a closed circuit wind tunnel with two test sections: a larger one (14m x 

4m) where tests can be carried on with a wind speed up to 15 m/s (PMWT LS tests section) 

and a nominal turbulence intensity IT<2% and a smaller one (4m x 4m) where tests can be 

carried on with a wind speed up to 50 m/s (PMWT HS tests section) and a nominal turbulence 

intensity IT<0.2%. A sketch of the wind tunnel plant is reported in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: PMWT wind tunnel plant scheme 

Tests on the ATM model were performed in both the test sections using a RUAG 6 com-

ponents external force balance. Tests in the PMWT LS test section were performed in a wind 

speed range between 7 and 15m/s, which corresponds to Re-numbers of Rel = 1.4·10
5
~3.0·10

5
, 

with a blockage ratio that varies between 0.9% and 4.7% for the considered yaw angles be-

tween 5° and 90°. Tests in the PMWT HS test section were performed in closed arrangement 

at a wind speed range between 7 and 50m/s (Rel = 1.4·10
5
~1.0·10

6
), with a blockage ratio that 

varies between 3% and 10% for the considered yaw angles between 5° and 30°. 
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a   b  

Figure 4: ATM model in the PMWT LS test section (a) and in the PMWT HS test section (b) 

Pressure measurements have only been recorded at 14 m/s during the PMWT LS tests session 

using a PSI high frequency pressure scanner system. 

4 WIND TUNNEL RESULTS 

The dependence of the aerodynamic coefficients on the yaw angle will be compared in the 

following paragraphs. Coefficients are computed according to the sign convention reported in 

Figure 5 and to the following formulation: 

2 2 21 1 1

2 2 2

i i
Fi Mi p

F M p
C C C

U S U Sh U  


    

(1) 

where Fi (i = x,y,z) are the aerodynamic force components in the train’s reference system 

(Figure 5), Mi (i = x,y,z) are the corresponding moments and p is the differential pressure 

measured on the generic pressure tap. In equation (1),  is the air density, U is wind speed, h 

is equal to 3m (full scale), and S is a standard reference surface which is equal to 10m
2
(full 

scale). 

 

x 

z 
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Wind 

 

Figure 5: Aerodynamic coefficients’ sign convention 
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4.1 Aerodynamic coefficients 

In the following figure a comparison between the aerodynamic coefficients measured at 

TsAGI and PMWT is reported for different mean wind speeds and different yaw angles  

(expressed in deg). Results obtained at PMWT in the high speed (HS) test section and in the 

low speed (LS) one are overlapped in the figures on the right. 

Furthermore a comparison in terms of CMx,lee coefficient is reported in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: Aerodynamic coefficients vs yaw angle 

A very good agreement is visible by the comparison of the TsAGI and the PMWT LS re-

sults for all the aerodynamic coefficients apart from CMy.where a similar trend is visible only 

up to 20 deg. For higher yaw angles, the TsAGI results show a double sign change from nega-

tive to positive CMy values at 35 deg and from positive to negative values at 50 deg, while 

PMWT LS results show the same slope changes, they never reach positive CMy values. 

A CMy trend closer to the TsAGi results is highlighted by the PMWT HS data even if they 

seem to anticipate the minimum (=15 deg) and the crossing of the x-axis (=30 deg) to low-

er yaw angles. 
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PMWT HS results differ significantly from the PMWT LS results for the CFz and CMz coef-

ficients where HS data overestimate the consistent values of the PMWT LS and TsAGI results. 

Differences in the CFz and CMy coefficients indicate, for the PMWT HS data, a higher ver-

tical lifting force positioned in the forepart of the train. It is difficult to explain this experi-

mental evidence starting from the global force measurement, since, even if the model and the 

measurement system are the same, tests are performed with different turbulence intensity le-

vels and different splitter plates. Similar considerations hold also for the CMz coefficient. 

TsAGI results show a small Reynolds number dependency for the CFx coefficient that in-

creases the slope at yaw angles higher than 20 if the wind speed is increased. The same aero-

dynamic coefficient seems to be not affected by Reynold number effect in the PMWT data 

where only the 7 m/s LS coefficient shows some differences from 0 to 30 deg. 

CFy and CMx coefficients don’t have any Reynolds number dependency both for TsAGI and 

PMWT results up to 60 deg. A different maximum value is reached by the PMWT LS data, 

being the lower wind speed the more conservative. 

Reynolds number effects are negligible also comparing the TsAGI and the PMWT HS re-

sults for the CFz and CMz coefficients even if the best agreement is shown between the TsAGI 

and the PMWT LS data for these coefficients. 

Another discrepancy between TsAGI and PMWT LS results is present at =60 deg that 

represents the largest yaw angle tested at TsAGI due to the test section/model dimensions. CFy 

and CMx seem to change the slope passing from 50 to 60 deg in the TsAGI results while they 

continue with a different trend in the PMWT LS results. Also looking at the comparison on 

the CFx and CMz coefficients a difference appears at 60 deg while a very good agreement is 

present on the other yaw angles. This could be explained considering that, at 60 deg, the mod-

el in the TsAGI open tests section is too close to the boundaries of the flow while in the large 

PMWT LS test section results are less affected by the boundary conditions and wind tunnel 

tests may be extended up to 90 deg. 

Figure 7 reports the comparison between TsAGI and PMWT data in terms of CMx, lee 

representing the overturning moment computed around the leeward rail axis that is a key pa-

rameter for the evaluation of the overturning effects induced by cross-wind. From the compar-

ison it is visible the complete agreement up to 50 deg and the negligibility of the Reynolds 

number effects on this coefficient. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of CMx,lee coefficient vs yaw angle 
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4.2 Pressure distribution  

The comparison of the pressure distribution on all the 8 sections measured at TsAGI and at 

PMWT LS is reported in Figure 8 for the yaw angle =30 deg in terms of pressure coeffi-

cients Cp. Arrows and points inside the section boundary represent positive values. 

Section 1 

 

Section 2 

 

Section 3 

 

Section 4 

 

Section 5 

 

Section 6 

 

→ PMWT LS 

●        TsAGI 

 

 

Figure 8: Pressure coefficient distribution at =30 deg (blue arrows: PMWT; red points: TsAGI) 
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A very good agreement is visible on all the 8 sections at the different pressure taps posi-

tions. TsAGI values show a slightly higher suction zone in the upper leeward part of section 3 

and section 4. This difference confined in the forepart of the train model could explain the 

negative value of the PMWT LS CMy coefficient compared to the almost null value of the 

TsAGI being the CFz coefficients equal for both the cases. 

Smaller discrepancies are visible in the lower leeward part of sections 3 and 5 where 

PMWT LS results present a higher suction. 

Similar differences appears also in the comparison between the TsAGI results and CFD re-

sults presented in [2] and PMWT results seem to be closer to the numerical simulation data. 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

 Good agreement is reached by the comparison of wind tunnel results performed at differ-

ent wind tunnel plants on the same 1:10 scaled train model. 

 Results showed negligible Reynolds number effects especially for those coefficients in-

volved in the cross wind analysis (CFy and CMx) 

 Differences in the results are present in CFz, CMy and CMz coefficients between PMWT 

HS and PMWT LS data while TsAGI (open section) and PMWT LS (large closed test 

section) data are in good agreement on all the coefficients apart from CMy for yaw angles 

higher than 20 deg. 

 Differences between PMWT HS and PMWT LS data may be due to different wind tunnel 

test conditions as turbulence intensity levels and splitter plate geometry being the model 

and the measurement set-up the same in both the wind tunnel campaigns. 

 The different CMy behavior, for yaw angles higher than 20 deg, between TsAGI and 

PMWT LS data, can be explained by analyzing the pressure distribution measured on the 

train model especially in the upper and lower leeward parts of the train in the forepart.  

Benchmark tests and benchmark vehicles represent a good tool to compare and validate da-

ta and wind tunnel procedures that is also included in standards [3]. Among all the parameters 

affecting the wind tunnel results analyzed in the present work, Reynolds number seems to be 

not critical for cross wind analysis while other parameters as turbulence intensity and boun-

dary layer treatment affect only some aerodynamic coefficients. 
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Abstract. This article reports the results of reference wind tunnel measurements of the aero-

dynamic coefficients of one of the benchmark vehicles defined in the prEN 14067-6:2009, i.e. 

the ICE 3 end car (i) on the new single track ballast & rail (STBR) standard ground configu-

ration and (ii) on the true flat ground configuration (TFG) as currently required by TSI HS 

RST and DB guideline Ril 80704. Tests were carried out at the DNW facilities (German – 

Dutch wind tunnels) in two different wind tunnels. Each test campaign included measure-

ments for a range of Reynolds numbers and the two different test configurations. The compli-

ance of both wind tunnels with the specific requirements made in prEN 14067-6 is detailed. 

The measured coefficients of the ICE 3 are compared and evaluated for consistency with re-

sults of different test campaigns in varying wind tunnels. Very good agreement is found and 

thus reproducibility of the addressed tests performed is affirmed. Due to this achievement, the 

test results for the ICE 3 measured on the standard configuration STBR have been introduced 

as reference data for aerodynamic coefficients of an ICE 3 end car to the pre-standard prEN 

14067-6. PrEN 14067-6 is expected to be put in force as a European standard in 2010 and is 

assumed to be the basic reference for future TSIs and national regulation of cross wind safety 

aspects. 

Reference wind tunnel measurements
on aerodynamic coefficents of ICE 3
end car
by Nina Rüd , Sigfried Loose,
Thomas Kowalski , Arnd Rüter ,
Martin Schober , Marc Stiepel
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A major safety issue determined by aerodynamic aspects of railway vehicles is their opera-

tional behavior under cross wind influences. The importance of this topic for both high-speed 

traffic and also general rail operation has been increased in Europe in the last two decades due 

to the modern light-weight train concepts. For high-speed rail operation, the introduction of 

an “open issue” with respect to cross wind safety to the technical specification for interopera-

bility of high-speed rolling stock (TSI HS RST) [1] acted as a trigger for increased research 

and engrossed knowledge on cross wind safety in European countries. The result of this de-

velopment is visible in the release of several official documents on facets of cross wind safety. 

There are for example the DB guideline Ril 807.04 [2], the revised TSI HS RST [3] and the 

European pre-norm prEN 14067-6 [4]. The DB guideline, which became also mandatory for 

national rolling stock assessment in Germany, gives requirements for all passenger railway 

vehicles and railway infrastructure, while the new TSI HS RST still focuses on high-speed 

rolling stock. The European standard prEN 14067-6:2009, developed as a complement to the 

existing TSI HS RST, addresses also conventional rail and delivers (additional) methods for 

the evaluation of railway vehicles generally. 

Cross wind characteristics of vehicles are determined by both their aerodynamic properties 

and their vehicle dynamics. The aerodynamic properties are evaluated in terms of aerody-

namic force and moment coefficients which are used to deduce the vehicle dynamic behavior 

in combination with characteristic parameters such as vehicle mass, mass distribution and 

suspension elements. The focus of this work is on the aerodynamic share which is assessed 

generally by wind tunnel experiments.  

2 SPECIFICATIONS OF PR EN 14067-6 

PrEN 14067-6 [4] gives detailed description of the test procedures and requirements on 

carrying out wind tunnel measurements for determining the relevant aerodynamic force and 

moment coefficients. The basic specification of those tests is in accordance with [2] and [3] 

and includes the use of static models in a uniform, low turbulence onset flow. Generally tests 

at model scale are recommended and measurements have to be carried out for a range of angle 

of attack. Specific to [4] is that besides several technical requirements such as minimum Rey-

nolds number, boundary layer thickness, instrumentation accuracies and model set-up, there is 

the demand of undertaking a benchmark test and showing compliance in terms of agreement 

between measured values and reference aerodynamic coefficients. Benchmark tests may be 

carried out with one of the three designated benchmark vehicles. One of those is a generic 

model of ICE 3 end car which is based on the ICE 3 end car without HVAC elements and 

with simplified bogie geometry. (In the following this benchmark vehicle will be referred to 

simply as “ICE 3 end car”.) 

One of the major differences between the methodology as defined in prEN 14067-6:2009 

and other cross wind regulations is that the prEN 14067-6:2009 defines a “single track ballast 

& rail” (STBR) standard ground configuration. This STBR set-up shall replace both ground 

configurations “true flat ground“ (TFG) and “6 m standard embankment” (6EM) which cur-

rently form the basis for TSI HS RST. 

3 WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS OF ICE 3 END CAR BENCHMARK 
VEHICLE 

Reference wind tunnel tests on the ICE 3 end car benchmark vehicle were carried out in a 

test campaign in 2008. The measurements were performed in accordance with requirements 

specified in prEN 14067-6:2009. The campaign was initiated by the German standardization 
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body DIN as a national contribution to support the finalization of the future European stan-

dard EN 14067-6. The campaign was executed as cooperation between 5 companies (Alstom 

LHB GmbH, Bombardier Transportation AG, Deutsche Bahn AG, DLR, Siemens AG) and 

partially funded by the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft (German ministry of economy). 

The test campaign consisted of measurements in two different wind tunnels of the DNW fa-

cilities (Dutch-German wind tunnels). One of those was the DNW Kryo-Kanal Köln (DNW 

cryogenic wind tunnel in Cologne; also known as KKK) and the other wind tunnel used was 

the Hochdruckkanal Göttingen (high pressure wind tunnel in Göttingen; also known as HDG). 

4 KKK – CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNEL COLOGNE 

The KKK wind tunnel is a closed circuit low speed tunnel. To achieve high Reynolds 

numbers, the gas temperature in the tunnel circuit can be lowered down to 100 K by injecting 

liquid nitrogen. Tunnel operation, test parameters, and the measurement and data acquisition 

are automatically controlled by an integrated hard- and software system. For this particular 

test campaign of measuring the aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car, the wind tun-

nel was operated under “normal conditions”, i.e. with an operating temperature of 220 K (~ -

50°C). In the following the test campaign and its set-up is detailed and checked against the 

specific requirements made in prEN 14067-6:2009. 

4.1 Block profile and turbulence level  

The test section velocity distribution is shown in Figure 2. The velocity distribution in the test 

section was measured using 5-hole probe rake (Figure 1). The rake was equipped with 15 

probes. The distance between the probes was 25 mm. For the upper part of the test section a 

single 5-hole probe was used. 
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Figure 1: five holes probe rake Figure 2: Measured block profile KKK 

The wind tunnel turbulence level was determined in former investigations mentioned in [7]. 

Hot wire probes have shown that the turbulent intensity (Tu' = (u'
2
 / U)

0,5
) in the free stream 

flow was between 0.05% and 0.4% depending of the Mach (from 0.1 to 0.3) and Reynolds 

number (from 0.5 and 7*10
6
) for temperature between 100 and 285K [7].  These measure-

ments were performed in the center of the wind tunnel with an array of 4 hotwires and on the 

upper right corner of the test section using a single hotwire. 
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4.2 Model set-up  

The investigated vehicle consists of a model of the ICE 3 end car next to a wake body as 

described in the prEN 14067-6:2009, the width of the inter car gap was 1 mm in model scale. 

The model scale was 1:25 and the mock-up was made of aluminum. The geometry of the ICE 

3 benchmark vehicle includes all simplifications (e.g. symmetry etc.) which are described in 

the European pre-standard in form of a CAD file and was used as basis for modeling. 

4.3 Instrumentation  

An internal balance equipped with 9 strain gauges and 10 temperature sensors was used for  

all force and moment measurements. The balance was calibrated to the requirements of prEN, 

especially the range of loads was adapted to the expected loads for these experiments [7]. The 

speed in the test section was determined by using the nozzle pressure drop ∆p = [pstat(ahead) - 

pstat(rearward)]. To enable a simple blockage correction the dynamic pressure in the test sec-

tion was additionally measured by a Prandtl probe positioned according to prEN 14067-

6:2009. 

4.4 Ground configuration 

Two different ground configurations were investigated in the KKK test campaign. The 

“True Flat Ground” (TFG) as specified in TSI HS RST and in the German guideline Ril 

80704 was used. Secondly the ground configuration “Single Track with Ballast and Rail” 

(STBR) as specified as standard ground configuration in prEN 14067-6:2009 was utilized. 

The former configuration serves as comparison basis as it has been applied to wind tunnel 

measurements of railway vehicles repeatedly and the latter configuration is investigated with 

the aim of providing reference values for the standard configuration. Sketches of the two con-

figurations are shown in Fig. (3). 

  

a) True Flat Ground b) Single Track with Ballast and Rail 

Figure 3: Wind tunnel ground configurations 

4.5 Test program of KKK wind tunnel campaign  

The test program of the measurements carried out in the KKK wind tunnel consists of in-

vestigation of both ground configurations as described above in 4.4. Both set-ups are ascer-

tained for several Reynolds numbers. They range from 0.5*10
6
, 0.75*10

6
 to 1.0*10

6
. The 

angle of attack is varied for each investigation in increments of 5° from -90° up to 180°. 

These tests are in accordance with prEN 14067-6:2009 which requires measurements for the 

standard configuration STBR at a minimum Reynolds number of at least 0.25*10
6
. 
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5 HDG – HIGH PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL GÖTTINGEN 

The high-pressure wind tunnel of DNW (HDG) is a closed circuit low speed wind tunnel, 

which can be pressurized up to 100 bar. The dimensions of the test section are 0.6 m·0.6 m at 

a length of 1 m. For model scale of 1:100 with the maximum speed of 35 m/s and a pressure 

of 40 bar the achieved maximum Reynolds number was 2.0*10
6
. Figure 5 shows the range of 

Reynolds numbers that can be obtained depending on the static pressure P0 in the wind tunnel 

and free stream velocity U∞. The flow stays incompressible over the whole range of Reynolds 

numbers. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Reynolds number range of HDG Figure 5: Block profile for HDG 

 

5.1 Block profile, turbulence level  

The velocity profile in the test section was measured by traversing a total pressure rake 

over the whole cross section at the test section center at different total pressures and velocities 

Figure 5. Out of the boundary layers the static pressure and velocity variation are |∆pmax/q∞| ≤ 

0.013 and |∆vmax/V∞| ≤ 0.007. The free stream turbulence was measured at four points of the 

empty test section over the whole simulation range. The measured spectra were used in the 

frequency range between 1 Hz and 10 kHz to determine the degrees of turbulence. The values 

shown below are mean values of the four locations. The turbulence increases with the Rey-

nolds number from 0.2% to 0.7%. 

5.2 Boundary layer  

The tunnel walls boundary layer is cut-off by a splitter plate, which is mounted on the wall 

integrated turn table and can be designed for the individual train configuration. Especially at 

higher Reynolds numbers the boundary layer thickness δ99% remains small. With the typical 

HDG train scale 1:100 the reference length of 3 m reduces to lref = 0.03 m. Then the boundary 

layer thickness at x = 10 lref will be about δ99%(x = 0.3 m, Re0.03m = 1 to 3 *10
6
) ≈ 1.5 mm to 

0.9 mm. The prEN 14067-6:2009 requires the boundary layer thickness δ99% < 30% of the 

train height, i.e. in this case less than 11 mm. This requirement is fulfilled. 

5.3 Model set-up  

The HDG model set-up was chosen analogous to the set-up employed in the KKK. The 

ICE 3 end car and its according wake body were modeled with the geometry given in prEN 

14067-6:2009. The model scale for the HDG was 1:100 and the model was also made of alu-
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minum. The modeling scale was chosen in order to realize the requested blockage ratio of less 

than 5%. 

5.4 Instrumentation  

The used balance is manufactured regarding to the so called “block-concept”, the strain 

produced by loads is recorded at 7 test positions of which each consists of four strain-gauges, 

arranged in a Wheatstone bridge with integrated temperature compensation. The temperature 

characteristics of the balance material are taken into account by the use of appropriate gauges. 

By setting the calibration loads according to the requirements of prEN, an optimized matrix 

with an even higher accuracy was achieved. 

5.5 Ground configuration 

Analogously to the set-up in the KKK (4.4), two separate ground configurations were in-

vestigated within the HDG test campaign. On the one hand the “True Flat Ground” (TFG) as 

specified in TSI HS RST and guideline Ril 80704 was used. On the other hand the ground 

configuration “Single Track with Ballast and Rail” (STBR) as specified as standard ground 

configuration in prEN 14067-6:2009 was utilized.  

5.6 Test program of HDG wind tunnel campaign  

The test program of the measurements carried out in the HDG wind tunnel consists of in-

vestigation of both ground configurations as described above in 5.5. Both set-ups are ascer-

tained for several Reynolds numbers. They range from 1.0*10
6
, 1.5*10

6
 to 2.0*10

6
 and for the 

case of TFG additionally to 2.25*10
6
 and 3.0*10

6
. The angle of attack is varied for each in-

vestigation in increments of 5° from -90° up to 90°. These tests are in accordance with prEN 

14067-6:2009 which requires measurements for the standard configuration STBR at a mini-

mum Reynolds number of at least 0.25*10
6
. 

6 WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENT RESULTS  

6.1 Overview of test results of KKK wind tunnel campaign  

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show exemplary the compared results for the lift coefficient Cz and 

for the lee rolling moment coefficient Cmx, for both ground configurations STBR and TFG. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of measurement results in the KKK for STBR and TFG 

The complete set of aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car measured in the KKK at 

1*10
6
 Reynolds number is detailed in chapter 8. 
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6.2 Overview of test results of HDG wind tunnel campaign  
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Figure 7: Comparison of measurement results in the HDG for STBR and TFG 

The results show a good agreement between both facilities especially in the considered an-

gle interval (high-lighted in green). For angles larger 45° one has to take into consideration 

that the set up and the blockage ratio in both facilities is slightly different. 

The complete set of aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car measured in the HDG at 

1*10
6
 Reynolds number is detailed in chapter 8. 

6.3 Reynolds number influence  

All specification on wind tunnel measurement requirements rely on the test results being 

Reynolds number independent. In this test campaign the influence of Reynolds number was 

investigated in both wind tunnels for both ground configurations by repeating the measure-

ments for at least 3 Reynolds numbers. Fig. (8) shows the lee roll moment coefficient cMxlee 

for the TFG configuration in the KKK and the HDG for three angles of attack. For the TFG 

case in the KKK, no Reynolds number effect can be observed. In the HDG, there seems to be 

a slight Reynolds number dependency for the TFG tests with respect to lower Reynolds num-

bers. The effect is diminished for Reynolds numbers larger than 2*10
6
 and the values for 

1*10
6
 are almost on the same level. 
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a) KKK b) HDG 

Figure 8: Influence of Reynolds number, True Flat Ground 
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The lee roll moment coefficient cMxlee for the STBR configuration in the KKK and the 

HDG for three angles of attack is presented in Fig. (9). Again as for the TFG case, the meas-

ured coefficient is independent of the Reynolds number in the KKK. For the HDG the STBR 

configuration also shows a slight Reynolds dependency for the largest exhibited angle of at-

tack. For the lower, more relevant angles with respect to safety calculations the effect of Rey-

nolds number is negligible. 
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a) KKK b) HDG 

Figure 9: Influence of Reynolds number, Single Track with Ballast and Rail 

6.4 Comparison of test results with measurements of other campaigns  

The reproducibility of the test results is to be investigated by comparing the lee roll mo-

ment coefficient measured in this campaign to that of other published data. As comparison 

data base, the measurement results of an ICE 3 end car in the Audi wind tunnel in Ingolstadt 

with scale 1:15 of 2004 [5] and those of an ICE 3 in the CSTB wind tunnel in Nantes in scale 

1:7 of 2001 [6] are consulted. In both cases the tested vehicle models are not identical to those 

utilized here, but are generally in good agreement even though there are some differences in 

the geometrical simplification. 

For the case of TFG, the ground configuration in all 4 wind tunnel tests was the same, as 

the specification for TFG has been developed early. However, for the measurements in the 

CSTB wind tunnel, the absence of boundary layer treatment represents a major difference in 

the set-up. In Fig. (10), the lee roll moment coefficient for the 4 test campaigns is presented.  
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Figure 10: Comparison of lee roll moment coefficient, True Flat Ground 
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The values of cMxlee of the measurements in the KKK and in the Audi wind tunnel are al-

most identical in Fig. (10). HDG results and CSTB results also show good agreement in this 

overview presentation. Fig. (11) presents the coefficient as relative difference with respect to 

the KKK measurements. This detailed presentation shows that for the relevant range of angles 

(5° to 45°), Audi and KKK values are within 10% of each other. HDG reaches for one angle 

of attack a slightly higher difference of 13%, while the Audi results are generally lower (up to 

16%) than those of the KKK. This is expected due to the influence of the thicker boundary 

layer. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of lee roll moment coefficient – relative difference with respect to 

measurements in KKK, True Flat Ground 

The same general comparison for the case of STBR is shown in the following Fig. (12). 

For the relevant range of angles up to 45° the overview shows a very good agreement between 

the HDG, the KKK and the Audi wind tunnel measurements. The values of the CSTB cam-

paign are obviously lower, presumably due to the thick boundary layer plus additional differ-

ences in the ground model. 
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Figure 12: Comparison of lee roll moment coefficient, Single Track with Ballast and Rail 

Fig. (13) shows the difference in lee roll moment coefficient with respect to the measure-

ment results of the KKK wind tunnel. Both Audi and HDG measurements confirm very well 

the results of the KKK and lie within 10% difference. CSTB values are almost by 30% 

smaller than those measured in the KKK. 
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Figure 13: Comparison of lee roll moment coefficient – relative difference with respect to 

measurements in KKK, Single Track with Ballast and Rail 

The shown comparisons lead to the conclusion that both for TFG and STBR, the measure-

ments of the aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car carried out in this campaign in the 

two wind tunnels KKK and HDG show very good agreement. They are also confirmed further 

by measurements in other wind tunnels with different model scales. The reproducibility of 

results is affirmed for both facilities and for both wind tunnel configurations. 

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Wind tunnel measurements of the ICE 3 end car benchmark vehicle were carried out in ac-

cordance with prEN 14067-6:2009 during a test campaign in 2008. The vehicle was modeled 

in two different scales and tested in two separate wind tunnels of the DNW facilities. The test 

program consisted for each wind tunnel of measurements on the two ground configurations 

true flat ground (TFG) and single track with ballast and rail (STBR). The measured aerody-

namic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car were in good agreement for both the KKK wind tun-

nel and the HDG wind tunnel for a range of tests with varying Reynolds numbers for each 

respective test configuration. In particular the data sets for each wind tunnel measurement at 

Reynolds number 10
6
 were compared to test results of other wind tunnel campaigns and the 

determined aerodynamic coefficients matched very well. 

The good agreement of measured aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 benchmark vehi-

cle in several wind tunnels for both ground configurations affirmed the reproducibility of tests 

and test procedures of prEN 14067-6:2009. It was therefore deduced that the described wind 

tunnel measurements are valid as reference wind tunnel measurements. 

The aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 end car measured in the KKK wind tunnel at 

Reynolds number 1*10
6
 during the reference wind tunnel measurements were introduced to 

prEN 14067-6:2009 as reference values. In particular, it is a requirement of the European pre-

standard that the values of the lee roll moment coefficient have to be met within a given accu-

racy for benchmark test carried out with the ICE 3 benchmark vehicle. 
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8 TABLES OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

The following four tables show the measured aerodynamic coefficients of the ICE 3 bench-

mark vehicle for the two sets of test configurations TFG and STBR in the two wind tunnels 

KKK and HDG at Reynolds number 1*10
6
. 

 

Angle of attack cfx cfy cfz cmx cmy cmz cmx,lee 

deg - - - - - - - 
0 -0.169 0.007 0.060 0.006 -0.331 -0.024 -0.009 

5 -0.219 0.418 -0.035 0.214 -0.496 0.936 0.222 

10 -0.246 0.943 -0.428 0.500 -0.853 1.763 0.607 

15 -0.277 1.563 -1.022 0.854 -1.196 2.420 1.109 

20 -0.289 2.304 -1.774 1.274 -1.184 3.032 1.718 

25 -0.274 3.161 -2.667 1.758 -0.451 3.613 2.425 

30 -0.219 4.077 -3.380 2.261 0.951 3.954 3.106 

35 -0.112 5.064 -3.881 2.792 2.293 4.056 3.763 

40 0.031 6.120 -4.134 3.382 3.644 3.987 4.415 

45 0.198 7.038 -4.260 3.911 3.981 4.560 4.976 

50 0.369 7.912 -4.012 4.393 3.749 5.464 5.396 

55 0.552 8.600 -4.214 4.829 4.066 5.957 5.882 

60 0.744 8.733 -4.941 4.948 3.694 6.345 6.184 

65 0.923 8.324 -5.690 4.672 3.579 6.387 6.095 

70 1.060 7.926 -5.819 4.388 3.029 5.632 5.843 

75 0.874 6.808 -5.037 3.613 -0.241 2.701 4.872 

80 0.697 6.442 -4.724 3.433 -1.384 0.555 4.614 

85 0.591 6.446 -3.860 3.485 0.954 -1.122 4.450 

90 0.549 6.247 -4.462 3.390 -1.015 -2.089 4.506  

Angle of attack cfx cfy cfz cmx cmy cmz cmx,lee 

deg - - - - - - - 
0 -0.162 -0.026 0.037 -0.015 -0.332 -0.051 -0.024 

5 -0.203 0.496 -0.151 0.264 -0.402 1.205 0.302 

10 -0.232 1.072 -0.775 0.582 -0.505 2.278 0.776 

15 -0.261 1.736 -1.662 0.952 -0.316 3.084 1.368 

20 -0.257 2.543 -2.631 1.396 0.463 3.590 2.053 

25 -0.189 3.432 -3.700 1.885 1.386 4.152 2.810 

30 -0.101 4.455 -4.702 2.457 2.384 4.385 3.632 

35 0.025 5.616 -5.638 3.115 3.109 4.533 4.524 

40 0.200 6.806 -6.368 3.773 3.443 4.840 5.365 

45 0.580 8.085 -6.979 4.480 4.099 5.460 6.225 

50 0.954 8.655 -7.158 4.783 5.165 6.392 6.572 

55 0.976 8.802 -6.543 4.873 5.899 5.538 6.508 

60 1.041 8.511 -5.900 4.682 4.508 4.555 6.156 

65 0.815 7.629 -5.270 4.157 1.756 2.276 5.474 

70 0.600 7.346 -5.057 4.067 0.132 0.432 5.331 

75 0.576 7.214 -5.008 4.014 -1.106 0.055 5.266 

80 0.542 7.011 -4.685 3.895 -1.270 -0.754 5.066 

85 0.470 6.869 -3.799 3.799 -0.201 -1.395 4.749 

90 0.399 6.687 -3.794 3.695 -0.036 -2.281 4.643  

Table 1: KKK TFG (Re=1* 10
6
) Table 2: KKK STBR (Re=1* 10

6
) 

 

Angle of attack cfx cfy cfz cmx cmy cmz cmx,lee 

deg - - - - - - - 
0 -0.184 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.279 0.095 0.000 

5 -0.254 0.384 -0.157 0.036 0.160 1.049 0.076 

10 -0.290 0.862 -0.365 0.433 0.013 1.696 0.524 

15 -0.326 1.542 -1.012 0.768 -0.437 2.681 1.021 

20 -0.337 2.259 -1.591 1.177 -0.673 3.235 1.575 

25 -0.338 3.110 -2.438 1.499 0.154 3.796 2.109 

30 -0.318 4.212 -3.326 2.176 1.667 4.216 3.007 

35 -0.231 5.332 -3.857 2.706 3.018 4.067 3.671 

40 -0.121 6.204 -4.115 3.446 3.828 3.994 4.475 

45 0.011 7.309 -4.904 4.092 4.444 4.306 5.318 

50 0.181 8.330 -5.163 4.547 5.482 4.818 5.838 

55 0.422 9.596 -4.831 5.304 7.462 5.204 6.512 

60 0.609 9.761 -5.081 5.612 7.451 5.539 6.882 

65 0.785 9.836 -5.943 5.571 7.073 5.769 7.057 

70 1.078 9.375 -6.193 5.321 7.480 5.059 6.869 

75 0.903 8.163 -4.782 4.540 4.482 2.576 5.736 

80 0.589 7.542 -4.081 4.506 2.681 -0.217 5.527 

85 0.467 7.393 -3.911 4.394 1.997 -1.433 5.371 

90 0.379 7.358 -3.775 4.594 1.000 -2.333 5.537  

Angle of attack cfx cfy cfz cmx cmy cmz cmx,lee 

deg - - - - - - - 
0 -0.142 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.167 -0.192 0.000 

5 -0.200 0.466 -0.163 0.172 0.116 1.187 0.212 

10 -0.240 1.102 -0.753 0.320 -0.168 2.267 0.508 

15 -0.245 1.759 -1.848 0.862 0.207 3.193 1.324 

20 -0.247 2.561 -2.864 1.215 1.003 3.784 1.931 

25 -0.243 3.556 -4.152 1.765 2.016 4.205 2.803 

30 -0.193 4.723 -5.221 2.319 3.216 4.167 3.625 

35 -0.072 6.008 -6.540 3.064 4.204 4.247 4.699 

40 0.134 7.381 -7.265 3.610 4.550 4.683 5.426 

45 0.419 8.602 -8.011 4.481 5.099 4.963 6.484 

50 0.890 9.660 -8.149 4.983 7.026 5.716 7.020 

55 1.016 10.450 -7.410 5.259 8.332 5.909 7.112 

60 0.861 9.229 -5.869 4.980 6.404 3.551 6.447 

65 0.811 8.441 -5.312 4.680 4.610 1.445 6.008 

70 0.683 8.179 -5.377 4.707 3.297 0.456 6.051 

75 0.594 8.127 -5.320 4.751 2.535 -0.971 6.081 

80 0.472 8.052 -4.823 4.952 1.092 -2.044 6.158 

85 0.424 7.424 -3.953 4.550 2.316 -1.928 5.538 

90 0.264 7.399 -3.823 4.385 0.712 -2.403 5.341  

Table 3: HDG TFG (Re=1* 10
6
) Table 4: HDG STBR (Re=1* 10

6
) 
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Abstract. Cross wind safety of rail operation has been a major topic for the last decades with 

respect to both high speed trains and also general rail traffic all over Europe. In Germany, 

operation of passenger railway traffic in cross wind has been regulated since the beginning of 

this century. However, freight vehicles have only become the focus of cross wind safety in re-

cent years due to the introduction of modern, lightweight sliding-door wagons. In contrast, 

safety of cargo transport under the influence of strong winds in terms of fastening and fixa-

tion of loads has been studied a long time ago. Approaches to assess the stability of freight 

vehicles were developed analogue to those for vehicles of passenger traffic. These methods 

allow for appropriating the stability of vehicles in terms of characteristic wind curves (CWC) 

that show the permissible wind velocity in order to not succeed a pre-defined, still safe condi-

tion. On the basis of CWC the exposure of infrastructure to strong gusts can be evaluated and 

the combined safety of vehicle operation on a line can be assessed. Recent work on cross 

wind safety of freight vehicles focused on the advanced overall system of operational safety, 

i.e. the modelling of cross wind safety for the combination of vehicles and infrastructure. This 

document summarizes in depth the general safety assessment of railway freight vehicles oper-

ating under strong gusts. 

Cross wind safety: operation of railway
freight vehicles under strong gusts
by Nina Rüd , Thorsten Tielkes
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Safety of railway operation under the influence of strong gusts has been a major topic for 

the last decades with respect to both high speed trains and also general rail traffic all over 

Europe. In Germany, operation of passenger railway operation in cross wind has been regu-

lated since the beginning of this century [1]. It has been part of technical network access to 

the infrastructure of DB Netz AG and of both vehicle and infrastructure homologation due to 

setting guideline 80704 [2] in force in 2006 and the acceptance of the guideline as state of the 

art by the Eisenbahn-Bundesamt (EBA). Internationally, the homologation of high speed 

trains with respect to cross wind safety is regulated by the technical specification for interop-

erability of rolling stock (TSI HS RST) [3].  

The focus on safe operation of railway freight vehicles is comparatively recent. In particu-

lar the introduction of modern, lightweight sliding-door wagons in the last decade, but also 

incidents such as the cargo train incident at Sarno, Italy in 2003 have brought attention to 

freight railway operation. With respect to international directives, the general issue for cross 

wind safety of freight wagons has been respected in terms of an open point in TSI Freight 

Wagon [4] and therefore relies on national regulations. In Germany, up to now there is no 

standard on evaluating cross wind safety of cargo vehicles and research is still ongoing, al-

though guideline 80704 is prepared to also include specifications on cargo railway traffic. 

However, the related topic of safety of cargo transport under the influence of strong winds in 

terms of fastening and fixation of loads has been studied already in the early 1980s. 

Assessment of safety of railway operation can generally be split in two main subdivisions. 

On the one hand there is the specific investigation of cross wind stability of vehicles and on 

the other hand there is the exposure of infrastructure to strong gusts. The analysis of risk in 

terms of combination of vehicle stability and infrastructure exposure together then delivers 

the overall assessment of operational safety. This report summarises research on application 

of these principles for evaluating cross wind safety of railway freight traffic. 

2 CROSS WIND STABILITY OF RAILWAY FREIGHT VEHICLES 

The stability of vehicles under cross wind is defined for passenger vehicles in terms of 

characteristic wind curves (CWC). The CWC give the permissible wind velocity a specific 

vehicle can withstand in order to not succeed a pre-defined, still safe condition. The calcula-

tion of CWC is determined by the aerodynamic and the vehicle dynamic characteristics of a 

vehicle. This principle is adopted analogously for the assessment of cross wind stability of 

railway freight vehicles.  

2.1 Aerodynamics  

Investigations of cross wind stability of rail freight vehicles were started at Deutsche Bahn 

AG (DB) in 2002 by conducting general wind tunnel tests as part of basis studies on vehicle 

aerodynamics. A range of freight wagons such as flat wagons with container and large sliding 

door wagons were investigated in terms of their cross wind sensitivity, examples are shown in 

Fig. (1).  
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a) Hbbills 311, sliding wall wagon

 (h: 4665mm; vmax: 120 km/h) 

b) Hbbins 306, sliding wall wagon          

(h: 4255mm; vmax: 120 km/h) 
c) Kijls 450, wagon with awning 

 (h: 4642mm; vmax: 120 km/h) 

Figure 1: Three examples of freight wagons investigated with respect to cross wind stability. 

Tests with respect to parametrical influence of length and height and also sensitivity to test 

configurations were carried out. As a general conclusion it was found, that flat wagons carry-

ing containers are relatively cross wind stable in comparison to light-weight wagons with a 

large side area such as the modern sliding door wagons, for example Hbbills 311 and Hbbins-

tt 309. 

Wind tunnel measurements and related requirements are established in both guideline 

80704 [2] and in prEN14067-6:2009 [5] for passenger vehicles and locomotives. Tests are to 

be carried out in low turbulence wind tunnels for a reference configuration and a range of an-

gles of attack. The reference configuration simulates the vehicle in its most cross wind sensi-

tive train configuration in a typical infrastructure scenario. For freight wagons this configu-

ration is equivalent to that of the investigated vehicle following an empty flat wagon. 

For passenger vehicles with very high cross wind stability, wind tunnel test are not re-

quired, as a predictive equation for the lee roll moment coefficient has been provided. Analo-

gously, the parameter studies carried out on freight wagons in wind tunnels by DB have 

resulted in a predictive equation for the aerodynamic coefficient of cross wind non-sensitive 

freight vehicles that do not require detailed wind tunnel investigation.   

The research results and the requirements for rail freight vehicle aerodynamics have been 

introduced to the latest work of European standardisation. 

2.2 Vehicle dynamics  

There are several approaches to evaluate the vehicle dynamics behaviour under the influ-

ence of strong gusts. They vary from rather simple to very complex methods for passenger 

vehicles as described both in prEN14067-6 and guideline 80704. For the specific case of 

freight wagons, there are two methods available which have been applied for investigations 

and were found to be reasonable for this case. The simpler method is based on a 3 mass model 

which allows for the modelling of movement of centre of gravity due to uncompensated ac-

celeration but ignores effects of unsymmetrical loads between front and aft of the vehicle. 

Therefore it is possible to apply this method in combination with the predictive equation for 

the lee roll moment coefficient. The second approach is more complex and includes these ad-

ditional effects and thus requires a known full set of aerodynamic coefficients. Both methods 

use a quasi-static approach for modelling the wind scenario and evaluate the vehicle stability 

for a well-defined still-safe status. This status relates to the case of 90 % wheel unloading av-

eraged over one bogie. 

The research results for rail freight vehicle dynamics have been introduced to the latest 

work of European standardisation. 
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2.3 Limits / reference curves  

The cross wind stability of vehicles operating for passenger traffic is evaluated by compar-

ing the vehicle’s CWC to reference curves given in TSI [3] and in the guideline 80704 [2]. A 

vehicle is determined to be sufficiently stable against cross wind if its CWC equals or sur-

passes the reference values. In [2] the requirements are defined in 5 different sets of CWC 

references as the vehicles are distinguished in different vehicle classes. With respect to freight 

railway operation this means analogously that a new class of vehicle types, i.e. freight wagons, 

is to be defined and that according reference CWC are to be established. The basis of this 

definition may be the CWC of known crosswind sensitive vehicles. Additionally, it may be 

acknowledged whether these vehicles have long operational experience or whether an addi-

tional margin is deemed necessary and sensible. For the definition of a reference CWC for 

freight vehicles, it has been decided that an extra-margin is not acceptable. The complete gen-

eral process of definition of a reference curve is also determined partially by the overall limit 

of operational safety and by the balancing of requirements between vehicle and infrastructure 

aspects. Therefore an additional, generic margin on the vehicle reference curves would mean 

an extra burden on the infrastructure side that already exists and thus might need extra cross 

wind counter measures. 

Recent work on this topic has identified a potential freight vehicle for delivering reference 

CWC. Checks for the infrastructure exposure as well as for the overall safety are based on 

these preliminary reference values. The assessment of freight vehicles is restricted for a range 

between 80 km/h < vmax ≤ 160 km/h in accordance with [5]. Freight wagons with higher 

maximum velocity are to be assessed according the rules for passenger vehicles and locomo-

tives in [2]. 

3 CROSS WIND EXPOSURE OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

The overall safety of railway vehicles under strong gusts is not only determined by the ve-

hicle’s inherit cross wind sensitivity but also by the exposure to gusts which the vehicle ex-

periences on the infrastructure. Therefore methods are required that predict the probability of 

gusts along railway lines and also evaluate the risk of vehicles to be exposed to these gusts 

and thus the risk of overturning. 

3.1 Infrastructure exposure  

The method chosen in the German guideline 80704 for evaluating the exposure of infra-

structure to strong gusts is based on a wind map approach [6]. As this method is independent 

of the type of vehicle investigated, this approach is also applicable for infrastructure lines that 

are used by freight traffic in order to determine the probability of gusts of predefined wind 

velocity levels.  

3.2 CWC exceedance  

The risk analysis of cross wind incidents is assessed by the parameter probability of CWC 

exceedance. This parameter is determined by the evaluation of probability of gust occurrence 

with respect to the vehicle’s stability characteristic, i.e. the CWC. Therefore the probability of 

CWC exceedance is a risk indicating factor which relates to the still-safe vehicle condition but 

not to the actual overturning event. Research projects such as DeuFraKo Aerodynamics in 

Open Air [7] considered this risk analysis approach for both passenger and freight operation. 

Detailed investigations of several thousand km of railway lines for both traffic types showed 

that risks are correlated in terms of local points of interest with comparatively high probabili-
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ties of CWC exceedance for both passenger and freight operation when using the same 

method for risk analysis.  

4 SAFETY OF RAILWAY OPERATION OF FREIGHT VEHICLES  

4.1 Principles of Risk Assessment  

The risk assessment of railway operation under cross wind is based on the risk indicating 

parameter, the probability of CWC exceedance [8]. The underlying approach of risk assess-

ment is based on the principle of “Nachweis mindestens gleicher Sicherheit” (EBO §2(1) ), i.e. 

verification of at least equivalent safety. This principle is related to the safety approach 

GAMAB (“globalement au moins aussi bon”). In this context, it is then applied in terms that 

existing railway operation is considered to be sufficiently safe with respect to cross wind, 

therefore new projects or products are justified by comparison with existing operation.  

For passenger vehicles this concept is established on the evaluation of perceived collective 

risk and includes therefore among others the number of affected passengers, exposure time 

and an aversion factor. These factors can all be expressed as functions of velocity. Thus the 

permissible extent of still acceptable risk, i.e. the safety target, is expressed as a function of a 

limit value of probability of CWC exceedance and the actual vehicle velocity. The limit value 

of probability of CWC exceedance was determined for the most cross wind sensitive vehicle 

with long operational experience and therefore ensures that future projects comply with the 

principle of being at least as safe as existing railway operation. 

For freight traffic, the individual risk outweighs the collective risk and therefore provides 

the basis for risk assessment. The general principles of risk modelling as used for passenger 

traffic are also applicable; however, the freight specific limit function for risk modelling is 

simpler due to reduced input parameters and velocity dependencies. This function also relies 

on the vehicle speed and a limit value of probability of CWC exceedance.  

4.2 Safety target 

On the basis of a settled risk model for safety assessment, a safety target for railway freight 

operation under the influence of cross wind may be established. For this safety target a limit 

value of probability of CWC exceedance has to be fixed analogously to that for passenger 

traffic. The determination of this limit value can be approached by the application of several 

methods.  

A first indication of the order of the limit value can be reached by comparing generally 

permissible risk rates of passenger and freight railway traffic. This kind of investigation have 

shown that accident rates of one to two orders of magnitude difference are easily found in 

praxis for several sorts of risks and thus generally higher hazard rates for freight wagons are 

acceptable since the consequences of an incident are much smaller than for passenger railway 

operation. 

The approach most focused on for determining the limit value of CWC exceedance is 

based on finding the correct representative railway operation for verification of at least 

equivalent safety. This method is called “risk map” where the probabilities of CWC ex-

ceedance of operations for cross wind sensitive vehicles on highly frequented, gust exposed 

infrastructure is shown collectively. With this risk map it is possible to compare the local risks 

of both existing traffic with long operational experience and also future combinations of vehi-

cles and lines. Therefore, it is possible to deduce the highest existing risk peaks and determin-

ing the probable limit values while checking for compliance of planned traffics. 
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The process of deducing a risk map for freight traffic and the applicable safety target is still 

ongoing. However, the relevant freight railway lines have been identified and first crosswind 

exposure checks have been carried out giving a first impression of the most exposed areas and 

a ballpark range of respective values of probability of CWC exceedance. This risk indicating 

parameter shows the difference between passenger and freight railway operation to be within 

the expected, acceptable range. 

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Recent work on cross wind safety of railway freight operation has made headway in the di-

rection of assessing and regulating this safety topic. In particular, the methods for assessing 

freight vehicles in terms of aerodynamic and vehicle dynamic behaviour were developed, 

tested and settled, they were also included in the latest draft of EN 14067-6 which is expected 

to be published in 2009. Recent studies have shown that the infrastructure evaluation and the 

risk analysis itself are independent of the vehicle type and that the methods in use for passen-

ger traffic are also applicable to freight operation. The first basis of risk assessment and the 

underlying principles has been tackled but there is still ongoing work in terms of setting limit 

values.  
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Abstract. The phenomenon of ballast projection and the assessment of the overturning risk 

caused by an intense cross wind gusts are currently two subjects of risk evaluation because 

there is a direct impact on the safety and the reliability of commercial railway operation. The 

different operators which developed observing the new phenomenon to ballast projection un-

der regular meteorological conditions identified a need to increase the knowledge about this 

phenomenon and the consequences on railway infrastructure and vehicle. 

Our present work is devoted to present the application of the Stress Strength Interference 

Analysis approach to the ballast flying phenomenon in order to propose a methodology to 

evaluate the risk of ballast projection for high operation  and to evaluate the degradation rate 

of railway infrastructure and vehicle maintenance due to this phenomenon. 

Railway ballast flying phenomenon:
from numerical computations toward
risk assessment
by Gilles Saussine, Elisa Masson ,
Jacques Thomas-Jean ,
Nicolas Paradot , Eliane Allain ,
Frédéric Josse
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The dropping of ice from the train into the ballast bed under winter conditions can cause bal-

last projection and this mechanism is known in Europe since the beginning of the 1980s with 

the start of railtraffic up to speeds of 200 km/h. Secondly foreign parts in the track-bed (e.g. 

cover plates) can be aerodynamically lifted during the train passage and cause single ballast 

stones to be moved after hitting the track-bed. The last mechanism came into focus with the 

start of high-speed traffic up to 350 km/h. Here only the aerodynamics loads on the track-bed 

induced by the passing train can cause the setting free of ballast stones [8,5]. 

 

Several investigations have been performed to characterize the ballast collision process, the 

lift under aerodynamic load and the air flow between the underbelly region of the train and 

the track bed. But the main difficulty is to take into account the variability of the different pa-

rameters involve into this phenomenon : track configuration, the proportion of grains on 

sleepers, the type of train, the speed running. 

 

In this paper we proposed a global method for risk assesment of the ballast flying phenome-

non in order to take into account : 

- the properties of flow field of different type of train, by in situ measurements, 

- the prediction of the number of ballast flying stones by numerical simulations, 

- the risk assesment by applying the Stress Strength Interference Analysis. 

 

We present in the first part the three-dimensional discrete element approach and fluid interac-

tion. Then the second part present some numerical results and a relevant parameter to evaluate 

the ballast flying phenomenon. The last part is the application of the fiabilist approach to fly-

ing ballast phenomenon. 
 

2 DISCRETE ELEMENT APPROACH 

 

2.1 Numerical procedure 

 

The simulations were carried out by means of the contact dynamics (CD) method with irregu-

lar polyhedral particles. In this section we present the properties of this numerical method and 

compare it to a more classical numerical approach molecular dynamics (MD).  

 

The CD method is based on implicit time integration and nonsmooth formulation of mutual 

exclusion and dry friction between particles in case of contact [1,2,4]. The equation of motion 

for each particle are written in term of differential inclusions in which velocity jumps replace 

accelerations. The unilateral contact interactions and Coulomb friction law are represented as 

set-valued force laws according to convex analysis. 

 

The approach is characterized by a time-stepping approximation, and in this work we use a 

time integrator like theta - method. The implementation of the time-stepping scheme requires 

that the contacts taken into account in the considered step are geometrically described: defini-

tion of contact normal and contact location. 

The contact law is define by a nonsmooth relation between the normal force and the normal 

relative velocity, signorini conditions, and the Coulomb friction law friction force and sliding 
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velocity at a contact are not related together via a mono-valued function. The collision law is 

take into account by introduce a restitution coefficient which relate the relative velocities be-

fore and after contact. In our simulations where we consider a dense packing, we choose 0 for 

the normal and tangent restitution coefficient. 

 

For a collection of particles, for each time step, the aim is to solve the core problem in order 

to find for each contact between particles the local relative velocities and the local reactions. 

This interaction problem is solve by an iterative solver called non-linear Gauss-Seidel which 

consist to solve a single contact problem with other contact forces treated as known and con-

sequently updating interaction, until a certain convergence criterion is fulfilled. 

 

At a given step of evolution, all kinematics constraints implied by enduring  contacts and the 

possible rolling of some particles over others are simultaneously taken into account, together 

with  the equations of dynamics, in order to determine all velocities and contact forces in the 

system. The method is thus able to deal properly with the non local character of the momen-

tum transfers, resulting from the perfect rigidity of particles in contact. The CD method makes 

no difference between smooth evolution of a system of rigid particles during one time step 

and nonsmooth evolutions in time due to collisions or dry friction effects. 

 

The  MD-like methods are based on regularization schemes where impenetrability is ap-

proximated by a steep repulsive potential and Coulomb's law by a viscous- or elastic-

regularized friction law, to which smooth computation methods can be applied. In this case 

the choice of a viscous parameter or elastic properties is not easy in particular with particles 

with irregular shape. This regularization implies of choice of smaller time step in order to pre-

serve the stability of the integration scheme comparing to the CD approach. The uniqueness is 

not guaranteed by CD approach for perfectly rigid particles in absolute terms. However, by 

initializing each step of calculation with the forces calculated in the preceding step, the set of 

admissible solutions shrinks to fluctuations which are basically below the numerical resolu-

tion. In MD-based simulations, this ``force history’’ is encoded by construction in the particle 

positions. 

We used LMGC90 which is a multipurpose software developed in Montpellier, capable of 

modeling a collection of deformable or undeformable particles of various shapes (spherical, 

polyhedral, or polygonal) by different algorithms [3].  

2.2 Numerical parameters 

 
Figure 1 : Portion of track with bibloc sleepers. 

 

The numerical simulations take into account a set of rigid grains with a polyhedral shape 

which come from digitalization of railway ballast grains. The considered sample presented on 
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figure 1 contains nearly 28000 particles which respect the ballast granulometry, 25/50 mm. 

The density is fixed to 2700 kg/m
3
. The rail respect the geometry of rail UIC60 like sleepers 

are considered as rigid bodies for our computations. 

 

The particles  which represent ballast grains are initially placed on grid base the sleepers posi-

tions.  The grains are deposited under gravity on rigid plan in order to obtain a ballast of 5 cm 

of thickness. Then some grains are deposited on the sleepers in order to analyse the worst con-

figuration for ballast projection phenomenon. 

 

The coefficient of friction between the particles is fixed to 1 with a restitution coefficient of 

0.4. 

 

For the numerical simulation campaign we considered that grains deposited on the sleepers 

are independent, i.e. there is no interaction between them. This choice has been motivated to 

obtain statistical results about the motion of grains depending of position, shape. 

 

2.3 Fluid interaction : a low coupling approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of coupling aerodynamic loads on track and mechanical numerical computations 

is to characterize the motion of ballast grains over several different aerodynamic fluid. The 

numerical modeling of the behaviour of a collection of rigid bodies under the action of fluid is 

a tricky problem. 

The approach proposed is to consider the contribution of fluid as an external loading on 

grains, like the gravity field, then to solve the interaction problem between grains by Non 

Smooth Contact Dynmics approach. The aerodynamic fluid can be described as field of speed 

vectors represented by a three-dimensional matrix define by the space resolution correspond-

ing to the average diameter of ballast grains for horizontal plan, 0,05 m, and 0,005 m for the 

vertical part. 

 

With the aerodynamic description, the algorithm to compute the external effort exerted on a 

grains follows the different steps : 

- for each facet of grains number i : 

o from the coordinates of the barycenter of face, we obtain the corresponding ve-

locity vector  V of the flow field 

X 

B1 

B4 
X 

Displacement of 

X 

X 

3D matrix of 

flow field 

vectors 
B3 

B5 

X 

Center of face 

Figure 2 : General framework 
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o the projected area S of the facet on a perpendicular plan to the velocity vector 

is computed, 

o then the force exerted at the barycenter (eq. 1) of the face with a normal n is 

computed : 
 (1) 

o The torque of the grains considered is actualized with the effort and the mo-

mentum. 
 

In order to represent the motion of the flow field on the track, the numerical simulation to im-

pose a displacement of the matrix corresponding to the running speed, and for each time step, 

compute the effort exerted on the grains and their motion by the resolution of the interaction 

problem. With this approach it is possible to have a statistical analysis of ballast grains motion 

for different flow field. 

3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF BALLAST FLYING 

The ballast flying phenomenon has been identified as a sporadic problem which depend of 

the railway track configuration, the type of trains and the running conditions. The aim of the 

numerical computation is to investigate the motion of grains under aerodynamic field which 

come from CFD or measurements and to proposed a relevant parameter to describe the dis-

placement of grains and the flow field characteristics. 

3.1 Flow Field description 

 

Figure 3 : Measurements setup with 20 pitot tubes. 

 

The flow field has been constructed from in situ measurements . The measurements has 

been acquired from the set up presented on Fig. 3 composed of a set of 20 pitot tubes with a 

frame rate 2400 Hz. This setup has been implemented on the track during commercial running 

of trains in order to have a statistical description of flow field. These choices has been moti-

vated from the conclusion of the report of the Deufrako project AOA. [5]. 

From the measurements a matrix representing the flow field has been created : 

- 0,05 m againts the axis X,  

- 0,05 m axis Y,  

- 0,005 m on Z axis, 

 

The interpolation between pitot 8, 12 and 16 has been considered has linear and the speed 

vector are equal to zero for the rail volume. 

nSVFBi −⋅






 ×××= 2

2

1 ρ
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3.2 Validations  

 
Figure 4 : Comparison between experimental test and numerical simulations [4]. 

 

 

The experimental setup proposed in AOA [5] represented a portion of ballast track with 

monoblock sleepers, with rail UIC60, and ballast grains which respect the French granularity 

25/50 mm. The ballasted track is placed at 40 cm from the ground in order to avoid the effect 

of the boundary layer of the wind tunnel. The ballast flying phenomena is influenced by the 

gust effect. In order to take into account the fast rise of air speed, a special shutter system was 

developed, controlled by a pneumatic jack. 
 

In order to characterize the gust, fast Pitot tubes have been used and a comparison in order to 

check the results has been made with hot wire anemometer (Fig. 4.5.4). We can note a 

strongly turbulent flow near the ballast layer and a good correlation of the gust signal for the 

two measurement systems. With this experimental setup a study has been carried on the influ-

ence of flow speed, position of ballast layer, and vibration of sleeper on the ballast flying 

phenomena. The statistical processing for each test has been done on the displacement of the 

grains. 

From the pitot tube measurements, numerical simulations has been performed with the same 

track configuration and a flow field description store during the experimental tests. The resul-

tats are presented on the figure 4. We can notice a good correlation for the number of ejected 

grains. The difference can be from the numerical model because the grain position are differ-

ents between simulation and experimental setup. We have observed that after 3 or  gust there 

is no ejection.  

3.3 Numerical simulations  

The numerical simulations have been performed over 200 different cases for a bibloc track 

configuration and 608 differents shape of grains on the 37 bibloc sleepers.  

From the numerical simulations we can calculated after the passage the aerodynamic matrix :  

• the percentage of displaced grains,  

• for grains which a displacement of 10 cm, 

• the properties of the ejected grains, 

• the number of grains which are ejected from the ballast bed. 

From the whole simulation which have been performed, only 2 % of the total displaced grains 

have been considered has ejected. 
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3.4  A relevant parameter for evaluated flying ballast phenomenon 

From the numerical simulations and in situ measurements, we have investigated several pa-

rameters which can described the number of displaced grains during one train passage. The 

general idea is to proposed a parameter which can be calculated from the characteristic of the 

flow field and investigated for each measurement the correlation with the percentage of grains 

which have been moved over 10 cm. 

The relevant parameter identified is the sum of signal power for the whole of pitot tubes : 

dttV
tt

P
N

i

t

t
Tot

2

112

2

1

)(
)(

1
∑∫

=−
=  

(2) 

 

Figure 5 : relation between signal power and percentage of displaced grains. 

 

From the numerical simulation coupling granular approach and fluid interaction,we can 

exhibit that a linear relation between Ptot  (eq. 2) and the percentage of displaced grains can 

be a good approximation with a correlation 82 % (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 6 : Evolution of the correlation coefficient as a function of number of pitot tubes. 

This correlation has been identified has a fonction of the number of pitot tubes (Fig. 5). But 

this relations is not relevant to describe the risk of ballast flying phenomenon, because for a 

range signal power we have an intrinsec variability which can be explain by the train proper-

tied, the track configuration. 

4 STRESS STRENGTH INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS FOR RISK ASSEMENT 

The risk assesment of flying ballast need to take into account the variability of the properties 

of the track, the variability of the trains. From the paragraph 3.4 we have identified a parame-

ter which is relevant to evaluate the potentil of a flow field to displace a quantity of grains. 

For a risk analysis the variability of this parameter, the signal power, has to be considered to 

evaluate the probability of ballast flying occurred. 

In this work we proposed to apply the general approach of Stress Strength Interference Analy-

sis on a track composed of bibloc sleepers and grains deposited on the sleepers.  

 

4.1 Stress strenght  interferance analysis  

 
Figure 7 : Scheme of the Stress Strength Interference Analysis. 
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The Stress Strength Interference Analysis approach is an evaluation of the probabilistic inter-

action between two independent probability dense function. This interference can be assumed 

as a failure probability for the considered problem. The general framework of the methods is 

summarize on the figure 6 . 

 

The probability dense function of Stress ST and the pdf of Strength, SR are considered as nor-

mal gaussian laws, 

 

),(),,( σµσµ NSNS RT ∈∈  (3) 

 

 

The failure probability of these pdf can be evaluated from the following formula : 

∫
∞

=
0

)()( dxxFxfP
RT SSf  

(4) 

 

with fST the probability dense fonction of Stress and FSR the repartition function of Strength. If 

we considered that the two probability dense function are gaussian then we have the following 

analityc formula to calculate the failure probability by considering Z= SR-ST : 

 

TRTR SSZSSz σσσµµµ −=−= ,  
(5) 

 

 

the standart deviation and the mean of the distribution can be write like (eq. 5) , 

then the probability of failure is defined as (eq. 6): 
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which can calculate by the following formula if Z is a gaussian distribution, the probability of 

failure with the following formula (eq. 7) : 
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(7) 

 

For the ballast flying phenomenon, we proposed that we characterize the Stress by the vari-

ability of the Signal Power and the Strength by the results of the numerical simulations.  

 

4.2 Definition of stress 

 

The relevant parameter to evaluate the potential of train to generate flying ballast phenome-

non has been identified as signal power of the air flow field from in situ measurements or 
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CFD computation. The stress apply on the one track can be define as the probability dense 

function of the signal power for a set of measurements.We adopt the following notation : 

- SG, the general stress apply on a track by all type of trains and any range of circula-

tion speed, 

- S[type of train, velocity, track configuration], the stress apply by one type of train and 

defined conditions. 

So the general stress is easily evaluated by calculate for each measurements, the correspond-

ing signal power. Then we can deduce the pdf of general stress characterize by the normal dis-

tribution with parameters (µSG,σSG).  

4.3 Definition of strength 

 

The strength can be defined as the capacity of track to limit the ballast flying phenomenon. 

From this consideration, we can consider the results of numerical simulation coupling aero-

dynamic field and discrete elements approach. 

We have identified in 3.4 that the percentage of displaced grains can be linear relation with 

the signal power. We assume that each couple (signal power, % of displaced) follow the same 

linear relation, and we can deduced the probability dense function of the signal power corre-

sponding to a maximum of displaced grains of X %. 

The strength  is define as the probability dense function of signal power which has a fixed 

percentage of displaced grains X : 

),,(%, σµNS XR ∈ , 

 

Figure 8 : Global Strength of the track for maximum of 10 % of displaced grains. 
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In our case from the general stress apply on a track evaluated from in situ measurements, we 

can deduced the Strength of the track to limit at most 10 % of displaced grains (Fig. 8). 

4.4 Example 

 
Figure 9 : Stress apply by one type of trains for 300 km/h. 

 

On the figure 9, we present the probability dense function of Stress (Signal Power) of one 

type of trains for a range of speed of 300 km/h (± 2%) evaluated from 53 mesurements with 

11 pitot tubes. 

 

 
Figure 10 : Stress and Strength. 

On the figure 10, we plot the Stress applied and the Strength of the track, which can be as-

similate to gaussian distributions. Then we can apply the formula from the equation 7 and wee 

found that the risk to displaced 10 % of grains more than 10 cm is about 4 %. 

Then we can apply this results to the following case : 

- a track composed of bibloc sleepers and ballast level at the top of the sleepers, 

- 100 km of track and 1 grains every 160 m, 

- for a running speed of 300 km/h, 

the risk is to have 1 ejected grains every 8 running of trains over the 100 km/h considered. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The number of incidents is not numerous but the ballast flying phenomenon can impact the 

maintenance of the track and/or of the trains. From the state of the art, we have shown that 

this phenomenon is strongly dependent of the train type, the track,  and the running speed. But 

it clearly a sporadic phenomenon which is difficult to predict or to analyze under real condi-

tions. 
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The ballast flying phenomenon is difficult to handle because it depends of a lot of differents 

parameters and their variability. From the whole investigations we propose a global method 

called Stress Strength Interference Analysis which can be applied by considering a relevant 

indicator to evaluate the ballast flying risk. 

 

From the low coupling approach proposed between discrete element methods and fluid inter-

action we have indentified that the signal power from pitot tubes is a relevant parameter for 

ballast flying.  

 

From the characterization of the variability of the signal power we can applied the Stress 

Strength Interference Analysis for risk assesment of ballast flying. This global approach al-

lows to investigate the influence of track configuration, the type of trains,  the speed on the 

ballast flying risk and to evaluated the efficiency of some solutions.  
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Abstract. The flow-field in the wake of 2D Ahmed body was studied experimentally. The 
study is oriented on unsteady behavior of the free shear layers arising in the wake as well as 
on the wake itself. Both time-mean structures and typical dynamical structures in the wake 
are presented. The experimental data acquired using time resolved PIV method involves both 
temporal and spatial correlations. Special attention was paid to dynamics of flow near the 
separation and to evolution of the free shear layer limiting the wake. The flow-field was ana-
lyzed using the Bi-Orthogonal Decomposition method as a generalization of the Proper Or-
thogonal Decomposition. Then the dynamical energetic modes were identified by application 
of Principal Oscillation Patterns method. The provided information could be used for con-
struction of a low-dimensional dynamic model of the flow involving physics behind the phe-
nomenon. Such a dynamical model will be employed for improving separation control 
strategy based on periodical excitation of the flow. 

 

Dynamics of flow in wake behind
Ahmed body
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The Ahmed body is a typical bluff body with separated boundary layer generating wake re-

sulting into pressure drag. The boundary layer separation process is very important, however 
the separation point could be fixed on the sharp edge in the case of the Ahmed body. Know-
ledge of the wake dynamical structure is essential from the point of view of possible flow 
control. The modern control methods involve periodical process (synthetic jets, plasma actua-
tion, etc.) modifying behavior of vortical structures in the wake (see e.g. [3]). 

Our paper present detailed analysis of the flow downstream the Ahmed body from ex-
perimental data obtained by time resolved PIV method. Special attention was paid to dy-
namics of flow near the separation and to evolution of the free shear layer limiting the wake. 

Several researchers have worked on the experiments and numerical modeling of the flow 
over so called Ahmed body. To develop turbulence models for complex geometry cases, a 
simplified car model, known as the Ahmed body, has been tested by Ahmed and his cowork-
ers in the early 1980s – see e.g. [1]. The Ahmed body is made up of a round front part, a mo-
veable slant plane placed in the rear of the body to study the separation phenomena at 
different angles, and a rectangular box, which connects the front part and the rear slant plane. 

Two configurations with slant angles of 25 deg and 35 deg are considered as a test case. In 
the experiment perform by the Ahmed, flow velocity was taken 60 m/s, Reynolds number was 
4.29 million based on the model length. 

2 METHODS 
Apparently, the phenomenon in question is substantially 3D and highly dynamical in na-

ture in the same time. To analyse such a phenomenon, appropriate methods of analysis should 
be applied on experimental data. Let suppose availability of appropriate experimental data set 
representing both time and space correlations in the separation zone. Actually, no universal 
methods for such analysis are available. 

2.1 Methods Based on POD 
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method has applications in almost any sci-

entific field where extended dynamical systems are involved. This fact accounts for the fre-
quency of POD's discovery. Pearson 1901, Hotelling 1933, Kosambi 1943, Loeve 1945, 
Karhunen 1946, Kosambi 1943, Pougachev 1953 and Obukhov 1954 have all been credited 
with independent discovery of POD under one of its many titles, which include Principle 
Component Analysis, Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition or Expansion, Principle Factor Analy-
sis, Hotelling Transform, and collective coordinates. Details could be found in [6]. 

Recently, the POD has been widely used in studies of turbulence. Historically, it was in-
troduced in the context of turbulence by Lumley [5] as an objective definition of what was 
previously called big eddies and which is now widely known as coherent structures. 

The POD method is optimal in sense that the series of eigenmodes converges more rapidly 
(in quadratic mean) than any other representation. Convergence is very fast in the flows in 
which large coherent structures contain a major fraction of the total kinetic energy 

An advantage of the method is its objectivity and lack of bias. Given a realization of an in-
homogeneous, energy-integrable velocity field, it consists of projecting the random field on a 
candidate structure, and selecting the structure, which maximizes the projection in quadratic 
mean. In other words, we are interested in the structure which is the best correlated with the 
random, energy-integrable field. More precisely, given an ensemble of realizations of the field, 
the purpose is to find the structure, which is the best, correlated with all the elements of the 
ensemble. Thus, a statistical measure of the magnitude of the projection, which can be given 
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by the mean square of its absolute value, is maximized. The calculus of variations reduces this 
problem of maximization to a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind whose symmetric 
kernel is the autocorrelation matrix. The properties of this integral equation are given by Hil-
bert Schmidt theory. There is denumerable set of eigenfunctions (structures). The eigenfunc-
tions form a complete orthogonal set, which means that the random field can be reconstructed. 
The coefficients are uncorrelated and their mean square values are the eigenvalues themselves. 
The Kernel can be expanded in a uniformly and absolutely convergent series of the eigenfunc-
tions and the turbulent kinetic energy is the sum of the eigenvalues. Thus every structure 
makes an independent contribution to the kinetic energy and Reynolds stress. 

The method for energetic modes evaluation is based on correlation matrix R  analysis 

 ( ) ( )Tt t=R u u , (1) 

where ( )tu  is vector of velocities or velocity fluctuations. Modes are defined as the correla-
tion matrix eigenvectors, the corresponding eigenvalues indicate energetic content. 

The next step Bi-Orthogonal Decomposition (BOD) representing itself an extension of the 
POD. While POD analyses data in spatial domain only, the BOD performs spatiotemporal de-
composition. 

Aubry [2] presented the BOD as a deterministic analysis tool for complex spatiotemporal 
signals. First, a complete two-dimensional decomposition was performed. These decomposi-
tions were based on two-point temporal and spatial velocity correlations. A set of orthogonal 
spatial (“topos”) and temporal (“chronos”) eigenmodes are to be computed to allow the ex-
pansion of the velocity field. 

The orthogonal decomposition is optimal in sense of a fast convergence of the expansion 
with a small number of terms. It should be noticed that the BOD introduces a time-space sepa-
ration in the velocity field expansion. While the classic orthogonal decomposition POD is 
based on full two-point space-time correlations and entails space and time-dependent eigen-
modes, BOD is closer to analytical and numerical studies where the velocity field is naturally 
expanded over products of spatial functions and temporal functions. 

The decomposition methods allows studying the energy and entropy distribution in both 
time and space domain. In addition, truncation of the reconstruction formula neglecting high-
order low energy content allows us to study dynamics of the given system using discrete 
methods of dynamical systems analysis in state space. Thus, the low-dimensional model of 
the real flow optimal from the energetic point of view is obtained. This means, that even a few 
lower order (that is high-energy) modes could capture principal properties of the entire system 
dynamics. 

2.2 Dynamical Analysis – POPs 

The Principal Oscillation Patterns (POPs) decomposition is based on modal structures 
based on temporal or spatial linear evolution dynamics. Each mode is characterized by a com-
plex frequency involving information on frequency, phase and growth/decay information. On 
the other hand, the POPs analysis is unable to resolve standing oscillations. 

The basis of the POPs analysis was formulated by Hasselmann [4] for discrete Markov 
processes in linearized dynamical systems driven by white noise with application in climatol-
ogy. The POPs theory is a special case of more general Principal Interaction Patterns (PIPs) 
method for nonlinear dynamical systems. 

In the POPs approach the fluctuating part of Navier-Stokes equation is modelled by 
Langevin equation for the linear Markov process: 
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 ( ) ( )d t
t

dt
ξ= ⋅ +

u
A u , (2) 

where ( )u t  is vector of velocity fluctuations, A  is the deterministic feedback matrix, ξ  is 
noise driving the system which could be interpreted as influence of smaller, unresolved scales. 
The equation (2) could be rewrited for time lag τ  as followed 

 ( ) ( )t tτ ξ+ = ⋅ +u B u . (3) 

Then the POPs are the eigenfunctions of the matrix B . In other words, the POPs are the em-
pirically computed eigenmodes of the system. The Green function G  could be identified 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1
exp .T Tt t t tτ τ τ

−
= = +G B u u u u  (4) 

The eigenvalues kg  of the Green function G  are related to eigenvalues kβ  of the feedback 
matrix B  as follows: 

 ( )expk kg β τ≡ . (5) 

The real part of eigenvalues kβ  characterizes the decay e-fold time eτ  of the POP (more pre-
cisely its reciprocal value), this could be interpreted as the decay rate of our ability to predict 
development of the POP. This must be negative for stable system. The complex part gives the 
k -th POP’s oscillation frequency. 

Common eigenvectors form system of POPs. The right eigenvectors rkv  of G  are com-
puted as well as the left eigenvectors lkv  of TG . Then the deterministic feedback matrix B  
could be formed: 

 .T
rk k lk

k

β= ∑B v v  (6) 

Note that B  and G  are obtained solely from the time series data ( )tu . If the system is 
well described by a linear Markov process, then our estimate of B  will be independent of the 
choice of τ . On the other hand, if nonlinear effects are important, then B  will vary signifi-
cantly with τ . 

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Our model was designed as 2D placed in channel 100 x 250 mm2, prismatic from wall to 

wall (100 mm width), flow velocity 6,5 m/s, blockage was about 8 %. The model was geome-
trically similar to the original Ahmed body in side view, the ratio 3 : 20 meaning that length 
of our model was 156,6 mm. Reynolds number was by 2 orders of magnitude lower than in 
original Ahmed case, actual value Re = 5,4.104. 

The time-resolved PIV method was used for the experiments. The measuring system 
DANTEC consists of laser with cylindrical optics and CMOS camera. The software Dynam-
ics Studio 2.2 was used for velocity-fields evaluation. Laser New Wave Pegasus Nd:YLF, 
double head, wavelength 527 nm, maximal frequency 10 kHz, a shot energy is 10 mJ for 
1 kHz (corresponding power 10 W per head). Camera NanoSense MkIII, maximal resolution 
1280 x 1024 pixels and corresponding maximal frequency 512 double-snaps per second. For 
the presented measurements the camera resolution reduction 1280 x 512 pixels was used with 
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the higher sampling frequency 1 kHz, 3272 double-snaps in sequence corresponding to 
3,272 s of record for the evaluation. Other details see [7, 8] 

 

Figure 1: The Ahmed body rear part. 

Origin of the coordinate system was placed to the upper corner of the ramp (point A), x-
axis in the flow direction, y-axis perpendicular to the wall. Situation is depicted in Fig. (1), the 
corners in the body rear part are labeled as points A and B. Results for the two configurations 
with slant angles 25 deg and 35 deg will be presented respectively. 

4 RESULTS 
The results are shown as vector and scalar fields, the two slant angles mentioned above 

were being compared. 

4.1 Mean quantities 
First, only statistical mean values are evaluated covering velocity mean values and statis-

tical moments. 
The mean velocity vector fields are shown in Fig. (2), the corresponding vector lines were 

added on the left and mean velocity magnitude distribution is shown on the right. 
 

Figure 2: Mean velocity vector lines (left) and magnitude (right) distributions. 

The case α = 35 deg exhibits much larger recirculation zone, separation of the boundary 
layer starts just at the upper corner A. In the α = 25 deg case separation occurs near the corner 
B forming considerably smaller recirculation zone. 

A

B 

x 
y 

α 
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In Fig. (3) comparisons of U and V mean velocity components distributions evaluated in x 
and y directions respectively are given. The wake is characterized by low U velocity compo-
nents values and/or positive V velocity components. 
 

Figure 3: Mean velocity components U (left) and V (right) distributions. 

In Fig. (4) comparisons of variance (left) and correlation coefficient (right) of the instanta-
neous velocity components distributions are given. 
 

Figure 4: Variance (left) and correlation coefficient (right) distributions. 

As for the velocity variance, more intensive fluctuating activity is visible in the wake near 
the shear layer for the 35 deg case, as could be expected. However, in this case much less ac-
tivity could be seen near the surface in core of the recirculation zone. The correlation coeffi-
cient quantifies generation of Reynolds stresses and thus turbulence – maximum of turbulence 
generation is seen as negative correlation values. The maximum of turbulence generation is 
located near the free shear layer, nearly no production is in core wake. It is more pronounced 
for the 25 deg case. 

4.2 POD analysis 
Mean velocity values (see above) were subtracted from all instantaneous velocity distribu-

tions. Space and time modes were evaluated from velocity fluctuations using methods de-
scribed above. 
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Cumulative energy and absolute value of energy of individual modes are shown in Fig. (5). 
The cumulative  

 

 

Figure 5: POD modes cumulative energy. 

All chronoses could be characterized as a broad-band processes. Spectra are continuous 
and could be divided into two parts –low frequency part and high frequency part. Limit fre-
quency is about 50 Hz. The higher mode order the lower energy and lower level of the low 
frequency part of the spectra. The high frequency parts of all spectra are nearly the same. The 
spectra for first 10 chronoses are shown in Fig. (6) for the 25 deg case, very similar situation 
was found for the 35 deg case. 

 

Figure 6: Spectra of first 10 chronoses. 

Then a few examples of Toposes are shown in Fig. (7). Comparison of the two cases in 
question is presented for each mode. Coloring denotes vorticity. 
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Figure 7: Toposes example. 

The first topos (Top 1) shows a saddle point in the wake for both cases, while the second 
toposes (Top 2) are characterized by a spiral vortex. In the topos 4 we could see limit cycle 
for the 25 deg case. The higher order toposes show combinations of all above-mentioned 
structures. There is a general rule: the higher topos order, the higher complexity and lower 
energy in the same time. 

4.3 POPs analysis 
For the POPs analysis projection on the first 25 POD modes containing approximately 

75 % of total kinetic energy was used. One sample lag giving τ = 1 ms was applied in the 
procedure. 

In Fig. (8) a few eigenvalues with the highest real part are presented. Please note that the 
POPs analysis gives complex conjugate eigenvalues (or real). The eigenvalues are labeled by 
numbers according to increasing imaginary part, i.e. increasing frequency of the mode. In lite-
rature the modes are ordered according to eigenvalue real part in descending order to present 
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the least stable modes first. Here the different system has been chosen to find the correspond-
ing modes of the two cases. 

 

Figure 8: POPs eigenvalues. 

For each eigenvalue corresponding frequency and e-fold time could be calculated as cha-
racteristic of each mode. 

 

POP α = 25 deg α = 35 deg 
f [Hz] τe [ms] f [Hz] τe [ms] 

1 0 107,53 0 169,49 
2 2,56 27,70 1,97 39,06 
3 4,82 23,47 6,30 51,28 
4 10,55 37,31 10,93 25,31 
5 16,77 43,86 13,58 34,25 
6 18,40 24,57 16,71 29,33 
7 27,84 23,70 24,96 23,20 
8 32,87 27,25 31,91 22,94 
9 40,55 15,80 35,62 22,17 
10 53,36 17,01 46,20 20,20 
11 59,75 16,08 66,91 16,86 
12 81,25 14,01 73,29 16,53 
13 98,25 16,69 88,12 13,87 

Table 1: POPs frequencies and e-fold times. 

The modes 1 are aperiodic characterized by frequency 0, corresponding eigenvalue is real 
as well as the eigenmode. 

Topology of modes is given by complex eigenmodes consisting of real and imaginary parts. 
Examples of eigenmodes are shown in Fig. (9) for both cases in question. Modes could appear 
in the flow-field randomly in time. Dynamics of a given mode is characterized by its frequen-
cy, complex mode characterizes the phase shifted patterns and typical decay by factor “e” is 
defined by the e-fold time. The structure of individual POPs topological modes is similar to 
this of toposes consisting of nodes, spiral vortices, saddle points and limit cycles. 
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Figure 9: Example of POPs modes. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
The upper part of the wake behind Ahmed body forming a free shear layer was studied in 

details. Two variants of the model with slant angles 25 deg and 35 deg were examined respec-
tively. Angle 25 deg shows more or less attached flow, while angle 35 deg generates fully de-
tached flow from the ramp. The presented analysis shows structures involved in dynamical 
behavior of the flow. 

The POD and POPs methods were demonstrated as powerful tools in studying and simula-
tion of dynamics of the wake flow-field revealing several types of structures, namely nodes, 
spiral vortices, saddle points and limit cycles. Promotion or suppression of some of those 
structures could be a good control strategy. 
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Abstract: The heavy duty transport sector which uses trucks to transport cargo covers a very
large business area. Due to the climate change it is crucial however, to find solutions to stay
sustainable in this aggressive and fast changing market. One way to address the climate change
problem is to reduce the required power for road transport. Improving aerodynamic quality, i.e.
reducing drag, can contribute largely to the solution to this problem.
With numerical analysis of a standard tractor-trailer combination a general overview of the
flow around this type of vehicle has been obtained. The visualizations show a highly complex
flow and large separated regions especially at the back and at the bottom of the trailer. The
analysis indicates a large contribution of the underside of the trailer to the total drag of the
vehicle.
Wind tunnel experiments in the closed circuit Low Turbulence Tunnel at the TU Delft with a
1:14 scaled truck model were performed to experimentally investigate the effect of aerodynamic
aids to reduce the drag of the tractor with trailer. More than 100 different aerodynamic devices
were built and tested. Covering the wheels was found to be always beneficial and a full un-
derbody is not performing as well as the straight side skirts. Modifications to these side skirts
improved the drag reductions even further up to 14% which corresponds with a drag coefficient
reduction of 0.062.
A full-scale prototype of glass-fiber is built to execute several road tests with a tractor-trailer
combination. During the operational tests, which are performed over a period of 4 weeks, an
average fuel economy increase of 9% is achieved. A test day with two identical trucks (one was
equipped with the aerodynamic side skirts) confirmed these results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a practical scientific approach of designing an add-on for a truck that
lowers the fuel consumption significantly.

Background. Cargo transport by road using trucks is still one of the most efficient transport
solutions within the European context. This fact manifests itself in the large amount of trucks
on the road and the associated increased total volume of fuel consumed annually. The environ-
mental concerns force the transport companies to reduce fuel consumption in an economical
and sustainable way. This has renewed the interest in truck design; any reduction in truck fuel
consumption can be associated with large annual fuel cost savings and emission reductions.
Generally there are two ways to reduce the fuel consumption of a vehicle. One can improve the
efficiency of the engine delivering power: improvements on the side of ”the available power”.
Or one can lower the different forces acting on a truck traveling over the road: the ”required
power” side. The latter can be achieved by reducing the weight of the vehicle, reducing its aero-
dynamic drag and by reducing the friction resistance of the tires. Driving at highway speeds of
85 km/h, more than 40% of the trucks fuel consumption is caused by aerodynamic drag, [24].

Past research. The reduction of fuel consumption of trucks by aerodynamic means has be-
come an accepted practice in the last decades. By installation of different add-on devices for the
tractor and the trailer, on its original boxed shape. Tractor manufacturers improved the aero-
dynamic shape of their products while many add-ons are available to improve the aerodynamic
behavior of the tractor-trailer combination. Also modifications of the general shape of the vehi-
cle, introduced by the tractor manufacturers, improved the aerodynamic efficiency.
In the past several aerodynamic devices have been developed for the front and top of the tractor,
the back of the trailer and for the gap between the tractor and trailer, [1, 7, 13, 27, 28]. Also
new futuristic aerodynamic designs have been presented by the European truck manufactures,
[4, 5, 14, 16, 17, 21, 23]. The main focus of the manufacturers is on the development of the
tractor and not particular on the trailer and the vehicle as a whole.

Present research. In 2005 a research program at the Delft University of Technology started
to reduce the fuel consumption of heavy duty vehicles by improving the aerodynamic drag level
of articulated trucks. These vehicle are used for international road transport and have a large
aerodynamic drag level due to their bluff shape and high average traveling velocity.
The research has three components: (1) road testing for both requirements discovery tree and
design verification, (2) numerical analysis to understand the flow and (3) wind tunnel experi-
ments for experimental design of add-ons to lower drag. In preparation of numerical simulations
and wind tunnel experiments the performance of a tractor-trailer combination is monitorred dur-
ing a test period of 2 months through Europe. The results, presented by Van Raemdonck [24],
are used as input and as design parameters to develop an aerodynamic add-on for a trailer.
Numerical simulations of a tractor-trailer combinations are conducted to indicate the regions
that cause high drag. Several aerodynamic add-ons for a trailer are designed and tested in the
wind tunnel. A full-scale prototype is built to perform several road tests in order to indicate the
fuel savings.
In the following sections the numerical analysis, the wind tunnel experiments and the design
verification with the road tests will be discussed further. The road tests for the requirements
discovery tree are discussed in Van Raemdonck [24].
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2 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Numerical analysis of a generalized tractor-trailer combination with aid of Computational
Fluid Dynamics is conducted to obtain insight in the flow behavior and the characteristics of the
flows around a road transport vehicle.

2.1 Pre-processing

A surface model of a tractor-trailer combination is generated by laser scanning a full-scale
tractor. A long rang scanner (accuracy of ± 3 mm) and a Konica Minolta VI-9i laser (accuracy
of ± 1 mm) are used to create a surface model. The model of the standard trailer is based on
technical information provided by a trailer manufacturer.
The next step is to discretize the volume around the surface model by introducing several blocks,
see figure 2. The surface mesh is made of triangles that are extruded normally to create a six-
layered boundary layer made of prisms (y+ = 50, height of first cell = 1 mm, growth rate =
1.15 and total thickness = 8.8 mm, Van Raemdonck [25]). The rest of the volume around the
model (length = 127.5 m, half width = 30 m; height = 30 m, Van Raemdonck [25]) is filled with
tetrahedrals.
A half model us used for the simulations in order to reduce the amount of cells (total number of
cells: 12.2 million, Van Raemdonck [25]) and the corresponding processing time to solve the
Navier-Stokes flow equations.

Figure 1: Surface model Figure 2: Control volume

2.2 Solver

The Navier-Stokes flow equations together with the Realizable k − ε turbulence model are
solved with the commercial package Fluent. There is opted for the two-equation k − ε turbu-
lence model and more specifically the Realizable version due to the its common usage in the
automobile sector, its performance with bluff bodies and its relatively low required computer
power, Lanfrit [12]. As near-wall treatment for the boundary layer, the non-equilibrium wall
function, is chosen. The operating pressure of 101325 Pa is defined in one of the outer corners
of the computational domain.
The upstream inlet uses the velocity inlet boundary condition by setting an absolute magnitude
of 25 m/s in the direction of the flow which is assumed to be uniform and has only a compo-
nent in x-direction. The boundary condition for the outlet is set as pressure outlet. The actual
symmetry plane as well as the other two outer planes (side and upper plane) have the symmetry
boundary condition. The boundary condition of the floor is a moving wall which has a transla-
tional velocity of 25 m/s in the positive x-direction.
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All the surfaces of the tractor and trailer are solid stationary walls. The wheels of the tractor
and trailer have a moving wall boundary condition with the rotational velocities of -47.27 rad/s
and -44.66 rad/s respectively. In this truck model no boundary condition is set for the radiator
in order to keep the modeling of the corresponding grids and boundary layers simple.

2.3 Results

After twelve thousand iterations the drag and lift coefficient converged to the values of 0.383
and -0.026 respectively. An estimation of the drag coefficient of an asymmetrical tractor-trailer
combination is made by Van Raemdonck [24] on the basis of the measured power delivered
by the engine. An estimated drag coefficient for the tractor-trailer combination of 0.430 is
obtained.
Literature illustrates that already many simulations, [10, 11, 19], have been performed of a
generalized model of a tractor-trailer combination. Pointer [15] executed numerical simulations
for a generalized three dimensional 1:8 scaled conventional U.S. tractor-trailer combination and
obtained a drag coefficient of 0.402 with the k − ε turbulence model. Hucho [9] illustrated that
the drag coefficient of an articulated truck is between 0.5 and 0.7.
The difference in drag coefficient has several reasons. First, the drag coefficient of 0.430 of
the real truck is an estimated average value over a testing period of two months where the
vehicle is subjected to side winds and rain. Secondly, the model for numerical calculations had
several simplifications: sun visor, corner guide vanes, radiator or fans were absent and a half
(symmetrical) model is used. Also a rather simple two-equation turbulence model, realizable
k − ε, is used to enclose the system of flow equations.

Figure 3: Streamlines at underside of model

The three dimensional streamlines around the vehicle together with the pressure coefficient
are shown in figure 3. At the front surface the oncoming flow stays attached around the cabin
corners and the roof deflector. The flow continues its path towards the rear of the vehicle. The
recirculation zone with the two counter rotating vortices at rear is clearly visible. The stream-
lines at the bottom of the vehicle, especially at the underside of the trailer, have highly separated
behavior. This figure indicates that two regions, the underside and the back of the trailer, have
highly separated flows, which cause a lot of pressure drag.
Considering the total drag of the vehicle, the frontal area has a drag contribution of 0.23% and
the back surface 35%, while from the region in between, including the underside of the vehicle,
originates 42% of the total drag, Van Raemdonck [25]. The drag caused by the underside is
large, it is therefore an interesting region to improve the aerodynamics towards a lower total
vehicle drag.
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3 WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

The numerical simulations provided more insight in the flow behavior around a tractor-trailer
combination and the drag contributions of the several regions. The next step is to design an
aerodynamic aid for the underside of the trailer in the wind tunnel that does not conflict with
the European regulations for road transport vehicles.

3.1 wind tunnel and model set-up

The wind tunnel experiments are executed in the Low Turbulence Tunnel at the Delft Uni-
versity of Technology. This closed circuit wind tunnel has an octagonal test section with a cross
sectional area of 2.07m2 (width = 1.8 m; height = 1.25 m) and a maximum velocity of 120
m/s. The six-component mechanical balance system measures the resulting forces acting on the
truck model. Only the drag coefficient CT of the vehicle will be discussed here.
The windtunnel does not have a moving belt to simulate the road. The major issue is that the
approaching floor boundary layer is too thick. According to Cooper [2, 3] one can conclude
that a fixed elevated ground board with a thinned boundary layer is sufficient for automotive
and commercial vehicle applications, particularly where the underbody clearances are large and
the underbodies are rough.

Figure 4: Wind tunnel model dimensions

A 1:14 scaled truck model (TAMIYA Mercedes
Benz 1838LS truck and TAMIYA container-trailer)
is used. The initial truck model had sharp corners
which will result in flow separation at the front and
therefore would make any aerodynamic improve-
ment ineffective. A new cover, see figure 4, with
properly chosen round-off edges, based on consid-
eration given in Hoerner [8] and Cooper [2], is
made which prevents flow separation at the front
cabin corners and initiates a turbulent boundary
layer before it reaches the back edges of the trac-
tor. The model is not equipped with a fan system
and is mounted up-side-down due to the location of
the balance system.

The Reynolds number for a full scale truck, based on the square root of the frontal area of
A = 10.34m2 and a driving velocity of 25 m/s, becomes 5.4 × 106. The scaled wind tunnel
model has a Reynolds number (with a tunnel speed of 60 m/s) of 0.98×106 which is high enough
for bluff bodies, SAE J1252 [20]. After testing a Reynolds number range, no Reynolds effects
are deducted, Van Raemdonck [25]. Also no wind tunnel corrections methods are applied on
the dynamic pressure.

3.2 Results

During the experimental measurements more than 100 different aerodynamic devices are
built and tested on different vehicle configurations. Only a short selection is being discused
here. A more profound overview of the results can be found in Van Raemdonck [25] and [26].
All the drag coefficients CT in longitudinal direction of the vehicle with the different aerody-
namic devices are compared with the standard tractor-trailer combination (CT = 0.443 at zero
yaw angle, figure 5). The results are showing a drag difference in terms of percentage. Remov-
ing the mud flaps gives a general drag decrease of 5% over the whole range of yaw angles, [26].
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Blocking the underbody flow by mounting a vertical plate between the lower-end of the trailer
and floor has disastrous effects on the drag of the vehicle, [26]: the underbody flow is crucial
for the drag built up of a truck.

Figure 5: Drag reduction results

(a) round enclosed side skirt (b) side skirt with sharp front edge

(c) side skirt with open wheels (d) complete underbody

Figure 6: Aerodynamic add-ons

The most basic straight side skirt with covered wheels, figure 6(b), reduces the drag coef-
ficient CT with 12% (4CT = −0.049) at a yaw angle of zero degrees and stays almost the
same with increasing yaw angle, figure 5. Existing side skirts often have the front and rear edge
cut off for esthetic purposes and aerodynamic reasons. The results [26] show that a steep cut
back-edge reduces the drag coefficient even further.
The different configurations for the straight side skirt have covered wheels, while real trucks
often have open wheels. Nowadays side skirts with uncovered wheels, see figure 6(c), perform
aerodynamically much worse, figure 5. Uncovered wheels introduce significant drag that results
in a lower drag reduction: 4% at zero yaw angle, or an increase of CT with 0.018.
Another aerodynamic aid is the round enclosed side skirt, figure 6(a), which encapsulates the
pallet box and the support legs in a round curve and covering the wheels towards the back of
the trailer. The reduction in aerodynamic drag is 12.5% or 4CT = −0.055 at zero degree yaw
angle and a maximum of 14.5% (4CT = −0.064) at 6◦ as plotted in figure 5. If the bottom of
round front side skirt and the back-end is closed, the drag measurements [26] indicate that the
drag reduction is less then the solution with the open bottom.
A side skirt with the hollow front, instead of the more spherical round front side skirt is another
modification. This hollow front lies parallel with the turning radius of the tractor. This solution
has, at a zero degree yaw angle, a larger benefit in drag coefficient [26], but it is not that efficient
as the round front side skirt when the yaw angle increases.

At larger yaw angles the flow can not pass the sharp vertical edge at front of the standard side
skirt without immediate separation. Rounding-off the sharp edges should give a drag benefit.
Several rounding configurations are applied. The configuration with the rounding at the outside
performed worst [26] over the range of yaw angles: the flow has to overcome an extra obstacle.
With the rounding at both the in- and outside a slight improvement in drag benefit at the higher
yaw angles is noticeable, [26]. The best result of the three configurations is obtained with the
side skirt with the rounding at the inside. At a yaw angle of zero degrees this solution produces
11% less drag in comparison to the base configuration instead of 7% for the other two, [26].
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The applied rounding, a half circle, is not an ideal aerodynamic shape in this case. Therefor
an airfoil profile is placed at the front inside. With the optimized profile a drag reduction of
14% or 4CT = −0.061 at zero degree yaw angle and a maximum of 16% (4CT = −0.069) at
a yaw angle of 8◦ is obtained figure 5. This drag reduction of 14% can be translated in a fuel
economy reduction of 7%, Rose [18].

Another type of aerodynamic add-on is the so-called underbody. The measured drag benefit
of the complete underbody, figure 6(d), is plot in figure 5: it generates at zero yaw angle 7%
less drag (4CT = −0.030) and 12% or 4CT = −0.052 at 6◦ yaw angle.
A second version of the underbody has covered wheels to show its influence on the drag coef-
ficient CT . Again better results are achieved [26] with the wheels covered: a decrease of 3%
(4CT = −0.013) of the drag coefficient with respect to the similar configuration with the open
wheels.

4 ROAD TESTS

The results of the wind tunnel experiments with the side skirts with the profile, called side
wings, were so promising that a full scale prototype is built and tested on the public road. For
all three road tests a Scania R340 tractor with a standard 2-axle trailer is used. The aerodynamic
aid is mounted on the underside of the trailer. An elaborated test report of the road test can be
found at [6].

4.1 Prototype

The full scale prototype of the side wings is made from glass fibre reinforced polyester,
see figure 7. For the three dimensional airfoil a positive foam mould is used together with
vacuum injection moulding. The prototype is mounted with the state-of-the-art techniques at
the underside of the trailer. The outside of the panels are smoothened and painted white as can
be seen figure 8.

Figure 7: Manufacture of the prototype Figure 8: The side wing mounted on a trailer
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4.2 Test 01: proof of concept test

The goal of the first road test was to measure the fuel consumption on a straight public road
(3 Merenweg, Vijfhuizen, The Netherlands) in order to define the aerodynamic impact on the
fuel economy. A special fuel tank with load sensors, developed by Squarell Technology [22], is
installed on the existing tank of the tractor. The measured values are corrected according to the
inclination angle of the tank and to the fuel temperature. In addition, a data acquisition system
is connected trough CANbus to the board computer of the tractor.
The trailer was not carrying any load during the test. The course length was 7.5 km and had
clear surroundings together with excellent pavement. The truck driver accelerated to 85 km/h
and decelerated, each time at the same spots. This velocity in between was maintained constant
using the cruise control.
Two different trailer configurations are tested in Test 01: (1) the standard trailer without aero-
dynamic aid and (2) the trailer equipped with the side wing. During the testing day the weather
circumstances were measured and recorded. No rain fall is noticed during the day. Comparing
the conditions of configuration 1 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, large differences are
observed in both the wind direction and the wind velocity. The wind velocity increased from
4.0 m/s to 6.8 m/s and the wind direction changed from South to South-South-East.
The trailer equipped with the aerodynamic side wings, realized a fuel economy improvement
of 4.8% (tail wind) and 15.7% (head wind) with respect to the standard trailer without the side
skirts. Although the weather changed in negative sense the performances of the side wings are
very good. Even with an increased cross wind the reduction of the aerodynamic forces is higher.

4.3 Test 02: operational test

Test 02 is executed in two periods of two weeks of driving with and without the side wing
during operational conditions. The goal of this test is to define an averaged fuel consumption
reduction over a period of 4 weeks and to discover how the aerodynamic add-on will fit into
daily practical issues. The tractor is not equipped with the special fuel tank because of the low
capacity of only 30 litres. The data acquisition system is connected to the board computer to
measure the fuel flow rate, vehicle velocity, power and several other parameters, Van Raem-
donck [25].
The first two weeks the trailer is equipped with the aerodynamic aid. After this testing period
the side wings are dismounted, and the vehicle drove once again two weeks. The whole four
weeks the combination did one particular ride each day, namely Eindhoven-Luik-Eindhoven.
The truck driver was the same and the vehicle transported cargo during these 4 weeks. This
period had an average wind velocity of 5.4 m/s with a South-West direction.
The results show again a fuel economy increase above the 5%, even an average of 9% is
achieved during this operational tests of 4 weeks. The positive feedback of the drivers about the
side wings used during operational daily tasks was even more important for the final design of
the product.
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4.4 Test 03: comparison test

The goal of this third and last test is to quantify the aerodynamic impact of the side wings
on the fuel consumption using two identical vehicles. The construction year and the type of
both tractors and trailers are the same. The reason to perform a test with two identical vehicles
is to switch very fast and easily between trailers (one trailer is equipped with the aerodynamic
add-on, the other is not) in order to neutralize changing weather conditions. Both trailers were
not transporting any cargo. The condition of the tires of both vehicle combinations was similar.
The test location was a trajectory between two cloverleafs at the South of Arnhem. The tra-
jectory was approximately 26 km long and consisted out of good smooth pavement and clear
surroundings.
Both vehicles drove the trajectory two times. When the drivers crossed fixed points on the tra-
jectory, they activated cruise-control on 85 km/h at the first fixed point and started braking a
the second. A consistent comparison between the different configurations for each tractor could
be made by neutralizing the influence of the driver behavior. During the day the wind velocity
stayed very low (average wind velocity of 2.8 m/s) and the wind direction South did not change.
Both tractors were equipped with a data acquisition system to measure the fuel rate.
A fuel economy increase of 6.38% and 7.5% for both tractors is measured. Although the type
and the construction year of both tractors are the same, this difference of 1.12% can be found in
the fact that the first tractor had double the mileage of the second. In Test 01 higher fuel econ-
omy figures, even up to 15%, are measured compared to this test. The reason for this difference
is explained by the lower average wind speed in Test 03.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This research proved that with a practical approach a large drag reduction and a correspond-
ing fuel economy increase can be achieved by improving the aerodynamic drag of trucks. Ex-
tensive monitoring of truck performance data delivered input for the design conditions of the
aerodynamic aid. The numerical simulations provided insight in the flow behavior and in the
drag contributions of several regions. The underside of the trailer was responsible for more than
40% of the total drag of the vehicle combination. This region is also characterized with highly
separated flows.
Based on the numerical simulations it was decided to design an aerodynamic add-on for the
trailer in the wind tunnel. In total more than 100 different configurations were tested. The
configurations with the straight side skirts and the optimized profile, named the side wing, gen-
erated the highest drag reduction: up to 14% at zero yaw angle.
The side wings proved to have an aerodynamic impact on the fuel economy of a tractor-trailer
combination. Through several tests a reduction of the fuel consumption between 5% up to 15%
was measured. The operational test indicated an average reduction of 9%. The difference be-
tween the tests can be related to the difference in weather conditions. Test 03 is performed on a
day with nearly wind still, while Test 02 is executed over 4 weeks in February and March with
changing weather conditions.
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In this paper, we present a short review of our recent work on flow control applied to automotive aerodynamics. 
Various experimental studies were carried out on different 3D bluff-bodies, from classic or modified Ahmed 
bluff-body (Figure 1-a) to concept-cars (Citroën C-SportLounge as shown on Figure 1-b) or real road vehicles 
(Citroën C4).  
 

a)   b)
 
Figure 1. Pictures showing an active Vortex Generators device integrated in two different 3D bluff-bodies. The flow control 
device is integrated in a modified Ahmed body with a rear rounded slant (a) and also in the rear of the roof of the Citroën 

concept-car C-SportLounge (b).
 
Many different control devices were tested on these bluff-bodies or vehicles. One example is illustrated on 
Figure 1-a) where one can see a modified Ahmed body (rounded rear slant instead of the classic flat rear panel 
[1]) equipped with a motorized vortex generators device. A detailed parametric study showed that one can 
obtain large drag and lift reduction with the proper parameters [2]. It was also shown that the near-wake 
structure could be completely modified for large drag gains or losses. The same kind of “active” vortex 
generators device was also tested and successfully applied on road vehicles like C-SportLounge (Citroën 
concept-car) as shown on Figure 1-b) or the common Citroën C4. Another system has been studied and 
validated: a set of motorized flaps integrated along the different junctions around the rear of a classic Ahmed 
body with 30° rear flat panel. Thanks to a detailed parametric study, one could also find very favorable 
configurations leading to large drag and lift reductions [3]. All these examples of control strategies, including, for 
the first time, the applications to road vehicles, will be illustrated in the paper. 
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The effect of unsteady crosswind forces on train dynamic behaviour 

Chris Baker 

University of Birmingham 

Whilst not common, a number of incidents of trains overturning in high winds have been reported from around 

the world over the last few decades. A great deal of work has been carried out in recent years to determine the 

risk of such accidents occurring and to develop suitable alleviation methods – in the UK for the Advanced 

Passenger train in the late 1970’s, and more recently to investigate the crosswind stability of the Class 390 

Pendolino train. A number of pan-European projects have also studied the problem - TRANSAERO , RAPIDE, 

DEUFRAKO  and AOA, and considerable progress has recently been made in the development of European 

standards and TSI documentation in this field. Work is also underway out in Japan and Korea. Train overturning 

is not however the only problem caused by high crosswinds. For example the train body can be deflected 

sideways on its suspension system that can, in extreme circumstances, result in the infringement of the 

kinematic envelope, or can cause the pantograph (the electrical current collection system) to deflect such that it 

loses contact with the overhead transmission wire -  the so-called pantograph dewirement problem..  

To make proper assessments of these effects, it has come to be realised that the static overturning calculations 

used in earlier investigations are not wholly adequate, and that some account has to be taken of the train 

dynamic systems, and some simulation of the unsteady nature of wind gusts is also required. Currently a number 

of alternative recommendations are made concerning how such calculations are carried out – from the use of 

relatively simple linearised models, through the use of a typical, average, gust profile (the so called “Chinese” 

hat profile”) in multi-body simulations, to the use of simulated wind fields on full dynamic models of vehicles.  

It is the purpose of this presentation to address some of the fundamental issues associated with work of this sort. 

It describes in some detail how the fluctuating crosswind force and moment time histories on trains can be 

specified and calculated and then goes on to describe the use of these time histories in a train dynamic model to 

investigate the combined effects of these forces on wheel rail forces and train displacements with track 

roughness, cant, twist, track defects etc.  The outline of the calculation procedure is as follows. 

• The specification of the wind field seen by a train moving along a track, through the development of a 

relatively simple computational method. 

• The specification of the aerodynamic admittances and weighting function on which the calculation 

method is based, through an analysis of wind tunnel experimental results. 

• The transformation of the admittances and weighting functions that were obtained from static wind 

tunnel experiments into a form suitable for the application to moving vehicles in the full scale situation. 

• The calculation of the aerodynamic forces through the convolution if the velocity time histories with 

the weighting functions, and the application of these forces to the practical issues outlined above.  

The presentation will give full details of each of the above steps and present details of how the aerodynamic 

forces develop in a number of idealised cases (step wind input, exponential gust, spatial and temporal sinusoidal 

wind fields), which give a physical insight into the nature of the simulation. It will also illustrate the procedure 

with the application to the pantograph dewirement problem outlined above.  

abstract: The effect of unsteady
crosswind forces on train dynamic
behaviour
by Chris Baker
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Further development and application of the SaOB actuator array for manipulation 
of large vehicle Aerodynamics 

 
Isaac Dayan, Ilan Fono and Avi Seifert 

(Seifert@eng.tau.ac.il) 
 

School of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering 
Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv 69978 ISRAEL 

 
Aerodynamic design of large vehicle aerodynamics is often constrained by functionality 
considerations. Known examples are aft-end of truck trailers and small radius of 
curvature of double deck trains (in cross section view). The above constraints lead to 
increased aerodynamic drag of trucks and reduced stability of trains to cross-winds. The 
common feature of these two seemingly different problems is the boundary layer 
separation and the associated low pressure region at the lee-side of the relative (to the) 
vehicle wind. Active flow control or active boundary layer control (BLC) is a known 
practice from the times of Prandtl. Upon discovering the boundary layer and its failure 
(i.e., separation), Prandtl also suggested a remedy, flow control. By energizing or 
removing the boundary layer, its separation can be delayed or even eliminated. Prandtl 
even suggested the use of steady suction for BLC. For several decades now, active BLC 
has also been studied at Tel Aviv University. The approach was to utilize flow instability 
to enhance the effectiveness of forced oscillations and the resulting spanwise as well as 
streamwise vortices as mixing enhancers [1]. More recently (Arwatz et al, 2008) it was 
suggested to combine steady suction and pulsed blowing in close proximity for active 
BLC. The device, called Suction and Oscillatory Blowing (SaOB) actuator, is capable of 
generating the two control mechanisms using one miniature device with no moving parts. 
An array of 15 valves was used by Sperber et al (in Seifert et al, 2008) to reduce the drag 
of a circular cylinder and by Seifert et al (2008) to reduce the drag of 2D and 3D truck 
models, using an “add on”, small scale device attached to the lee-side of the truck. 
The current study is aimed at modeling, controlling and testing the importance of valve 
array synchronization. Theoretical and experimental work is on-going to allow 
synchronized operation of a large valve array with no moving parts. Once satisfactory 
results will be reached, the importance of valve array synchronization on the attainable 
drag reduction using a given energetic input will be evaluated. 
The conference paper will review the recent activities from a fundamental point of view 
(valve array development) and from the applicable side (obtainable drag reductions) 
considering the energetic cost, with the aim of net saving in fuel consumption as well as 
increased stability to side winds. 
 
References 
1. Seifert, A., Darabi, A. and Wygnanski, I., 1996,  “Delay of Airfoil Stall by Periodic 

Excitation”, J. of Aircraft. Vol. 33, No. 4, pp. 691-699. 

2. Arwatz, G., Fono, I. and Seifert, A., "Suction and Oscillatory Blowing Actuator", AIAA 
J., V. 40, N. 5, pp. 1007-1017, May 2008. 

3. Seifert et al, “Heavy trucks drag reduction by active flow control”, AIAA paper 2008-
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COMPARISON OF THE FLOW FIELD AND AERODYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT REGIONAL TRAINS EXPOSED

TO CROSS WINDS BY MEANS OF CFD AND WIND TUNNEL
EXPERIMENTS

Henning Kroll?, M. Schober†, C. N. Nayeri◦, C. O. Paschereit◦

?Institut für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Technische Universität Berlin
email: henning.kroll@ilr.tu-berlin.de

†Center of Competence Aerodynamics & Thermodynamics, Bombardier Transportation
◦Hermann-Föttinger-Institut, Technische Universität Berlin

Abstract. The focal point of this study is the comparison of two differently de-
signed regional train models (train A and B), composed of the leading vehicle and
a dummy on two different ground formations. The comparison between the vehicles
is made with regards to the aerodynamic performance related to crosswind stability
represented by the aerodynamic loads, which are quantified by experimental and nu-
merical means. The flow of air past the two simplified 1:15 scaled regional train
geometries, has been simulated numerically by solving the steady three-dimensional
RANS equations, in addition to an experimental investigation performed in a wind
tunnel, wherein fairly similar train geometries and same Re are used. Special atten-
tion is paid to the comparison of the numerical results and the experimental data.
Figure (a) shows the experimentally obtained moment coefficient about the leeward
rail cmx,lee, representing the most relevant parameter for over turning, as a function
of yawing angle. A comparison with previous wind tunnel experiments carried out by
DB shows a consistent trend. Starting with relatively small differences in cmx,lee for
small yaw angles, train A performs significantly better as the yaw angle increases.
The differences increase with increasing yaw angle up to 20% for β = 30◦. By exper-
imental means the HVAC on train B’s roof-top was found to have a major impact
on the observed differences in the crucial loads between the trains. The side force
and the roll moments respectively displayed definite lower values if the HVAC was
removed, whereas the lift force was almost unaffected. Removing the HVAC compen-
sated about 50% of the differences in the roll moment coefficients cmx and cmx,lee for
larger yaw angles as 30◦. These relative differences between the trains were confirmed
in the simulations, and a fairly nice agreement with the experimental data could be
achieved. Figures (b) and (c) show the lee-vortex visualized with smoke in the ex-
periments, and illustrated by 3D-streamlines in the simulations. The lee-vortex to a
large degree effects the magnitude of the roll moment by its strength and its distance
to the train and the ground.
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abstract: Comparison of the flow field
and aerodynamic performance of
different regional trains exposed to
cross winds by means of CFD and
wind tunnel experiments
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Abstract 

In ongoing studies on drag reducing devices for heavy vehicles, wind tunnel experiments have 
been carried out at the Hermann-Föttinger Institute of the TU-Berlin. As the wind tunnel is 
not equipped with a moving belt or a suction system to remove the boundary layer of the wind 
tunnel floor, the experiments do not include the simulation of a moving ground (road). There-
fore, the use of a towing tank which is also available at the TU-Berlin was considered and re-
alized. The towing tank has a length of 250 m and a depth of up to 4.5 m. The maximal 
carriage speed is 12 m/s. In order to gain experience with the towing tank preliminary ex-
periments with a bluff body were carried out. The body is a box with the dimensions 
1.35x0.2x0.3 m (LxWxH) and corresponds to a simplified European trailer at a scale of 1:10. 
The box was equipped with an internal force transducer to measure fx. The maximum towing 
speed used was 4 m/s leading to a Reynolds number of Re≈5 105. To estimate the influence of 
the water surface on the drag experiments were carried out at different depths. It was found 
out that below a depth of 1m the drag 
changes only marginally. As a next step 
comparative measurements in the wind 
tunnel and the towing tank were carried 
out with the box. Besides measurements 
with just the box also experiments with 
so called baseflaps as drag reducing de-
vices were performed. After these stud-
ies, were the ground effect was not of 
interest yet, experiments were carried 
out with the model positioned near the 
floor of the wind tunnel. In the case of 
the towing tank an installation repre-
senting the road surface was submerged 
in the water (see figure). The results compared acceptable for such preliminary experiments. 
However, the towing tank set-up needs some more optimization regarding the attachment of 
the model to the carriage, the internal force transducer and the length of the “road”. These op-
timizations are currently in progress. 

abstract: Towing tank experiments for
heavy vehicle aerodynamics
by Christian Navid Nayeri ,
Jakob Marquard , Andreas Fischer ,
Christian Oliver Paschereit
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Aerodynamic analysis of highspeed  trains by CFD  simulations 
based on Lattice Boltzmann and Finite Volume Method 

Yiwei Wang and Yiran An 

With the increase of speed, aerodynamic problems of trains are emerging. Analysis of high‐
speed  trains'  aerodynamic  performance  in  China  has  been  carried  out  by  different  CFD 
methodologies. All results under different working conditions are in good agreement with actual 
situations.  

Lattice Boltzmann Method  (LBM)  is adopted  to simulate  the aerodynamic performance of 
trains  running  in open  air,  in  tunnel  and under  strong  crosswind  respectively. Non‐simplified 
train model was used and the number of space grids reached tens of millions. Results show that 
CRH2's  aerodynamic  performance  is  good  when  running  in  open  air  (see  Figure  1),  but 
deteriorates  severely when  running  in  tunnel  (see Figure 2) and under  strong  crosswind  (see 
Figure 3), which provide a technological basis for the design of high‐speed trains. 

Figure 1 Surface pressure distribution on the train axis 

Figure 3 Flow pattern of the train running under strong 
crosswind 

Figure 2 Pressure contours on train and tunnel’s 
surfaces 

The pressure wave induced by different trains passing by each other (see Figure 4) has been 
obtained by using the commercial Finite Volume Method (FVM) software Fluent with dynamic 
mesh approach. Results  indicate  that  complicated aerodynamic  loads act on  train bodies and 
deserve much attention. 
 

 
Figure 4 Contrast of pressure waves on two different trains passing by each other 

abstract: Aerodynamic analysis of
high-speed trains by CFD simulations
based on Lattice Boltzmann and Finite
Volume Method
by Yiwei Wang , Yiran An
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